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1& Summary&
The" genetic" information" stored" in" the" DNA" of" all" cells" is" crucial" for" normal" growth" of" uniZ" and"
multicellular" organisms." The" integrity" of" genomes" is" constantly" threatened" by" DNA" damage" and"
genetic"transactions"that"generate"torsional"stress"and"replication"stalling."Maintaining"DNA"stability"
is"thus"essential"for"life"and"is"assured"by"a"variety"of"DNA"surveillance"and"repair"mechanisms."
During"DNA"replication,"replication"fork"(RF)"progression"is"frequently"disturbed"by"obstacles"that"can"
be"either"accidental"or"programmed,"as" in"the"case"of"RF"barriers" (RFBs)" found" in"many"organisms."
The" wellZstudied" polar" ribosomal" RFB" (rRFB)" of" budding" yeast" stalls" RFs" upon" sequenceZspecific"
binding" of" Fob1." The" highly" repetitive" structure" of" the" ribosomal" DNA" (rDNA)" renders" it" prone" to"
homologous"recombination,"which"may"destabilize"the"locus."Fob1"along"with"a"number"of"additional"
enzymes"ensures"rDNA"homeostasis,"probably"by"favoring"genetically"silent"recombination"outcomes"
and"by"quickly" recovering" the"normal" repeat"number"upon"accidental" copy"number" changes." Fob1"
also"mediates" anchoring" of" the" rDNA" repeats" to" the" inner" nuclear"membrane,"which" restricts" the"
structural" flexibility" of" the" locus." This," together" with" the" replicationZ" and" transcriptionZassociated"
unwinding" of" the" DNA" helix" likely" generates" a" great" amount" of" torsional" stress" in" the" DNA." DNA"
relaxation"is"normally"achieved"by"the"action"of"DNA"topoisomerases"that"cut"the"DNA"by"forming"a"
covalent" bond" with" it" to" allow" unwinding" of" the" helix" before" resealing" the" break." Indeed,"
topoisomerases"are"important"for"rDNA"stability"and"topoisomerase"1"(Top1)Zdependent"nicks"were"
shown"to"occur"close"to"the"rRFB."It"remained,"however,"elusive"how"Top1"action"is"regulated"in"the"
rDNA." The" first" aim" of"my" thesis"was" the" identification" of" factors" influencing" Top1" nicking" activity"
within"the"rDNA"and"particularly"at"the"rRFB."
I"found"that"unusually"stable"Top1ZDNA"complexes"(Top1"cleavage"complexes,"Top1ccs)"and,"hence,"
DNA"nicks," accumulate" specifically" at" the" rRFB." This" accumulation" requires" Fob1"and" the"nucleolar"
protein"Tof2,"but" is" independent"of"RF"stalling,"suggesting"that"Fob1"and"Tof2"position"Top1"to"and"
stabilize"the"Top1cc"at"the"rRFB."Interestingly,"Top1cc"stabilization"by"Fob1"and"Tof2"does"not"require"
the"rDNA"context,"as"Fob1Zdependent"Top1ccs"also"accumulated"at"an"ectopically"located"rRFB"that"
was"neither" recruited" to" the"nucleus"nor" to" the" inner"nuclear"membrane."We"also" identified"Top1"
nicks" to"account" for"most"of" the"DNA"doubleZstrand"breaks" (DSBs)"previously"described" to"arise" in"
wildZtype"cells,"pointing"at"an"in!vitro"conversion"of"singleZstranded"Top1"nicks"to"DSBs."On"the"basis"
of" these"data,"we"propose"a"model" in"which"Top1" is" recruited" to" the"rRFB,"where" it"nicks" the"DNA"
forming"a"stable"Top1cc"intermediate"to"allow"for"continuous"relaxation,"thereby"contributing"to"the"
genetic" stabilization" of" the" structurally" complex" locus." This" stabilization" is" achieved" by" proteinZ
protein"interactions"with"Fob1"andTof2"or"by"misalignment"of"the"break"end"by"the"structure"of"the"
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complex."In"the"published"manuscript"we"thus"present"first"evidence"for"locusZspecific"regulation"of"
Top1"catalytic"actions."
Besides" regulating" DNA" torsion" and" ensuring" RF" integrity," genome"maintenance" also" involves" the"
removal" of" irregular" DNA" bases." Uracil" in" DNA" results" from" cytosine" deamination" or" uracil"
misincorporation"during"DNA"replication."While"the"former" leads"to"G!U"mismatches"and,"hence,"C"
to"T"transition"mutations"if"left"unrepaired,"the"latter"is"nonZmutagenic,"but"could"affect"transcription"
factor" binding." Uracil" DNA" glycosylases" (UDGs)" excise" uracils" from" DNA," thereby" initiating" a" base"
excision" repair" (BER)" process" that" restores" the" regular" DNA" sequence" to" counter" these" adverse"
effects."Notably,"as"BER"generates"DNA"singleZstrand"breaks"as"intermediates,"the"repair"of"regularly"
occurring"uracils"in"DNA"will"have"an"impact"on"the"helical"structure"of"the"DNA,"similar"to"the"action"
of" topoisomerases." In" mammals," four" nuclear" UDGs" with" partially" overlapping" functions" are"
expressed."While"UNG2" and" SMUG1"were"mainly" associated"with" “classical”" uracil" excision" repair,"
TDG" and" MBD4" appear" to" have" only" minor" roles" in" this" process," but" instead" are" important" for"
epigenetic"regulation"of"gene"expression."The"functional"separation"of"the"single"enzymes,"however,"
is" not" fully" understood." Thus," the" second"aim"of"my" thesis"was" to" further" separate"UDG" functions"
using"S.!pombe"as"a"model."S.!pombe"offers"a"UDG"system"of"reduced"complexity"as"it"has"only"two,"
instead"of"four,"of"these"enzymes,"namely"an"UNG2"ortholog"(Ung1)"and"a"TDG"ortholog"(Thp1)." In"
addition" to" the" presence" of" only" two" UDGs," this" organism" has" chromatin" regulation" mechanisms"
similar"to"those"found"in"mammalian"cells,"while"having"no"DNA"methylation."
We"used" a" genetic" approach" to" functionally" separate" the" two"S.! pombe" UDGs"Ung1" and" Thp1." By"
studying"the"lossZofZfunction"phenotypes"of"the"two"UDGs,"we"found"that"despite"a"dominant"uracil"
excision"activity"of"Ung1"in"cellZfree"extracts,"both"Ung1"and"Thp1"contribute"to"uracil"removal"and"
mutation"avoidance"in!vivo."Interestingly,"Thp1"expression"mediates"cytotoxicity"during"5Zfluorouracil"
(5ZFU)" exposure" and" in" the" presence" of" increased" amounts" of" genomic" uracil." In" line"with" a" toxic"
effect" of" Thp1Zdependent" repair," Thp1" overexpression" increases" DNA" breakage" and" spontaneous"
mutation"rates."Thp1"was"previously"shown"to"have"high"affinity" to" its"product"abasic"site" (APZsite)"
and"we"reason"that"the"longZlived"AP"site"generated"by"Thp1,"but"not"by"Ung1,"causes"cytotoxicity."
Presence" of" AP" sites" could" occasionally" lead" to" DNA" breakage" and," consistent" with" an" increased"
lifetime" of" AP" sites" in" Thp1Zinitated" repair," most" spontaneous" mitotic" recombination" events"
measured"in"S.!pombe"cells"depend"on"Thp1"but"not"on"Ung1."Thus,"Ung1"and"Thp1"have"overlapping"
functions" in"uracil"removal,"however,"the"qualitative"repair"outcome"appears"to"be"different."While"
Ung1Zmediated"BER"is"probably"fast"and"mostly"errorZfree,"Thp1Zdependent"BER"appears"to"be"slow"
and" errorZprone." The" fact" that" both"UDGs" coZevolved" suggests" that" Thp1" fulfills" additional" cellular"
functions" beyond" classical" DNA" repair." Given" the" epigenetic" role" of"mammalian" TDG" in" regulating"
gene"expression,"I"explored"additional"Thp1"functions"in"gene"regulation"by"comparing"genomeZwide"
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RNA"expression" profiles."While" this" revealed" no" distinct" pattern" of" dysregulation" in" Thp1Zdeficient"
cells,"most"of"the"analyzed"genes"tended"to"be"less"expressed"in"the"absence"of"Thp1."Interestingly,"
Thp1Zdeficiency"also" increases" the"variability"of" gene"expression"between" replicates."We" therefore"
conclude"that"Thp1Zdependent"processes"contribute"to"the"maintenance"of"a"transcriptionally"active"
chromatin."Consequently,"S.!pombe"could"serve"as"a"suitable"model"for"studying"the"impact"of"UDGs"
on"gene"expression.""
Taken" together," in" collaboration" with" several" colleagues," my" work" provided" insights" into" a" novel"
regulatory"aspect"of"Top1"function"in"the"rDNA"of"budding"yeast"and"into"the"function"of"Ung1Z"and"
Thp1Zdependent"uracil"repair"in"S.!pombe."
""
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2&& Introduction"
2.1&& Maintenance&of&Genetic&and&Epigenetic&Information&
All" genetic" information" required" for" building" up" unicellular" as" well" as" multicellular" organisms" is"
encoded" in" the" deoxyribonucleic" acid" (DNA)." The" genetic" alphabet" consists" of" four" nucleobases:"
adenine"(A),"thymine"(T),"guanine"(G)"and"cytosine"(C)."An"additional"layer"of"information"is"added"by"
the"covalent"modification"of" the"DNA"bases"and"by"the"covalent"attachment"of"chemical"groups"to"
histones" around" which" the" DNA" is" wrapped" for" compaction." This" secondary" layer" is" called" the"
epigenetic" code" or" epigenetic" information," as" it" is" partially" inheritable" and" determines" the"
transcriptional" readout" of" the" genome." Genetic" and" epigenetic" information" are" constantly"
threatened"by"a"variety"of"exogenous"and"endogenous"factors,"and"in"humans"the"alteration"of"both"
types" of" information" is" associated"with" organismal" aging" and" ageZrelated" diseases" such" as" cancer."
Therefore,"the"understanding"of"molecular"events"leading"to"such"cellular"transformations"and"of"the"
cellular"defense"mechanisms"is"crucial"for"the"identification"of"potential"drug"targets.""
"
"
2.1.1& Sources&of&Genome&Instability&
Exogenous&and&Endogenous&DNA&Lesions&
Due"to"its"chemical"nature"the"DNA"is"intrinsically"instable."Indeed,"the"most"frequent"lesion"found"in"
DNA," a" nucleotide" that" has" lost" its" base," is" of" endogenous" origin," resulting" from" the" spontaneous"
hydrolysis"of"the"NZglycosidic"bond"linking"the"DNA"base"to"the"sugar"phosphate"backbone."These"soZ
called" abasic" sites," or" AP" sites," that" arise" an" estimated" 9000" times" per" day" in" the" diploid" human"
genome," are" devoid" of" coding" information" and" are" thus" potentially" mutagenic" (Wilson" &" Kunkel,"
2000;" Kim" &" Wilson," 2012)." During" DNA" replication" incorrect" deoxynucleotides" might" be"
incorporated"into"the"DNA"generating"preZmutagenic"mispairs."Although"the"proofreading"activity"of"
DNA"polymerases"is"efficient,"residual"mispairs"are"found"that"escaped"this"level"of"repair"and"need"
to"be"corrected"by"the"postZreplicative"mismatch"repair"system."Spontaneous"hydrolytic"deamination"
of" cytosine," adenine" and" guanine" to" uracil," hypoxanthine" and" xanthine/oxanine," respectively,"
represent"additional"causes"of"DNA"mismatch"formation"(Schärer,"2003;"Suzuki"et"al.,"2000)."During"
normal"aerobic"metabolism,"reactive"oxygen"species"(ROS)"are"formed,"which"can"oxidize"DNA"bases"
in"their"close"proximity."For"instance,"8Zoxoguanine"and"thymine"glycol"can"be"formed"through"ROSZ
mediated" oxidation" and" they" cause"mutations" by"miscoding" or" interfere"with"DNA" replication" and"
RNA"transcription"(Schärer,"2003)."
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In"addition"to"these"highly"abundant"endogenous"DNA"lesions,"alterations"in"the"DNA"are"also"caused"
by"environmental" factors," such"as" electromagnetic" radiations" (e.g."UV" light," ionizing" radiation)" and"
genotoxic"chemicals."The"energy"deposited"by"UV"or"ionizing"radiation"is"sufficient"to"alter"or"break"
covalent"bonds,"creating"a"variety"of"DNA" lesions" including"singleZstrand"breaks" (SSBs)"and"doubleZ
strand" breaks" (DSBs)." These" radiations" also" generate" ROS," which" may" induce" various" DNA" base"
damage"as"well"as"occasional"DNAZDNA"or"DNAZprotein"crosslinks."UV"exposure"also"dimerizes"DNA"
bases,"generating"adducts"like"cyclobutan"pyrimidine"dimers"and"other"bulky"lesions"that"disturb"the"
doubleZhelical" structure" of" the" DNA," are" miscoding" and/or" polymerase" blocking" (Friedberg," 2006;"
Schärer," 2003)." DNA" damage" is" also" induced" by" a" wide" range" of" genotoxic" agents" through" their"
potential" to" chemically"modify" DNA" base" or" to" induce" DNAZDNA" or" DNAZprotein" crosslinks."While"
their"cytotoxic"and"mutagenic"nature"is"undesirable"in"healthy"individuals,"many"such"agents"are"used"
in" cancer" therapy"due" to" the" fact" that" their" cytotoxic"effects"are"mostly" replicationZmediated."One"
example"is"the"uracil"analog"5Zfluorouracil"(5ZFU),"which"induces"increased"incorporation"of"uracil"
and" its" own"metabolic" derivatives" into" DNA" and" RNA." Base" excision" repair" (BER)" intermediates" of"
these"lesions"were"shown"to"interfere"with"replication"fork"(RF)"progression,"finally"causing"cell"death"
(Longley"et"al.,"2003).""
"
"
Replication&Fork&Impediments&
The"DNA"of"a"eukaryote"cell" is" replicated"once"per"cell" cycle"during"SZphase." In"G1"phase," the"preZ
initiation" complex" is" loaded" onto" multiple" origins" of" replication" to" “license”" them" for" replication."
Replication" is" started" biZdirectionally" with" two" RFs" moving" in" opposite" directions" along" the"
chromosome"until"they"merge"with"another"RF" in"a"termination"process."The"replication"machinery"
(replisome)" consists" of" numerous" highly" coordinated" protein" factors" that" ensure" smooth" RF"
progression"through"the"chromosome."Unwinding"of"the"DNA"double"helix"by"the"helicases"separates"
the" strands," which" then" serve" as" templates" for" DNA" synthesis" by" DNA" polymerases" in" a" semiZ
conservative" mode."While" DNA" polymerase" ε" is" responsible" for" the" continuous" replication" of" the"
leadings" strand," the" lagging" strand" is" synthesized" discontinuously" by" DNA" polymerase" δ." Lagging"
strand" synthesis" is" primed" every" 100–200" bases" from" RNA:DNA" hybrids," giving" rise" to" Okazaki"
fragments"that"are"joined"by"DNA"Ligase"I"to"form"an"uninterrupted"DNA"strand."The"proliferation"cell"
nuclear"antigen"(PCNA)" is"yet"another"factor"that"forms"a"sliding"clamp"around"the"replicated"DNA,"
stabilizing"the"replisome"and"hence"supporting"RF"progression"(Chagin"et"al.,"2010;"Leman"&"Noguchi,"
2013)." Stretches" of" singleZstranded" DNA" are" exposed" during" replication," especially" on" the" lagging"
strand" template." These" are" covered" by" the" singleZstrand" binding" protein" A" (replication" protein" A,"
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RPA)," essentially" to" prevent" the" formation" of" secondary" DNA" structures," but" also" to" shield" the"
exposed"bases"from"chemical"attacks.""
RFs" are" frequently" interrupted" in" their" progression" by" obstacles," such" as" DNA" helicaseZ" or"
polymeraseZblocking"lesions."Replication"arrest"may"also"be"triggered"by"inhibitors"of"the"replicative"
polymerases,"or"by"hydroxyurea"that"depletes"the"nucleotide"pool"and"thus"the"substrates"for"DNA"
synthesis."Some"DNA"bound"proteins"also"block"the"replisome,"acting"as"RF"barriers"(RFB)."A"number"
of" programmed" RFBs" are" found" in" the" genome" of" various" organisms." Defined" by" the" sequenceZ
specific"binding"of"proteins"mediating"the"RFB"activity,"they"are"discussed"more"deeply"in"chapter"2.2."
Another" source" of" replication" instability" is" the" interference" between" DNA" replication" and"
transcription,"particularly" if"the"processes"are"oriented" in"a"headZtoZhead"collision"course"(Helmrich"
et"al.,"2013;"Lambert"&"Carr,"2013)."For"example"tRNA"genes"that"are"highly"transcribed"throughout"
the" cell" cycle" frequently" pause" the" RF" when" transcription" and" replication" proceed" in" opposite"
direction." Similarly," highly" transcribed" RNA" polymerase" II" genes" impede" RF" progression." RF" blocks"
have" been" also" observed" in" situation" where" transcription" and" replication" progress" in" the" same"
direction,"probably"reflecting"problems"to"replicate"across"DNA/RNA"hybrids"(RZloops),"paused"RNA"
polymerases" or" regions"with" increased" topological" stress" (Branzei"&" Foiani," 2010;" Lambert"&" Carr,"
2013)." Indeed," increased" RZloop" formation" by" THO/TREX" deletion" induced" the" formation" of"
recombination" intermediates" during" replication" (GomezZGonzález" et" al.," 2011)." Palindromic" DNA"
sequences"have"the"propensity"to"form"secondary"DNA"structures"that"can"interfere"with"replication,"
especially" on" the" leading" strand" (Rosche" et" al.," 1995)." Moreover," there" are" genomic" regions"
particularly"prone"to"replication"stress."These"are"hotspots"of"DNA"breakage"and"recombination"and"
are"known"as"chromosomal"fragile"sites"(replication"slow"zones"in"yeast)."The"underlying"causes"are"
just"about"to"be"unraveled,"but"appear"to"be"multifactorial."Most"of"these"sites"show"slowZdown"or"
pausing" of" the" RF," and" some" were" also" related" to" high" transcription" activities," secondary" DNA"
structures"and"hypoZacetylated"histones"(Hashash"et"al,"2011;"2012;"Lambert"&"Carr,"2013)."
All" these" contexts" interfering" with" RF" progression" require" replisome" stabilization" (“stalled" RF”)" to"
prevent"premature"disassembly"of"the"complex"and"to"allow"for"resumption"of"DNA"replication"(“RF"
collapse”)," thereby" protecting" from" the" initiation" of" unscheduled" recombination" events." To"
circumvent"prolonged" stalling," replicative" repair"mechanisms" allowing" for" bypass" of" certain" lesions"
are" in" place." These" include" errorZprone" translesion" synthesis" polymerases" and" homologous"
recombination"(HR)Zdependent"errorZfree"bypass"pathways."In"addition,"the"intraZSZphase"checkpoint"
is" important" to"maintain"genome"stability"when"the"cell"experiences" increased"replication" stress." It"
blocks" or" slows"down" cell" cycle" progression," stabilizes" the" replisome" to"prevent"RF" collapse" and" is"
also" implicated" in" the" initiation" of" DNA" repair" processes" and" the" restart" of" stalled" RFs." A" nonZ
functional"checkpoint"in"challenged"cells"was"indeed"shown"to"provoke"replisome"disassembly"as"well"
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as" the" formation"of" reversed"RFs" (CottaZRamusino"et" al.," 2005;"Hu"et" al.," 2012;" Lopes"et" al.," 2001;"
Sogo"et"al.,"2002;"Tercero"&"Diffley,"2001)."SingleZstranded"DNA"stretches"are"formed"at"stalled"RFs"
due"to"uncoupling"of"either"helicase"and"polymerase"activities"or"of"leading"and"lagging"strand"DNA"
synthesis." In" budding" yeast," ATR" (ATMZ" and" Rad3Zrelated" protein)" it" thought" to" sense" this" singleZ
stranded" DNA" and" it" cooperates" with" several" factors" to" phosphorylate" the" essential" checkpoint"
kinase" Rad53," which" in" turn" is" required" for" full" checkpoint" activation" (Cobb" et" al," 2004)." The"
replisomeZassociated"factors"Mrc1"and"Tof1"from"budding"yeast"prevent"uncoupling"of"the"replisome"
and" the" DNA" polymerase" by" inducing" fork" arrest," whereas" Rrm3" facilitates" RF" progression" by"
removing"DNAZbound"proteins"in"front"of"the"replisome."Absence"of"Rrm3"leads"to"highly"increased"
numbers"of"RFBs,"which"become"recombination"hotspots"(Branzei"&"Foiani,"2010).""
"
"
DNA&torsional&stress&
During"DNA" replication" the" unwinding" of" the" two"DNA" strands" by" the" dedicated"helicases" induces"
helical" tension" around" the" replication"bubble" that" cannot" simply"diffuse," due" to" the" rigidity"of" the"
macromolecular"structure"of" the"chromosomes."Chromosomes"are"divided" into" large"domains"with"
fixed"boundaries" that"preclude" rotation."RF"movement" thus" leads" to"overZtwisting"ahead"of" the"RF"
and"to"underZtwisting"in"its"wake"(Figure"1),"this"results"in"a"local"overZ"and"underwinding"of"the"DNA"
duplex" known" as" positive" and" negative" supercoiling," respectively." In" order" to" relieve" the" torsional"
stress"ahead"of"the"RF,"the"replisome"might"also"move"along"the"twist"of"the"DNA"helix,"resulting"in"
intertwined"daughter"strands"(“precatenates”,"Figure"1)."To"ensure"continuous"DNA"replication,"the"
cell" expresses" special" nucleases" called" topoisomerases" that" break," unwind" and" rejoin" these"
precatenates" (chapter" 2.3.1)" (Postow" et" al.," 2001;" Teves" &" Henikoff," 2014b)." In" addition" to" the"
torsional"stress"arising"through"the"normal"RF"progression,"torsionZdriven"nonZcanonical"DNA"folding"
such" as" the" formation" of" cruciform" DNA" structures" might" further" impede" replication" (Branzei" &"
Foiani,"2010;"Gilbert"&"Allan,"2014)."In"addition,"the"reported"association"of"expressed"genes"with"the"
nuclear"pore"complex"in"yeast"might"impose"torsional"constraints"(Sood"&"Brickner,"2014)."Similarly,"
anchoring"of"the"ribosomal"RFB"(rRFB)"to"the"nuclear"membrane"prevents"diffusion"of"DNA"torsion"in"
the" highly" transcribed" ribosomal" DNA" (rDNA)" of" budding" yeast." In" line" with" a" large" demand" of"
releasing" topological" stress" in" this" genomic" region," topoisomerases" are" required" for" rDNA" stability"
(Bermejo"et"al.,"2012).""
The" buildZup" of" helical" tension" likewise" applies" to" the" process" of" transcription" where" RNA"
polymerases"move"along"the"DNA"helix."Consequently,"local"supercoiling"domains"were"observed"at"
sites"of"active" transcription" that"were"boosted"by" topoisomerase" inhibition."The" relief"of" torsion" is"
required" throughout" transcription" and" becomes" particularly" important"when" a" transcribed" gene" is"
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simultaneously" undergoing" replication." SlowingZdown" and" pausing" of" RF" progression" has" been"
observed" independent" of" the" relative" orientation" of" the" two" processes." In" the" case" of" converging"
transcription"and"replication"machineries,"this"is"well"explained"by"a"substantial" increase"of"positive"
supercoiling" in" the" DNA" located" between" the" replisome" and" the" progressing" RNA" polymerase"
complex"(Branzei"&"Foiani,"2010)."
It" was" proposed" that" increased" torsion" of" the" DNA" is" not" just" a" byZproduct" of" transcription" and"
replication"but"might"be"important"for"the"establishment"of"chromatin"states"that"permit"activation"
of"gene"promoters"(Gilbert"&"Allan,"2014;"Ma"et"al.,"2013)."As"a"proof"of"principle,"an"inducible"gene"
promoter"was"shown"to"be"activated"by"independent"transcription"of"a"region"1.2"kb"away"from"the"
promoter"(Kouzine"et"al.,"2008)."In"a"genomeZwide"approach"it"was"further"shown"that"underZwound"
chromosome" regions" are" less" compact" that" overZwound" domains" and" would" thus" favor" gene"
expression."Large"supercoiled"domains"could"therefore"constitute"an"elegant"mechanism"to"facilitate"
regulation"of"gene"clusters"(Naughton"et"al.,"2013)."At"the"nucleosome"level,"increased"helical"torsion"
induced" in! vitro" and" by" topoisomerase" inhibition" in! vivo" triggers" increased" H2A/H2B" histone"
exchange" and" nucleosome" turnover," respectively" (Sheinin" et" al.," 2013;" Teves" &" Henikoff," 2014a)."
Moreover," the" same" as" DNAZbound" proteins" alter" DNA" topology," the" local" DNA" topology" is"
conversely"important"for"binding"regulatory"proteins"to"some"promoter"regions"(Jagelská"et"al.,"2008;"
Kouzine"et"al.,"2008)."
"
"
Figure&1.&Increased&DNA&torsion&at&progressing&replication&forks."The"DNA"helix"ahead"of"the"replication"fork"is"
overwound"and"forms"positive"supercoiling" (Sc)." In" the"wake"of" the" fork," rotation"of" the"replisome"along"the"
DNA"helix"may"result"in"intertwined"sister"chromatids"(SCI),"or"“precatenates”."Positive"supercoiling"is"released"
mainly"by"Top1"and"partially"by"Top2,"whereas"precatenates"are"removed"only"by"Top2."Figure"from"(Kegel"et"
al.,"2011)."
"
"
2.1.2& DNA&Surveillance&and&Repair&Mechanisms&
To"prevent" the"genome" from"deleterious"events"caused"by" the"different"DNA" lesions,"a"number"of"
highly"entangled"DNA"repair"mechanisms"have"evolved."Figure"2"summarizes"common"DNA" lesions"
and"preferred"pathways"used"for"their"repair.""
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&
Figure&2.&Origin&and&repair&of&DNA&lesions."Overview"of"endogenous"and"exogenous"DNA"damaging"agents,"the"
resulting"DNA"lesions"and"repair"pathways"involved"in"their"repair."Figure"adapted"from"(Schärer,"2003)."
&
&
Direct&Reversal&of&DNA&Lesions"
A" few" enzymes" are" capable" of" directly" reversing"DNA"damage," one" example" being" the" photolyase"
that" is" expressed" in"many" prokaryotes" and" eukaryotes," but" is" absent" from"mammals." Upon" lightZ
mediated" activation," photolyase" is" capable" of" recognizing" and" reversing" UVZinduced" pyrimidine"
dimers."Another"prominent"example" is"the"O6Zmethylguanine"DNA"methyltransferase"(MGMT),"also"
found" in"mammalian" cells," that" directly" removes" the" alkyl" group" of"O6Zalkylguanine" to" restore" the"
guanine." However,"MGMT" is" a" suicide" enzyme" as" binding" of" the"methyl" group" is" irreversible" and"
inactivates"MGMT"(Schärer,"2003)."
"
"
Nucleotide&Excision&Repair"
Mammalian"cells"lack"the"photolyase,"but"instead"utilize"nucleotide"excision"repair"(NER)"to"counter"
UVZinduced"DNA"damage."NER"acts"on"a"broad"range"of"bulky"lesions"distorting"the"helical"structure"
of" the" DNA." Two"modes" of" NER" are" distinguished:" global" genome" repair" (GGR)" and" transcriptionZ
coupled"repair"(TCR),"the"latter"being"responsible"for"timely"repair"of" lesions" interfering"with"active"
transcription." Both" subZpathways" rely" on" the" regulated" assembly" and" action" of" approximately" 30"
proteins."GGR"is"initiated"by"binding"of"XPCZRAD23B"and"UVZdamage"DNAZbinding"protein"(UVZDDB)"
to"the"lesion,"whereas"TCR"is"triggered"by"stalling"of"the"RNA"polymerase"in"conjunction"with"a"set"of"
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transcription, and can eventually lead to cell death. For that reason such alkylating 
agents are often used as cytostatic drugs in cancer therapy. A widely used 
chemotherapeutic of this class is cis-diamminedichloroplatinum (II) (cisplatin), which 
mainly creates intrastrand crosslinks. (Reviewed in Friedberg et al., 2005; Seiffert, 
2003). 
 
 
2.2 DNA repair 
 
In order to cope with this myriad of different DNA lesions, the cell has evolved a 
network of distinct DNA repair pathways. These are divided in base excision repair 
(BER), nucleotide excision repair (NER), mismatch repair (MMR) and DSB repair, 
comprising homologous recombination (HR) and non-homologous end joining 
(NHEJ). Beside DNA repair mechanisms in the true sense, cells use translesion 
synthesis (TLS) pathways to bypass DNA lesions and enable postreplicative repair. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. DNA lesions and repair pathways. Overview of endogenous and exogenous sources of 
DNA damage, the resulting DNA lesions and the pathways used for their repair. O6-meG, O
6
-
methylguanine. (Figure from Scharer, 2003). 
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other" NER" enzymes" (CSA," CSB," XAB2)." Following" damage" recognition," the" two" subZpathways"
prosecute"a"common"“core”"NER"mechanism."While"the"DNA"is"stabilized"by"the"singleZstrand"binding"
protein"RPA"and"a"subset"of"Xeroderma"pigmentosum"complementation"group"proteins" (XPA,"XPB,"
XPD),"the"damaged"DNA"strand"is"incised"3’"and"5’"of"the"lesion"by"the"action"of"the"structureZspecific"
endonuclease"ERCC1ZXPF,"resulting"in"the"excision"of"24"to"32"nucleotides."After"DNA"reZsynthesis"by"
DNA"polymerase"δ,"ε"or"κ,"the"DNA"is"ligated"by"either"DNA"ligase"III"together"with"XRCC1"or"by"DNA"
ligase" I."To" facilitate"NER," the"chromatin"was"shown"to"be" rearranged"during" the" repair"process"by"
DNA"remodeling"factors"(Kamileri"et"al.,"2012;"Schärer,"2013).""
Defects" in" NER" are" associated"with" complex" and" heterogeneous" genetic" disorders." Defective" GGR"
manifests"as"Xeroderma"pigmentosum,"which"predisposes"patients"with"a"2000Zfold"increased"risk"to"
skin"cancer"in"response"to"sunlight."The"Cockayne"syndrome"is"caused"by"defects"in"TRC"and"patients"
suffer" from" preZmature" aging" and" from" developmental" and" neurological" defects." The" pleiotropic"
nature"of"NERZrelated"defects"arise"partially" from"the"different"proteins"that"are"affected,"but"they"
might"also"reflect"functions"of"NER"proteins"that"are"not"directly"involved"in"DNA"repair"(Kamileri"et"
al.,"2012)."
"
"
Mismatch&Repair&
The" postZreplicative" DNA" mismatch" repair" (MMR)" pathway" removes" mismatched" DNA" bases" and"
small" insertions/deletions" that"escaped" the"proofreading" function"of"DNA"polymerases"during"DNA"
replication." To" be" efficient" in" mutation" avoidance," the" MMR" system" must" be" able" to" specifically"
detect" the" mismatched" base" located" in" the" newly" replicated" DNA" strand." In" E.! coli," the" newly"
synthesized"DNA"strand"is"identified"by"the"lack"of"dam"methylation"directly"after"replication,"giving"
rise"to"transiently"hemiZmethylated"DNA."Formation"of"a"MutSZMutL"recognition"complex"on"MMRZ
relevant"DNA"lesions"activates"the"endonuclease"activity"of"MutH"that"is"specifically"bound"to"hemiZ
methylatedZsites"and"that"mediates"strandZspecific"incision"during"MMR."In"contrast,"the"DNA"strand"
recognition" mechanism" during" MMR" is" not" definitively" resolved" for" many" other" bacteria" and" for"
eukaryotes."However," as"MMR" is" induced"by" the"presence"of"DNA"nicks! in! vitro," it"was" speculated"
that" the" DNA" interceptions" between" Okazaki" fragments" on" the" lagging" strand" could" constitute" a"
signal"for"MMR"direction."Alternatively," interactions"with"replication"factor"C"(RFC)"and"PCNA"might"
assemble"the"nuclease"PMS2"in"a"configuration"that"mediates"specific"incision"of"the"newly"replicated"
DNA"strand."MismatchZrecognition"is"accomplished"by"the"heterodimers"of"hMSH2ZhMSH6"(hMutSα)"
and"hMSH2ZhMSH3"(hMutSβ)."While"hMutSα"is"important"for"recognition"of"base"mismatches"and"1"
to"2"base"pair"insertions/deletions,"hMutSβ"preferentially"targets"larger"insertion/deletions"or"loops."
The" heterodimer" hMLH1ZPMS2" (hMUTLα)" is" then" thought" to" induce" replicationZdependent" nicking"
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(see" above)," followed" by" 5’" to" 3’" excision" mediated" by" the" exonuclease" EXO1." Following" damage"
excision," the"gap" is" filled"by"a" replicative"DNA"polymerase"and" ligated"by"DNA" ligase" I" to"complete"
repair." As" expected," deletion" of" MMR" components" highly" increases" spontaneous" mutation" rates."
Defective"MMR"proteins"characteristically"cause"microsatellite"instability"and"are"associated"with"an"
increased" risk" of" hereditary" nonpolyposis" colorectal" cancer" (HNPCC)" and" sporadic" microsatellite"
unstable"cancers"(Jiricny,"2006;"G.ZM."Li,"2008).""
"
"
Base&Excision&Repair&
Base"excision"repair"(BER)"is"dedicated"to"the"removal"of"a"variety"of"DNA"base"lesions"resulting"from"
oxidation,"deamination,"alkylation"and"base"loss."By"correcting"base"lesions"prior"to"DNA"replication,"
BER"counteracts"mutations"(Kim"&"Wilson,"2012)."BER"includes"5"consecutive"steps:"(i)"removal"of"the"
damaged" base" by" a" damageZspecific" DNA" glycosylase," (ii)" incision" of" the" resulting" AP" site," (iii)"
processing"of"the"DNA"ends,"(iv)"gap"filling"by"polymerases"and"(v)"DNA"ligation"(Figure"3).""
BER" is" initiated"by" variable"damageZspecific"DNA"glycosylases"of"which"11"are"expressed" in"human"
cells." They" use" different" mechanisms" to" scan" the" DNA" for" damage" and" catalyze" base" removal" by"
cleaving"the"NZglycosidic"bond"that"links"the"base"to"the"sugar"moiety"of"the"deoxynucleotide."MonoZ
functional" DNA" glycosylases" only" catalyze" base" excision," whereas" biZfunctional" DNA" glycosylases"
possess" an" additional" AP" lyase" activity" that" cleaves" the" DNA" backbone" 3’" of" the" lesion" by" a" βZ
elimination" resulting" in" a" 3’Zunsaturated" aldehyde," which" can" be" further" converted" into" a" 3’Z
phosphate" (PO4)" by" δZelimination." Both" ends" are" refractory" to" polymerization" and" require" termini"
processing" before" proceeding" with" BER" (Jacobs" &" Schar," 2012;" Kim" &" Wilson," 2012)." Generally,"
glycosylases"have"a"high"affinity"to"their"product"AP"site,"making"AP"site"dissociation"a"rateZlimiting"
step"of"BER."Due"to"the"mutagenic"capacity"of"the"abasic"site,"this"slow"turnZover"might"protect"the"
AP"site"until"downstream"factors"of"BER"are"available"(Jacobs"&"Schar,"2012)." It"was"suggested"that"
glycosylases"scan"the"DNA"for"aberrant"bases"by"nonZspecific"DNA"interactions."Crystal"structures"of"
different"DNA"glycosylases"with"their"substrates"revealed"that"upon"interaction"with"a"damaged"base,"
the" DNA" helix" is" distorted" and" the" damaged" base" is" flipped" into" the" catalytic" pocket" of" the"
glycosylase." This" increases" the" interaction" surface" between" the" base" and" the" pocket," enabling" the"
detection" and" verifications" of" even" small" base" alterations." Substrate" specificity" is" mediated" by"
selective" interactions"between" the" substrate"base"and" the"catalytic"pocket"and"by" steric"exclusion."
The"NZglycosidic"bond"is"then"cleaved"by"a"nucleophilic"attack"on"the"C1"of"the"deoxyribose"(Brooks"et"
al.,"2013;"Jacobs"&"Schar,"2012)."
"
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"
Figure&3.&Core&pathway&of&mammalian&shortL&and&longLpatch&base&excision&repair.&(I)"Damaged"DNA"bases"are"
excised" by" damageZspecific" DNA" glycosylases" to" create" an" APZsite" that" might" also" occur" by" spontaneous"
hydrolytic" deamination." (II)" The" AP" endonuclease" APE1" incises" the" DNA" backbone" 5’" of" the" lesion." (III)"
Alternatively," SSBs" are" detected" by" Poly(ADPZribose)" polymerase" (PARP)" that" recruits" XRCC1." Processing"
ofblocked"ends" resulting" from"a"SSB"might"be"achieved"by"polynucleotide"kinase" (PNK)." (IVZVI)"During" shortZ
patch"BER,"the"gap"is"filled"by"DNA"pol"β,"which"also"trims"the"blocking"5’"end,"and"ligation"is"performed"by"DNA"
ligase" III" (LIGIIIα)" together" with" the" scaffold" protein" XRCC1." (VIIZIX)." In" longZpatch" BER" (LPZBER)," a" DNA"
polymerase" synthesizes" 2" to" 12" nucleotides" and" simultaneously" displaces" the" 5’" end" to" form" a" flap" that" is"
removed"by"FEN1."The"nick"is"ligated"by"DNA"ligase"I"(LIGI)."Figure"from"(Hoeijmakers,"2001)."
"
"
Upon"base"release,"the"phosphodiester"backbone"is"incised"5’"of"the"AP"site"by"an"AP"endonuclease"
or" 3’" of" the" AP" site" by" the" intrinsic" AP" lyase" activity" of" biZfunctional" DNA" glycosylases." The"major"
human"AP"endonuclease"APE1"represents"95%"of"the"cell’s"AP"endonuclease"activity"(Kim"&"Wilson,"
Base-excision repair
BER is the main guardian against damage due to cellular metabolism,
including that resulting from reactive oxygen species, methylation,
deamination and hydroxylation. The molecular mechanism13 has
been resolved to the tertiary structure of all core components22–24 and
is explained in Box 2. 
BER and cancer
No human disorders caused by inherited BER deficiencies have been
identified. Mouse models generated in recent years may provide an
explanation: knockout of individual glycosylases does not cause an
overt phenotype, which is explained by partial redundancy between
different glycosylases13,25 and overlap with TCR. In fact, even a 
number of double mutants show only mild phenotypes, although
mutagenesis and cancer susceptibility are probably increased. But
inactivation of BER core proteins induces embryonic lethality, 
highlighting the vital importance of the process as a whole. This
might be due to the contribution of spontaneously occurring 
abasic sites and SSBs that directly feed into the BER core reaction
(Box 2) and/or to the generation of reaction intermediates by 
the glycosylases that cannot be further processed13,25. Interestingly,
specific polymorphisms in XRCC1 seem associated with lung and
other cancers26.
DSB repair: homologous recombination and end joining
DSBs arise from ionizing radiation or X-rays, free radicals, chemicals
and during replication of a SSB. After DSB detection, a complex 
cascade of reactions is triggered aimed at halting the cell-cycle
machinery and recruiting repair factors11,27 (Fig. 5). One of the early
initiators is the ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) protein kinase,
which is defective in the cancer-prone, X-ray-sensitive syndrome
ataxia telangiectasia28. Arrest in G1 is mediated via p53. Another early
event, which depends on the giant protein-kinases ATM, ATR (ataxia
telangiectasia related) and DNA-PKcs, is phosphorylation of histone
H2AX in the DNA domain next to the DSB over a megadalton 
distance29. This may provide a local chromatin state required for the
complex repair reactions or for recruiting repair proteins. Homolo-
gous recombination and end joining are the main repair modes.
When, after replication, a second identical DNA copy is available,
homologous recombination seems to be preferred; otherwise cells
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A battery of glycosylases, each dealing
with a relatively narrow, partially
overlapping spectrum of lesions, feeds
into a core reaction. Glycosylases flip
the suspected base out of the helix by
DNA backbone compression to
accommodate it in an internal cavity of
the protein. Inside the protein, the
damaged base is cleaved from the
sugar-phosphate backbone (stage I in
the figure). The resulting abasic site can
also occur spontaneously by
hydrolysis. The core BER reaction is
initiated by strand incision at the abasic
site by the APE1 endonuclease (II).
Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP),
which binds to and is activated by DNA
strand breaks, and the recently
identified polynucleotide kinase (PNK)59
may be important when BER is initiated
from a SSB to protect and trim the
ends for repair synthesis (III). In
mammals, the so-called short-patch
repair is the dominant mode for the
remainder of the reaction. DNA pol!
performs a one-nucleotide gap-filling
reaction (IV) and removes the 
5"-terminal baseless sugar residue via
its lyase activity (V); this is then followed
by sealing of the remaining nick by the
XRCC1–ligase3 complex (VI). The
XRCC1 scaffold protein interacts with
most of the above BER core
components and may therefore be
instrumental in protein exchange. The
long-patch repair mode involves DNA
pol!, pol#/$ and proliferating cell
nuclear antigen (PCNA) for repair synthesis (2–10 bases) as well as the FEN1 endonuclease to remove the displaced DNA flap and DNA ligase 1
for sealing (VII–IX). The above BER reaction operates across the genome. However, some BER lesions block transcription, and in this case the
problem is dealt with by the TCR pathway described above, including TFIIH, XPG (which also stimulates some of the glycosylases) and probably
the remainder of the core NER apparatus.
Box 2
Mechanism for base-excision repair
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2012)."Depending"on" the"enzyme"used" for"AP" site" incision," the"3’" and"5’" ends" are"not" suitable" for"
direct"action"of"a"polymerase"and/or"DNA"ligase."Those"enzymes"require"3’ZOH"and"a"5’ZPO3"ends"and"
nonZconventional"(blocking)"ends,"such"as"5’ZdRP,"5’ZOH"or"3’ZPO4,"require"termini"cleanup"by"an"AP"
endonuclease," certain" DNA" polymerases" (β," λ," ι)" or" the" biZfunctional" polynucleotide" 5’Zkinase/3’Z
phospatase" (PNKP)" (Kim"&"Wilson,"2012)."After"processing"of" the"ends," two"BER"subZpathways"are"
distinguished." In"shortZpatch"BER"(SPZBER),"DNA"polymerase"β"fills" in"the"gap"with"the"correct"base"
before"it"is"ligated"by"DNA"ligase"I"or"III"in"conjunction"with"the"scaffold"protein"XRCC1."During"longZ
patch"BER"(LPZBER),"DNA"polymerase"β,"δ"or"ε"cooperate"with"PCNA"to"replicate"a"stretch"of"2"to"12"
nucleotides" while" displacing" the" 5’" DNA" end." Finally," the" emerging" DNA" flap" is" removed" by" the"
structureZspecific"nuclease"FEN1"and"the"nick"is"sealed"by"DNA"ligase"I.""
Most"of"the"damaged"bases"(≈80%)"are"repaired"by"SPZBER"(Dianov"et"al.,"2000)"and"it" is" likely"that"
pathway"choice"is"determined"by"the"DNA"ends"present"after"incision"of"the"backbone,"which"in"turn"
depends"on"the"initiating"DNA"glycosylase."If"a"blocking"5’Zend"is"refractory"to"repair,"LPZBER"might"be"
chosen"to"avoid"problems"during"ligation"(Sung"&"Demple,"2006)."SPZBER"enzymes"are"also"used"for"
SSB" repair" (SSBR)." Among" the" first" enzymes" binding" to" SSBs" is" the" nick" sensor" poly(ADP)ribose"
polymerase" 1" (PARP1)." PARP1" recruits" XRCC1," a" scaffold" protein" without" a" known" enzymatic"
function," and" is" thought" to" stabilize" and" protect" the" nicks" until" BER" enzymes" take" over." PARP1"
dissociates" from" the" break" upon" autoZpoly(ADP)ribosylation" and" is" recycled" for" continuous" SSB"
detection"(Caldecott,"2008)."
The"importance"of"BER"is"underpinned"by"the"high"conservation"of"enzymes"involved"in"the"repair"of"
base" lesions" and" by" the" requirement" of" several" BER" enzymes" for" viability."While" deletion" of" DNA"
glycosylases" lack" drastic" phenotypes" in" embryogenesis" (apart" from" TDG)," probably" reflecting"
overlapping" functions," knockingZout" of" unique" downstream" BER" factors" is" incompatible" with"
embryogenesis" (Cortázar" et" al.," 2011;" Cortellino" et" al.," 2011;" Robertson" et" al.," 2009)." To"maintain"
genome"stability,"tight"regulation"of"BER"proteins"and"proper"handing"over"of"repair"intermediates"is"
essential." Regulation" of" BER" is" achieved" by" proteinZprotein" interactions" and" by" various" postZ
translational" modifications" including" phosphorylation," SUMOylation" and" ubiquitination," which" can"
alter"the"protein’s"stability,"activity,"subcellular"location"or"turnover."Due"to"the"constantly"high"levels"
of"base"damage"and"AP"sites"in"a"cell,"most"BER"proteins"are"always"present"and"additionally"adjusted"
upon"DNA"damage"(Almeida"&"Sobol,"2007;"Dianov"&"Hübscher,"2013)."""
BER"activity" is"also"an" important"parameter"during"cancer"treatment"as" it"determines"the"response"
efficiency" to" common" antiZcancer" drugs" like" chemotherapeutic" agents" and" radiotherapy." Cellular"
downZregulation"or" overexpression"of"many"BER" enzymes" results" in" enhanced" sensitivities" to" antiZ
cancer"drugs."Thus,"inhibiting"certain"BER"enzymes"alongside"with"conventional"cancer"therapies"is"a"
promising"possibility"to"increase"therapeutic"effects"(Kim"&"Wilson,"2012)."
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DNA&doubleLstrand&break&repair&
DSBs"are"among"the"most"dangerous"DNA"lesions"since"they"can"lead"to"chromosome"alterations"and"
cell" death" if" left" unrepaired" and" they" lack" an" intact" complementary" strand" for" repair." Two" repair"
pathways" DSB" repair" pathways" exist:" homologous" recombination" (HR)" and" nonZhomologous" endZ
joining"(NHEJ)."Quantitative"utilization"of"both"pathways"varies"among"species"with"NHEJ"being"the"
major"DSB"repair"pathway"in"mammals"while"yeast"predominantly"performs"HR.""
"
Homologous!Recombination!
Repair" by" HR" relies" on" the" homologous" sequence" residing" on" either" the" sister" chromatid," the"
homologous"chromosome"or"elsewhere"in"the"genome,"making"HR"mostly"errorZfree,"though"it"might"
result"in"loss"of"heterozygosity"(Hakem,"2008)."The"first"step"of"HR"is"the"5’"to"3’"resection"of"the"DNA"
ends" by" exonucleases," such" as" the"MRN" (MRE11ZRAD50ZNBS1)" complex" or" CtIP," to" create" singleZ
stranded"DNA"of"up"to"several"hundred"nucleotides."These"overhangs"are"first"bound"by"the"singleZ
strand"binding"protein"RPA"to"prevent"the"formation"of"secondary"structures."In"a"next"step,"RPA"is"
exchanged"for"RAD51"that"forms"a"nucleoprotein"filament"(presynaptic"filaments)"required"for"both"
homology" search" and" DNA" strand" exchange." RAD51" loading" necessitates" the" action" of" various"
mediator" proteins," most" importantly" BRCA2" in" mammals" and" Rad52" in" yeast." The" RAD51"
nucleoprotein"filament"then"mediates"homology"search"and"invades"the"donor"DNA"duplex"to"form"a"
displacement" loop" (DZloop)." After" RAD51" dissociation," the" 3’" end" is" used" to" prime" DNA" synthesis"
along" the" template," thereby"extending" the"DZloop."From"this" step," several" routes"of"HR"emerge" to"
complete" DSB" repair." In" the" DSB" repair" (DSBR)" subZpathway," the" second" DNA" end" invades" the"
template,"generating"a"double"Holiday"Junction"(dHJ)."Resolvases"cleave"these"dHJs"in"a"manner"that"
gives" rise" to" either" nonZcrossover" or" crossover" products." In" the" synthesisZdependent" strandZ
annealing" (SDSA)"route," the"newly"synthesized"DNA"reZanneals" to"the"original"strand,"consequently"
resulting" in" nonZcrossover" products." The" breakZinduced" repair" (BIR)" route" was" suggested" as" a"
possibility"to"cope"with"DSBs"with"only"one"end"available"for"resection,"as"it"is"the"case"at"degraded"
telomeres" and," potentially," at" collapsed" RFs." In" this" HR" mode," DNA" synthesis" is" pursued" until" it"
reaches" the"chromosome"end," thereby"generating" loss"of"heterozygosity." In"contrast" to" the"aboveZ
mentioned"subZpathways,"singleZstrand"annealing"(SSA)"does"not"involve"strand"invasion"and"is"thus"
independent"of"RAD51."SSA"becomes"relevant"in"repetitive"regions,"in"which"homology"is"provided"by"
adjacent" repeats." Following" resection" of" the" DNA" ends," the" singleZstranded" ends" anneal" at"
homologous"sites"and"nonZhomologous"ends"are"removed."Repair"is"completed"by"DNA"polymeraseZ
mediated"gap"filling"and"ligation."Mutation"in"HR"genes"are"related"to"genome"instability"and"cancer"
predisposition" in" humans." For" instance," the"mediators" of" RAD51"nucleoprotein" filament" formation"
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BRCA2" and" BRCA1" are" known" tumor" suppressor" genes" and"mutated" proteins" are" associated" with"
increased"risks"of"breast"and"ovarian"cancers"(Heyer"et"al.,"2010;"Krejci"et"al.,"2012).""
"
Non9Homologous!End9Joining!
NHEJ"essentially"involves"direct"ligation"of"DSB"ends."Though"it"is"frequently"considered"to"be"errorZ
prone,"this"depends"on"the"nature"of"the"broken"DNA"ends"and"on"the"applied"subZpathway."Besides"
being"important"during"DSB"repair,"NHEJ"is"also"implicated"in"the"physiological"process"of"V(D)J"and"
class" switch" recombination" (CSR)" at" immunoglobulin" loci" in" BZ" and" TZlymphocytes" of" the" immune"
system."Canonical"NHEJ"is" initiated"by"binding"of"the"heterodimer"KU80ZKU70"to"the"DNA"ends"and"
subsequent" recruitment" of" DNA" PKcs." These" proteins" seem" to" stabilize" the" DSB" by" preventing"
resection"and"holding"ends"together."If"necessary,"the"DSB"ends"are"processed"before"ligation"by"DNA"
ligase"IV"along"with"XRCC4."Alternative"NHEJ"mechanisms"have"been"suggested"that"are"independent"
of" the"KU"proteins"but" instead" involve" resection"over"a" few"baseZpairs" to" reveal"microZhomologies"
that"are"used"for"annealing"before"gap"filling"and"ligation"take"place."Detailed"mechanistic"dissection"
of"canonical"and"nonZcanonical"pathways,"however,"remains"difficult"(Bétermier"et"al.,"2014;"Pardo"et"
al.,"2009)."
"
"
2.1.3&& Regulation&of&the&Epigenome&
The" additional" layer" of" genetic" information" added" by" chemical"modifications" of" histones" and"DNA"
bases,"often"called"the"“epigenetic"code”"or"the"“epigenome”,"has"a"high"impact"on"gene"expression."
The"epigenome"is"shaped"by"developmental"and"environmental"factors."During"embryogenesis,"cells"
with"the"same"DNA"sequence"differentiate"into"various"cell"types"without"altering"the"genetic"code."
This" includes"gross"changes"in"in"gene"expression"patterns"accompanied"by"huge"remodeling"of"the"
epigenome"that"is"important"to"stabilize"the"newly"established"expression"patterns.""
A"major"contribution"to"gene"regulation"comes" from"chromatin"organization."The" first"step"of"DNA"
compaction"is"the"wrapping"of"DNA"around"an"octamer"of"two"H3ZH4"and"H2AZH2B"histone"protein"
dimers," thereby" generating" a" nucleosome," followed" by" further" condensation" into" higher" order"
structures." For" active" gene" transcription," the"DNA"needs" to"be"accessible" and," consequently,"most"
active" genes" are" located" in" the" open" chromatin," also" called" euchromatin." In" contrast," the" highly"
compacted"heterochromatin"is"largely"devoid"of"bulk"transcription."The"protruding"NZterminal"tails"of"
histones" are" decorated" by" a" variety" of" postZtranslational" modifications" including" acetylation,"
methylation," phosphorylation" and" poly(ADP)ribosylation," all" playing" important" roles" in" regulating"
nucleosomal"compaction."Acetylation"of"lysine"residues,"for"instance,"neutralizes"the"positive"charge"
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of" histone" proteins," thereby" weakening" the" association" between" DNA" and" histones" and"
decompacting" the" chromatin" structure." Indeed," acetylated" histones" are" generally" associated" with"
active" transcription." Regulation" of" this"mark" is" achieved" by" histone" acetyl" transferases" (HATs)" and"
histone" deacetylases" (HDACs)" (Bannister"&" Kouzarides," 2011;" Kouzarides," 2007)." Another" common"
modification," the" monoZ," diZ" and" triZmethylation" of" basic" amino" acids" of" the" histone" tail" alters"
transcriptional" activity" by" regulating" the" binding" of" chromatin" modifiers" and" by" interacting" with"
transcription"initiation/elongation"factors."Additionally,"histone"modifications"regulate"the"binding"of"
cell"lineZspecific"transcription"factors"(TF)"that,"in"turn,"control"the"accessibility"of"the"chromatin"for"
the"transcription"machinery"(Greer"&"Shi,"2012).""
DNA"bases"are"also"subject"of"covalent"modifications,"the"most"prominent"is"the"methylation"at"the"
C5"of"cytosine."In"mammals,"cytosine"methylation"mainly"occurs"in"CpG"diZnucleotides."Regions"rich"in"
CpG" diZnucleotides" are" called" CpG" islands," however," these" regions" exhibit" low"methylation" levels."
Interestingly,"the"effect"of"cytosine"methylation"on"gene"expression"depends"on"its"location."While"5Z
methylcytosines"(5mC)"in"gene"promoters"or"enhancers"inhibits"transcription,"5mCs"in"the"gene"body"
show"no" such" correlation"but"were" implicated" in" alternative" splicing." CpG"methylation"additionally"
impacts"gene"expression"by"regulating"TF"binding."CellZtype"specific"patterns"of"DNA"methylation"are"
established"during"cell" lineage"commitment" to"determine" longZtime" regulation"of"pluripotency"and"
developmental" genes." In" somatic" cells," the" majority" of" CpG" islands" at" TSSs" are" unmethylated."
Methylation" at" these" sites" is" only" found" at" genes" that" require" longZterm" silencing," such" as" those"
located" on" the" inactive" XZchromosome" or" those" required" to" maintain" pluripotency" (Jones," 2012)."
ShortZterm"regulation"of"gene"expression" is" instead"achieved"by"other"means,"e.g."by"changing" the"
chromatin"environment"by"the"polycomb"group"(PcG)"or"trithorax"group"(TrxG)"proteins."While"PcG"
proteins"are"involved"in"gene"repression"in"part"by"histone"3"lysine"27"triZmethylation"(H3K27me3),"
Trx"proteins"activate"gene"transcription"by"mediating"histone"3"lysine"4"triZmethylation"(H3K4me3)"or"
by"chromatin"remodeling"(Chen"&"Dent,"2013)."
CpG"methylation"is"established"by"the"de!novo"DNA"methyltransferases"DNMT3a"and"DNMT3b"that"
use" SZadenosylZLZmethionine" (SAM)" as" the" methyl" group" donor." Maintenance" of" the" set" DNA"
methylation"pattern" is" then"achieved"by" the"action"of" the"maintenance"methyltransferase"DNMT1,"
however," DNMT3a" and" DNMT3b" also" contribute" to" this" activity." DNMT1" preferentially" recognizes"
hemiZmethylated"DNA"and"uses" it" as" a" template" for" copying" the"methylation"pattern" to" the"newly"
synthesized" DNA" strand" (Chen" &" Riggs," 2011)." DNA" demethylation" might" occur" passively" during"
repeated"cycles"of"DNA"replication"in"the"absence"of"DNA"methylation"maintenance"activities,"or"by"
active" demethylation" mechanisms," a" concept" that" gained" high" interest" during" the" recent" years."
Although"direct"removal"of"5mC"was"previously"suggested,"it"is"now"favored"that"5mCs"are"modified"
before"being"excised"by"DNA"glycosylases"in"a"BER"process."Such"modifications"include"the"stepwise"
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oxidation"of"5mc" to"5Zhydroxymethylcytosin" (5hmC),"5Zformylcytosine" (5fC)"and"5Zcarboxylcytosine"
(5caC)"by" the" tenZeleven" translocation" (TET)"dioxygenases," the" latter" two"being" suitable" substrates"
for"the"thymine"DNA"glycosylase"(TDG)"(Kohli"&"Zhang,"2013)."Alternatively,"the"cytosine"deaminases"
AID" and" APOBEC1" could" deaminate" 5mC" to" thymine." The" resulting" T!G" mismatch" is" a" suitable"
substrate"for"TDG"and"the"methylZbinding"domain"glycosylase"4"(MBD4),"however,"this"path"of"active"
DNA"demethylation"is"under"debate"(Nabel"et"al.,"2012)."
"
"
2.2& &Functions&and&Processing&of&Impeded&Replication&Forks&&
2.2.1& Programmed&Replication&Fork&Barriers&
Programmed" replication" fork" barriers" (RFBs)" are" found" in"most" organisms." They" are" defined" by" a"
specific"DNA"sequence"that"mediates"binding"of"a"blocking"protein."Most"scheduled"RFBs"are"of"polar"
nature"and"block"RFs"approaching"from"one"side"while"being"permissive"to"RFs"approaching"from"the"
other" side." In"E.! coli," the"polar"RFB" “Ter”" forces" replication" through" a"defined"direction"with"most"
genes"transcribed"coZdirectionally"relative"to"replication."Thereby,"Ter"is"thought"to"prevent"headZon"
collisions"of"the"RF"with"the"transcription"machinery."The"blocking"activity"requires"the"binding"of"the"
Tus"protein" to" Ter" and"a"direct" interaction"between"Tus" and" the"helicase"was" suggested" to"define"
barrier"polarity"(Kaplan"&"Bastia,"2009).""
Two" programmed" RFBs" (replication" termination" site" 1," RTS1;"mat1" pausing" site" 1,"MPS1)" play" an"
essential"role"in"matingZtype"switching"in"S.!pombe!(Arcangioli"&"Klar,"1991;"Dalgaard"&"Klar,"2000)."
RTS1," when" bound" by" the" replication" termination" factor" 1" (Rtf1)," prevents" RFs" from" entering" the"
matingZtype" locus"mat1! and"most" importantly" from" replicating" across" the"MSP1" (Eydmann" et" al.,"
2008)." This" allows" the" opposite" fork" to" stall" at" the"MPS1." At" this" site" an" imprint" is" formed"on" the"
lagging"strand,"which"might"be"a"SSB"or"a"ribonucleotide,"however,"its"exact"nature"remains"elusive."
In" the"next"generation," the"cell" that" inherited"the" imprint"undergoes"matingZtype"switching."This" is"
thought"to"involve"RF"collapse"and"subsequent"HRZdependent"repair"during"which"the"information"in"
the"mat1" locus" is"exchanged"with"the" information"of" the"opposite"matingZtype" from"a"silent"donor"
cassette" (Egel," 2005;" Lambert" &" Carr," 2013;" Leman" &" Noguchi," 2013)." RTS1" and" MPS1" activities"
require" the" RF" protection" subunits" Swi1" (Tof1" in" S.! cerevisiae," TIMELESS" in"H.! sapiens)" and" Swi3"
(Csm3" in"S.! cerevisiae," TIPIN" in"H.! sapiens)" (Dalgaard"&"Klar," 2000)." Placing" the"RTS1"at" an"ectopic"
location"resulted"in"increased"recombination"events"that"were"further"elevated"by"deleting"the"RecQ"
helicase"rqh1+"gene"(Ahn"et"al.,"2005;"Lambert"et"al.,"2005)."
The"wellZstudied"ribosomal"RFB"(rRFB)"found"in"eukaryotic"genomes"is"located"in"the"rDNA"consisting"
of"numerous" identical"repeats"that"cluster" in"one"or"more"genomic"regions."The"rDNA"contains"the"
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ribosomal"RNA"(rRNA)"genes"coding"for"the"structural"components"of"the"ribosomes."These"genes"are"
highly" transcribed" and" produce" approximately" 80%" of" all" cellular" RNA" (Kobayashi," 2011;"Mirkin" &"
Mirkin," 2007)." The" rRFB" is" found"at" the"3’" end"of" an" rRNA"gene"and" thus" supposedly"ensures" that"
replication" and" transcription" progress" coZdirectionally" to" prevent" headZon" clashes." RF" block" is"
mediated"by" a" sequenceZspecific" binding"of" a" blocking"protein" (Mirkin"&"Mirkin," 2007)," but"might,"
similarly"to"the"situation"at"the"TusZTer"site"in"E.!coli,"involve"interactions"with"the"replicative"helicase"
(Biswas" &" Bastia," 2008;"Mohanty" et" al," 2006)." The" repetitive" nature" of" the" rDNA"makes" it" highly"
prone"to"homologous"recombination"with"the"possible"consequence"of" loss"or"gain"of"rDNA"repeat"
units."However,"maintenance"mechanisms"seem"to"counteract"such"events"to"ensure"a"stable"copy"
number."Indeed,"decreased"copy"numbers,"which"were"induced"by"mutation"of"a"DNA"polymerase"I"
subunit," were" readily" reversed" upon" reintroduction" of" the" intact" enzyme" in" wildZtype" yeast" cells"
(Kobayashi"et"al.,"1998)."
While" most" characterized" rRFBs" are" polar," the" human" rRFB" blocks" RFs" approaching" from" either"
direction."The"polar"mouse"rRFB,"which"serves"also"as"the"transcription"termination"site,"is"bound"by"
the"transcription"termination"factor"1"(TTFZ1)"that"prevents"progression"of"the"replicative"helicase"in"
a"unidirectional"manner" (Gerber"et"al.,"1997;"Putter"&"Grummt,"2002)." In" fission"yeast," three"RFBs"
ensure"RF" stalling" at" the" 3’" end"of" the" rRNA" genes." RFB1" is"met" first" by" the" progressing"RF" and" it"
constitutes"the"major"barrier"among"the"three"RFBs."The"blocking"protein"Sap1"is"essential,"but"this"
may"reflect"additional"functions"in"chromatin"organization"(de"Lahondès"et"al.,"2003;"Krings"&"Bastia,"
2005;"MejíaZRamírez"et" al.," 2005)." In" contrast," stalling"activity" at"RFB2"and"RFB3"depends"on"Reb1"
binding" that," similar" to" the" mouse" TTFZ1," serves" not" only" as" a" replication" block" but" also" as" a"
transcription"terminator"(SánchezZGorostiaga"et"al.,"2004)."Like"at"the"RTS1,"Reb1Zmediated"blocking"
is" functional"only" in" the"presence"of" Swi1"and"Swi3" (Krings"&"Bastia,"2004)."Budding"yeast"has" the"
most"intensively"studied"rRFB."As"I"used"it"as"a"model"for"programmed"RF"stalling"in"eukaryotes,"I"will"
discuss"it"in"detail"in"the"following"chapter."
&
&
2.2.2&& The&Ribosomal&Replication&Fork&Barrier&of&Budding&Yeast&
The" rDNA" in" S.! cerevisiae" forms" an" array" of" 150" to" 200" identical" repeats" of" 9.1" kb" length" on"
chromosome"XII" (Figure"4)." Each"unit" comprises" two" transcribed" rRNA"genes,"35S" and"5S," that" are"
transcribed" by" RNA" polymerase" I" and" III," respectively," separated" by" two" intergenic" spacers" (IGSs)."
Replication" is" initiated" biZdirectionally" from" the" origin" of" replication" (autonomously" replicating"
sequence," ARS)" located" in" the" IGS2." By" this" setting," both" RFs" progress" coZdirectionally" with" rRNA"
transcription."At"the"unidirectional"rRFB"located"in"the"IGS2"RFs"approaching"from"the"5S"are"blocked"
from"entering"the"35S"gene,"thereby"avoiding"headZon"collisions"with"the"transcription"machinery."It"
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is" thought" that" the" arrested" RF" is" stabilized" until" it" converges" with" another" RF" to" terminate"
replication."The"rRFB"consists"of"three"pausing"sites"(RFB1,"RFB2,"RFB3)"with"RFB1"as"the"major"RFB."
Together,"they"block"more"than"90%"of"the"arriving"RFs"(Brewer"et"al.,"1992;"Kobayashi,"2003;"Sogo"
et"al.," 2002)."A"prerequisite" for" rRFB"activity" is"binding"of" the" fork"blocking"protein"Fob1" to"a" core"
rRFB" sequence" of" about" 100" base" pairs" (Calzada" et" al.," 2005;" Kobayashi"&"Horiuchi," 1996)." It"was"
suggested"that"the"DNA"is"wrapped"around"Fob1"in"a"nucleosomeZlike"structure"(Kobayashi,"2003).""
"
"
Figure&4.&Organization&of&the&rDNA&units& in&S.#cerevisiae."The"rDNA"locus"of"budding"yeast"consists"of"150"to"
200" identical" repeats." Each" unit" contains" the" highly" transcribed" 35S" and" 5S" rRNA" genes" separated" by" two"
intergenic"spacers"(IGS1,"IGS2)."IGS1"contains"the"ribosomal"replication"fork"barrier"(rRFB)"mediating"polar"fork"
stalling"at"three"distinct"sites"while"IGS2"harbors"an"origin"of"replication"(ARS)."In"addition,"both"IGS1"and"IGS2"
carry" various" regulatory" regions" (see" text" for" details)." CAR," cohesin" associated" region." Figure" adapted" from"
(Tsang"&"Carr,"2008)."
"
"
Normally,"pausing"at"the"rRFB"does"not"provoke"replisome"disassembly"as"indicated"by"the"presence"
of"various"replisome"components"at"the"arrested"RF."In"contrast"to"RF"stalling"caused"by"nucleotide"
depletion," stabilization" of" the" pausing" RF" at" the" rRFB" does" not" depend" on" the" main" checkpoint"
kinases"Mec1"(ATR"in"H.!sapiens)"and"Rad53"(CHK2"in"H.!sapiens)"(Calzada"et"al.,"2005)."This"might"be"
explained" by" the" fact" that" nucleotide" depletion" in" Rad53Zdeficient" cells" leads" to" the" separation" of"
helicase"and"polymerase"action,"thereby"producing"long"stretches"of"singleZstrand"DNA"that"serve"as"
a"signal"for"the"SZphase"checkpoint"(Sogo"et"al.,"2002)."Consistently,"only"few"nucleotides"of"singleZ
stranded"DNA"were"detected"at"rRFBZstalled"RFs,"at"least"in"checkpointZproficient"cells"(Grube"et"al.,"
2000)." Though"being" independent"of"Mec1"and"Rad53,"pausing"at" the" rRFB" is"only"effective" in" the"
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presence"of"the"checkpoint"mediators"Tof1"and"Csm3,"resembling"the"situation"in"fission"yeast,"both"
at"the"RFBs"in"the"rDNA"and"in"the"mating"type"locus"(Calzada"et"al.,"2005)."Tof1ZCsm3"interacts"with"
the"Cdc45ZMCM2Z7"replicative"DNA"helicase"to"stabilize"the"arrested"RF,"seemingly"counteracting"the"
activity"of"the"Rrm3"helicase"required"for"genomeZwide"fork"progression"across"proteinZDNA"barriers"
(Ivessa"et"al.,"2003)."Indeed,"Rrm3"is"recruited"to"the"rRFB,"possibly"to"transiently"remove"Fob1"for"RF"
passage,"however," the"mechanism"of"RF"block" release" is"not" completely"elucidated" (Calzada"et"al.,"
2005)." Remarkably," RF" pausing" at" tRNAs" also" requires" Tof1," but" not" Mrc1," showing" a" similar"
requirement" at" these" regions" that" are" thought" to" be" induced" by" clashes" between" replication" and"
transcription"machineries"(Hodgson"et"al.,"2007).""
Prevention"of"clashes"between"35S" transcription"and"replication"are"mostly"considered"as"the"main"
rRFB"function."As"only"less"than"half"of"the"rDNA"units"are"transcribed"and"only"20%"of"the"ARSs"fire"
per" cell" cycle" (Brewer" &" Fangman," 1988;" Dammann" et" al.," 1993)," occurrence" of" such" collisions" is"
minimized"also"in"strains"with"a"nonZfunctional"rRFB"(fob1Δ)."However,"collisions"and"increased"rDNA"
recombination"were"detected"in"Fob1Zdeficient"strains"with"a"reduced"rDNA"copy"number"of"10"to"20"
repeats,"a"condition"in"which"most"units"are"thought"to"be"transcriptionally"active."Importantly,"these"
events"required"active"transcription"of"the"35S"rRNA"gene"(French"et"al.,"2003;"Takeuchi,"2003)."It"is"
well"possible"that"such"collisions"also"occur"in"wildZtype"cells,"though"rarely,"as"the"rRFB"is"leaky"and"
some"RFs"(<"10%)"can"escape"the"block."The"resulting"collapsed"RF"could"then"induce"recombination"
events,"which,"due"to"their"rare"occurrence,"might"be"undetectable"in"classical"analyses"such"as"twoZ
dimensional"gel"electrophoresis"(2D"gel;"Tsang"&"Carr,"2008)."
"
"
2.2.3&& Regulation&of&rDNA&Recombination&
The" repetitive" structure" of" the" rDNA," together" with" the" presence" of" an" RFB," renders" it" prone" to"
homologous"recombination"(HR)."Fob1Z"and"replicationZdependent"DNA"breaks"have"been"reported"
at"the"rRFB"in"budding"yeast"(Burkhalter"&"Sogo,"2004;"Kobayashi"et"al.,"2004;"Weitao"etl"al.,"2003),"
yet,"these"breaks"were"later"shown"not"to"be"substrate"for"HRZdependent"DSB"repair"and,"therefore,"
might"not"represent"canonical"DSBs"(Fritsch"et"al.,"2010)."In"line"with"this,"RF"restart"at"the"rRFB"can"
be"accomplished"without"the" involvement"of"HR"(Calzada"et"al.,"2005)."HR"was"only"detected"upon"
deletion" of" Rrm3" that" is" required" for" replication" through" RFBs" and" also" through" the" rRFB." The"
observed" instability" upon" enhanced" RF" stalling" exemplifies" the" need" to" tightly" regulate" RF" stalling"
(Ivessa"et"al.,"2000;"Keil"&"McWilliams,"1993).""
The"first"evidence"for"increased"recombination"in"the"rDNA"came"from"the"identification"of"an"rDNA"
region" (HOT1)" that"generates"a" recombination"hotspot"when"placed"outside" the" rDNA" locus."HOT1"
consists"of"two"elements,"one"containing"the"enhancer"of"RNA"polymerase"I"transcription"(HOT1(E))"
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and"one" containing" the" corresponding"promoter" (HOT1(I);" Figure"4)" (Keil"&"Roeder," 1984;"VoelkelZ
Meiman"et"al.,"1987)."HOT1(E)"also"includes"the"rRFB"sequence,"but"while"Fob1"is"required"for"HOT1"
activity,"blocking"capacity"of"the"barrier" is"not"(Kobayashi"&"Horiuchi,"1996;"Ward"et"al.,"2000)."The"
stimulatory"effect"of"HOT1"on"recombination"completely"depends"on"RNA"polymerase"I"transcription"
(Huang"&"Keil,"1995)."Fob1Zdependency"can"be"alleviated"by"hyperZactivation"of"the"RNA"polymerase,"
suggesting" that" Fob1" is" a" stimulator" of" RNA" polymerase" IZinitiated" transcription" and," thus,"
recombination"(Serizawa"et"al.,"2004).""
Recombination"in"the"rDNA"contributes"critically"to"repeat"homeostasis"and"Fob1"plays"a"major"role"
in" the" regulation" of" this" process." In" wildZtype" cells," gains" or" losses" of" rDNA" copies" are" readily"
equalized"by"unequal"sister"chromatid"exchange"(SCE),"which"depends"on"Fob1"(Johzuka"&"Horiuchi,"
2002),"however,"no"copy"number"changes"have"been"observed"in"the"absence"of"Fob1"(Kobayashi"et"
al.," 1998)." HR" in" the" rDNA" also" leads" to" the" excision" of" single" or"multiple" rDNA" copies" that" form"
extrachromosomal" ribosomal"DNA" circles" (ERCs," Figure"5C)" and"are" thought" to" contribute" to" yeast"
cell"aging."As"expected,"FobZdeficient"cells"generate"less"ERCs"and,"in"line"with"ERCs"being"implicated"
in" aging," their" life" span" is" increased" (Defossez" et" al.," 1999;" Sinclair" &" Guarente," 1997)." Not"
surprisingly,"copy"number"changes"require"classical"HR"genes,"such"as"RAD52"and"MRE11"(Kobayashi"
et" al.," 2004)." As" for" an" ectopic" HOT1," RNA" polymerase" I" is" required" for"maintaining" a" stable" copy"
number,"yet,"the"underlying"mechanism"is"elusive"(Kobayashi"et"al.,"1998).""
Mechanistically,"it"was"proposed"that"breaks"within"the"rDNA"are"normally"repaired"by"equal"SCE"to"
maintain"the"correct"copy"number"(Figure"5)."Instead"of"pairing"with"the"equivalent"unit"on"the"sister"
chromatid,"the"broken"unit"might"unequally"anneal"and"recombine"with"an"ectopic"copy,"which"may"
increase" or" decrease" the" rDNA" repeat" number." Additionally," intraZsister" chromatid" recombination"
would"explain"the"formation"of"ERCs"(Figure"5C)."The"choice"between"equal"or"unequal"SCE"probably"
involves" the" regulation" of" cohesin" association" to" the" rDNA" repeat" (Kobayashi," 2005)." Cohesin"was"
shown"to"associate"with"the"rDNA"where"it"is"supposed"to"mediate"sister"chromatid"cohesion"to"hold"
the" two" homologous" chromatids" together" (Kobayashi" et" al.," 2004;" Laloraya" et" al.," 2000)." Cohesin"
association"with"the"rDNA"is"disrupted"by"active"transcription"from"a"nonZcoding"biZdirectional"RNA"
polymerase"II"promoter"(EZpro,"Figure"4),"which"resides"in"the"intergenic"spacer"(IGS)."Silencing"of"EZ
pro"by" the"HDAC"Sir2" is" thought" to"ensure"cohesin"association"with" the"DNA"(Kobayashi,"2005)."By"
preventing"cohesin"dissociation"from"the"rDNA,"Sir2"thus"ensures"correct,"parallel"alignment"of"both"
sister"chromatids,"which" in"turn"favors"equal"SCE." In" line"with"Sir2"suppressing"unequal"SCE," loss"of"
Sir2" leads" to" increased" unequal" recombination" events" as" inferred" from" the" incorporation" of" rRFBZ
containing"plasmids"into"the"rDNA"(Benguría"et"al.,"2003;"Kaeberlein"et"al.,"1999)."When"expression"
from"EZpro"was" artificially" suppressed," Sir2"was"not" longer" required" for" rDNA" stability." This" clearly"
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supports" the" idea" that" Sir2Zdependent" silencing" of" EZpro" allows" for" cohesin" binding" and," thus," for"
equal"SCE"(Kobayashi,"2005).""
"
"
"
"
Figure&5.&Model&for&rDNA&repeat&homeostasis."Fob1"binds"to"the"rRFB"and"mediates"the"arrest"of"the"RF"that"
might"occasionally"break"and"give"rise"to"DSBs."(A)"Under"normal"circumstances"transcription"from"the"RNA"pol"
II"promoter"EZpro" is" suppressed"by"Sir2," thereby"allowing"cohesin"binding" to" the" rDNA."DSBs"are" repaired"by"
equal"sister"chromatid"exchange"(SCE)"to"preserve"the"wildZtype"copy"number"of"repeats."(B)"In"the"absence"of"
Sir2Zdependent"EZpro"silencing"no"cohesin"associates"with"the"rDNA,"allowing"recombination"between"unequal"
repeats"of"the"sister"chromatids."Unequal"SCE"leads"to"gains"or" losses"of"rDNA"copies."(C)"Recombination"can"
also"occur"between"repeats"of" the"same"chromatid," resulting" in" the"excision"of"extrachromosomal" ribosomal"
DNA"circles"(ERCs)."Figure"from"(Kobayashi,"2006)."
"
"
Physical"interactions"between"Fob1"and"the"two"RENT"(regulator"of"nucleolar"silencing"and"telophase"
exit)"complex"subunits"Sir2"and"Net1,"suggest"that"SCE"regulation"does"not"only"involve"Sir2"but"the"
whole"RENT"complex."Fob1"and"Net1"additionally"associate"with"the"nucleolar"Tof2"protein"that"binds"
the"cohibin"complex"subunits"Lrs4"and"Csm1,"which"in"turn"bind"cohesin"and"are"important"for"sister"
chromatid"cohesion."Consistent"with"the"existence"of"such"a"complex,"Tof2,"Lrs4"and"Csm1"are"found"
at" the" IGS1" and" are" required" for" silencing" of" a" reporter" gene" in" the" rDNA." Thus," Fob1Zdependent"
recruitment" of" a" large" complex" is" required" for" cohesinZmediated" sister" chromatid" repair." How"
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unequal"SCE"is" initiated"to"restore"the"regular"rDNA"repeat"number"after"accidental"gains"or"losses,"
however,"is"not"known"(Huang"&"Moazed,"2003;"Huang"et"al.,"2006)."
The" same" complex" is" seemingly" involved" in" the" anchoring" of" rDNA" repeats" to" the" inner" nuclear"
membrane,"thereby"adding"an"additional"complexity"to"the"rDNA"structure."Cohibin"indeed"interacts"
with"the"inner"nuclear"membrane"proteins"Heh1"and"Nur1"(Huang"et"al.,"2006;"Mekhail"et"al.,2008)."
Abolishing" this" interaction" by" deleting" Heh1," Nur1" or" one" of" the" cohibin" subunits" Lrs4" and" Csm1"
triggered"rDNA"instability"and"a"shortened"life"span."On"the"contrary,"an"artificial"gene"fusion"of"Sir2"
and"Heh1"rescued"the"rDNA"instability"phenotype"of"Lrs4Zdeficient"cells"(Chan"et"al.,"2011;"Mekhail"et"
al.,"2008)."Importantly,"cohibin"is"crucial"for"silencing,"whereas"the"inner"nuclear"membrane"proteins"
are"dispensable," indicating" that" the" Fob1ZRENTZTof2Zcohibin" complex" exerts" two," at" least" partially,"
independent" activities" important" for" rDNA" stability" (Mekhail" et" al.," 2008)."While" anchoring" of" the"
repeats" to" the" nuclear" membrane" is" beneficial" to" rDNA" stability," it" also" imposes" increased" DNA"
torsion" due" to" restricted" mobility," suggesting" the" need" of" topoisomerases" in" this" region."
Topoisomerases"have" indeed"an" important" role"within" the" rDNA" locus" that" is"discussed" in"detail" in"
chapter"2.3.2."
Additional" regulators" of" rDNA" stability" are" the" condensins" as" their" disruption" leads" to" rDNA"
instability."It"was"suggested"that"condensins"associate"with"sites"of"replication"termination"to"which"
they"recruit"the"topoisomerase"Top2."Top2"would"then"be"required"to"release"the"increased"torsion"
resulting"from"the"merging"replication"forks." In"the"absence"of"Fob1,"no"rRFB"activity" is"established"
that"prevents"collisions"between"DNA"replication"and"RNA"transcription."In"this"situation,"condensin"
becomes"particularly" important,"probably" reflecting"the" recruitment"of"Top2" for" releasing" torsional"
stress" (Bhalla"et"al.,2002;" Johzuka"et"al.,"2006;"Kobayashi,"2006;"Sullivan"et"al.,"2004;"Tsang"&"Carr,"
2008)."
"
&
2.3&& DNA&Topoisomerases&in&the&Removal&of&Torsional&Stress&
2.3.1&& DNA&Topoisomerase&Functions&
DNA"topoisomerases"are" the"main"proteins" to" relieve" torsional" stress" in" the"DNA" imposed"by"DNA"
replication,"transcription,"repair"and"chromatin"remodeling."They"achieve"this"by"transiently"cleaving"
one" or" both" DNA" strands." A" tyrosine" residue" at" the" active" site" of" the" topoisomerase" serves" as" a"
nucleophile," attacking" the" phosphodiester" backbone" of" the" DNA." The" resulting" transesterification"
creates" a" DNA" break" with" a" covalently" attached" topoisomerase." After" relaxation" of" the" DNA," the"
break"is"resealed"by"a"second"transesterification,"releasing"the"enzyme."Two"types"of"topoisomerases"
are" distinguished:" Type" I" topoisomerases" are" monomeric" and" introduce" a" SSB" through" which" the"
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second" strand" is"passed" to"decrease" the"helical" turn." In" contrast," dimeric" type" II" enzymes" create"a"
DSB"to"pass"a"second"doubleZstranded"DNA"through"the"break."These"groups"are"further"divided"into"
A" and" B" subfamilies."While" IA," IIA" and" IIB" topoisomerases" are" attached" to" the" 5’" end" of" the" DNA"
during"cleavage,"IB"enzymes"are"associated"with"the"3’"end.""
Six" topoisomerases" are" expressed" in" humans," two" members" of" each" type" IA," IB," and" IIB"
topoisomerases,"whereas"yeast"cells"harbor"only"one"representative"of"each"subfamily" (Champoux,"
2001;"Chen"et"al.,"2013)."Type"IB"topoisomerases"will"be"discussed"in"detail"in"chapter"2.3.2."
"
Type!IA!topoisomerases!
Type" IA" topoisomerases" relax" negative" supercoiling" in! vitro," but" they" fail" to" perform" this" to"
completion," indicating"that"their"action"is" important"to"reach"a" level"of"torsion"that" is"optimal"for"a"
certain"functional"context."The"fact"that"activity"of"type"IA"topoisomerases"depends"on"presence"of"
singleZstranded"DNA" regions" serves" as" a" good" explanation" for" the" observed" interaction"with" RecQ"
helicases." Through"unwinding"of" the"DNA"duplex,"RecQ"helicases"provide" topoisomerases"with" the"
required" singleZstranded"DNA" substrate."While" the" yeast" Top3," a" type" IA" topoisomerase," interacts"
with" the" RecQ" helicase" Sgs1," the" human" TOP3A" cooperates" with" the" BLM" helicase." Type" IA"
topoisomerases" acts" on" synthetic"DNA" substrates"mimicking" dHJs," a" proposed"HR" intermediate," in!
vitro." In" line" with" a" similar" role" in! vivo," Top3Zdeficient" yeast" cells" accumulate" XZshaped" DNA"
structures"that"were"reduced"upon"Rad51"deletion."In"higher"eukaryotes"TOP3A"is"embryonic"lethal"
and" this" phenotype" most" likely" reflects" its" importance" for" genome" stability" during" development"
(Champoux,"2001;"Chen"et"al.,"2013).""
!
Type!IIA!topoisomerases!
Generally," type" IIA" topoisomerases" are" important" for" chromosome" segregation" and" to" counteract"
positive" and" negative" DNA" supercoiling." Despite" exerting" similar" enzymatic" activities," the" two"
mammalian" enzymes" TOP2A" and" TOP2B" have" different" biological" functions," reflecting" differential"
interactions"with"regulatory"proteins"and/or"postZtranslational"modifications"(Champoux,"2001;"Chen"
et" al.," 2013)." TOP2A" is" essential" for" cell" viability" due" to" its" role" in" unlinking" intertwined" daughter"
chromosomes"after"replication" (Chen"et"al.,"2013)."TOP2BZdeficient"mice"die"at"birth"and"TOP2B"as"
well"as"the"Top2"enzymes"from"budding"yeast"and"the"fruit"fly"associate"with"gene"promoters"and"to"
the"nucleosomeZfree"region"around"genes,"indicating"a"specific"role"of"this"protein"in"gene"regulation"
(Lyu"et"al.,"2006;"Sperling"et"al.,"2011;"Udvardy"et"al.,"1985;"Yang"et"al.,"2000)."
"
! !
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Type!IIB!topoisomerases!
Type"IIB"topoisomerases"are"only"found"in"archaea"and"plants."However,"the"SPO11"endonuclease"is"
related"to"these"enzymes."SPO11"is"essential"in"meiosis"where"it"uses"the"cleavage"activity"to"induce"
DSBs"for"meiotic"recombination"(Chen"et"al.,"2013;"Keeney,"2008)."
"
"
2.3.2&& Type&IB&Topoisomerases&
The" human" TOP1" consists" of" four" domains." The" nonZconserved" NZterminus" is" unstructured" and"
dispensable" for" catalysis," but" harbors" important" regulatory" elements," such" as" nuclear" localization"
signals" (NLSs)" and" protein" interaction" sites" for" –" amongst" others" –" several" TFs,"p53!and! the" RecQ"
helicase"WRN."Next" to" the"NZterminus" lies" the" highly" conserved" active" core" domain" containing" all"
catalytic" residues" except" the" tyrosine" mediating" the" transesterification." The" core" domain" is"
connected" to" the"CZterminus"harboring" the"catalytically"essential" tyrosine" (Tyr723" in"humans)"by"a"
nonZconserved" linker" region." Together"with" the" core"domain," the"CZterminus" is" sufficient" for" TOP1"
relaxation" activity" in! vitro." Crystal" structures" suggest" that" the" protein" forms" a" clampZlike" structure"
that" can"open"and"close"around" the" substrate"DNA."Binding" to" the"DNA" involves"multiple" contacts"
between" 14" base" pairs" of" the" phosphate" backbone" and" the" catalytic" cavity" of" TOP1" with" most"
interactions" being" established" five" base" pairs" upstream" of" the" SSB." Some" degree" of" sequence"
specificity"has"been"observed"5’"of"the"cleavage"site"[5’Z(A/T)(G/C)(A/T)TZ3’]"with"the"most"important"
feature"being"the"3’"thymine"next"to"the"cleavage"site."During"catalysis,"the"phosphodiester"backbone"
of" the"DNA" is" target"of"a"nucleophilic"attack"by"the"O4"atom"of"the"catalytic" tyrosine,"resulting" in"a"
covalent" bond" between" the" tyrosine" and" the" 3´phosphate" of" the" DNA" (Top1" cleavage" complex,"
Top1cc)."Release"of"torsion"might"be"accomplished"by"allowing"the"SSB"end"to"freely"rotate"around"
the"other"strand"before"the"resealing"step."However,"in"crystal"structures"both"ends"of"the"SSB"were"
attached"to"TOP1,"suggesting"a"controlled"movement"of"the"SSB"end"(Champoux,"2001;"Chen"et"al.,"
2013;"Leppard"&"Champoux,"2005).""
Functionally," IB" topoisomerases" relieve" both" positive" and" negative" supercoiling." At" least" one"
representative" is"expressed" in"all"eukaryotes"and"their"presence" is"essential"during"development" in"
higher"eukaryotes"(Chen"et"al.,"2013)."In"the"wake"of"the"transcription"machinery,"negative"torsion"is"
formed"that"opens"the"chromatin."Occasionally,"this"leads"to"the"formation"of"a"DNA/RNA"hybrid"(RZ
loop)"by"invasion"of"the"nascent"RNA"to"the"DNA"duplex"behind"the"replication"fork."Consistent"with"
TOP1’s"central"function"in"relaxing"torsional"stress,"TOP1Zdeficient"mouse"cells"lead"to"the"formation"
of"RZloops"and" they"accumulate" stalled"RFs"and"DNA"breaks" in"geneZrich" regions." Interestingly," the"
resulting"slower"RF"progression"is"counteracted"by"firing"from"an"increased"number"of"origins"firing"
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replication" (Tuduri"et"al.," 2009)." In"budding"yeast," the" type" IB" topoisomerase"Top1"dispensable" for"
cell"viability"as"Top1"and"Top2"have"overlapping"functions"in"the"removal"of"torsional"stress"(Reid"et"
al.,"1998)."It"was"suggested"that"positive"supercoiling"ahead"of"the"RF"is"normally"resolved"by"Top1,"
while"Top2"is"rather"involved"in"the"dissolution"of"precatenates"and"negative"supercoiling"in"the"wake"
of" the" RF" (Figure" 1)." In" line"with" a" partially" redundant" role" at" progressing" RFs," fork" breakage" and"
concomitant"activation"of"the"intraZSZcheckpoint"was"only"detected"in"the"absence"of"both"proteins."
However," decatenation" of" intertwined" sister" chromatids" after" replication" could" constitute" a" nonZ
complementable"feature"as"Top2Zdeficient"cells"accumulate"cruciform"structures"during"SZphase"and"
activate"the"MZG1"checkpoint"(Bermejo"et"al.,"2007)."
"
"
NonLCanonical&Functions&of&Type&IB&Topoisomerases&
Given"their"function"in"the"regulation"of"torsional"stress"during"transcription,"type"IB"topoisomerases"
are"expected"to"affect"gene"expression"by"modulating"the"accessibility"of"regulatory"DNA"elements"
for"transcription"factors"and"the"RNA"polymerase." It"was" indeed"shown"that"type"IB"topoisomerase"
deficiencies"alter"gene"expression"at"specific"genes"(Miao"et"al.,"2007;"Soret"et"al.,"2003)."Moreover,"
top1+"deletion"in"S.!pombe"increases"nucleosome"occupancy"and"alters"histone"modifications"at"gene"
promoters," leading" to" reduced" transcription" rates." It"was"proposed" that" Top1" cooperates"with" the"
chromatin" remodeler" Hrp1" to" maintain" or" induce" active" transcription" by" nucleosome" eviction"
(DurandZDubief" et" al.," 2010;" Gavin" et" al.," 2001)." However," in" yeast," this" activity"might" be" at" least"
partially"redundant"with"Top2"(Pedersen"et"al.,"2012;"Sperling"et"al.,"2011)."Recently,"Top1"was"also"
implicated"in"the"repression"of"transposable"elements"in"plants."Such"elements"are"normally"silenced"
by"nonZcoding"RNAZdirected"DNA"methylation"and"histone"3"lysine"9"diZmethylation"(H3K9me2),"but"
inhibition" of" TOP1α" by" camptothecin" (CPT)" led" to" deZrepression" of" these" loci." This" deZrepression"
might"be"readily"explained"by"the"transcriptional" inactivation"of"silencing" long"nonZcoding"RNAs"or,"
alternatively," by" affecting" other" epigenetic" mechanisms," e.g." histone" modifications" (Dinh" et" al.,"
2014).""
Top1" is" also" important" for" preventing" transcriptionZassociated" mutagenesis" (TAM)," which" likely"
involves"inhibition"of"RZloop"formation"at"highly"transcribed"genes."This"is"achieved"by"the"removal"of"
negative" torsion" behind" the" transcription" machinery" and" by" regulating" splicing" factors" and"
ribonucleoprotein" assembly," thereby" ensuring" the" engagement" of" the" nascent" RNA" in"
posttranscriptional" processes" (Kim" &" JinksZRobertson," 2012)." On" the" contrary," Top1" accounts" for"
transcriptionZrelated"deletions"(2Z5"nts)"within"short"tandem"repeats."This"might"reflect"an"increased"
trapping" of" Top1" covalent" complexes" (Top1ccs)" on" highly" transcribed" DNA" and" subsequent" errorZ
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prone"repair"within"the"repeats"(Takahashi"et"al.,"2011;"Lippert"et"al.,"2011;"Kim"&"JinksZRobertson,"
2012).""
Moreover,"Top1"has"an"additional"endonuclease"activity"at"ribonucleotides"within"genomic"DNA,"an"
activity" that"was" suggested" to" serve" as" a" backup" for" RNase"H2Zdependent" ribonucleotide" excision"
repair"(RER)."Removal"of"a"ribonucleotide"involves"an"irreversible"cleavage"resulting"in"a"2’,"3’"cyclic"
phosphate" at" the" 3’" end" of" the" SSB" that" requires" further" processing." As" RNase" H2" deletion" also"
triggers" Top1Zdependent" small" deletion"mutations," ribonucleotide" removal" in" addition" to" trapped"
Top1ccs"might"contribute"to"mutagenesis"(Sekiguchi"&"Shuman,"1997;"Kim"et"al."2011;"Kim"&"JinksZ
Robertson,"2012)."
In" addition," TOP1" was" found" as" a" regulator" of" a" circadian" protein" Bmal1" and" even" more," TOP1"
expression" was" regulated" by" circadian" clock" proteins," indicating" an" involvement" of" TOP1" in" the"
circadian" clock" (Kuramoto" et" al.," 2006;" Onishi" &" Kawano," 2012;" Yang" et" al.," 2009)." Type" IB"
topoisomerases"were"also"suggested"to"be"important"for"DNA"fragmentation"during"apoptosis."ROS"
are"important"for"the"initiation"of"aptosis"and"oxidative"damage"could"interfere"with"the"religation"of"
the"DNA"by"TOP1,"thereby"trapping"the"topoisomerase"on"the"DNA"that" in"turn" interferes"with"the"
RF,"giving"rise"to"DNA"breaks"(Sordet"et"al.,"2004a;"Sordet"et"al.,"2004b;"Sordet"et"al.,"2004c).""
Strikingly," functions" of" type" IB" topoisomerases" in" gene" regulation" are" not" restricted" to" their"
relaxation" activity." Using" in! vitro" transcription" reconstitution" it" was" shown" that" human" TOP1" is"
capable"of"modulating"transcription"independent"of"its"catalytic"activity"by"being"recruited"to"the"preZ
initiation"complex"by"the"general"TF"TFIID,"where"it"promotes"the"assembly"of"a"TFIIDZTFIIA"complex"
(Merino"et"al.,"1993;"Shykind"et"al.,"1997).""
In"addition"to"its"widely"known"topoisomerase"function,"TOP1"harbors"an"intrinsic"kinase"activity"and"
it" was" suggested" that" proteins" exerting" either" function" adopt" distinct" conformations." The" kinase"
activity"of"TOP1"was" implicated" in" the"process"of" splicing,"where" it"phosphorylates"arginineZserineZ
rich"(SR)"splicing"factors."The"switch"between"cleavage"and"kinase"activity"of"TOP1"was"proposed"to"
be"mediated" by" poly(ADP)ribose" that" competitively" binds" to" the" " splicing" factor," thereby" favoring"
topoisomerase"activity"on"DNA"(Malanga"et"al.,"2008;"Rossi"et"al.,"1996).""
"
"
Function&of&Type&IB&Topoisomerases&in&the&rDNA&&
The"high"transcription"level"in"the"rDNA,"also"during"DNA"replication,"combined"with"the"topological"
constraints" imposed" by" anchoring" of" the" rDNA" repeats" to" the" inner" nuclear" membrane" creates" a"
constant" need" for" removing" torsional" stress" (Chan" et" al.," 2011;"Huang" et" al.," 2006;"Mekhail" et" al.,"
2008)."Consistently," type" IB" topoisomerases"are"enriched" in" the"nucleolus" (Muller"et"al.,"1985)"and"
coZlocalize" with" RNA" polymerase" I" at" sites" of" active" transcription" (Leppard" &" Champoux," 2005)."
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Moreover," Top1"was" shown" to" suppress"mitotic" recombination"within" the" rDNA" of" budding" yeast"
(Christman"et"al.,"1988;"Kim"&"Wang,"1989;"Zhu"&"Schiestl,"2004),"possibly"by"its"involvement"in"Sir2Z
dependent" silencing" of" EZpro." In" line"with" a" role" in" Sir2Zdependent" silencing," Top1"was" coZpurified"
with"TapZtagged"Fob1"and"a"Top1ZTof2"physical"interaction"was"reported"(Huang"et"al.,"2006;"Park"&"
Sternglanz,"1999;"Smith"et"al.,1999)."As"Fob"and"Tof2"proteins"also"mediate"anchoring"to" the" inner"
nuclear"membrane,"the"reported"interactions"also"reflect"the"need"of"torsion"release"by"Top1"at"sites"
within"the"rDNA."Interestingly,"Top1Zrelated"DNA"nicks"were"observed"in"the"promoter"and"enhancer"
region" of" the" 35S" rRNA" gene" and" nicks" in" the" enhancer" region" map" near" the" rRFB" (Vogelauer" &"
Camilloni," 1999)." These" nicks" are" independent" of" both" replication" and" transcription," but" require"
presence"of"the"fork"blocking"protein"Fob1"(Di"Felice"et"al.,"2005)."
"
"
2.3.3&& Repair&of&Irreversible&Top1&Covalent&Complexes&
Type" IB" topoisomerases" cleave" the" DNA" by" forming" Top1" cleavage" complexes" (Top1cc)" that" are"
covalently" attached" to" the"DNA." Top1ccs" are" readily" reversible" under" unperturbed" conditions," but"
Top1ccs"might"be"irreversibly"trapped"in"their"DNAZbound"conformation"upon"misalignment"of"the"5’"
DNA" termini"by" the"presence"of"DNA" lesions"or"by" topoisomerase" inhibitors" that"are"used"as"antiZ
cancer"drugs."One"such"compound"is"camptothecin"(CPT)"that"inhibits"or"delays"the"religation"of"the"
Top1Zmediated" nick." The" cytotoxicity" of" stabilized" Top1ccs" is" thought" to" be" caused" by" collisions"
between"the"progressing"RF"and"Top1ccs,"resulting"in"the"formation"of"DNA"DSBs."While"this"explains"
the"preferential"killing"of"proliferating"cells,"cytotoxicity"is"still"observed"in"nonZdividing"cells"through"
the" interference" of" irreversibly" stabilized" Top1ccs" with" transcription" (Pommier" et" al.," 2006)." To"
counteract" the" detrimental" effect" of" accumulating" irreversible" Top1ccs," multiple" repair" pathways"
contribute"to"their"repair."I"will"focus"on"the"repair"pathways"in"budding"yeast"as"I"used"this"model"to"
investigate"topoisomerase"functions"in"the"rDNA."Besides"a"likely"participation"of"DSB"repair,"a"main"
Top1cc" repair"pathway" involves" the"highly"conserved" tyrosylZDNA"phosphodiesterase"1" (Tdp1)" that"
hydrolyzes" the" phosphodiester" bond" between" the" Top1" and" the" 3’" DNA" end" (Pouliot" et" al.," 1999;"
Yang"et"al.,"1996)."In!vitro"studies"suggest"that"proteolytic"degradation"of"Top1"is"necessary"to"allow"
for" cleavage" by" Tdp1" (Interthal" &" Champoux," 2011)." The" remaining" amino" acid" residues" are" then"
readily" removed"by"Tdp1," resulting" in"a"SSB"with"a"3’Zphosphate"and"a"5’ZOH" that" requires" further"
processing."In"budding"yeast,"the"3’OH"is"restored"by"the"activity"of"the"DNA"3’Zphosphatase"Tpp1"or"
by" the" two" AP" endonucleases" Apn1" and" Apn2" (Karumbati" et" al.," 2003)." Subsequent" repair" in"
mammalian" cells" appears" to" involves" the" SSB" repair" pathway," including" the" polynucleotide" 5’Z
kinase/3’Zphospatase" (PNKP)" (Pommier" et" al.," 2006)." Besides" the" aboveZmentioned" pathways," a"
number" of" nucleases" have" been" found" to" counteract" CPT" toxicity." Epistasis" analyses" suggest" a"
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contribution"of"the"structureZspecific"endonucleases"Rad1ZRad10"and"Mus81ZMms4"to"the"repair"of"
irreversible"Top1ccs"by"removing"the"whole"3’"DNA"flap"(Liu"et"al.,"2002;"Vance"&"Wilson,"2002)."A"
more"recent"publication"further"implicates"the"nucleases"Slx1ZSlx4"and"Mre11ZRad50"in"Top1cc"repair"
(Deng"et"al.,"2005),"however,"the"relative"contribution"of"the"different"pathways"under"physiological"
conditions"remains"unclear.""
&
&
2.4&& Uracil&as&a&Source&of&Genome&Instability&
2.4.1&& Uracil&in&DNA&–&Origin&and&Consequences&
Deoxynucleotides"containing"the"bases"guanine,"cytosine,"adenine"and"thymine,"make"up"the"genetic"
code"of"the"DNA"while"in"RNA"thymine"is"replaced"by"uracil"that"lacks"the"C5"methyl"group."Normally,"
dUMP" pools" are" kept" low" by" the" action" of" the" deoxyuridine" 5ÇZtriphosphate" pyrophosphatase"
(dUTPase)"that"catalyzes"the"conversion"of"dUTP"to"dUMP,"which"is"in"turn"used"for"de!novo"synthesis"
of" dTMP," catalyzed" by" the" thymidylate" synthase" (Friedberg," 2006)." Thymidylate" synthase" can" be"
inhibited"by"the"uracil"analog"5ZFU"and"related"antiZmetabolites,"thereby"increasing"the"dUMP/dTMP"
ratio,"which"ultimately" favors"the" incorporation"of"dUMP"into"DNA."At"the"same"time,"5ZFU"and" its"
metabolites"are"directly" incorporated"into"DNA"and"RNA,"all"contributing"to"the"toxicity"of"the"drug"
(Longley"et"al.,"2003)."Even"in"unchallenged"cells,"residual"dUTPs"escape"conversion"to"dUMP"and"are"
occasionally" incorporated" into" DNA," highlighting" the" inefficient" discrimination" between" dUTP" and"
dTTP"of"most"DNA"polymerases"(Friedberg,"2006;"Nilsen"et"al.,"2000)."A"steady"state"levels"of"400"to"
600"uracils" per" human"or"murine" genome"have"been" reported" (Galashevskaya" et" al.," 2013)."Given"
that"uracil"has"the"same"coding"properties"as"thymine,"the"resulting"A!U"pairs"are"not"mutagenic,"yet"
they"may"interfere"with"TF"binding"(Rogstad"et"al.,"2002;"Verri"et"al.,"1990)"or"alter"protein"expression"
levels" (Lühnsdorf"et"al.,"2014)." Interestingly,"uracil" in"DNA"is"tolerated"to"a"certain"extent"(Muha"et"
al.," 2012;" Nilsen" et" al.," 2000;" Warner" et" al.," 1981)" although" dUTPase" deletion" is" lethal" in" many"
organisms" (Dengg" et" al.," 2006;" Dubois" et" al.," 2011;" elZHajj" et" al.," 1988;" Gadsden" et" al.," 1993)."
Strikingly," deletion" of" the" major" uracil" excision" enzyme" (Ung)" alleviates" the" dUTPase" deletion"
phenotype"in"E.!coli"and"C.!elegans," indicating"that"not"the"uracil"per!se"creates"the"toxicity,"but" its"
excision" during" DNA" repair" (Warner" et" al.," 1981;" Dengg" et" al.," 2006)." This" is" also" the" case" for" a"
hypermorphic" dUTPase"mutation" in"S.! cerevisiae," but" not" for" the"dUTPase" null"mutant," suggesting"
that"at"high"uracil"levels,"toxicity"is"induced"independent"from"Ung"(Guillet"et"al.,"2006).""
An"additional"route"leading"to"uracil"in"DNA"is"the"spontaneous"hydrolytic"deamination"of"cytosines"
that" occurs" 70" to" 200" times" per" day" in" the" human" genome" (Visnes" et" al.," 2009)." In" contrast" to"
replicationZderived" uracil," unrepaired" cytosine" deamination" generates" G!U" mismatches" and"
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eventually"provokes"C"to"T"transitions,"a"mutation"commonly"found"in"human"cancers"(Sousa"et"al.,"
2007)." To" prevent" mutagenesis," the" uracil" has" to" be" excised" from" the" DNA" and" repair" has" to" be"
completed" before" the" site" is" replicated" (Visnes" et" al.," 2009)." Cytosine" deaminates" 200Z300" times"
faster"in"singleZstranded"DNA"than"in"doubleZstranded"DNA"and"may"therefore"contribute"especially"
to"mutagenesis"during"replication"and"at"active"genes"(Krokan"et"al.,"2002)."Besides"these"accidental"
events"generating"mutagenic"uracil"in"DNA,"programmed"cytosine"deamination"occurs"in"the"context"
of"somatic"hypermutation"and"classZswitch"recombination"in"activated"B"cells,"two"mechanisms"that"
are" discussed" in" the" next" chapter." DNAZbased" uracil" has" additional" developmental" roles" in" D.!
melanogaster,"where"dUTPaseZdependent"uracil"accumulation"results"in"targeted"cell"death"(Horváth"
et"al.,"2013;"Muha"et"al.,"2012),"underpinning"the"multiZfacetted"responses"to"uracil"in"DNA."
"
"
2.4.2&& Uracil&DNA&Glycosylases&&
To"prevent"uracilZderived"mutagenesis,"mechanisms"for"uracil"removal"have"evolved"in"all"organisms."
An"important"part"is"played"by"uracil"DNA"glycosylases"(UDGs),"a"family"of"DNA"repair"enzymes"that"
initiate" BER" by" recognizing" and" excising" uracil" from" DNA." Five" UDGs" have" been" identified" in"
mammals:"the"nuclear"and"mitochondrial" form"of"the"uracilZN"glycosylase"(UNG),"UNG2"and"UNG1,"
respectively," the" singleZstrandZselective" monoZfunctional" uracil" DNA" glycosylase" (SMUG1)," the"
thymine" DNA" glycosylase" (TDG)" and" the" methylZbinding" domain" glycosylase" 4" (MBD4," Figure" 6)."
UNG2"and"TDG"will"be"presented"in"detail"below,"followed"by"a"discussion"about"the"contribution"of"
the"single"UDGs"to"cellular"functions."
"
"
"
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Figure&6.&Uracil&DNA&glycosylases&(UDGs)&and&AP&endonucleases&expressed&in&different&species.&Orthologs"of"
the"different"organisms"are"shown"in"each"row."The"main"AP"endonuclease"is"indicated"in"bold"letters."Figure"
adapted"from"(Kanamitsu"&"Ikeda,"2010)."
"
"
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The&UNG&Family&of&Glycosylases&
UNGs" are" fundamental" DNA" repair" enzymes" and" are" highly" conserved" among" most" organisms,"
including"viruses,"highlighting"their"importance"for"genome"stability"(Aravind"&"Koonin,"2000;"Olsen"
et"al.,"1989)."Ung"of"E.!coli"and"human"UNG"show"about"58%"sequence"identity,"demonstrating"the"
high" conservation" within" the" UNG" glycosylases" family" (Jacobs" &" Schar," 2012)." It" is" mainly" the" CZ
terminal" catalytic" domain" that" is" conserved" among" organism," while" the" NZterminal" end" is"
heterogeneous" and" was" proposed" to" have" regulatory" functions" and/or" to" be" involved" in" proteinZ
protein" interactions"or"subcellular" localization"(Zharkov"et"al.,"2010)." Interestingly,"D.!melanogaster"
does"not"express"any"UNG"enzyme"and"consequently"tolerates"uracil"accumulation"during"vegetative"
growth"(Horváth"et"al.,"2013;"Muha"et"al.,"2012)."In"mammalian"cells,"nuclear"and"mitochondrial"UNG"
isoforms" are" expressed" from" the" UNG" gene" using" alternative" transcription" initiation" sites" and"
alternative"splicing"(Helland"et"al.,"1993;"Otterlei"et"al.,"1998)."The"major"enzymatic"activity"of"UNG"is"
the" excision" of" uracil" from" doubleZstranded" and" singleZstranded" DNA," the" latter" being" processed"
more"efficiently" (Eftedal" et" al.," 1993;" Lindahl" et" al.," 1977;" Slupphaug"et" al.," 1995)."Despite" its" high"
preference" for" uracil," UNG" is" also" active" on" several" uracil" analogs" in! vitro," such" as" the" antiZcancer"
drug"5ZFU"(Warner"&"Rockstroh,"1980),"5Zhydroxyuracil"or" isodialuric"acid" (Dizdaroglu"et"al.,"1996)."
Human" UNG2" interacts" with" PCNA" and" RPA" and" is" thought" to" be" the" main" activity" for" the" postZ
replicative"removal"of"uracils" incorporated"by"the"DNA"polymerase."Consistently,"UNG2"localized"to"
the"nucleus"and" is"upZregulated" in"SZphase."Along"this" line,"hUNG2"phosphorylation"at"Ser23"at"the"
G1/SZphase"boundary" increases" its" interaction"with"RPA"and"replicating"chromatin."Simultaneously,"
the" catalytic" turnover"of"hUNG2" is" enhanced,"probably" to" cope"with" the" fastZmoving"RF."During"SZ
phase,"the"affinity"to"RPA"is"reduced"and"the"protein"is"degraded"in"late"S/G2"phase"of"the"cell"cycle"
(Hagen"et"al.,"2008;"Otterlei"et"al.,"1999).""
Mechanistically," UNG" is" thought" to" scan" the" DNA" in" an" open" conformation" using" nonZspecific"
interactions"until" it"recognizes"a"substrate"uracil."The"base"is"then"flipped"out"of"the"DNA"helix" into"
the"catalytic"pocket"(Friedman"et"al.,"2009)."BaseZflipping"could"be"a"passive"process"induced"by"the"
spontaneous" breathing" of" the" DNA" (Fadda" &" Pomès," 2011;" Parker" et" al.," 2007)," but" recently," a"
simulation"of" the"base" recognition"process," starting" from"the" reported"crystal" structures"of"human"
UNG,"suggested"that"the"DNA"bends"upon"UNG"binding"to"uracilZcontaining"DNA,"thereby"facilitating"
base" flipping" (Franco" et" al.," 2013)." Once" uracil" is" accommodated" in" the" catalytic" pocket," specific"
hydrogen" bonds" are" formed" between" UNG1" and" the" base," which" are" important" for" damage"
recognition."Purines"are"sterically"excluded"from"the"narrow"active"site"while"the"entry"of"thymine"is"
precluded" by" a" tyrosine" residue" in" the" catalytic" pocket." In" contrast," cytosine" can" enter," but" is" not"
correctly"positioned"for"catalysis"(Jacobs"&"Schar,"2012)."Finally,"the"NZglycosydic"bond"is"cleaved"by"a"
nucleophilic" attack"of" an"activated"water"molecule"on" the"C1" of" the"deoxyribose" (Mol"et" al.," 1995;"
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Savva"&"Pearl,"1995)."In"comparison"to"other"DNA"glycosylases,"UNG"has"a"very"high"turnover"rate"of"
approximately"1000"uracils"per"minute"(Kim"&"Wilson,"2012)."
In" the" adaptive" immune" response," UNG2" plays" another" essential" role" in" somatic" hypermutation"
(SHM)"and"class"switch"recombination"(CSR)" in"activated"B"cells."SHM"modulates"the"affinity"of" the"
antibody" to" the"epitope"by" creating"point"mutations"at" the" IgV" locus" that"depend"on" the" targeted"
action"of"the"activation"induced"cytosine"deaminase"(AID)."UNG2Zmediated"uracil"excision"creates"AP"
sites,"which"are" thought" to" trigger" recombination"or" errorZprone"bypass"during"DNA" replication"or"
DNA" repair," thereby" inducing" mutations." Similarly," rearrangement" of" the" constant" region" of" the"
antibody"during"CSR"is"thought"to"rely"on"the"excision"of"AIDZtargeted"uracils"by"UNG2"that"might"be"
further"processed"by"AP"endonucleases."Two"close"SSBs"on"opposite"strands"could"then"lead"to"the"
formation"of"a"DSB,"and,"hence," induce"a"recombination"repair"process."Alternatively,"AP"sites"may"
directly"interfere"with"replication"to"trigger"recombination"events"(Kavli"et"al.,"2007;"Schrader"et"al.,"
2005;" Stavnezer"et" al.," 2008;"Wang,"2013)."Consistent"with"a" role"of"UNG" in" the"adaptive" immune"
response,"UNGZdeficient"humans" suffer" from"recurrent" infections"and" lymphoid"hyperplasia" (Sousa"
et"al.,"2007)"and"UNGZdeficient"mice"develop"B"cell"lymphomas"late"in"life"(Nilsen"et"al.,"2003)."UNG2"
was" further" implicated" in" the" innate" immune" response," i.e." in" the" defense" against" retroviral"
infections." Similar" to" the" situation" in" somatic" hypermutation" and" classZswitch" recombination," this"
activity"involves"cytosine"deamination,"in"this"case"mediated"by"the"APOBEC3"family"of"deaminases."
Again,"excision"of"uracil"followed"by"AP"endonuclease"processing"or"direct"interference"of"the"AP"site"
with" the" RF" would" lead" to" DNA" fragmentation" of" the" synthesized" viral" DNA" (Yang" et" al.," 2007)."
Moreover," UNG2" is" involved" in" the" assembly" of" CENPZA," an" essential" histone" variant" required" for"
kinetochore"assembly"prior"to"mitotic"chromosome"segregation."Catalytic"activity"is"required"for"this"
function,"however," the"underlying"mechanism" is"not"yet" resolved" (Zeitlin"et"al.,"2011;"Zeitlin"et"al.,"
2005).""
"
"
The&Thymine&DNA&Glycosylase&TDG&
TDG" is" the" founding"member"of" the"mismatchZdependent"uracil"glycosylase" (MUG)" family" that"was"
named"after"the"E.!coli"protein"Mug"(Gallinari"&"Jiricny,"1996;"Neddermann"&"Jiricny,"1994;"Wiebauer"
&"Jiricny,"1989)."MUG"orthologs"are"expressed"in"bacteria,"yeast,"insects"and"frogs"and"they"share"a"
common" α/βZfold" structure" despite" the" lack" of" high" sequence" homology" (Barrett" et" al.," 1998;"
Cortázar" et" al.," 2007)." They"harbor" a" conserved" catalytic" core" flanked"by"nonZconserved"NZ" and"CZ
terminal"domains,"the"latter"being"involved"in"modulating"enzymatic"activities"and"interactions"with"
other" proteins" (Hardeland" et" al.," 2002;" Steinacher" &" Schar," 2005)."MUG" proteins" have" a" spacious"
catalytic"cavity"that"accommodates"a"broad"range"of"substrates,"including"pyrimidine"derivatives"and"
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thymine"opposite"of"guanine,"but"also"bulkier"lesions,"such"as"etheno"cytosine"(BorysZBrzywczy"et"al.,"
2005;"Hardeland"et"al.,"2003)."However,"despite"their"name,"uracil"mispaired"with"guanine"appears"to"
be"the"common"substrate"among"all"family"members"(Cortázar"et"al.,"2007).""
Crystal"structures"of"the"E.!coli"Mug"and"the"human"TDG"protein"revealed"that"for"base"excision,"the"
target" base" is" flipped" into" the" catalytic" pocket" of" the" protein." At" the" same" time" protein" residues"
intercalate" into"the"DNA"at"the"site"of"the" lesion." Interactions"with"the"complementary"DNA"strand"
serve"as"a"good"explanation" for" the"high"preference"of" the"Mug" family"proteins" for"base" lesions" in"
doubleZstranded"DNA"located"opposite"to"guanine"(Baba"et"al.,"2005;"2006;"Barrett"et"al.,"1998;"1999;"
Maiti" et" al.," 2008)." TDG" was" suggested" to" undergo" a" conformational" change" upon" unspecific"
interaction"with"DNA."TDG"would"form"a"clamp"around"the"DNA"to"scan"the"DNA"while"sliding"along"
the"helix."A"striking"feature"of"TDG"and"the"other"MUG"proteins"is"their"extremely"high"affinity"to"AP"
sites,"which"is"in"stark"contrast"to"that"of"the"UNG"proteins."While"the"E.!coli"Mug"can"turn"over"very"
slowly," the"mammalian"TDG" is" completely"productZinhibited" (O'Neill"et"al.,"2003;"Waters"&"Swann,"
1998;"Waters"et"al.,"1999)." It"was"shown"that"covalent" interaction"between"the"CZterminus"of"TDG"
and"the"small"ubiquitinZlike"modifier"1"(SUMO1)"reduces"the"affinity"to"the"substrate"and"the"AP"site."
As"a"result"TDG"dissociates"from"the"lesion"and"can"initiate"another"round"of"repair"(Baba"et"al.,"2005;"
Hardeland" et" al.," 2002;" Steinacher" &" Schar," 2005;" Waters" et" al.," 1999;" Waters" &" Swann," 1998)."
Product" inhibition"might" serve" as" a"mechanism" for" controlled" handover" of" the" product" AP" site" to"
downstream"BER"factors.""
"
&
TDG&and&DNA&Repair&
TDG" is" active" on" a" wide" range" of" uracil" derivatives," implying" a" main" function" in" the" repair" of"
deaminated" or" oxidized" cytosines" (Cortázar" et" al.," 2007)." Surprisingly," no" protection" against" DNA"
damaging"agents"and"no"contribution"to"mutation"avoidance"could"be"attributed"to"TDG"(Cortázar"et"
al.,"2011)."In"mammalian"cells,"the"contribution"of"TDG"to"the"repair"of"deaminated"cytosines"appears"
to"be"rather"complementary"to"that"of"UNG2"and"SMUG1"(Cortázar"et"al.,"2007).""
The" slow" turnover" of" TDG"might" explain" an" interesting" phenotype" observed" for" mammalian" TDG"
exposed"to"the"uracil"analog"5ZFU."Exposure"of"cells"to"5ZFU"was"cytotoxic"in"wildZtype"cells"but"not"in"
cells"deleted"for"TDG."Similarly,"5ZFUZdependent"occurrence"of"DNA"breaks,"as"well"as"5ZFUZdelayed"
SZphase"progression"and"DNA"damage"signaling"were"reduced"in"the"absence"of"TDG," implying"that"
repair"by"TDG"is"detrimental"for"cells"facing"5ZFU"(Kunz"et"al.,"2009)."The"tight"binding"of"TDG"to"the"
AP"site"might"have"adverse"effects"under"conditions"of"BER"saturation,"which"is"likely"to"occur"during"
5ZFU"treatment."Prolonged"existence"of"AP"sites"could"lead"to"accumulation"of"DNA"breaks"and"finally"
to"cell"death."This"nonZproductive"engagement"in"DNA"repair,"together"with"the"lack"of"general"DNA"
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repair" phenotypes," suggests" that" TDG" is" not" a" classical" repair" enzyme" but" has" acquired" additional"
functions.""
"
"
TDG&in&the&Epigenetic&Regulation&of&Gene&Expression&
During" the" last" years," additional" roles" for" TDG"emerged" in" the" regulation"of" gene"expression." TDG"
interacts"with"and"coZregulates"several"TFs"and"nuclear"receptors"including"the"retinoic"acid"receptor"
(RAR),"retinoid"X"receptor"(RXR),"estrogen"receptor"α"(ERα),"the"acetyltransferase"CBP/p300"and"the"
deacetylase"SIRT1."Interestingly,"in"some"of"these"cases,"the"catalytic"activity"of"TDG"is"dispensable,"
suggesting"a" structural" scaffold" function" (Chen"et"al.,"2003;"Chevray"&"Nathans,"1992;"Goodman"&"
Smolik,"2000;"Jia"et"al.,"2014;"Madabushi"et"al.,"2013;"Missero"et"al.,"2001;"Tini"et"al.,"2002;"Um"et"al.,"
1998;" Zhou" et" al.," 2008)." A" main" step" in" deciphering" this" role" was" the" discovery" by" our" and" the"
Bellacosa"group"that"deletion"of"TDG" is"embryonic" lethal,"a"phenotype"not"shared"with"any"known"
glycosylase"(Cortázar"et"al.,"2011;"Cortellino"et"al.,"2011)."This"implied"a"nonZredundant"function"for"
TDG"during"embryonic"development."Gene"expression"analyses"of"WT"and"TDG9/9"mouse"embryonic"
fibroblasts" (MEFs)" revealed" differential" expression" between" both" strains." At" the" same" time,"
promoters"of"downZregulated"genes"exhibit" altered" chromatin"modification"patterns"with"a" loss"of"
activating" and" a" gain" in" repressive" marks." Interestingly," these" changes" became" apparent" only" in"
differentiating"or"differentiated"cells"and"were"not"present"in"undifferentiated"embryonic"stem"cells"
(ESCs),"in"line"with"a"specific"role"during"development"(Cortázar"et"al.,"2011;"Cortellino"et"al.,"2011).""
In" addition," TDG" has" been" associated" with" the" active" demethylation" of" 5mC." Consistently," TDG"
locates"to"promoters"of"genes"differentially"expressed"in"TDGZproficient"and"deficient"MEFs"(Cortázar"
et" al.," 2011)." Not" only" is" TDG" required" for" maintaining" the" unmethylated" state" of" CpG" islands"
upstream"of"specific"genes"during"development,"but"it"also"mediates"demethylation"of"genes"that"are"
upregulated" upon" cellular" differentiation" (Cortázar" et" al.," 2011;" Cortellino" et" al.," 2011)." Given" the"
requirement" for"catalytically"active"TDG"during"embryogenesis,"and" for"appropriate"demethylation,"
this"process"probably" involves"excision"of"a"demethylation" intermediate"by"TDG." In" line"with"a"BER"
involvement,"XRCC1"and"APE1"associate" in"a"TDGZdependent"manner"with"promoters"of"genes"that"
are"differentially"expressed" in"TDG9/9"and"TDG+/+"MEFs" (Cortázar"et"al.,"2011)."During" the" last"years,"
different"demethylation"intermediates"were"proposed"to"be"substrate"for"TDG."First,"5mC"itself"was"
discussed"as"a"possible"target,"although"an"activity"of"TDG"in"5mC"excision"could"not"be"corroborated"
(Zhu"et"al.,"2000).""
Second,"the"cytosine"deaminases"AID"and"APOBEC1"were"shown"to"deaminate"5mC"albeit"with"lower"
activity"as"compared"to"cytosine,"giving"rise"to"T!G"mispairs"that"constitute"a"suitable"substrate"for"
TDG,"but"also"for"MDB4"(Morgan"et"al.,"2004)."Supporting"a"deaminationZrelated"demethylation,"AID"
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was"shown"to"contribute"to"genomeZwide"erasure"of"5mC"in"murine"primordial"germ"cells"(Popp"et"
al.," 2010)" and" to" demethylationZdependent" reZexpression" of" the" pluripotency" genes" OCT4" and"
NANOG"during"somatic"cell"reprogramming"(Bhutani"et"al.,"2010)."AIDZmediated"and"MBD4Zcoupled"
DNA"demethylation"was"also"observed"in"zebrafish"embryos"(Rai"et"al.,"2008)."
Third,"experimental"evidence" suggests"a" function"of" the"de!novo"DNA"methyltransferases"DNMT3a"
and"DNMT3b"in"conjunction"with"TDG"in"the"active"elimination"of"DNA"methylation"(Métivier"et"al.,"
2008)." Interaction"between"these"proteins"inhibits"methylation"activity"of"DNMT3a/b"and"enhances"
TDG’s"glycosylase"activity"(Boland"&"Christman,"2008;"Li"et"al.,"2007)."Furthermore,"DNMTa/b"were"
shown"to"act"as"5meC"deaminases" in!vitro," thereby"giving" rise" to" the"perfect"TDG"substrate,"a"G!T"
mismatch" (Liutkeviciute" et" al.," 2009)." However," it" is" not" yet" clear" whether" such" events" can" occur"
under"physiological" conditions,"especially"as"deamination"was"only"observed" in" the"absence"of" the"
otherwise"abundant"methylZdonor"SZadenosylZLZmethionine"(SAM)"(Kohli"&"Zhang,"2013)."
Currently," the" favored" model" for" DNA" demethylation" involves" the" tenZeleven" translocation" (TET)"
dioxygenases,"which"are"capable"of"iterative"oxidation"of"5mC"to"5Zhydroxymethylcytosin"(5hmC),"5Z
formylcytosine"(5fC)"and"5Zcarboxylcytosine"(5caC)"(Kohli"&"Zhang,"2013)."5hmC"is"indeed"present"in"
a" variety" of" undifferentiated" and" differentiated" cells" and" occurs" in" a" TETZdependent" manner"
(Globisch"et"al.,"2010;" Ito"et"al.,"2010;"Kriaucionis"&"Heintz,"2009;"Song"et"al.,"2011;"Tahiliani"et"al.,"
2009)."5fC"and"5caC"were"also"found"in"DNA"of"mouse"ESCs,"albeit"at"a"much"lower"level"than"5hmC"
(Ito"et"al.,"2011)."Although"TDG"lacks"activity"on"5hmC,"it"was"shown"to"excise"5fC"and"5caC" in!vitro"
and" is" so" far" the" only" glycosylase"with" such" an" activity" (He" et" al.," 2011;"Maiti"&"Drohat," 2011)." In"
mouse"ESCs,"TDG"depletion"caused"an"increase"in"5caC"levels"while"overexpression"of"TET"and"TDG"in"
HEK293" cells"diminished"5fC"and"5caC" levels," supporting" cellular" significance"of" TDG/TETZmediated"
DNA"demethylation" (He"et"al.,"2011;"Nabel"et"al.,"2012)."This"pathway" is" far" from"being"elucidated"
and" other" enzymes" have" been" proposed" to" take" part" in" the" removal" of" DNA" demethylation"
intermediates,"such"as"AID"and"the"NEIL"glycosylase"(Müller"et"al.,"2014;"Santos"et"al.,"2013)"
"
"
2.4.3&& Current&Insights&into&the&Functional&Separation&of&Uracil&DNA&Glycosylases&&
Five"UDGs"are"expressed"in"mammalian"cells,"UNG1"and"UNG2,"SMUG1,"TDG"and"MBD4"(Figure"6)."
Among" these," UNG2" is" the" major" enzyme" removing" uracils" that" were" misincorporated" during"
replication"(Figure"7)."A"preferential"role"for"UNG2"in"replicating"cells"is"inferred"from"its"upregulation"
before" and" degradation" after" SZphase," its" association" with" PCNA" and" RPA" and" its" localization" to"
replication"foci"(Hagen"et"al.,"2008;"Otterlei"et"al.,"1999)."It"was"suggested"that"it"does"not"only"act"in"
the" postZreplicative" repair" of" misincorporated" uracil," but" also" in" the" repair" of" uracil" derived" from"
cytosine"deamination" in"unreplicated"DNA." Indeed,"UNG2" is"also" the"central"player" in" the"repair"of"
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G!U"mismatches" (Kavli" et" al.," 2007)." Biochemical" evidence" suggests" that" in" the" absence" of" UNG2,"
SMUG1"might"be"the"predominant"G!U"repair"activity"(Nilsen"et"al.,"2001),"although"SMUG1"activity"
appears"to"be"speciesZ,"tissueZ,"and"conditionZdepended"(Doseth"et"al.,"2011;"Kemmerich"et"al.,"2012;"
Nagaria" et" al.," 2013)."While" SMUG1"provides" considerable"G!U" repair" in"murine" cellZfree" extracts,"
this" contribution" is"only"marginal" in"human"extracts" (Doseth"et" al.," 2011;"Kemmerich"et" al.," 2012)."
Mutation"assays" in"MEFs" revealed" slightly" increased"mutation" rates" in"UNG29/9" and"SMUG19/9" single"
knockout" strains" while" rates" increased" slightly" more" than" in" an" additive" manner" in" the" UNG29/9"
SMUG19/9double"knockout"cells"(An"et"al.,"2005),"suggesting"that"both"enzymes"are"also"important"in"
living"cells."Elevated"mutation"rates"might"not"only"reflect"the"removal"of"uracil"but"also"the"repair"of"
other"base"lesions;"thus,"UNG2"and"SMUG1"might"have"redundant"as"well"as"independent"functions"
in"mutation" avoidance." Independent" functions" of" these" proteins"might" also" involve" a" temporal" or"
spatial"separation"of"their"action."A"redundant"interaction"between"UNG2"and"SMUG1"was"observed""
"
"
Figure&7.&Uracil&analogs&in&DNA&and&their&proposed&route&of&repair&in&replicated&and&unreplicated&DNA."UNG2"
provides" the"main" activity" for" the" removal" of" uracils" at" the" RF," i.e."misincorporated" uracils" and" deaminated"
cytosines."Outside" of" SZphase,"UNG2" and" SMUG1"both" contribute" to" the" repair" of" deaminated" and" oxidized"
cytosines," while" TDG" and" MBD4" are" thought" to" fulfill" only" backup" functions" in" this" process." SMUG1" was"
proposed"to"have"specific"roles"in"the"removal"of"hydroxymethyluracil"(HmU)"deriving"from"thymine"oxidation"
or"5Zmethylcytosine"(5mC)"deamination."In"addition"to"classical"DNA"repair,"UNG2"is"involved"in"the"processes"
of"class"switch"recombination"(CSR)"and"somatic"hypermutation"(SHM)"in"activated"BZcells"(see"text"for"details)."
Figure"from"(Kavli"et"al.,"2007)."
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"
in"the"repair"of"gammaZirradiation"induced"damage"(An"et"al.,"2005),"while"a"SMUG1Zspecific"function"
appears" to" be" the" removal" of" 5Zhydroxymethyluracil" arising" from" thymine" oxidation" (Kavli" et" al.,"
2002)," an" activity" that"may" also" be" important" in" RNA" repair" (Jobert" et" al.," 2013)." As" noted" before"
(chapter"2.4.2),"UNG2"appears"to"have"nonZredundant"functions"in"the"adaptive"immune"system,"i.e."
in"SHM"and"CSR,"where"SMUG1"can"only"partially"compensate"for"loss"of"UNG2"when"overexpressed"
(Di"Noia"et"al.,"2006)."There"is"no"evidence"for"TDG"and"MBD4"participating"in"this"pathway"although"
this"cannot"be"strictly"excluded."There"might,"however,"be"additional,"yet"unidentified,"UDGZspecific"
functions.""
In" contrast" to" SMUG1," no" or" only" backup" functions" in" the" repair" of" G!U" mismatches" have" been"
observed" for" TDG" and" MBD4," although" this" is" not" yet" completely" settled." Instead" of" performing"
classical" BER," these" two" UDGs" appear" to" have" acquired" specialized" functions." TDG" indeed" has"
features" untypically" for" a" BER" glycosylase." It" has" an" extremely" low" enzymatic" turnover" and" TDGZ
deficient" cells" lack" typical" repair" phenotypes" such" as" hypersensitivity" to" genotoxic" agents" but" do"
show"hyperZresistance"to"5ZFU."Instead,"as"thoroughly"discussed"in"the"previous"chapter,"TDG"has"a"
major" role" in" the"epigenetic" regulation"of"gene"expression"at" the" levels"of"DNA"demethylation"and"
the"regulation"of"histone"marks."This" function"most" likely"cannot"be"efficiently"compensated"for"by"
other"glycosylases"as"TDG"is"the"only"known"glycosylase"that"is"essential"for"embryogenesis"(Cortázar"
et"al.,"2011;"Cortellino"et"al.,"2011;"Jacobs"&"Schar,"2012).""
Although"MBD4"with" its"methylZCpG"binding"domain"was"also" implicated" in" the" regulation"of"gene"
expression," the" phenotype" of" MBD4" knockout" is" much" less" severe" compared" to" that" of" TDG"
knockouts" (Cortázar" et" al.," 2011;" Cortellino" et" al.," 2011;"Millar" et" al.," 2002)."MBD4"was" associated"
with" 5mC" demethylationZmediated" gene" activation" at" specific" promoters" of" hormoneZstimulated"
genes"(Kim"et"al.,"2009)"and"overexpression"of"MBD4"and"AID"led"to"general"DNA"demethylation"in"
zebrafish"embryos"(Rai"et"al.,"2008)."Moreover,"MBD4"was"shown"to"repress"transcription"in"a"HDACZ
dependent"manner" (Kondo" et" al.," 2005)."MBD4" activity" seems," however," not" restricted" to" targetZ
specific" DNA" demethylation," and" additional" functions" related" to" DNA" MMR," apoptosis" and"
chromosome" stability" have" been" reported" (AbdelZRahman" et" al.," 2008;" Cortellino" et" al.," 2003;"
Sansom"et"al.,"2004;"Sansom"et"al.,"2003)."Finally,"MBD4"has"classical"BER"functions."It" is"capable"of"
removing" the" deamination" products" of" cytosine" and" 5mC," i.e." uracil" and" thymine," respectively,"
mispaired"with"guanine,"and"it"contributes"to"mutation"avoidance"at"CpG"sites"(Hendrich"et"al.,"1999;"
Millar"et"al.,"2002)."However,"as" it" is"the"case"for"TDG,"MBD4Zmediated"repair" is"rather"toxic"under"
saturating"conditions"induced"by"5ZFU"exposure"(Cortellino"et"al.,"2003)."
With"respect"to"a"potential"temporal"separation"of"function,"I"would"like"to"point"out"the"cell"cycleZ
dependent"regulation"of"TDG"and"UNG2."While"UNG2"expression"peaks"in"SZphase,"TDG"is"eliminated"
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at" the" beginning" of" SZphase" via" ubiquitination" and" subsequent" proteasomal" degradation" and" reZ
expression" is" only" observed" in"G2"phase" (Hagen" et" al.," 2008;"Hardeland" et" al.," 2007)." Importantly,"
incomplete" degradation" of" TDG" during" SZphase" interferes" with" SZphase" progression" and" cell"
proliferation" (Hardeland" et" al.," 2007)." In" line" with" this," TDG" degradation" during" SZphase" requires"
interaction" between" TDG" and" PCNA" (Shibata" et" al.," 2014;" Slenn" et" al.," 2014)." This" cell" cycleZ
dependent"regulation"might"reflect"the"need"of"highly"efficient"UNG2"at"the"moving"replication"fork,"
while"TDG"with"its"low"turnover"could"be"beneficial"outside"of"the"replication"context."This"might"also"
be" true" for" the" E.! coli" ortholog" of" TDG," Mug," inactivation" of" which" causes" a" mutator" phenotype"
specifically"in"stationary"phase"cells"(Mokkapati"et"al.,"2001).""Although"TDG"might"be"important"for"
removal" of" G!U" mismatches" outside" of" SZphase," the" lack" of" mutation" phenotype" in" the" TDG9/9"
knockout"indicates"that"UNG2"can"compensate"for"this"function."Taken"together,"UNG2"and"SMUG1"
are" important" for" the"bulk"of"uracil" removal"with"possible"minor" contributions"by"TDG"and"MBD4."
The" latter" two" appear" to" have" evolved" additional" functions" in" the" epigenetic" regulation" of" gene"
expression."Further" research"will"be" required" to"more"clearly" identify"and"separate" the" function"of"
the"different"UDGs."
&
&
2.4.4&& S.#pombe&as&a&model&organism&to&study&Base&Excision&Repair&and&Chromatin&
Regulation&
Yeasts"are"widely"used" for" investigating"DNA"repair"mechanisms"and" finding"potential"human"drug"
targets" (Kanamitsu"&" Ikeda," 2010;" Kelley" et" al.," 2003)." They" share"many"proteins" and"mechanisms"
with" multicellular" organisms," yet" they" have" relatively" small" genomes," which" can" easily" be"
manipulated" for" genetic" studies." We" decided" to" use" the" fission" yeast" model! to" investigate" the"
functional"separation"of"UDGs"because," in"contrast"to"budding"yeast,"S.!pombe"expresses"orthologs"
of" both" UNG" (Ung1)" and" TDG" (Thp1)" while" it" lacks" SMUG1" and" MBD4" orthologs." Therefore," it"
constitutes"a"simplified"model"to"analyze"the"relative"contribution"of"Ung1"and"Thp1"to"DNA"repair"
and"gene" regulation."Another"advantage" is" the"presence"of" chromatin" regulatory"mechanisms" that"
are" similar" to" those" in" humans." For" instance," heterochromatin" formation" in" mammals" involves"
methylation"of"histone"3"lysine"9"(H3K9)"and"subsequent"binding"of"heterochromatin"protein"1"(HP1)."
This"mechanism"is"conserved" in"S.!pombe" that"expresses"the"HP1"ortholog"Swi6"(Olsson"&"Bjerling,"
2011)." Moreover," S.! pombe" is" proficient" in" RNA" interference" (RNAi)Zmediated" heterochromatin"
assembly" (Bühler," 2009)." The" presence" of" epigenetic" mechanisms," even" if" they" are" not" fully"
conserved" with" those" in" multicellular" organisms," is" clearly" advantageous" for" the" investigation" of"
potential"Thp1"functions"in"gene"regulation."The"lack"of"CpG"methylation"in"S.!pombe"(Antequera"et"
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al.,"1984;"Capuano"et"al.,"2014;"Wilkinson"et"al.,"1995)"helps"to"address"potential"DNA"methylationZ
independent"mechanism"implicated"by"specific"phenotypic"features"of"the"TDG9/9"knockout"it"mouse"
(Chen"et"al.,"2003;"Cortázar"et"al.,"2011;"Goodman"&"Smolik,"2000;"Madabushi"et"al.,"2013;"Sjolund"et"
al.,"2013;"Um"et"al.,"1998;" J."Zhou"et"al.,"2008)." In" this" respect," fission"yeast" is"a"valuable"model" to"
study"UDG"functions,"complementing"the"available"mammalian"cell"lines"or"mouse"models.""
Although" many" BER" enzymes" are" conserved" between" yeast" and" mammals," there" are" prominent"
differences" in" enzyme" functionality" and" repertoire" (Kelley" et" al." 2003;" Boiteux" &" JinksZRobertson,"
2013)." This" includes" altered" substrate" glycosylases" and" different" enzymes" accomplishing" AP" site"
cleavage." Actually," the" biZfunctional" DNA" glycosylase" Nth1" is" the" main" fission" yeast" enzyme"
performing"AP"site"incision"by"its"intrinsic"lyase"activity,"whereas"the"major"AP"endonuclease"Apn2"is"
mostly" responsible" for" the" subsequent" conversion" of" the" blocking" 3’Zend" to" a" processible" 3’ZOH"
(Kanamitsu"&"Ikeda,"2010)."Interestingly,"due"to"a"nonsense"mutation"in"the"laboratory"fission"yeast"
strains,"Apn1"has"no"or"only" little" function" in"AP" site" incision." This"mutation" is"not" found" in"other,"
naturally"occuring"S.!pombe" strains," suggesting" that"Apn1"contributes" to"AP" site" incision"activity" in"
these"strains"(Laerdahl"et"al.,"2011)."
Ung1" is" highly" conserved" between" fission" yeast" and" human" showing" 51%" sequence" identity." Its"
predominant" localization" to" the" nucleus" (Elder" et" al.," 2003)" suggests" a" functional" similarity" to" the"
nuclear" human" UNG2." So" far" biochemical" assays" proved" Ung1" activity" on" uracil," which" could" be"
inhibited"by"the"classical"UNG"inhibitor"Ugi."Interestingly,"overexpression"of"the"glycosylase"induced"
elevated"mutation"rates,"checkpoint"dependent"cell"cycle"delay,"cell"death"and"AP"site"accumulation."
The"observed"phenotypes"did"not"relate"to"catalytic"activity"of"Ung1,"but"rather"reflect"its"affinity"to"
AP"site"(Elder"et"al.,"2003),"a"feature"known"for"many"glycosylases"(Jacobs"&"Schar,"2012)."However,"
no"obvious"phenotype"was"yet"reported"for"Ung1Zdeficient"cells."In"S.!cerevisiae,"Ung1"deletion"led"to"
a"20Zfold" increase" in"C"to"T" transition,"probably"reflecting"the" lack"of"alternative"uracil"glycosylases"
(Impellizzeri,"1991)."
"
"
"
Figure& 8.& Comparison& of& TDG& homologs& in& human,& mouse& and& fission& yeast.& Schematic" alignment" of" TDG"
homologs."The"highly"conserved"catalytic"core"is"shown"yellow."The"active"site"motif"GINPGL"is"slightly"different"
in"S.!pombe"(GLNPGI)"without"altering"the"proposed"catalytic"asparagine"(N)."The"second"motif"contributes"to"
the"sequence"selectivity"and"is"less"conserved."The"NZterminal"and"CZterminal"parts"are"less"conserved"than"the"
catalytic" domain." K," sumoylation" site;" blue" bar," SUMO" interaction"motif;" violet" bar," cryptic" ATZhook." Figure"
adapted"from"(Cortázar"et"al.,"2007)."
"
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Thp1"was"attributed" to" the" family"of"MUG"glycosylases," thus"presenting"a"homolog" to"human"TDG"
(Figure" 8)." There" is" moderate" amino" acid" sequence" conservation" between" the" human" and" fission"
yeast"TDG/Thp1"with"the"highest"similarity"in"the"catalytic"core"domain,"which"forms"the"typical"α/βZ
fold"structure"of"MUG"proteins."A"slight"variation"in"the"active"site"motif"(GLNPGI)"is"present"in"Thp1"
as" compared" to" TDG" (GINPGL)," however," the" essential" catalytic" asparagine" of" TDG" remains"
unchanged." This" asparagine" is" required" to" initiate" the" hydrophilic" attack" on" the"NZglycosidic" bond"
between"the"target"base"and"the"corresponding"sugar."An"additional,"less"conserved"sequence"motif"
contributing" to" sequenceZselectivity," is" not"well" conserved" in" fission" yeast." Similarly," the"NZ" and"CZ
terminal" parts" are" less" conserved" than" the" catalytic" core" and" vary" between" species" in" terms" of"
sequence"and"size."The"SUMOylation"site"responsible"for"releasing"TDG"from"AP"sites"appears"absent"
in" Thp1." Functionally," Thp1" is" active" on" a" broad" range" of" substrate," including" uracil," 5ZFU," 5Z
hydroxyuracil" and" deaminated" purines," i.e." xanthine," oxanine," hypoxanthine." Unlike" its" human"
counterpart,"Thp1"has"no"activity"towards"T!G"mismatches,"one"possible"explanation"being"the"lack"
of"5mC"in"the"yeast"genome,"whose"deamination"is"a"main"source"of"this"mispair."Strikingly,"contrary"
to" TDG," Thp1" is" not" mismatchZspecific" and" also" excises" its" substrates" from" singleZstranded" DNA,"
although" the" catalytic" efficiency" is" highest" for" substrates" baseZpaired" with" guanine." It" is" also"
important" to"note" that"TDG"and"Thp1"both"are"productZinhibited"and" thus"not" released" from"their"
product"AP"site"(Dong"et"al.,"2008;"Hardeland"et"al.,"2003;"Hardeland"et"al.,"2000)."
"
"
"
& &
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3&& Aims&of&the&Thesis&
The" purpose" of" this" PhD" thesis"was" to" establish" and" use" refined" yeast"models" to" address" specific"
functional" and" mechanistic" aspects" of" topoisomerase" 1" (Top1)" and" uracil" DNA" glycosylase" (UDG)"
functions"in"the"maintenance"of"DNA"structure"and"the"encoded"(epiZ)genetic"information."
"
The" ribosomal"DNA" (rDNA)" in"budding" yeast" is" constantly" transcribed"at" high" levels," also"during" SZ
phase."Unwinding"of" the"DNA"duplex"during"DNA"replication"and"transcription"creates"DNA"torsion"
that" requires" dissociation" along" the" chromosome" or" relaxation" by" topoisomerases." Topological"
constrains" imposed"by"the"chromosomal"structure" itself,"but"also"by"the"reported"anchoring"of" the"
rDNA"to"the"inner"nuclear"membrane"by"Fob1,"would"prevent"dissociation"of"torsion"and"thus"lead"to"
an" accumulation" of" torsional" stress" in" the" rDNA," unless" relieved" by" topoisomerases." SiteZspecific"
Top1Zdependent"nicks"were"observed"near"the"ribosomal"replication"fork"barrier"(rRFB),"suggesting"a"
specific" function"of" this"protein"at" this"block" site."However," the"mechanism"underlying" the" specific"
occurrence"of"DNA"nicks"at"these"sites"as"well"as"the"implicated"coordination"of"the"topoisomerase"
remained"elusive."
A&first&aim&of&my&thesis&was&the&identification&of&factors&coordinating&Top1&activity&in&the&rDNA&and&
to&study&their&role&in&rDNA&maintenance.&Also,&I&wanted&to&test&the&hypothesis&that&Top1&activity&is&
related&to&the&previously&observed&nonLcanonical&DSBs.&&
"
UDGs" are" important" for" genome" maintenance" due" to" their" classical" role" in" BERZmediated" uracil"
excision."In"addition,"our"and"other"groups"found"additional"roles"for"TDG"in"the"epigenetic"regulation"
of" gene" expression," particularly" during" cell" differentiation." This" epigenetic" TDG" function" involves"
regulation" of" chromatin" at" the" level" of" DNA" methylation" and" histone" modifications." Due" to" the"
expression" of" four" nuclear" glycosylases" with" undefined" redundant" functions" in" mammals,"
determining"the"contribution"of"individual"enzymes"to"classical"uracil"excision"repair"and"separating"
their"specialized"biological"functions,"such"as"in"epigenetic"gene"regulation,"is"difficult.""
The&second&aim&of&my&thesis&was&to&dissect&the&biological&functions&of&the&two&UDGs&expressed&in&S.#
pombe# and& to& assess& specifically& a& potential& role& of& the& TDG& homolog& Thp1& in& gene& regulation.&
Pursuing& from& genetic& experiments& performed& by& a& former& collaborator,& I& characterized& novel&
aspects& of& UDG& functions& in& the& repair& of& damaged& bases& and& focused& on& the& identification& of&
potential& epigenetic& functions& of& Thp1.& This& allowed& me& to& evaluate& the& use& of& S.# pombe# as& a&
complementary&model&organism&for&the&study&of&UDGs&in&epigenetic&regulation&of&gene&expression.&
& &
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4& Results&
4.1&& Reversible& Top1& Cleavage& Complexes& are& Stabilized& StrandL
Specifically&at&the&Ribosomal&Replication&Fork&Barrier&and&Contribute&to&
Ribosomal&DNA&Stability&
(Published"manuscript,"see"Appendix"I)"
"
The"DNA"has" to" be" faithfully" replicated" prior" to" each" cell" division." During" this" process" the"moving"
replication" fork" (RF)"encounters"numerous"obstacles" that" interfere"with" its"progression."Eventually,"
RFs" stall" and" then" require" stabilization" to"allow" for" removal"of" the"block"and/or" for" resumption"of"
replication." Alternatively," the" RF"merges"with" another" fork" to" terminate" replication." In" addition" to"
accidental" fork"blocks,"programmed"RFBs"mediate"RF"pausing"at"defined"places."Such"programmed"
blockage" is" found" at" the" 3’" end" of" a" highly" transcribed" ribosomal" RNA" (rRNA)" gene" in" several"
eukaryotes."The"bestZstudied"example"is"the"ribosomal"replication"fork"barrier"(rRFB)"of"S.!cerevisiae,"
the"function"of"which"requires"sequenceZspecific"binding"of"Fob1."Fob1"does"not"only"mediate"fork"
stalling,"but"is"also"crucial"for"regulating"rDNA"recombination"(Tsang"&"Carr,"2008)"and"for"anchoring"
of"the"rDNA"repeats"to"the"inner"nuclear"membrane"(Chan"et"al.,"2011;"Huang"et"al.,"2006;"Mekhail"et"
al.," 2008)." The" repetitive" structure" of" the" rDNA" makes" it" prone" to" unequal" homologous"
recombination,"which" is"why" the" control" of" recombination" is" crucial" for" rDNA" stability" (Kobayashi,"
2006)." Previously," DNA" DSBs" have" been" shown" to" occur" at" the" rRFB" (Burkhalter" &" Sogo," 2004;"
Kobayashi"et"al.,"2004;"Weitao"et"al.,"2003),"yet,"they"seem"to"be"of"nonZcanonical"nature"as"they"are"
not" processed" by" the" classical" DSB" repair" pathways" (homologous" recombination," nonZhomologous"
endZjoining)"(Fritsch"et"al.,"2010).""
Topoisomerases" are" important" for" the" relaxation" of" DNA" torsional" stress" and" for" rDNA" stability"
(Christman"et"al.,"1988;"Kim"&"Wang,"1989;"Zhu"&"Schiestl,"2004)."Top1Zdependent"DNA"nicks"were"
mapped"to" the"rRFB"region"of"budding"yeast" (Vogelauer"&"Camilloni,"1999),"but" the"mechanism"of"
their"positioned"occurrence"remained"elusive."Therefore,"we"sought"to"investigate"the"interaction"of"
Top1"with" the" rRFB," taking"advantage"of" the" feature"of" topoisomerases" to" form"usually" shortZlived"
covalent" reaction" intermediates" with" the" DNA," known" as" topoisomerase" cleavage" complexes"
(Top1ccs)."I"mapped"Top1cc"enrichment"across"the"rDNA"unit"using"chromatin"immunoprecipitation"
(ChIP)" without" crosslinking" the" DNA" (Takahashi" et" al.," 2011)." Under" these" conditions," only" DNAZ
bound" Top1ccs" are" detected," but" no" free" Top1."We" found" a" high" Fob1Zdependent" enrichment" of"
Top1ccs"at"the"rRFB"region,"indicative"of"a"Fob1"requirement"for"Top1cc"formation."This"enrichment"
did"not"require"the"rDNA"context"as"Top1ccs"also"accumulated"at"an"ectopically"located"rRFB"(eRFB)."
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Despite" being" sufficient" for" Fob1" recruitment" and" RFB" activity," we" found" the" eRFB" sequence"
insufficient" to" promote" anchoring" to" the" inner" nuclear"membrane" as" inferred" from" its" subcellular"
localization." Thus," we" could" show" that" Top1cc" formation" requires" Fob1," but" neither" the" rDNA"
context,"nor"nucleolar"localization,"nor"perinuclear"anchoring.""
I"was"further"interested"in"whether"Top1ccs"only"accumulate"at"stalled"RFs."I"synchronized"cells"and"
found" similar" Top1cc" enrichment" in" SZ" and" G1Zphase" cells." Moreover," we" introduced" the"
unidirectional" eRFB" in" different" orientations" to" compare" Top1cc" enrichment" at" blocking" and"
permissive" eRFBs."We" found" that" Top1ccs" accumulate" at" eRFBs" independent" of" their" orientation,"
further"suggesting"that"Top1"is"recruited"and/or"stabilized"by"Fob1"and"not"by"stalled"RFs.""
To"exclude"the"possibility"of"Top1ccs"being"damaged"and"incapable"of"religating"the"nick,"I"compared"
Top1cc"enrichment"of"wildZtype"cells"with"that"of"cells"depleted"for"factors"involved"in"the"repair"of"
irreversible" Top1ccs," i.e." rad1Δtdp1Δ" and"mus81Δtdp1Δ." Compromising" the" repair" of" irreversible"
Top1cc" complexes" did" not" alter" Top1cc" levels" at" the" eRFB," pointing" at" a" stabilization" of" reversible"
Top1ccs."
To" further" elucidate" the" mechanism" of" Top1cc" stabilization," we" performed" standard" ChIP"
experiments"(crosslinked)"in"cells"expressing"Fob1Z9myc"and"found"that"Fob1"association"to"the"rRFB"
is" reduced" in" Top1Zdeficient" cells," indicating" that" Top1" and" Fob1" stabilize" each" other" at" the" rRFB."
Furthermore,"deletion"of"the"nucleolar"protein"Tof2"that"interacts"with"both"Fob1"and"Top1"(Huang"
et" al.," 2006;" Park" &" Sternglanz," 1999)" reduced" Fob1" association" to" the" eRFB" while" it" completely"
abolished"Top1cc"enrichment."These"observations"pointed"at"the"formation"of"a"common"complex"at"
the"rRFB,"consisting"of"at"least"Fob1"and"Tof2,"that"is"important"for"Top1cc"formation.""
Finally," we" showed" that" most" of" the" previously" identified" rRFBZassociated" DSBs" are" in" fact" Top1Z
dependent."Most"likely"these"breaks"reflect"DNA"melting"between"the"singleZstranded"Top1"nicks"at"
the"rRFB"and"stalled"RFs"under"the"applied"experimental"conditions."Such"melting"would"give"rise"to"
molecules"that"appear"as"DSBs"on"Southern"blots."Whereas"the"previously"mapped"Top1"nicks"at"the"
rRFB" are" formed" throughout" the" cell" cycle," the" DSBs" were" only" observed" in" SZphase." This" is" in"
agreement"with"Top1"nicks"being"persistently"present,"as"in!vitro"conversion"to"a"DSB"can"only"occur"
when"a"second"“DNA"break”"is"present"at"the"RF."""
Taken"together,"we"could"show"that"Top1ccs"are"stabilized"in"a"complex"containing"Top1,"Fob1"and"
Tof2" at" rRFBs" independent" of" the" ribosomal" context" and" rDNA" anchoring" to" the" inner" nuclear"
membrane.""
"
Contribution:"
I"designed"and"conducted"most"of"the"experiments"together"with"Olivier"Fritsch."I"constructed"Top1Z
13myc"strains"and"performed"all"nonZcrosslinked"Top1cc"ChIPs"presented"in"this"study." I"performed"
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CPT" sensitivity" assays" to" confirm" published" hypersensitivities" in" rad1Δtdp1Δ" and" mus81Δtdp1Δ"
strains." Further" I" conducted"2D"gel" and"1Zdimensional" (1D)" gel" electrophoresis" and"quantified"DSB"
levels"at" the"eRFB." I"also"used"pulseZfield"gel"electrophoresis" (PFGE)" to"determine"the"rDNA"repeat"
stability" in" the"different"strains."Finally," I"prepared" figures"and"wrote" the"manuscript" together"with"
Olivier"Fritsch."
&
&
4.2&& Uracil& Repair& Causes& DNA& GlycosylaseLDependent& Genome&
Instability""
(Manuscript"in"preparation,"see"Appendix"II)"
"
Uracil" in" DNA" derives" from" spontaneous" cytosine" deamination" or" from" misincorporated" dUMPs"
during" replication," the" former" being"mutagenic" if" left" unrepaired."Misincorporated" uracils" are" not"
mutagenic," but" they" may" interfere" with" transcription" factor" (TF)" binding" (Brégeon" et" al.," 2003;"
Rogstad"et"al.,"2002;"Verri"et"al.,"1990)."To"counteract"the"adverse"effects"of"uracil"in"DNA,"uracil"DNA"
glycosylases"(UDGs)"are"in"place"to"recognize"and"excise"uracil"for"the"replacement"with"a"canonical"
base" in" a"DNA" repair" process" (base" excision" repair," BER)." Five"UDGs" are" expressed" in" human" cells"
(UNG1,"UNG2,"SMUG1,"TDG,"MBD4)."UNG2"appears"to"be"the"predominant"enzyme"for"the"removal"
of"both"misincorporated"uracil"and"deaminated"cytosines,"although"SMUG1"clearly"contributes"to"the"
latter"activity"(Nilsen"et"al.,"2001)."Remarkably,"epigenetic"roles"rather"than"the"maintenance"of"DNA"
sequence" integrity"have"been"ascribed"to"TDG"and"MBD4"(Sjolund"et"al.,"2013)."Unlike"mammalian"
cells,"S.!pombe"expresses"only"two"UDGs,"Ung1"and"Thp1,"thus"offering"a"reduced"complexity"for"a"
functional"dissection"of"these"UDGs."Importantly,"certain"epigenetic"mechanisms"of"gene"regulation"
are"conserved" in"S.!pombe! (Bühler,"2009;"Olsson"&"Bjerling,"2011;"Millar"&"Grunstein,"2006),"while"
DNA"methylation"is"absent"(Antequera"et"al.,"1984;"Capuano"et"al.,"2014;"Wilkinson"et"al.,"1995)."This"
provides" an" opportunity" to" investigate" putative" epigenetic" features" of" Thp1," as" implicated"by" TDG"
knockout"in"mouse"(Chen"et"al.,"2003;"Cortázar"et"al.,"2011;"Goodman"&"Smolik,"2000;"Madabushi"et"
al.,"2013;"Sjolund"et"al.,"2013;"Um"et"al.,"1998;"Zhou"et"al.,"2008),"i.e."DNA"methylationZindependent"
mechanisms"of"gene"regulation."
To"address"the"functions"of"the"two"S.!pombe!UDGs,"we"first"compared"the"uracil"excision"capacity"of"
cellZfree"extracts"prepared"from"wildZtype,"ung1Δ,"thp1Δ"and"thp1Δ"ung1Δ"cells."Using"base"removal"
assays,"we"detected"uracil"excision"activity" from"U!G"and"U!A"mismatches"only" in" the"presence"of"
Ung1." In" the" absence" of" Ung1," Thp1" was" not" able" to" constitute" detectable" uracil" excision" unless"
overexpressed," suggesting" that"Ung1" is" the"predominant"UDG" for"uracil" removal" also" in! S.! pombe."
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Contradictory"to"the"biochemical"evidence,"however,"uracil"accumulated"in"S.!pombe"cells"only"when"
both"UDGs"were"absent."To"further"analyze"the"biological"function"of"Ung1"and"Thp1,"we"determined"
spontaneous"mutation" rates" in" fluctuation" tests" addressing"mutation" at" two" independent" genomic"
loci."Mutation" rates"were" synergistically" increased" in" the" thp1Δ"ung1Δ"double"mutant"while"either"
single" mutant" showed" no" effect" on" the" mutation" rate." Given" the" accumulation" of" uracils" and"
mutations"in"the"genome"of"UDGZdeficient"cells,"we"concluded"that"Thp1"and"Ung1"compensate"for"
each"other"in"uracil"removal"and"mutation"avoidance" in!vivo!despite"the"undetectable"Thp1"activity"
on"uracil" in!vitro."Determination"of"mutation"spectra"further"revealed"a"specific"synergistic" increase"
of"C" to"T" transitions," consistent"with"deaminated"cytosines"and,"hence,"G!U"mismatches"being" the"
responsible"substrate."While"these"results"pointed"at"redundant"functions"of"Thp1"and"Ung1"in"uracil"
removal," we" observed" increased" transversion" rates" solely" in" Thp1Zdeficient" cells" suggesting"
additional"separate"functions"for"Thp1," in" line"with"the"broad"substrate"spectrum"observed"for"this"
protein"(Hardeland"et"al.,"2003)."
Mammalian"TDG"was"shown"to"sensitize"cells"to"treatment"with"the"uracil"analog"5ZFU"(Kunz"et"al.,"
2009)."We"tested"the"impact"of"Thp1"on"5ZFU"sensitivity"in"S.!pombe"and"found"that"Thp1"expression"
is"detrimental"during"5ZFU" treatment," similar" to" the" situation" in"mammals."While" absence"of" Thp1"
increased"cellular"resistance"towards"5ZFU,"Thp1"overexpression"greatly"enhanced"5ZFU"cytotoxicity."
Moreover," Thp1" overexpression" induced"DNA" fragmentation" and" increased" spontaneous"mutation"
rates" (data"not" shown)."Together," these" findings"are" in" line"with"Ung1"and"Thp1"having"additional,"
nonZoverlapping" functions" associated"with" a" qualitatively" different" outcome" of" the" repair" process."
The" low" turnover" of" Thp1" and" the" observed"product" inhibition" suggests" a" slower" handZover" of"AP"
sites" to" downstream"BER" enzymes" by" Thp1" than" by"Ung1" (Hardeland" et" al.," 2003)." In" case" of" BER"
saturation," labile" AP" sites"would" thus" accumulate" and" could" confer" cytotoxicity" particularly" during"
Thp1Zdependent" repair." To" test" this" possibility," we" expressed" human" AID" in" S.! pombe" to" trigger"
deamination" of" cytosine" to" uracil." AID" expression" in" S.! pombe" induced" cell" death" that" was" most"
pronounced" in"wildZtype"and"ung1Δ"cells,"but"significantly"decreased" in"thp1Δ"strains."This"result" is"
consistent"with"the"concept"that"Thp1Zmediated"uracil" repair" is"slower"or" less"productive"than"that"
initiated"by"Ung1."Having"shown"that"Thp1"expression"has"adverse"effects"during"5ZFU"treatment"or"
upon" AID" expression," we" reasoned" that" the" low" turnover" of" Thp1" generates" AP" sites" with" an"
increased" lifetime." AP" sites" might" cause" occasional" DNA" breakage" that" in" turn" could" target"
recombinationZdependent" repair."We"thus"determined"spontaneous"mitotic" recombination" rates" in"
wildZtype," ung1Δ," thp1Δ" and" thp1Δ" ung1Δ" cells" and" found" decreased" rates" only" in" Thp1Zdeficient"
cells," i.e." in" thp1Δ" and" thp1Δ" ung1Δ" mutant" strains." In" fact," 60%" of" the" detected" spontaneous"
recombination" events" relied" on" the" expression" of" Thp1," but" not" Ung." We" further" tested" the"
contribution"of"Thp1"to"damageZinduced"recombination"rates"and"exposed"wildZtype"and"thp1Δ"cells"
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to"a"nonZlethal"XZray"dose."Strikingly,"we"only"detected"an"XZrayZinduced" increase" in"recombination"
rates"in"the"wildZtype"strain,"but"not"in"the"Thp1Zdeficient"strain."These"results"further"indicate"that"
Ung1Z"and"Thp1Zdependent"DNA"repair"have"qualitatively"different" repair"outcomes." In"contrast" to"
the"fast"and"mostly"errorZfree"repair"mediated"by"Ung1,"Thp1Zdependent"repair"appears"to"be"slow"
and" nonZproductive."We" assume" that" this" reflects" the" slow" dissociation" from" its" product" AP" site,"
thereby"preventing"further"repair."As"the"XZray"dose"applied"for"the"recombination"assay"assumingly"
generates" predominantly" oxidative" damage," Thp1" might" also" binds" to" AP" sites" deriving" from"
hydrolytic"DNA"deamination"or"the"base"excision"by"other"DNA"gylcosylases."However,"the"sideZbyZ
side"evolution"of"Ung1"and"Thp1"suggests"additional"cellular"functions"for"Thp1"beyond"classical"DNA"
repair.""
During" the" last"years,"human"TDG"turned"out" to"be" important" in" the"epigenetic" regulation"of"gene"
expression" (Sjolund" et" al.," 2013)." To" test" for" a" similar" function" of" the" fission" yeast" protein," we"
compared"genomeZwide"RNA"expression"profiles"of"wildZtype"and"Thp1Zdeficient"cells,"yet,"we"could"
not" detect" pronounced" patterns" of" dysregulation" in" the" absence" of" Thp1." Interestingly," however,"
most"of"the"analyzed"mRNAs"tended"to"be"less"expressed"in"thp1Δ"cells"(92%"of"all"analyzed"mRNAs)."
Principal" component" analysis" of" the" mRNAs" further" revealed" that" deletion" of" thp1+" increases" the"
variability" between" the" analyzed" replicates." The" decreased" variability" was" also" reflected" by" the"
overall" increased" standard" deviations" (SDs)" of" the" transcript" levels" in" Thp1Zdeficient" compared" to"
wildZtype"cells."Given"that"each"triplicate"consists"of"a"pool"of"RNAs"from"three"independent"strains"
(isolated" from" a" cross)," the" variation" between" single" strains" might" be" even" higher," however," this"
remains" to" be" addressed." Therefore," Thp1" might" have" additional" roles" in" maintaining" an"
transcriptionally" active" chromatin" status." However," further" investigation" is" required" to" confirm" an"
epigenetic"function"of"Thp1.""
Taken"together,"we"were"able"to"show"that"despite"their"overlapping"function"in"uracil"excision"and"
mutation" avoidance," the" different" repair" kinetics" of" Ung1" and" Thp1" appear" to" result" in" different"
repair" outcomes." The" high" fidelity"Ung1" enzymes" contributes" to" classical" DNA" repair" by" efficiently"
inducing"BER"of"DNA" lesions." In"contrast," the"high"affinity"of"Thp1" to"AP"sites" seems" to"prevent"or"
delay" proper" repair" of" the" AP" site," thus" explaining" the" mutagenic" and" recombinogenic" repair"
outcome"by"Thp1."In"addition,"we"presented"evidence"for"a"function"of"Thp1"in"gene"regulation."
"
Contribution:"
I" assembled"and"evaluated"data" from" the"biochemical," genetic"and"pulsedZfield"gelZelectrophoresis"
(PFGE)"experiments"(base"release"assay,"genomic"uracil"incorporation,"mutation"rate,"5ZFUZ"and"AIDZ
sensitivity)" that" were" performed" by" Marc" Bentele." For" the" genomeZwide" expression" analysis," I"
performed" genetic" crosses" and" RNA" isolation" together" with" Olivier" Fritsch." After" the" initial"
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bioinformatic"analysis,"I"further"analyzed"the"transcriptome"data"and"prepared"all"figures"except"for"
the"principal"component"analyses." I"planned"Thp1Z13myc"ChIP"sequencing"experiment,"constructed"
and" checked" the"Thp1Z13mycZtagged" strain" for" its" uracil" excision" activity" and" tested"different"ChIP"
conditions."I"confirmed"pullZdown"of"Thp1Z13myc"and"ensured"that"the"ChIP"conditions"are"suitable"
to" reproduce" ChIP" results" of" a" published" strain." I" coordinated" next" generation" sequencing" and"
bioinformatic"analysis"of"the"data"and"explored"possible"candidate"genes."I"wrote"the"manuscript"and"
adjusted"figures"of"the"uracil"excision"part.""
"
&
4.3&& Additional&Results&
4.3.1& Estrogen&Receptor&β&Regulates&Epigenetic&Patterns&at&Specific&Genomic&Loci&
Through&Interaction&with&Thymine&DNA&Glycosylase&&
(Manuscript"in"Preparation,"see"Appendix"III)"
"
The" two"estrogen" receptors" (ERs)"ERα"and"ERβ"belong" to" the" family"of"nuclear" receptors."The" two"
transcription" factors" (TFs)" are" important" for" normal" development," reproducibility" and" for" the"
functionality"of" the" immune,"cardiovascular,"musculoskeletal"and"central"nervous"systems."The"ERs"
are" activated" by" a" ligand," the" main" endogenous" molecule" being" 17βZestradiol" (E2)." Additionally,"
environmental" chemicals" such" as" polycyclic" aromatic" hydrocarbons," phthalates" and" pesticides" are"
known" to" act" as" ER" ligands." Upon" ligand" binding," the" activated" ERs" bind" to" estrogen" response"
elements" (EREs)" in" the" genome" to" regulate" expression"of" target" genes" (Heldring" et" al.," 2007)." This"
regulation" involves" several" coZactivators," e.g." chromatin" remodelers" (Métivier" et" al.," 2003)."
Interestingly,"nuclear"receptors,"including"retinoic"acid"receptor"(RAR),"retinoid"X"receptor"(RXR),"ERα"
and" ERβ," have" been" implicated" in" the" epigenetic" regulation" of" gene" expression" (Benbrook" et" al.,"
2014;"Magnani"&"Lupien,"2014;"Rüegg"et"al.,"2011;"Tammimies"et"al.,"2012,"Kangaspeska"et"al.,"2008;"
Kim"et"al.,"2009;"Marques"et"al.,"2013;"Métivier"et"al.,"2008;"Thomassin"et"al.,"2001)."Recently,"ERβ"
was"shown"to"modulate"5mC"methylation"of"a"single"CpG"site" in"the"glucose"transporter"4"(GLUT4)"
gene,"suggesting"a"function"in"regulation"of"DNA"demethylation"at"this"site"(Rüegg"et"al.,"2011).""
DNA" methylation" is" important" for" the" regulation" of" gene" expression" and" it" undergoes" gross"
remodeling"during" cellular"differentiation" to" suppress"pluripotency"and"activate" cellZspecific" genes."
During" the" last" years," the" TET" proteins" turned"out" as" a"major" player" in" the" process" of" active"DNA"
demethylation" and" TDG" plays" an" important" role" in" this" pathway." By" excising" TETZmediated" 5mC"
oxidation" products," the" TETZTDG" pathway" supposedly" maintains" certain" gene" promoters" in" an"
unmethylated" state" and"mediates" demethylation" of" others" in" the" course" of" cellular" differentiation"
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(Cortázar"et"al.,"2011;"Cortellino"et"al.,"2011)."How"demethylation"activities"are"targeted"to"specific"
genes"remains,"however,"unclear."In"this"study,"we"wanted"to"investigate"the"function"of"ERβ"in"the"
regulation"of"DNA"methylation"and"to"address"a"potential"cooperation"of"ERβ"with"TDG."
First,"we"analyzed"the"effect"of"ERβ"on"DNA"methylation"on"a"genomeZwide" level."We"used"mouse"
embryonic" fibroblasts" (MEFs)"deriving" from"ERβ+/+" (wildZtype)"and"ERβ9/9" (βerko)"mice" (Rüegg"et"al.,"
2011)" and" analyzed" their" genomeZwide" methylation" status" using" reduced" representation" bisulfite"
sequencing"(RRBS)"(Meissner"et"al.,"2008)."By"considering"only"CpGs"that"are"unmethylated"(less"than"
20%"of"methylated"reads)" in"one"cell" line"and"methylated" (more" than"80%"of"methylated"reads)" in"
the" other," 8071" differentially" methylated" positions" (DMPs)" were" identified." Of" these" DMPs," 6016"
were" hypoZ" and" 2055" hypermethylated" in" βerko" MEFs" and" both" subsets" were" associated" with"
developmental"genes."The"observed"methylation"differences"were"not"restricted"to"single"CpGs,"but"
spreaded"across"multiple"sites."Methylation"correlated"inversely"with"expression"of"the"nearby"genes."
By"comparing"our"data"with"publicly"available"datasets"of"genomeZwide"chromatin"marks"we"found"
that" hypomethylated" DMPs" significantly" overlap" with" characteristic" marks" of" repressed" or" poised"
genes," indicating"that"associated"genes"are"poorly"expressed" in"wildZtype"cells"while"they"are"more"
active"in"βerko"MEFs."We"tried"to"complement"the"methylation"phenotype"by"reZintroducing"ERβ"into"
βerko"MEFs,"however,"we"could"restore"wildZtype"methylation"only" in"a"subset"of"hypermethylated"
DMPs,"but"not"in"the"remaining"hyperZ"or"hypomethylated"genes.""
Next," we" were" interested" how" DMPZassociated" genes" are" expressed" during" cell" differentiation."
Therefore,"we"analyzed"expression"of"selected"genes"in"wildZtype"mouse"embryonic"stem"cells"(ESCs)"
and"MEFs."Interestingly,"regions"of"hypoZ"and"hypermethylated"DMPs"have"decreased"and"increased"
transcription," respectively," in" differentiated" MEFs" as" compared" to" ESCs," indicating" that" ERβ" is"
involved" in" the" regulation" of" methylation" during" differentiation." We" also" addressed" physical"
association"of"ERβ"to"DMP"regions"in"chromatin"immunoprecipitation"(ChIP)"experiments."While"ERβ"
was"enriched"at"all"analyzed"sites"in"ESCs,"the"situation"in"MEFs"was"less"clear."Thus,"ERβ"appears"to"
have" important" regulatory" functions" in" undifferentiated" ESCs," during" differentiation" and" probably"
also"in"differentiated"MEFs.""
As"ERα"interacts"with"TDG"(Chen"et"al.,"2003),"we"checked"the"possibility"of"ERβ"also"interacting"with"
TDG." Indeed," we" observed" interactions" between" ERβ" and" TDG" using" different" methods." In" far"
Western"blot"analysis,"recombinant"TDG"specifically"bound"to"immobilized"ERβ."For"yeastZtwo"hybrid"
assays,"we"fused"ERβ"to"the"Gal4"DNA"binding"domain"(BD)"and"TDG"to"the"Gal4"activation"domain"
(AD)."Cells"coZexpressing"ERβZBD"and"TDGZAD"constructs"induced"expression"of"the"reporter"gene"as"
revealed"by"growth"on"selective"media."This"specific"interaction"was"detectable"in"two"yeast"strains"
harboring" different" reporter" genes." We" further" tried" to" identify" the" ERβ" domain" responsible" for"
interaction." Yet," no" detectable" reporter" gene" expression" was" observed" between" TDG" and" either"
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tested"ERβ"domain,"suggesting"that"the"fullZlength"ERβ" is"required"to"establish"optimal" interactions"
with"TDG.""
Given" the" physical" interaction" between" TDG" and" ERβ," we" analyzed" the" effect" of" TDG" on" the"
expression" of" ERβZinduced" gene" expression." In" the" presence" of" ERβ," expression" of" the" Luciferase"
reporter" gene" was" increased." TDG" further" enhanced" Luciferase" transcription" irrespective" of" the"
presence"or"absence"of"the"ligand."In"line"with"a"coZregulation"of"transcription,"TDG"was"enriched"at"
ERβZregulated"genes"and"TDG"association"was"lost"in"βerko"cells"at"two"genes"tested."
TDG" is" thought" to" process" mainly" 5caC" and" 5fC" during" active" demethylation," consistent" with" an"
accumulation"of"both"demethylation"intermediates"in"TDG"knockout"ESCs"(Kohli"&"Zhang,"2013;"Shen"
et" al.," 2013;" Song" et" al.," 2013)." Assuming" that" ERβ" recruits" TDG" to" regulated" genes," 5caC" and" 5fC"
would" accumulate" at" DMPs" in" the" absence" of" TDG."We" compared" our" RRBS" data" with" published"
genomeZwide"5fC" localization"data" (Song" et" al.," 2013)" and" found" that" 32%"and"46%"of" hyperZ" and"
hypomethylated"DMPs,"respectively,"overlap"with"5fC"in"TDG9/9"cells.""
Taking" this" data" together,"we" propose" a" dual"model:" Regions" that" are" hypermethylated" upon"ERβ"
deletion"are"normally"bound"by"ERβ" that" in" turn" recruits" the"TETZTDG"DNA"demethylation" system."
This"stimulates"gene"expression"and,"additionally,"TDG"would"counteract"DNA"hypermethylation"by"
removing"demethylation" intermediates."On" the"other"hand,"hypomethylated"genes"are" suppressed"
upon"differentiation." The" remodeling"of"DNA"methylation"during" this"process" requires"TDG"and" its"
absence"leads"to"5fC"and"5caC"accumulation."As"these"marks"were"suggested"to"be"poorly"recognized"
by" the" maintenance" methyltransferase" Dnmt1" (Wu" &" Zhang," 2011)," this" results" in" passive"
demethylation" during" differentiation." Together" with" an" ERβZdependent" TDG" recruitment," this"
explains"well"the"observed"hypomethylation"in"ERβZdeficient"MEFs."
"
Contribution:"
I"planned,"adapted"and"conducted"the"yeast"twoZhybrid"assays"using"the"Y187"yeast"strain"to"confirm"
the" interaction"between"ERβ"and"TDG"and" to" test" for" interactions"between"different" ERβ"domains"
and"TDG."I"prepared"the"figures"and"contributed"to"writing"of"the"yeastZtwo"hybrid"relevant"parts"of"
the"manuscript.""!
& &
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4.3.2& Physical&Interactions&between&Murine&TDG&and&TET1&
(unpublished"data)"
&
The" mammalian" TDG" is" thought" to" take" part" in" active" DNA" demethylation" during" embryonic"
development."Indeed,"TDG"is"required"at"certain"gene"promoters"to"maintain"an"unmethylated"state"
or" for" demethylation" during" cell" differentiation" at" others" (Cortázar" et" al.," 2011;" Cortellino" et" al.,"
2011)."TDG"was"suggested"to"cooperate"with"the"TET"proteins"for"active"demethylation."TET"enzymes"
are"capable"of"stepwise"oxidation"of"5mC"to"5hmC,"5fC"and"5caC" in!vitro"(Kohli"&"Zhang,"2013)"and"
detection"of" this" oxidation"products" in! vivo" indicates" a" biological" relevance" for" TETs" in" active"DNA"
demethylation"(Ito"et"al.,"2011;"Tahiliani"et"al.,"2009)."Interestingly,"TDG"is"the"only"DNA"glycosylase"
with" 5fC" and" 5caC" excision" activity" (He" et" al.," 2011;" Maiti" &" Drohat," 2011)," suggesting" it" acts"
downstream"of"the"TET"proteins"in"active"DNA"demethylation."Consistently,"the"inactivation"of"TDG"
leads" to" an" accumulation" of" the" 5fC" and" 5caC" demethylation" intermediates" in" genomic" DNA" of"
embryonic"stem"cells"(ESCs)"(Kohli"&"Zhang,"2013;"Shen"et"al.,"2013;"Song"et"al.,"2013)."
Based"on"this"model,"Alain"Weber"from"our"group"tested"for"a"potential"interaction"between"murine"
TDG"and"TET1"by"pullZdown"assays."He"used"TDG"and"TET1" carrying"a"CZterminal"GST"and"HIS" tag,"
respectively."When" he" immobilized" the" TDGZGST" on" glutathione" beads" and" applied" free" TET1ZHIS"
protein,"he"could"enrich"TDG"in"the"presence"of"TET1."Interactions"were"also"seen"when"TET1ZHA"was"
used" as" the" bait" protein" that"was" immobilized" by" nickelZnitrilotriacetic" acid" (NiZNTA)" and" TDGZGST"
was"added"as" the"prey"protein" (Alain"Weber,"unpublished"data)."During" the"establishment"of"TET1"
purification,"he"further"collected"evidence"that"expression"of"recombinant"TET1"is"more"stable"when"
coZexpressed"with"TDG"(Alain"Weber,"unpublished"data)."
To"corroborate"an"interaction"between"TDG"and"TET1,"I"performed"yeastZtwo"hybrid"assays"in"the"S.!
cerevisiae"strain"AH109"(Clonetech)"that"harbors"two"Gal4Zinducible"reporter"genes"HIS3"and"ADE2."
One"protein"is"fused"to"the"Gal4"activation"domain"(AD)"while"the"other"is"fused"to"the"Gal4"binding"
domain" (BD)." Interaction" of" the" two" coZexpressed" proteins" brings" the" Gal4" BD" and" AD" in" close"
proximity," thereby" activating" expression" of" the" reporter" genes" as" scored" by" growth" on" selective"
medium" lacking"histidine"and"adenine."Because"of" the"huge"molecular" size"of"TET1,"but"also" to"be"
able"to"map"the"domains"responsible"for"interaction,"I"engineered"four"overlapping"domains"of"TET1"
(1–4,"Figure"9A),"with"TET1Z2"containing"the"CXXC"zincZbinding"domain"and"TET1Z4"consisting"of"the"
catalytic"domain,"and"tested"their"interaction"with"fullZlength"TDG."As"expression"of"TDG"fused"to"the"
AD"results"in"the"formation"of"large"slowZgrowing"cells"independent"of"TET1"expression,"we"pursued"
the"yeastZtwo"hybrid"experiments"with"TDG"fused"to"the"BD"only.""
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"
Figure& 9.& YeastLtwo& hybrid& assay& to& detect& interactions& between& fullLlength& TDG& and& TET1& domains.& (A)"
Scheme"of"TET1"domains"cloned"into"the"Gal4"activation"domain"(AD):"TET1Z1"(bp"1Z1473),"TET1Z2"(bp"1189"–"
2793),"TET1Z3" (bp"2663"–"4208),"TET1Z4" (bp"4098"–"6171)."CXXC"and"catalytic"domain" (CD)"are" indicated." (B)"
YeastZtwo" hybrid" assays" using" HIS3" and" ADE3" reporter" genes." Serial" dilution" of" strains" coZexpressing" TET1"
domains"fused"to"the"AD"and"the"TDG"fused"to"the"Gal4"binding"domain"(BD)"or"the"respective"vector"controls"
(V)."The" large"T"antigen"(lTAg)"and"p53"fused"to"the"AD"and"BD,"respectively"serve"as"a"positive"control."Two"
replicates" are" shown." (C)& YeastZtwo" hybrid" assay" using" the" reporter" gene" βZgalactosidase." Colony" lift" assays"
were"performed"on"cells"transformed"with"constructs"as"in"(B)"and"incubated"with"XZgal"for"17"h.""
"
I"performed"drop"tests"from"two"independent"transformations"of"the"AH109"strain"(Figure"9B)"as"well"
as" one" pilot" experiment" using" another" yeast" strain" (Y187)" that" harbors" βZgalactosidase" as" the"
reporter"gene"(Figure"9C)." In"this"strain,"appearance"of"blue"color" indicates"an" interaction"between"
tested"proteins."While"autoZactivation"was"consistently"observed"in"cells"expressing"TDG"fused"to"the"
AD," most" of" the" cells" expressing" the" BD" vector" control" lacked" any" signal." Generally," signals" were"
variable" and"we" occasionally" observed" less" growth" of" cells" coZexpressing" TDGZBD" and" the" TET1Z1,"
TET1Z3"or"TET1Z4"domains"fused"to"the"AD."However,"we"saw"a"stronger" interaction"signal" for"cells"
coZexpressing" TDGZBD" and" TET1Z2ZAD" as" compared" to" the" corresponding" vector" controls." This"
indicates"that"TET1"interaction"with"TDG"might"be"mediated"by"residues"within"the"TET1Z2,"e.g."the"
CXXC"domain."Noteworthy,"it"was"previously"observed"that"TDG"being"expressed"in"yeastZtwo"hybrid"
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assays"without"an"interaction"partner"shows"stronger"residual"growth"on"selective"media"than"when"
coZexpressed" with" another" nonZinteracting" protein." Hence," the" residual" growth" of" the" cells"
expressing"TDGZBD"only,"is"likely"to"be"an"artifact."Thus,"together"with"the"evidence"from"pullZdown"
experiments," these" data" provide" solid" evidence" for" an" interaction" of" TET1"with" TDG" and" that" this"
interaction"might"involve"the"CXXC"domain"or"other"residues"within"the"second"TET1"domain"(TET1Z
2)."
"
"
Material&and&Methods:&
The"MatchmakerTM"yeastZtwo" hybrid" system" (Clontech)" was" used." I" inserted" a" synthetic" fragment"
coding"for"a"FLAG"tag"(between"the"BD"and"the"insertion"site"of"the"protein"of"interest)"into"the"BD"
expression" plasmid" pAS2.1" BD" using" NcoI" and" PstI" restriction" sites" (pAS2.1" BD" FLAG)." The" coding"
sequences"of"TDG"and"TET1"domains"were"cloned"into"the"BD"(pAS2.1"BD"FLAG)"and"the"AD"(pACT2"
AD)" of" the" Gal4" protein." " Strains" AH109" (MATa,! trp19901,! leu293,! 112,! ura3952,! his39200,! gal4Δ,!
gal80Δ,# LYS2::GAL1UASZGAL1TATAZHIS3,! MEL1,! GAL2UASZGAL2TATAZADE2,! URA3::MEL1UASZMEL1TATAZlacZ)"
and" Y187" (MATα,! ura3952,! his39200,! ade29101,! trp19901,! leu293,! 112,! gal4Δ,! met9,! gal80Δ,!
URA3::GAL1UAS9GAL1TATA9lacZ)! " were" coZtransformed" with" 50Z500" ng" of" bait" and" prey" plasmids"
according"to"the"Clontech"manual."For"AH109,"interactions"were"assessed"by"spotting"serial"dilutions"
of"cells"on"selective"medium"(SCZLEUZTRPZADEZHIS)"supplemented"with"2.5"mM"3AT"(3ZAminoZ1,2,4Z
triazole),"a" competitive" inhibitor"of" the"HIS3" gene"product."Cells"were" incubated" for"6" to"7"days"at"
30°C." βZGalactosidase" activity" was" assayed" using" the" Y187" strain" performing" colony" lift" assays" as"
described" in"the"Clonetech"manual."Briefly,"106"cells"were"dropped"on"SC"medium"selecting"for"the"
plasmids"(SCZLEUZTRP)"and"grown"for"24"h"at"30°C."Cells"were"transferred"to"filter"paper"(Filtrak,"80"
g/m2)"before"snapZfreezing" in" liquid"nitrogen"and"subsequent" thawing" for"cells" lysis."The" filter"with"
the"lysed"cells"was"soaked"with"2"ml"of"Z"buffer"(100"mM"Na"phosphate"buffer"pH"7.0,"10"mM"KCl,"1"
mM"MgSO4,"33"µM"βZmercaptoethanol,"817"µM"XZGal)"and"incubated"at"30°C"for"up"to"17"h."
&
&
4.3.3&& DNA&Ligase&4&Function&in&the&rDNA&of&Budding&Yeast&
(unpublished"data)"
&
NonZhomologous"endZjoining"(NHEJ)" is"a"key"DNA"repair"pathway"reZjoining"DSB"ends."As"DSBs"and"
DNA"recombination"events"were"detected"in"the"ribosomal"DNA"(rDNA)"of"budding"yeast"(Burkhalter"
&"Sogo,"2004;"Kobayashi"et"al.,"2004;"Weitao"et"al.,"2003),"our"group"previously"tested"the"influence"
of"the"DNA"ligase"4"(Dnl4),"an"essential"NHEJ"factor,"on"the"integrity"of"the"rDNA"(Fritsch"et"al.,"2010)."
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Surprisingly,"in"the"absence"of"the"RecQ"helicase"Sgs1,"a"condition"of"increased"DNA"instability,"Dnl4"
appeared" to" contribute" to" DSB" formation" as" inferred" from" the" decreased" level" of" breaks" in" the"
sgs1Δdnl4Δ"double"mutant"when"compared"to"either"single"mutant,"with"dnl4Δ"cells"showing"wildZ
type" levels."Moreover," the" formation"of" extrachromosomal" ribosomal"DNA"circles" (ERCs)" –" circular"
DNA"molecules" consisting" of" single" or"multiple" rDNA" repeats" that" are" excised" from" the" rDNA" in" a"
homologous" recombination" (HR)Zdependent" process" (see" chapter" 2.2.3" for" detailed" information)" –"
was" increased" upon" DNL4" deletion" in" the" sgs1Δ," but" not" in" the" wildZtype" background." This"
contradicted"the"idea"that"increased"DSB"levels"at"the"ribosomal"replication"fork"barrier"(rRFB)"lead"
to" elevated" ribosomal" recombination" and" ERC" formation."Moreover," deletion" of" the"Dnl4" cofactor"
LIF1"exhibited"increased"ERC"levels"in"the"wildZtype,"but"not"in"the"sgs1Δ"background,"opposite"to"the"
phenotype" of" the" Dnl4" deficiency." These" conflicting" data" suggested" that" Dnl4" might" performs"
unknown"functions"at"the"rRFB,"not"involving"the"NHEJ"pathway."
To"address" this"exciting"possibility," I" first"wanted"to" test"whether"reZexpression"of"Dnl4"and/or"Lif1"
could" restore" the" observed" wildZtype" phenotypes." To" that" end" I" performed" complementation"
analyses"of"ERC"formation."Using"existing"DNL4"and"LIF1"expression"plasmids,"I"exchanged"the"marker"
cassette"to"make"it"suitable"for"our"strains."I"transformed"WT,"sgs1Δ,"dnl4Δ"and"sgs1Δ"dnl4Δ"strains"
with" the" DNL4" expression" plasmid" and" WT," sgs1Δ," lif1Δ" and" sgs1Δ" lif1Δ" strains" with" the" LIF1"
expression" vector." To" prevent" massive" overexpression," I" grew" cells" in" YPD," without" inducing"
expression" from" the"nmt1"promoter"and" I"detected"Dnl4"and"Lif1"by"Western"blot"analysis" (Figure"
10).""
"
"
Figure&10.&Expression&of&Dnl4&and&Lif1."Western"blot"analysis"of"protein"extracts"of"strains"transformed"with"
pYES2ZDNL4ZnatNT2" or" pYES2ZLIF1ZkanMX" that" were" prepared" from" YPD" cultures" (basal" protein" expression"
under"nonZinducing"conditions)."Dnl4"was"detected"using"an"antiZHis"antibody"(Covance),"Lif1"by"a"polyclonal"
rabbit"antiZLif1"antibody."The"bands"of"Dnl4"and"Lif1"expression"are"indicated."&
"
I" isolated"DNA"from"cells" transformed"with"either"of" the"expression"vectors"and"subjected" it" to"gel"
electrophoresis" and" subsequent" Southern" blotting" (Figure" 11)." All" detectable" ERC" species" were"
quantified"and"normalized"to"the"bulk"of"rDNA"(Figure"12)."For"the"Dnl4Zexpressing"strains,"ERC"levels"
of" four"experiments"were"normalized" to" those"of"wildZtype"cells" (Figure"12A)."As" shown"previously"
(Fritsch"et"al.,"2010),"ERC" levels"of"dnl4Δ"cells"are"similar"to"wildZtype" levels." In"contrast,"ERC" levels"
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were" increased" in" sgs1Δ" and" even" further" in" the" sgs1Δ" dnl4Δ" double" mutant" cells." Although" the"
tendencies"were"comparable"to"that"of"the"published"ERC"levels,"the"total"increase"was"lower"in"my"
experiments." Unfortunately," I" was" not" able" to" obtain" a" clear" complementation" by" reZintroducing"
Dnl4."While"in"sgs1Δ"cells"ERC"occurrence"was"reduced"upon"introduction"of"Dnl4,"it"was"unchanged"
in"the"complemented"sgs1Δ"dnl4Δ"double"mutant."This"might"be"explained"by"the"nonZendogenous"
expression"of"Dnl4."Although"the"cells"were"grown"under"nonZinducing"conditions"with"only"residual"
expression" levels," these" levels"are" likely"to"be"different"compared"to"those" in"wildZtype"cells."Given"
the" inability" to" complement" the"wildZtype" ERC" levels" by" reZexpression" of" Dnl4," protein" expression"
levels"might"be"crucial"for"the"Dnl4"function"in"the"rDNA.""
As" for" ERC" analysis" in" Lif1Zcomplemented" cells," I" was" not" able" to" reproduce" the" increase" levels"
previously"observed"in"lif1Δ,"sgs1Δ"and"lif1Δ"sgs1Δ"cells."ERC"levels"in"two"different"lif1Δ"strains"were"
similar"to"or"lower"than"those"in"wildZtype"in"two"experimental"replicas"(Figure"12B)."Moreover,"reZ
expression"of"Lif1"did"not"alter"the"ERC"levels"in"any"strain.""
"
"
Figure&11.&Southern&Blots&for&ERC&detection."DNA"of"cells"expressing"DNL4"or"LIF1"was"extracted"and"separated"
on" 0.8%" agarose" gels." An" rDNAZspecific" DNA" probe" was" used" to" detect" the" ERCs" and" the" rDNA." Asterisks"
indicate"the"ERC"species"included"in"the"quantification.""
"
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Figure& 12.& ERC& quantification." Quantitation" of" ERC" signals" from" Figure" 11." (ALB)" The" total" signal" from" ERC"
species"was"normalized"to"the"bulk"of"rDNA"and"to"wildZtype"ERC"levels."Cells"were"transformed"with"the"DNL4"
(A)"or"LIF1"(B)"expression"plasmids"as"indicated."SD"is"shown"for"four"(Dnl4)"and"two"(Lif1)"repeats.""
"
Taken" together" the" lack"of" reproducibility" in" the" case"of" Lif1" complementation"and" the" inability" to"
complement"the"Dnl4"phenotype,"I"concluded"that"measurement"of"ERCs"is"not"suitable"for"analyzing"
Dnl4"and"Lif1"functions"at"the"rDNA,"at"least"with"the"experimental"setup"used"for"these"experiments."
In" addition," chromatin" immunoprecipitation" (ChIP)" experiments" with" chromatin" from" strains"
expressing"DNL499myc"or"LIF1913myc,"did"not"show"a"robust"enrichment"of"Dnl4"nor"Lif1"at"the"rRFB"
(data"not"shown)."However,"due"to"lack"of"a"genomic"region"that"could"serve"as"a"positive"control"for"
the"functionality"of"these"ChIP"experiments,"it"remained"elusive"whether"the"applied"conditions"were"
unsuitable" for" Dnl4" and" Lif1" or" whether" there" was" no" enrichment" at" the" rRFB." Because" of" these"
uncertainties,"we"decided"not"to"further"pursue"this"project.""
"
"
Material&and&Methods&
Cloning"of"DNL4"and"LIF1"expression"vectors"
For"a"marker"exchange," the"kanMX"cassette"of" the"pYM45"vector"was"PCRZamplified"using"primers"
carrying" overhangs"with" XbaI" restriction" sites." The" obtained" fragment"was" digested"with" XbaI" and"
cloned"in"NheI"digested"DNL4!and"LIF1"expression"plasmids"pYes2ZDNL4ZURA3"and"pYes2ZLIF1ZURA3"
(Schär" laboratory)," respectively." The" resulting" plasmids" pYES2ZDNL4ZkanMX" and" pYES2ZLIF1ZkanMX"
were"confirmed"by"restriction"digests."For"a"second"marker"switch,"a"BglII/SacI"fragment"containing"
the" natNT2" cassette"was" cut" out" from" pYM17" and" inserted" into" eponymous" sites" of" pYES2ZDNL4Z
kanMX,"resulting"in"the"pYESZDNL4ZnatNT2"vector.""
"
Yeast"transformation"
50"ml"of"YPD"were"inoculated"with"500"μl"of"a"5"ml"overnight"culture"and"incubated"for"four"to"five"
hours" (30°C," 230" rpm)." After" centrifugation" (1930" g," 3"min)," cells"were"washed" in" 20"ml" of"water,"
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spun"down," resuspended" in" 400"μl" of" TEL" (100"mM" lithium"acetate," 10"mM"TrisZHCl" ph7.5," 1"mM"
EDTA)"and"chilled"on"ice."100"ng"DNA"was"mixed"with"40"μg"singleZstranded"DNA,"100"μl"of"the"cell"
suspension"and"700"μl"LiZPEG"(100"mM"lithium"acetate,"10"mM"TrisZHCl"ph7.5,"1"mM"EDTA,"40%"PEG"
4000)."The"suspension"was"incubated"at"30°C"for"20"minutes,"followed"by"a"30Zminutes"incubation"at"
42°C."Cells"were"washed"twice"with"water,"resuspended"in"100"μl"of"water"and"plated"for"selection."
"
Western"Blot"analysis"
For"the"preparation"of"cell"extracts,"cells"were"grown"in"30"ml"YPD"and"harvested"at"a"concentration"
of"5x106"cells/ml."Cells"were"incubated"in"3"ml"of"0.1"M"EDTAZKOH"pH8.0"and"10"mM"DTT"for"10"min"
at" 30°C"before" spheroplasts"were"produced" in" 3"ml" of" 20"mM"potassium"phosphate"pH7.1," 1.1"M"
sorbitol"and"0.33"mg/ml"zymolyase"at"30°C."Cells"were"washed"twice"in"1"ml"of"iceZcold"wash"buffer"
(5" mM" TrisZHCl" pH7.4," 20" mM" EDTAZKOH" pH8.0," 1" M" sorbitol," 1%" aprotinin" A," 0.5" mM" PMSF)."
Spheroplasts"were" then" resuspended" in" 150"µl" elution"buffer" (50"mM"HEPESZKOH"pH7.5," 100"mM"
KCl," 2.5"MgCl2," 1%" aprotinin" A," 1"mM" PMSF," 2" µg/ml" antipain," 300" µg/ml" benzamidin," 0.5" µg/ml"
leupeptin," 1" µg/ml" pepstatin" A," 20" µg/ml" TPCK," 10" µg/ml" TLCK)" before" they" were" lysed" by" the"
addition"of"150"µl"of"elution"buffer"containing"0.5%"Triton"XZ100."After"centrifugation"(11000"rpm,"10"
min),"the"pellet"was"resuspended"in"30"µl"of"elution"buffer"containing"0.25%"Triton"XZ100."
The"extracts"were"boiled"for"5"min"in"1x"SDS"loading"buffer"(2%"SDS,"62.5"mM"TrisZHCl"pH6.8,"4"mM"
EDTA," 10%" glycerol," 2.5%" βZmercaptoethanol)" and" 20" µl" were" loaded" on" an" SDSZPAGE" gel" for"
separation." Proteins" were" transferred" to" nitrocellulose" membranes" (Whatman)" overnight." " For"
detection" of"Dnl4," the"membrane"was" blocked" three" times" in" TEN" (20"mM"TrisZHCl" pH"8.0," 1"mM"
EDTA,"140"mM"NaCl)"containing"5%"milk"(TEN5M)"for"15"min."Incubation"with"the"primary"antibody"
(antiZHIS,"Covance,"1:1000)"in"TEN5M"for"2"h"was"followed"by"two"washes"in"TEN5M"for"15"min"and"2"
h" of" incubation"with" the" secondary" antibody" (antiZmouseZHRP," GE" Healthcare," 1:5000)" in" TEN5M."
Finally," the"membrane"was"washed" five" times" in" TEN" for" 5"min," developed" and" exposed" to" XZray"
films."Detection"of"Lif1"was"performed"in"the"same"way,"except"for"the"usage"of"TEN"containing"7.5%"
milk" and" 0.2%" TWEENZ20." The" primary" antibody" (antiZLif1," from" rabbit)" was" diluted" 1:1000" and"
incubated"at"4°C"while"the"secondary"antibody"(antiZrabbitZHRP,"GE"Healthcare)"was"diluted"1:5000."
"
ERC"analysis"
Cells" were" grown" in" YPD" to" late" logarithmic" phase" and" genomic" DNA" was" isolated" using" Qiagen"
genomic"tips."2"µg"DNA"were"loaded"on"a"0.8%"agarose"gel"and"run"in"1x"TAE"(65"V,"17"h,"RT)"before"
being"stained"with"ethidium"bromide."Southern"blot"analysis"was"performed"as"published"(Fritsch"et"
al.,"2010)."Signal"quantitation"was"performed"using"the"ImageQuant"TL"1D"program"(GE"Healthcare)"
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and" manual" background" subtraction" was" applied." All" ERC" fractions" (asterisks" in" Figure" 11)" were"
pooled"and"normalized"to"the"bulk"of"rDNA"and"to"the"wildZtype"level.""
"
&
5& Concluding&Discussion&and&Outlook&
In"the"regular"relaxation"of"torsional"stress"in"DNA,"Top1"transiently"cleaves"one"strand"of"the"DNA,"
forming"a"covalent"complex"to"allow"for"DNA"relaxation,"before"it"reseals"the"nick."We"showed"that"
at" the" rRFB," in" contrast" to" the" normally" transient" nature" of" the" covalent" complex," Top1" covalent"
cleavage"complexes"(Top1ccs)"are"highly"enriched,"suggesting"they"are"stabilized" in"the"DNAZbound"
conformation"by"preventing"or"delaying"religation"of"the"nick."This"stabilization"might"be"achieved"by"
proteinZprotein" interactions" between" Top1," Fob1" and" Tof2," as" we" showed" the" latter" two" to" be"
essential"for"Top1cc"accumulation"and"interactions"between"the"three"proteins"were"reported"before"
(Huang" et" al.," 2006;" Park" &" Sternglanz," 1999)." Such" interactions" could" indeed" induce" a"
conformational"change"of"Top1"to"temporarily"reduce"its" ligation"capacity."A"proof"of"principle"may"
be"given"in"a"recent"report"about"the"regulation"of"the"catalytic"activity"of"DNA"gyrase,"the"type"IIA"
topoisomerase"of"E.!coli."CoZcrystallization"of"DNA"gyrase"with"the" inhibitory"protein"YacG"revealed"
that" interaction" between" both" proteins" induces" remodeling" of" the" DNA" gyrase" binding" pocket,"
thereby"preventing"DNA"binding"and"relaxation"(Vos"et"al.,"2014)."Since"we"provided"evidence"that"
Top1cc" levels"at"the"ribosomal"replication"fork"barrier"(rRFB)"are"not"affected"by"compromising"the"
repair"of"pathological"Top1ccs,"we"consider"rRFB"Top1ccs"as"intermediates"of"a"physiological"process."
It"is"tempting"to"propose"that"Fob1,"as"a"main"regulator"of"ribosomal"DNA"(rDNA)"structure,"directly"
recruits"a"ribosomal"complex"containing"at"least"Fob1,"Tof2"and"Top1."In"line"with"this"idea,"we"also"
detected" Fob1Zdependent" Top1cc" enrichment" at" ectopically" located" rRFBs" that" were" neither"
recruited" to" the"nucleolus"nor" to" the" inner"nuclear"membrane." Interestingly,"we"detected"a"partial"
reduction" of" Fob1" enrichment" at" an" ectopically" located" rRFB" in" the" absence" of" Top1" or" Tof2,"
suggesting"that"Top1"and"Tof2"stabilize"a"ribosomal"Fob1"complex."The"hypothesis"of"Fob1"recruiting"
a"complex"to"the"rRFB"could"be"further"tested"by"artificially"targeting"Fob1"to"genomic" locations"to"
test" its" capacity" of" recruiting" Top1" or" Tof2" or" even" to" stabilize" Top1" nicks" at" such" locations." We"
attempted" to" recruit" Fob1" fused" to" the"Gal4"binding"domain" to" the"GAL4UAS!elements"of" the"GAL2"
promoter," but" failed" to" detect" the" Fob1" fusion" protein" at" this" site" (data" not" shown)." Experiments"
using" this" or" another" targeting" setup" should" be" pursued" to" successfully" target" Fob1" to" an" rDNAZ
unrelated" site." In" addition," the" effect" of"FOB1" or"TOP1" deletion"on" Tof2" association"with" the" rRFB"
should"be"addressed"using"ChIP"experiments."Furthermore,"biochemical"reconstitution"assays"would"
be" valuable" to" further" dissect" the" prerequisites" for" and" the" mechanistic" principles" of" Top1cc"
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formation"and"stabilization."Using"recombinant"purified"proteins,"it"could"be"tested"whether"Fob1"is"
sufficient"to"target"Top1"and"to"induce"siteZspecific"DNA"nicks"and"how"Tof2"further"stimulates"such"
activity.""
A" misalignment" of" the" second" DNA" end" making" it" unavailable" to" Top1" for" religation" may" also"
contribute"to"or"even"underlie"Top1cc"stabilization"at"the"rRFB."Binding"of"Fob1,"Top1"and"Tof2"to"the"
rRFB"site"might"indeed"alter"the"DNA"structure"in"a"way"that"prevents"nick"resealing."The"proposed"
DNA"wrapping"around"Fob1"dimers"(Kobayashi,"2003)"and"the"resulting"DNA"bend"could"serve"as"an"
additional"explanation"for"DNA"misalignment," in"addition"to"potentially"providing"siteZspecificity"for"
the"previously"observed"Top1Zdependent"nicks"at"this"site."Bended"DNA"was"shown"to"be"substrate"
for" the" calf" thymus" topoisomerase" 1" (Caserta" et" al.," 1989)" and" wrapping" of" the" DNA" might"
additionally"expose"preferential"Top1"nicking"sites"(Edwards"et"al.,"1982;"Shuman"&"Prescott,"1990),"
which"could"provide"the"frame"for"siteZspecific"DNA"cleavage"by"Top1."""
We"hypothesized"that"the"Top1"nicks"at"the"rRFB"evolved"to"remove"DNA"torsion"resulting"from"the"
constant"and"high"transcription"of" the"35S" rRNA"gene."This"could"prove"particularly"valuable" in" the"
context" of" the" anchoring" of" the" rDNA" repeats" to" the" inner" nuclear" membrane" that" constrains"
diffusion"of"DNA"torsion"(Chan"et"al.,"2011;"Huang"et"al.,"2006;"Mekhail"et"al.,"2008)."Interestingly,"we"
found"that"Top1cc"accumulation" is" independent" from"RF"stalling"and"transcription"as" inferred" from"
Top1cc" enrichment" at" nonZblocking" eRFBs" and" the" low" transcriptional" activity" in" the" eRFB" region,"
respectively." Consistently," presence" of" the" previously" observed" Top1Zdependent" nicks" was" not"
altered" by" changing" RNA" polymerase" I" activity" (Vogelauer" &" Camilloni," 1999)." Despite" being" now"
independent"of" replication"and" transcription,"a" constitutive"Top1ccZdependent" system" for" relieving"
torsional" stress" could" have" evolved" in" response" to" these" processes" in" the" rDNA" to" provide" a"
permanent"possibility"of"normalizing"DNA"torsion.""
In"our"study,"we"could"also"clarify"the"nature"of"the"DSBs"previously"observed"at"the"rRFB"(Burkhalter"
&"Sogo,"2004;"Kobayashi"et"al.,"2004;"Weitao"et"al.,"2003)."Top1" is"required"for"the"majority"of"the"
nicks"observed"in"wildZtype"cells,"implying"that"the"apparent"DSBs"are"rather"Top1"nicks"at"the"rRFB."
These"nicks"are"close"to"the"rRFB,"and"thus,"the"stretch"of"DNA"between"them"and"the"RF"could"melt"
during"DNA" isolation,"giving"rise" to" the"molecules"appearing"as"DSBs"on"Southern"blot." In"contrast,"
we" observed" additional" DSBs" in" the" absence" of" the" RFZstabilizing" RecQ" helicase" Sgs1" that" were"
independent" of" Top1." Thus," these" breaks" are" probably" real" DSBs" that" also" contribute" to" rDNA"
recombination"as"suggested"from"the"rDNA"instability"in"Sgs1Zdeficient"cells.""
Additionally,"we"observed"an"unstable"rDNA"and"increased"production"of"recombination"products"in"
the"absence"of"Top1."Though"Top1"might"well"provide"rDNA"stability"due"to"its"accumulation"at"the"
rRFB,"we"were"not"able"to"distinguish"between"the"rRFBZrelated"function"and"its"canonical"functions"
during"replication"and"transcription.""
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Stabilization" of" Top1cc" might" not" be" restricted" to" the" rDNA" context" of" budding" yeast." Scenarios"
similar" to" the" situation" at" the" rRFB" are" conceivable" in" other" complex" genomic" regions" with" an"
increased" need" for" the" release" of" torsional" stress." In" higher" eukaryotes," such" a"mechanism" could"
contribute"to"the"regulation"of"DNA"torsion"in"their"highly"complex"and"repetitive"genome."The"high"
order"organization"of"the"chromatin"might"create"additional"need"for"DNA"torsion"removal"and,"thus,"
the"stabilization"of"a"topoisomerase"in"its"cleavage"complex"could"serve"as"a"paradigm"of"topological"
regulation" also" in" higher" organisms." Persistent" removal" of" torsional" stress" could" involve"
topoisomerases" 1" or" other" topoisomerases" and" additional" proteins" that" take" over" the" role" of" the"
budding"yeast"nuclear"proteins"Fob1"and"Tof2"in"the"stabilization"of"the"cleavage"complex.""
"
In"the"second"project"of"my"thesis,"we"showed"that"despite"Ung1"provides"the"major"uracil"excision"
activity"in!vitro,"both"UDGs"of"S.!pombe,"Ung1"and"Thp1,"contribute"to"mutation"avoidance."Indeed,"
increased"mutation"rates"became"only"apparent" in" the"absence"of"both"proteins." "This" is" similar" to"
experiments" in"a"nonZpeerZreviewed" report" stating" increased"mutation" rates" in" the"double"mutant"
thp1Δ!ung1Δ" (Ikeda"et" al.," 2009)." Similarly,"we" saw"a" significant" accumulation"of"uracil" in" genomic"
DNA"only"in"the"absence"of"Ung1"and"Thp1."Despite"these"apparent"compensatory"functions"of"the"
two" fission" yeast" UDGs," we" present" evidence" for" adverse" effects" of" base" excision" by" Thp1." We"
showed," that" Thp1" expression" is" toxic" in" cells" exposed" to" the" antiZcancer" drug" 5ZFU" or" facing"
increased" cytosine" deamination" by" human" AID." Similar" to" human" TDG," Thp1" is" strongly" productZ
inhibited" (Hardeland"et"al.,"2003)"and" the" longer" lifetime"of"Thp1Zgenerated"AP"sites"could"explain"
the" observed" suboptimal" performance" as" a" DNA" repair" protein." However," adverse" Thp1Zmediated"
repair" was" not" only" observed" under" 5ZFU" generated" stress," but" also" under" unperturbed" growth"
conditions."We" found" Thp1Zdependent" base" excision," most" likely" uracil" excision," to" account" for" a"
large"part"(>60%)"of"spontaneous"mitotic"recombination."This"strongly"indicates"that"Thp1Zgenerated"
longZlived" AP" sites" induce" spontaneous" genomic" instability" in" wildZtype" cells." Despite" all" this,"
however," Thp1" might" still" be" required" for" uracil" removal" under" specific" circumstances" as" the" coZ
evolution"of" two"UDG"suggests" important" functions" for"either"protein."For" instance,"Thp1"might"be"
important"in"the"removal"of"specific"lesions"that"are"refractory"to"Ung1"as"suggested"from"its"broad"
substrate"spectrum"(Hardeland"et"al.,"2003)."Alternatively,"Thp1"and"Ung1"may"act"during"different"
cell"cycle"stages."Since"quick"repair"is"important"in"the"context"of"replicating"DNA,"Ung1"might"be"the"
main"enzyme"for"uracil"removal"in"the"SZphase"of"the"cell"cycle,"as"it"was"suggested"for"mammalian"
UNG2" (Hagen"et"al.,"2008)" (Hu"et"al.,"2008;"Otterlei"et"al.,"1999)." In" contrast," the" slow" turnover"of"
Thp1"might"be"less"of"a"problem,"or"perhaps"even"useful,"outside"of"SZphase"and"in"nonZdividing"cells."
In"nonZreplicating"DNA,"where"repair"proteins"might"not"be"readily"available,"the"association"of"Thp1"
with" the" AP" site" might" protect" the" site" from" breakage" and" at" the" same" time" mark" it" for" the"
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recruitment"of"the"appropriate"repair"machine." In" line"with"this,"artificial"expression"of"mammalian"
TDG" during" SZphase" interferes" with" cell" proliferation" (Hardeland" et" al.," 2007)" and" E.! coli" Mug" is"
important"for"mutation"avoidance"in"stationary"phase"cells"(Mokkapati"et"al.,"2001)."It"will"thus"be"of"
high"interest"to"test"whether"the"cell"cycleZdependent"regulation"observed"in"mammalian"cells,"also"
applies"for"the"S.!pombe"ortholog."To"that"end,"protein"expression"and/or"localization"will"have"to"be"
determined"in"the"course"of"the"cell"cycle."
Finally," given" the" essential" epigenetic" function" of"mammalian" TDG,"we" considered" and" tested" the"
possibility" of" a" similar" specialization" of" the" S.! pombe" Thp1." Besides" the" presence" of" different"
conserved"epigenetic"pathways,"fission"yeast"only"expresses"two"UDGs,"whereas"five"are"present"in"
mammals," therefore" presenting" a" simplified"model" to" separate"UDG" functions."We" thus" examined"
the"possibility"to"use"S.!pombe"as"a"model"to"investigate"epigenetic"functions"of"Thp1Zdependent"BER"
in" the" absence" of" DNA"methylation." Comparing" RNA" transcription" of"wildZtype" and" Thp1Zdeficient"
cells" using" tiling" arrays," we" did" not" find" pronounced" dysregulated" expression" patterns" in" Thp1Z
deficient" cells." Despite" this" lack" of" changes,"we"noted" a"wellZspread" suppression" of" transcriptional"
activity" in" Thp1Zdeficient" cells." Furthermore," Thp1Zdeficiency" led" to" a" higher" variability" of" gene"
expression" across" replicas" as" compared" to" that" across" wildZtype" replicas," a" typical" feature" of"
epigenetic"instability."
Although"the"observed"differences"in"the"expression"of"single"genes"were"not"statistically"significant,"
the"transcriptomeZwide"trend"towards"lower"and"more"variable"gene"expression"indicates"that"Thp1"
contributes" to" stable" gene" expression." However," this" assumption" requires" further" testing." In" our"
experiments,"RNA"for"each"replica"was"pooled"from"three"cell"populations"derived"from"independent"
spores."This"offers"the"possibility"to"increase"the"dynamic"range"of"expression"variability"by"the"use"of"
nonZpooled" sporeZderived" cell" populations" for" transcriptome" analysis." Identification" of" involved"
mechanisms"would"be"also"of"great"interest."We"checked"Thp1Zassociation"with"the"genome"by"ChIP"
paired"with" nextZgeneration" sequencing" (ChIPZseq)," but" could" not" identify" specific" sites" or" regions"
showing" significant" Thp1Zenrichment." This" either" reflects" lack"of" specific" Thp1Zassociation"with" the"
genome" or" failure" of" the" ChIP" procedure," as" there" were" no" established" Thp1Zbinding" sites" in" the"
genome"that"we"could"use"as"a"positive"control"to"optimize"the"ChIP"protocol."Altogether,"however,"
our"findings"suggest"an"epigenetic"function"in"the"maintenance"of"active"transcription"for"Thp1.""
As" a" next" step," the" potential" gene" regulatory" function" of" Thp1" could" be" examined" by" analyzing"
differences" in"histone"marks" in" cells" expressing"or"not" Thp1," as"differences" in" gene"expression"are"
normally"accompanied"by"altered"modification"patterns"of"the"histone"tails"(Kouzarides,"2007)."Such"
analysis" could"be"performed"either"genomeZwide"or" targeted." In" the" latter" case," those"genes" from"
the"tiling"array"exhibiting"the"highest"variation"and/or"downregulation"would"be"the"most"promising"
candidates"to"investigate."In"case"of"any"detectable"differences"in"histone"modification"between"wildZ
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type" and" Thp1Zdeficient" cells," it" would" be" interesting" to" know"whether" Ung1" or" downstream" BER"
enzymes" contribute" to" this" Thp1" function," a" possibility" that" could" be" tested" by" comparing" gene"
expression"or"histone"modifications"in"the"presence"or"absence"of"different"BER"enzymes."
Another" potential" mechanism" for" activating" transcription" is" the" active" nucleosome" eviction" at"
promoters,"facilitating"transcription"factor"binding"and"transcription"initiation."Nucleosome"depletion"
in"promoter"and/or"gene"bodies"has"been"observed"in"budding"and"fission"yeast"upon"induced"gene"
expression" (Lee" et" al.," 2004;" Shivaswamy" et" al.," 2008;" Zawadzki" et" al.," 2009)." It" is" a" tempting," but"
speculative," idea" that" Thp1" by" performing" slow" repair" could" increase" the" occurrence" of" singleZ
stranded" nicks" resulting" from" AP" site" hydrolysis." Assuming" Thp1" is" targeted" to" gene" promoters"
through"transcription"factor"interactions,"this"could,"similar"to"the"reported"action"of"topoisomerases"
(DurandZDubief" et" al.," 2010;" Gavin" et" al.," 2001;" Pedersen" et" al.," 2012)," lead" to" decreased" torsion,"
offering"the"possibility"of"nucleosome"eviction"by"chromatin"remodelers."""
"
During"my"studies,"I"have"identified"a"novel"concept"of"Top1"activity"that"seems"to"be"important"for"
rDNA"stability."As"similar"concepts"might"apply"to"other"genomic"contexts,"our"work"provides"a"basis"
to"further"investigate"the"mechanisms"underlying"the"regulation"of"DNA"torsion"in"higher"eukaryotes."
Moreover,"our"work"on"the"separation"of"UDG"functions"unraveled"an"interesting"difference"between"
Ung1"and"Thp1" in" their"qualitative"repair"outcome."The"efficient"Ung1Zinitated"repair"and"the"nonZ
productive" and" toxic" repair" by" Thp1" suggest" a" spatial" and" temporal" separation" of" the" two" uracil"
excision"activities,"such"as"potential"functions"in"different"cell"cycle"stages"or"in"the"immune"system."
It" will" be" of" great" interest" to" identify" such" UDGZspecific" processes." The" presence" of" a" seemingly"
conserved"Thp1Zmediated"epigenetic"effect"on"gene"regulation"offers"the"possibility"of"analyzing"this"
TDG/Thp1"function"in"a"model"organism"lacking"DNA"methylation."!
"
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ABSTRACT
Various topological constraints at the ribosomal
DNA (rDNA) locus impose an extra challenge for
transcription and DNA replication, generating
constant torsional DNA stress. The topoisomerase
Top1 is known to release such torsion by single-
strand nicking and re-ligation in a process involving
transient covalent Top1 cleavage complexes
(Top1cc) with the nicked DNA. Here we show that
Top1ccs, despite their usually transient nature, are
specifically targeted to and stabilized at the riboso-
mal replication fork barrier (rRFB) of budding yeast,
establishing a link with previously reported Top1
controlled nicks. Using ectopically engineered
rRFBs, we establish that the rRFB sequence itself
is sufficient for induction of DNA strand-specific
and replication-independent Top1ccs. These
Top1ccs accumulate only in the presence of Fob1
and Tof2, they are reversible as they are not subject
to repair by Tdp1- or Mus81-dependent processes,
and their presence correlates with Top1 provided
rDNA stability. Notably, the targeted formation of
these Top1ccs accounts for the previously
reported broken replication forks at the rRFB.
These findings implicate a novel and physiologically
regulated mode of Top1 action, suggesting a mech-
anism by which Top1 is recruited to the rRFB and
stabilized in a reversible Top1cc configuration to
preserve the integrity of the rDNA.
INTRODUCTION
The DNA of a cell is constantly participating in molecular
transactions associated with gene transcription, DNA repli-
cation and repair. During S-phase, all these processes
operate in parallel; RNA polymerases share their template
with DNA polymerases moving along chromosomes and
DNA repair proteins fixing DNA damage. Not only does
this generate opportunities for collisions between the tran-
scription and replication machineries, but also local DNA
topological stress that requires constant release by
specialized DNA topoisomerases. Topoisomerase malfunc-
tion therefore leads to an accumulation of aberrant DNA
structures and, thereby, threatens genome integrity.
DNA replication encounters various obstacles such as
DNA lesions or DNA-bound proteins that may impede or
block replication fork (RF) progression. At programmed
replication fork barriers (RFB), replication-blocking
proteins bind to specific DNA sequences. In Escherichia
coli, binding of the Tus protein to a terminator DNA
sequence ensures replication termination in a defined
region (1). Apart from replication termination,
programmed RFBs may also function to prevent collisions
between replication and transcription machineries, a po-
tential cause of genome instability. The eukaryotic ribo-
somal DNA (rDNA) is particularly interesting in this
respect, given that rRNA genes are continuously
transcribed at high levels, irrespective whether the rDNA
happens to be simultaneously replicated. The rDNA gen-
erally consists of numerous repeat units organized in
tandem arrays within the nucleolus. Each rDNA unit
harbours an RFB at the 30-end of a highly transcribed
rRNA gene, a feature that is highly conserved among eu-
karyotes [reviewed in (2)].
In budding yeast, the rDNA consists of a single array of
150–200 identical repeats on chromosome (Chr) XII, each
comprising the transcriptional units 35S and 5S, an origin
of replication (ARS) and a unidirectional ribosomal RFB
(rRFB). A core rRFB sequence of !100bp is sufficient to
recruit and bind sequence-specifically Fob1, a protein essen-
tial for the RF-blocking activity of the rRFB (3,4). The
rRFB consists of one major (RFB1) and two minor
(RFB2, RFB3) blocking sites that arrest altogether "90%
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of encountering RFs (5–7) without eliciting a checkpoint
response (3) and force them to progress codirectionally
with transcription through the highly transcribed 35S gene
(8). Due to its repetitive structure, the rDNA is prone to
non-conservative recombination that can generate gains or
losses of repeat units (9). While such events are crucial to
restore the wild-type repeat number after accidental rDNA
expansion or contraction, recombination between homolo-
gous rDNA repeats needs to be tightly regulated to prevent
rDNA instability. Fob1 plays a major but ambivalent
role in this context, having pro- and anti-recombinogenic
properties (10). Consistently, Fob1-dependent DNA
double-strand breaks (DSBs) were observed at the rRFB
(9,11–13), but their molecular nature has remained elusive,
and we showed previously that these DSBs are not substrate
for canonical DSB repair (14).
A number of studies suggest a complex structural or-
ganisation of the rDNA, including the anchoring of the
repeats to the nuclear membrane (15–17). This anchoring,
mediated through the rRFB, involves Fob1 association
with Tof2 and the cohibin complex, which in turn interacts
with proteins of the inner nuclear membrane (15–17).
Disruption of this association by deleting cohibin or one
of the inner nuclear membrane proteins Heh1 or Nur1
destabilizes the rDNA repeat structure, suggesting that
perinuclear attachment is crucial for the integrity of the
locus (15,16). However, such anchorage is likely to impose
mobility constraints to the rDNA, thereby increasing the
topological stress created by replication and transcription
and, hence, creating a need for continuous relaxation.
Accordingly, DNA topoisomerases are specifically
required for rDNA maintenance and functionality (18).
In budding yeast, the conserved type IB DNA topoisom-
erase Top1 has been associated with the appearance of
DNA nicks near the RFB (19), plays an important role
in rRNA-gene transcription (18,20,21), PolII silencing
(22–24) and, interestingly, in suppressing mitotic recom-
bination in the rDNA (25–27). However, the mode of
action underlying the specialized function of Top1 in the
rDNA has not been addressed.
It is generally accepted that Top1 senses DNA-topo-
logical stress by direct recognition of the torque in the
DNA (28). The protein then incises one DNA strand
through a reversible transesterification involving a 30-
phosphodiester-tyrosyl bond, thereby engaging in a tran-
sient Top1 cleavage complex (Top1cc) intermediate with
the 30-end of the nick. Following relaxation of the DNA
helix by rotation of the unbound end, Top1 reseals the
nick through the reverse transesterification reaction (29).
Top1ccs can be stabilized or even converted to irreversible
intermediates under the influence of topoisomerase inhibi-
tors like camptothecin (CPT), or in the presence of DNA
lesions preventing the re-ligation of the single-stranded
ends (29). Exactly how the cleavage and re-ligation reac-
tions of topoisomerases are coordinated under physio-
logical conditions is poorly understood, but the notion is
that cleavage complexes are very short-lived as their reso-
lution is triggered immediately following relaxation of the
DNA helix. Here we sought to characterize the function of
Top1 at the rRFB and found that Top1ccs accumulate at
the rRFB, independently of its RF-stalling activity. A 450-
bp rRFB sequence is sufficient to trigger Top1cc forma-
tion independently of the rDNA context and the enrich-
ment of Top1ccs at such sites, mediated by Fob1 and
Tof2, reflects a stabilization of reversible cleavage
complexes. The formation of these targeted Top1cc
complexes explains the previously reported occurrence of
DSBs at the rRFB in wild-type cells and implicates a
physiologically regulated mode of Top1 action.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Yeast strains and plasmids
Yeast strains are listed in Supplementary Table S1. All
strains are isogenic derivatives of the closely related
FF18733, FF18734 and FF18984 congenic series in an
A364 background. Strains carrying eRFBs on Chr IV
were constructed by PCR-mediated gene targeting using
plasmids harbouring a 450-bp rRFB sequence insert. Gene
deletions and tagging were achieved by standard methods.
Strains with a LacO array tagged eRFB locus were con-
structed as described (30). For strains usage and plasmids
construction see Supplementary Materials.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation with or without crosslink
For chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) with
crosslink, whole-cell extracts were prepared from formal-
dehyde-fixed cell cultures as described (31,32) with modi-
fications (Supplementary Materials). For Top1cc
immunoprecipitation (IP), non-crosslinked samples were
processed as described previously (33), with some modifi-
cations. Shortly, 100ml of an exponentially growing
culture was washed once with cold 20mM Tris–HCl pH
8.0, twice with cold FA buffer (50mM Hepes–KOH,
150mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1% Triton-X, 0.1% Na-
deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1mM PMSF) and the cell
pellet was frozen at !80"C. Cold FA (1ml) was added
to the pellet prior to cell disruption in a Fastprep-24
(MP) bead-beater (twice 40 sec at 6.5m/s) with 0.5mm
Zirconia/silica beads. Beads were discarded and 1ml of
FA buffer was added before centrifugation for 20min at
17 000 g, 4"C. The pellet was re-suspended in 800 ml FA
buffer and kept rolling (30min, 4"C) before sonication to
an average size of 400 bp (Bioruptor, Diagenode). After
adding 800 ml of FA buffer, samples were centrifuged
(30min, 10 000 g, 4"C). The supernatant was stored at
!80"C and an aliquot saved as Input. IP was performed
with 500 ml of supernatant (2 h, 4"C) with Dynabeads
(Dynal, Life Technologies) precoated with mouse anti-
Myc (9E10) antibody. Beads were then washed twice for
10 s and once for 10min with 500 ml of modified FA buffer
with 500mM NaCl (shaking, 1400 rpm). After successive
washes (shaking, 1400 rpm) with 500 ml of 10mM Tris–
HCl pH 8.0, 0.25M LiCl, 1mM EDTA, 0.5% NP-40,
0.5% Na-deoxycholate and 500 ml of TE pH 8.0, DNA
was eluted from the beads (20min, 65"C). IP and Input
DNA were treated with 1mg/mL Pronase (Roche) in
25mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 5mM EDTA, 0.5% NP-40,
0.5% Na-deoxycholate for 1 h at 37"C. DNA was then
recovered by phenol–chloroform and isopropanol
precipitation.
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DNA from ChIP of crosslinking and non-crosslinking
conditions were analyzed by real-time PCR (qPCR) with
SYBR-Green (QuantiTect, Qiagen) using a Rotor-Gene
RG3000 system (primer sequences are available upon
request) and values from IP samples were related to that
of their relative Input. Samples from one ChIP experiment
were run two to three times in duplicates. Mean duplicate
values within each run were used for calculation.
Live-cell microscopy and image analysis
Live-cell-imaging experiments were performed using
cultures of yeast cells in the appropriate SC drop out to
select for the presence of the CFP-Nop1 (pFN5 and
pFN6) or GFP-Nup49 (pUN100-GFP-Nup49) expressing
vectors as described (34–36) Two independent cultures
were imaged on different days for each genotype. A
single user analyzed the images without knowledge of
the genotypes. Deconvolution was achieved using the
Huygens Remote Manager (37) (see Supplementary
Materials for imaging and analysis details).
Cell growth and CPT treatments
Cell-cycle arrest at the end of G1 was induced in liquid
YPD cultures (7.5! 106 cells/ml) with 2 mg/ml a-factor
(GenScript) for 2 h at 30"C. Cells were released from
G1-arrest by the addition of 50 mg/ml Pronase. G1-arrest
and release were validated by FACS.
1D- and 2D-gel electrophoresis and Southern blots
Isolation of DNA in agarose plugs was done as described
(11), with some modifications (see Supplementary
Materials). Gels and alkaline Southern blotting were
done as described (13,14). 1D-gel conditions: 24 h, 70V,
1% agarose without EtBr. PCR-amplified probes were
radioactively labelled with (a-32P)-dCTP (6000Ci/mmol,
PerkinElmer). rDNA copy number was estimated from
BamHI-digested genomic DNA of late-exponential
cultures isolated in agarose plugs as recommended in the
Biorad’s CHEF-DR manual. PFGE was performed as
described (14), with the exception that the length of the
run was 48 h.
Quantification of ERC formation
Genomic DNA was isolated from late logarithmic-phase
cultures in YPD media using Qiagen genomic tips.
Undigested DNA was loaded on 0.8% agarose gels and
run in 1! TAE buffer for 17 h at 65V without EtBr.
Southern blots with rDNA probe1 and quantitation
were performed as for 2D-gels. The prominent signal cor-
responding to the bulk of rDNA was used for normaliza-
tion across genotypes.
Quantitation of DSBs and statistical methods
Quantitation of 1D- and 2D-gels was performed as
described (14). See Supplementary Materials for RI defin-
ition and further details. Statistical analysis was per-
formed with the Prism software. When not else
mentioned, unpaired 2-tailed T-tests were performed for
comparisons. For Figure 4A and C paired 2-tailed T-tests
were performed. For Figure 5C, one-sample 2-tailed T-
tests against a theoretical mean were applied for mutants
versus wild-type comparisons.
RESULTS
Fob1-dependent Top1ccs are enriched at the rRFB
Based on the observation that Top1 controls the appear-
ance of DNA nicks near the rRFB (19), we investigated
more specifically the interaction between Top1 and the
rRFB in budding yeast. We first compared Top1 and
Fob1 occupancies along the rDNA unit by ChIP following
crosslinking in asynchronous cultures. As observed previ-
ously (17,38), Fob1 was highly enriched at the rRFB with
a mild secondary peak in the 35S promoter region (Figure
1A). By contrast, Top1 enrichment spread all over the
rDNA unit showing only a slight increase at the rRFB
(Figure 1A). In a fob1! background, Top1 association
with the rDNA was generally reduced, most strongly
(#3-fold) at the rRFB (Figure 1A). Thus, cross-linked
ChIP supported an association of Top1 with the rDNA
but did not reveal any preferential sites of enrichment.
We then used ChIP under non-crosslinking conditions
to localize specifically Top1ccs, i.e. Top1 molecules that
are actively engaged in DNA nicking and covalently
bound to the 30-end of the DNA via their Tyr727
residue (Figure 1B) (33). With this method, we detected
a strong enrichment of Top1cc at the rRFB relative to
sites in the 35S (Figure 1C and D) and a mild enrichment
in the 35S promoter region, similar to crosslinked Fob1
ChIP (Figure 1D). In the absence of Fob1, Top1cc asso-
ciation with the rRFB was completely lost, whereas the
small enrichment in the 35S promoter region remained
unaffected (Figure 1D). From these results, we conclude
that Top1cc formation occurs with different specificity
and kinetics along the rDNA unit with the rRFB being
a hotspot. Importantly, the different enrichment patterns
of Top1cc (without crosslinking) and Top1 (with
crosslinking) suggest that Top1 associates with chromatin
throughout the rDNA but is preferentially engaged in
nicking at the rRFB. This may reflect an increased enzym-
atic turnover and/or a stabilization of the Top1cc inter-
mediate specifically at the rRFB.
Top1cc is detected at ectopic rRFBs outside the rDNA
context
To gain further insight into the nature and context-de-
pendency of Top1cc at the rRFB, we established a
novel, strategically designed ectopic rRFB (eRFB)
model. We introduced a 450-bp sequence containing the
rRFB region near an early firing origin of replication
(ARS453) on Chr IV (Figure 2A). As this region lacks
detectable replication-origin firing within 50 kb on the
distal side of the resulting eRFB (eRFB1) (39), Fob1
binding to eRFB1 should pause RFs originating from
ARS453 before they encounter a converging fork. The
introduced eRFB sequence was indeed sufficient to
recruit Fob1 (Supplementary Figure S1) and assemble a
functional RF-pausing site (Figure 2B), as observed pre-
viously at a different locus (3). To distinguish Fob1-
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mediated from stalling-triggered effects, we introduced a
second eRFB (eRFB2) 6-kb apart from the first, in either
the same (direct repeat) or the opposite (indirect repeat)
orientation relative to eRFB1 (Figure 2A). The eRFB2 in
the same orientation as eRFB1 will pause progression of
forks emanating from ARS453 (and leaking from eRFB1),
whereas the eRFR2 in the opposite orientation will be
permissive and, thus, not accumulate pausing forks.
Although Fob1 was enriched at the eRFB2 in either orien-
tation (Supplementary Figure S1), paused RFs only
accumulated in the direct-repeat configuration
(Figure 2C), confirming that no or only very few RFs
were approaching from the ARS453-distal side (39). The
eRFB2 constructs thus allow the assessment of RF
stalling-independent functions of Fob1.
To confirm that the eRFB is outside of the rDNA
context and not anchored to the nuclear membrane
despite the insertion of rDNA sequence—this was not ad-
dressed for previously published eRFB strains (3)—we
assessed the position of the eRFB in the nucleus by fluor-
escence microscopy. We inserted !250 lacO repeats near
the eRFB1, allowing for the measurement of its relative
distance to the nucleolar periphery upon ectopic expres-
sion of YFP-LacI, visualizing the location of the lacO
array and of CFP-Nop1 fusions marking the nucleolus
(Figure 2A). In the wild-type, but also in fob1! and
top1! backgrounds, the eRFB1 sub-nuclear localization
was clearly extranucleolar, irrespective of the cell-cycle
stage and deletion of eRFB1 confirmed that its ectopic
insertion did not alter the authentic localisation of this
Chr IV locus relative to the nucleolus (Figure 2D). In
contrast, a wild-type strain carrying a TetO array in the
rDNA and an integrated TetI-mRFP1, highlighting an
internal rDNA locus (40) produced fluorescence signals
clearly located in the nucleolus. We then assessed the
position of the eRFB1 locus relative to the nuclear per-
iphery as visualized by a GFP–Nup49 fusion marking the
nuclear periphery. The eRFB1 locus was not associated
with the periphery irrespective of the presence or absence
of the barrier (Figure 2E), indicating that eRFB1 is not
sufficient to mediate perinuclear anchoring. These results
show that the eRFB insertion preserves the authentic
location of the locus with respect to the nucleolus and
the nuclear periphery making it a suitable model to
analyze rRFB functions outside the complex organisation
of the rDNA. Using this eRFB system, we detected Fob1-
dependent peaks of Top1cc enrichment at the eRFB1 and
eRFB2 (Figure 3B and C), similar to the situation at the
rRFB in the rDNA (Figure 1D). Given the spatial separ-
ation of the eRFB from the nucleolus, these results suggest
that Top1cc at the rRFB in wild-type cells is formed in-
dependently of the rDNA context and that the 450-bp
rRFB sequence is sufficient to trigger Top1cc formation
outside the rDNA.
Top1cc associates strand-specifically with the eRFB
independently of RF-stalling
Investigating the link between RF-pausing and Top1cc
formation at the rRFB, we found the levels of Top1cc
enrichment at the rRFB to be similar in G1- and S-
phase of the cell cycle (Figure 3B). This was true both at
ectopic and ribosomal sites, establishing that Top1cc for-
mation at the rRFB is not restricted to S-phase. To
exclude that RF pausing induces nicks that persist
throughout the cell cycle, we mapped Top1cc along the
eRFB1/eRFB2 locus in the direct- and indirect-repeat
configuration (Figure 3C). Top1cc was strongly enriched
at both eRFBs, independent of their orientation,
Figure 1. Top1ccs accumulate at the rRFB. (A) Mapping of Top1 in the rDNA by standard ChIP. Exponentially growing cells were crosslinked with
formaldehyde before ChIP. Shown is the mean enrichment (N=3). The position of qPCR primer sets is indicated on one rDNA unit, together with
those used in (C) and (D) with the unidirectional rRFB blocking RFs as depicted. 35S and 5S, rRNA transcription units. (B) Schematic represen-
tation of myc-tagged Top1cc. While nicking one strand, Tyr727 engages transiently but covalently with the 30-phosphodiester at the nick. (C) Top1cc
is enriched at the rRFB. Top1cc ChIP was conducted from non-crosslinked exponentially growing cells of yeast strains as in (A). The mean (N=4)
with SEM is shown. Primer-sets location, see (A). (D) Mapping of Top1cc along the rDNA unit by non-crosslinked ChIP as in (C). The mean
(N=4) is shown. qPCR primer set positions are indicated. Strains as in (A).
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indicating that Top1cc accumulates at the eRFB2 even in
the absence of RF-pausing at this site. In line with this,
deletion of TOF1, encoding a factor required for RF
stalling at an RFB (Figure 3D) (3), did not significantly
affect Top1cc enrichment at eRFB1 and eRFB2 (Figure
3E). Further, to exclude genomic context effects, we also
inverted the eRFB1 and analyzed resulting strains now
carrying two non-blocking eRFBs (Figure 3D and E).
Top1 was indeed associated with the non-blocking
eRFB1, corroborating that Top1cc at the eRFB forms
independently of RF stalling. Since Top1cc accumulation
requires Fob1 but not RF pausing (Figures 1D and 3C),
these findings strongly suggest that Fob1 recruits and/or
stabilizes Top1cc at the eRFB independently of DNA rep-
lication. Importantly, Top1cc enrichment was asymmetric
with respect to the 450-bp eRFB insertion. While Top1cc
was enriched next to the side that is capable of RF stalling,
it was absent from the opposite side of the insertion
(Figure 3C and E; compare primer sets 2/3 for eRFB1
and 5/6 for eRFB2). This is best explained by a preferen-
tial breakage of Top1 nicked sites during DNA sonication
and a subsequent enrichment of DNA fragments with the
30-attached Top1cc by Top1–ChIP. However, the data do
not exclude the possibility that the asymmetry of Top1cc
enrichment over the 450-bp eRFB sequence (Figure 3F) is
caused by the unequal distance of the PCR probes to the
Figure 2. A 450-bp rRFB sequence is sufficient to trigger a Top1cc signal outside the rDNA. (A) The eRFB model on Chr IV. One rDNA unit is
shown as reference. The 450-bp rRFB sequence (grey) used as eRFB was inserted at two ectopic sites (eRFB1 and eRFB2) near the early firing origin
ARS453. For live-cell microscopy, an array of 250 LacO repeats was inserted instead of eRFB2. (B) The eRFB1 is proficient for RF stalling. Scheme
and Southern blot of DNA species obtained after 2D-gel electrophoresis of BglII-digested genomic DNA from exponential cultures of a wild-type
strain carrying the eRFB1. Probe e1, see (A) M, monomer; RFB, rRFB-stalled RFs; Ter, converging RFs; 2 n, molecules of twice the monomer size.
Note that faint spots on the left of the M and eRFB1 signals correspond to incomplete digestion of the BglII site between PAL1 and hph. (C) Fork-
pausing activity at the eRFB2. Southern blots of 2D-gels as in (B) except for probe e2 (A). (D) The eRFB1 locus is not recruited to the nucleolus.
eRFB1 strains harbour a LacO array with an integrated YFP-LacI gene (A) and a CFP-Nop1 expression plasmid for nucleolar staining. To assess
the localization of the ectopic locus without a barrier, eRFB1 was exchanged for a natNT2 cassette. (Left) Representative images for eRFB1
localization relative to the nucleolus. Shown are examples of strain OFY566 with extra- and intranucleolar localization, respectively. (Right)
Quantification of nucleolar localization. The distance distribution between the tagged genomic locus and the nucleolar periphery, as obtained
from the CFP-Nop1 signal, is plotted as a box plot (boxes, 25th–75th percentiles; whiskers, 5th and 95th percentiles; vertical bars, medians). (E)
A single eRFB is not sufficient to anchor a locus to the nuclear periphery. (Top) Optical slices were taken in cells expressing GFP–NUP49 fusion that
demarcates the nuclear periphery. Three zones of equal surface were defined for distance measurements (35). A locus that is randomly distributed
throughout the nucleus is expected to have an equal chance of being in any one zone. (Bottom) Location of the eRFB1 locus on Chr IV in the
presence or absence of the barrier. Dashed red line, expected random distribution. P-value is for a !2 test with df=1 for zone 1 between the two
strains.
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area where Top1 nicks are located. We addressed this
by qPCR of Top1cc ChIP experiments using pairs of
primer-sets equidistant to the Top1 nicks (Figure 3F).
The detection of a strong Top1cc signal on the blocking
side and no signal on the non-blocking side in each of the
eRFB1 orientation, allowed us to exclude this hypothesis
(Figure 3G). This given, the asymmetric enrichment is
strongly indicative for Top1 being positioned to the
rRFB to specifically incise the DNA strand corresponding
to the parental lagging strand ahead of a potential rRFB-
paused RF, consistent with results from the mapping of
Top1 controlled nicks (19,41).
Top1 accumulation at the rRFB reflects stabilization of a
transient cleavage complex
The enrichment of Top1ccs at both ribosomal and ectopic
RFBs might reflect an accumulation of irreversibly bound
Top1ccs. Processing of irreversible Top1ccs involves both
proteolytic degradation of Top1 and cleavage of the DNA
30-end that is covalently attached to Tyr727. The enzyme
dedicated to Top1cc processing is Tdp1, but other factors
provide complementary activities and can even substitute
for Tdp1, most prominently the Rad1 and Mus81 nucle-
ases (42,43). Given the poor growth and pleiotropic
phenotype of the triple tdp1! rad1! mus81! mutant,
we resorted to monitor the potential accumulation of ir-
reversible Top1cc in tdp1! rad1! and tdp1! mus81!
double mutants, where defects in Top1cc repair are detect-
able (43). We generated these strains, confirmed their sen-
sitivity to CPT (Supplementary Figure S2) and assessed
Top1cc enrichment at eRFB1 by non-crosslinked ChIP
(Figure 4A). We found no significant change in Top1cc
levels in these double mutant strains compared to the wild
type. To rule out that Top1cc enrichment at the eRFB is
saturated in the wild type, we added CPT to permeabilized
cells prior to ChIP; permeabilization allowing for a rapid
Figure 3. Top1cc enrichment at an eRFB is strand-specific and independent of RF stalling. (A) Orientation of eRFBs and localization of qPCR
primer sets in eRFB strains. The control L2 set is located in a late replicated region of Chr IV. (B) Top1cc is enriched at the rRFB and eRFB1 in
both G1- and S-phases. Wild-type cells expressing Top1–myc (OFY457) were arrested in G1 and released into S-phase for 30min prior to non-
crosslinked ChIP. The mean enrichment (N=2) is shown with SD. Primer-sets location, see (A) and Figure 1A. (C) Asymmetry of the Top1cc signal
at eRFB1 and eRFB2. Top1cc ChIP with primer sets as indicated in (A). The mean with SEM is shown (N=3). (D) RF-stalling activity at the
eRFB1 of tof1D and eRFB1 blocking and non-blocking strains. Southern blot of a 2D-gel from exponentially growing cells as in Figure 2B. (E)
Requirements for Top1cc accumulation at eRFBs. Mean enrichments from ChIP experiments for Fob1-myc (crosslink, N=4) and Top1cc (no
crosslink, N=3) are shown. Primer sets for qPCR, see (A). (F and G) The Top1cc signal at the eRFB1 is strand-specific. (F) Scheme of the eRFB1
region in the blocking versus non-blocking orientation (as referred to ARS453). Black symbols j< and >j indicate the main RF pausing site (RFB1)
with blocking RFs coming from the left or right, respectively. For each eRFB1 orientation, qPCR probes at equidistant sites from the centre of Top1
induced nicks are indicated (black line). (G) Mean enrichment values (N=3, SEM) for non-crosslinked Top1cc ChIPs with strains and primers as
depicted in (F).
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and efficient CPT uptake. Under these conditions, Top1cc
levels were clearly increased (Supplementary Figure S3),
suggesting that potential effects of Top1cc repair defects
at the eRFB could be detected. The unchanged level of
Top1cc in tdp1! rad1! and tdp1! mus81! strains thus
indicates that Top1ccs formed at the eRFB are not subject
to repair but remain reversible with the nicked configur-
ation stabilized but prone for re-ligation. We therefore
conclude that stabilized Top1ccs at the rRFB are physio-
logical intermediates.
Tof2 mediates Top1cc accumulation at eRFBs and
stabilizes Fob1
The Fob1 dependency of Top1cc formation at the rRFB
raises the possibility that Fob1 positioning also requires
Top1, and that the two proteins engage in a Top1cc-
stabilizing functional interaction. To assess the existence
of such a complex, we performed Fob1 ChIP from TOP1
wild-type and deleted strains. Because of the repetitive
structure and the nuclear context of the endogenous
rRFB, we focused on the eRFB. Fob1 enrichment at the
eRFB was indeed reduced in top1! cells as compared to
wild-type cells (Figure 4B and Supplementary Figure S4),
suggesting that Top1 stabilizes the Fob1-eRFB interaction
and, consequently, that the two proteins are part of a
functional complex. Fob1 seems to be the central organ-
izer of this complex as it is a prerequisite for Top1cc as-
sociation with the eRFB but remains detectable in the
absence of Top1. Searching for additional components
of the complex, we considered Tof2. Tof2 physically inter-
acts with both Fob1 and Top1 (17,44) and is therefore
implicated as a mediator of an rRFB-associated function
of Top1. We assessed the influence of TOF2 deletion on
Top1cc and Fob1 association with the eRFBs. Fob1 en-
richment at eRFB1 and eRFB2 in tof2! cells was reduced
to less than half of that in wild-type cells, whereas Top1cc
enrichment was almost completely lost (!5% of the wild-
type level, Figure 3E). Thus both Fob1 and Top1cc en-
richment at the eRFBs is modulated by Tof2, suggesting
that the three proteins are part of an rRFB binding
protein complex that mediates targeted and strand-
specific Top1 activity.
DSBs detected at ectopic and endogenous rRFBs depend
on Top1 activity
RFs paused at the rRFB have been proposed to break
under physiological conditions (9,11–13), based on the de-
tection of DNA-replication associated DSB signals in 1D
and 2D-gel experiments. As these apparent DSBs did not
appear to be substrate for the canonical DSB-repair
systems (14), we wondered whether they might originate
from Top1-induced nicks at the rRFB (Figure 5A), as the
DNA duplex between the nick and the arrested RF might
melt during DNA isolation (orange fragment on
Figure 5A). We performed 2D-gels using DNA isolated
from asynchronous cell cultures (Figure 5B), quantified
the DSB signal and normalized it to replication intermedi-
ates (RIs) (14). In top1! cells, the level of broken RFs at
the rRFB decreased to 35% of that in wild-type cells
(P=0.032; Figure 5C). We also detected a DSB signal
at the eRFB1 in wild-type cells (Figure 3A and
Supplementary Figure S5A); as in the rDNA, the DSB
signal was absent in fob1! cells (Supplementary Figure
S5A) and reduced in top1! cells (Supplementary Figure
S5B). Thus, most of the DNA breaks at these RFBs arise
in a Top1-dependent manner. To further differentiate
between an enzymatic and a structural contribution of
Top1, we tested the effect of CPT treatment on the DSB
signal. As CPT stabilizes Top1cc, it should increase the
steady-state level of Top1-dependent nicks at the rRFB
(19). We exposed permeabilized spheroplasts to CPT
prior to 1D-gel analysis (Supplementary Figure S6).
Whereas the level of broken RFs at the rRFB increased
1.8-fold upon CPT treatment in wild-type cells, it
remained unaltered in top1! cells, showing that Top1ccs
and, thus, the catalytic activity of Top1 are responsible for
the appearance of the DSB signal at the rRFB.
DSBs induced at the rRFB upon SGS1 disruption occur
independently of Top1
In the absence of the RecQ helicase Sgs1, the level of
broken RFs at the rRFB increases on 1D- and 2D-gels
(12,14). We reasoned that, in contrast to the breaks in
wild-type cells, these additional breaks result from insuf-
ficient stabilization of the rRFB-paused RF and, thus,
may be of a different molecular nature. As Top1cc ac-
counted for most of the DSB signal on 2D-gels in wild-
type cells (Figure 5C), we asked whether the additional
breaks observed in sgs1! cells are also Top1-dependent.
We measured DSBs at the endogenous rRFB that exhibits
a better dynamic range for DSB quantitation than the
eRFB. Disruption of SGS1 led to a moderate but signifi-
cant increase of DNA breaks at the rRFB both in the
wild-type (1.3-fold) and top1! (2.3-fold) backgrounds
(Figure 5C). Thus, Top1-independent breaks accumulate
Figure 4. Stabilization of Top1cc at the eRFB1. (A) Contribution of
irreversible-Top1cc repair pathways to Top1cc enrichment at the
eRFB1. Top1cc ChIP from exponentially growing cells. Matching
wild-type/mutant pairs were isolated by crosses. Location of qPCR
primer sets, see Figure 3A. (B) Fob1 enrichment at the eRFB1 is par-
tially dependent on Top1. Mean values from five cross-linked ChIP
experiments are shown for one representative wild-type/top1! strains
pair. SMC2, qPCR primer set in the SMC2 gene. Location of other
primer sets, see Figure 3A.
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in the absence of Sgs1; probably reflecting collapsed RFs
that are prone to recombination.
Reduced rDNA stability in the absence of Top1
We showed that Top1 nicks are stabilized at the rRFB,
providing a mechanism for the continuous release of tor-
sional stress. Assuming that stabilized nicks prevent un-
scheduled and possibly recombinogenic breaks, rDNA
recombination should increase upon TOP1 deletion.
Increased rDNA recombination in top1! cells is sup-
ported by the reduced and variable rDNA copy
number (Figure 5D) as well as an increased failure of
Chr XII of exponentially growing cells to enter the gel
(45) in pulse-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). rDNA re-
combination also gives rise to elevated excision of extra-
chromosomal ribosomal circles (ERCs). Indeed, ERC
levels are increased in top1! cells (Figure 5E) (27), sug-
gesting that Top1-dependent nicks contribute to the pres-
ervation of DNA integrity. Similar to top1! cells, sgs1!
cells possess an unstable rDNA copy number
(Figure 5D) (46) and an increased level of ERCs
(Figure 5E) (47). Normalized Top1cc levels at the
rRFB, however, remain essentially unaltered upon
SGS1 disruption (Supplementary Figure S7), whether at
the eRFB1 or the authentic rRFB in the rDNA, suggest-
ing that Top1ccs at the rRFB do not contribute to the
rDNA instability of sgs1! cells. PFGE of DNA from
top1! sgs1! cells did not reveal any further instability
than that seen in either single mutant (Figure 5D). Thus,
both Top1 and Sgs1 function in rDNA homeostasis.
While positioned DNA incision by Top1 at the rRFB
promotes rDNA stability, DSBs generated in sgs1!
cells cause instability.
DISCUSSION
Top1 releases DNA torsional stress generated by DNA
replication, transcription or repair by nicking and re-
ligating DNA single strands. This involves the formation
of Top1ccs, transient covalent intermediates linking Top1
Figure 5. Function of Top1cc at the rRFB and link with previously reported DSBs. (A) Map of one rDNA unit and close-up on the DNA nicks (a,
b, d, f and g) observed at the rRFB on the upper strand (13), a and d showing Top1 dependency (41). (B) Top1 contributes to the DSB signal on 2D-
gels. Representative Southern blots of 2D-gels from exponential cultures. M, monomer; rRFB, rRFB-stalled RFs; DSB, broken RFs. (C)
Quantification of DSB levels from experiments as in (B). Dots represent DSB levels relative to RIs (see Materials and methods section) and
normalized to DSB levels from wild-type DNA on the same gel. Means ± SEM are indicated. (D) Impact of Top1 on rDNA copy-number
maintenance. Southern blot of genomic DNA digested with BamHI, which does not cut within the rDNA, analysed by PFGE. (E) ERC formation.
Undigested genomic DNA from young cells was separated on agarose gels, which were subjected to Southern blot analysis using rDNA probe1
(Figure 5A). All ERC signals, see (13) for details, were quantitated from at least three experiments in duplicate, corrected for rDNA loading and
normalized to wild-type. The mean ± SEM is plotted. (F and G) A model for Top1cc formation and function at the rRFB. See text for details. (F)
Top1ccs are preferentially stabilized at the rRFB as compared to genome-wide occurring Top1ccs. (G) Top1ccs stabilize the rDNA by relieving
torsional stress deriving from the perinuclear anchoring of the rRFBs.
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with the DNA. We show that Top1ccs are strongly
enriched at the yeast rRFB, a site where DNA nicks
were previously correlated with Top1 activity, in the
absence of topoisomerase poisons, suggesting that persist-
ent Top1-mediated strand cleavage is targeted to the
rRFB under physiological conditions. Whereas ChIP
without prior chemical crosslinking yielded a strong
peak of Top1cc enrichment at the rRFB, crosslinking
resulted in only little specific Top1 enrichment at this
site (Figure 1). Thus, although Top1 associates with the
rDNA repeat along its entire length, the steady-state level
of cleavage complexes is specifically increased at the
rRFB. Given that these Top1ccs are not subject to topo-
isomerase repair by the canonical pathways (Figure 4A)
and that the loss of Top1 destabilizes the rDNA structure
(Figure 5D and E), the data suggest that Top1 is targeted
to the rRFB where it accumulates in reversible cleavage
complexes in a physiological process of rDNA mainten-
ance. Although we cannot strictly rule out the possibility
that the enrichment of Top1cc at the RFB reflects an
increased turn-over of Top1 cleavage cycles, the data
favour a model in which the normally transient Top1cc
intermediates are stabilized at the RFB. Both scenarios
support that Top1ccs, and hence the DNA nicks, are
subject to physiological regulation in the context of
genome maintenance.
The stabilization of Top1cc would implicate some form
of regulation of the re-ligation step of the of Top1
reaction. This may provide a mechanism for controlled
release of the DNA torsional stress building up in the
rDNA due to transcription and replication activities and
aggravated by the mobility constraints imposed by the
perinuclear anchoring of the rDNA repeats (15–17). The
purpose of such strategic positioning of persistent but re-
versible Top1 nicks at the RFB would thus be to continu-
ously normalize DNA topology and, thereby, increase the
stability of this special genomic region. Consistently, re-
combination in the rDNA increased upon TOP1 deletion,
as we observe an unstable and decreased rDNA length
associated with increased formation of ERCs, an rDNA
recombination product (Figure 5D and E) (25). This
phenotype caused by the absence of Top1 could be well
explained by a build-up of torsional stress in the rDNA,
which is then compensated for by the random induction of
unscheduled DNA breaks, by Top2 or Top3 for example.
Such unscheduled breaks could occasionally trigger re-
combination and finally the formation of ERCs.
Top1 does not only prevent unscheduled recombination
in the rDNA, it also stabilizes the Fob1 complex as
implicated by a reduced Fob1 ChIP signal upon TOP1
deletion (Figure 4B). Gains or losses in rDNA copy
number are quickly normalized by unequal sister-chroma-
tid exchange in wild type but not in fob1! yeast cells, in
which also ERC formation is abolished (48,49). While
TOP1 deletion results in an unstable rDNA repeat
number, FOB1 deletion completely abolishes copy
number changes (10). The different effects of TOP1 and
FOB1 deletion on rDNA recombination are consistent
with Fob1 being the main regulator of the rRFB
complex. In the absence of Fob1, neither RF stalling
nor perinuclear anchoring will occur. In this situation,
less torsional stress is created, lowering the need for
Top1-dependent release of DNA torsion. Thus, both
Top1 and Fob1 are important for rDNA stability, but
they impact at different levels of a common underlying
pathway.
Using ectopically integrated rRFBs (eRFB1 and
eRFB2), we show that Top1cc accumulation at the
rRFB requires neither the authentic nucleolar rDNA
context nor the perinuclear anchoring. Thus, the 450-bp
rRFB-containing sequence carries sufficient information
to mediate Top1cc accumulation. The eRFBs on Chr IV
reside in a genomic context with low transcriptional
activity as opposed to the situation on the rRFB. The
presence of Top1 nicks at eRFB1 thus suggests that
Top1cc enrichment is independent of the proximity to
the highly transcribed 35S. Moreover, the comparable en-
richment of Top1cc at eRFB1 and eRFB2 as well as in
strains with inverted orientations of the eRFBs indicates
that Top1cc levels are not influenced by the local tran-
scriptional activity (Figure 3). This is in accordance with
previous work showing that the occurrence of CPT-indu-
cible nicks at the rRFB is not affected by altering the
transcription efficiency of RNA PolI (19).
Remarkably, we show that the formation of Top1ccs at
the rRFB is restricted to the DNA strand defined as the
one that will form the lagging strand template of a poten-
tial RF blocked at the rRFB consistent with a previously
reported strand-preference of Top1-dependent nicks at the
rRFB (19,13). Inversion of the eRFB1 and eRFB2 se-
quences resulted in an inversion of the Top1cc asymmetry
pattern. Together with the S-phase independence of
Top1cc formation, this strongly suggests that the eRFB
sequence itself directly controls the positioning of the
Top1cc (Figure 3C and 3G). The binding of Fob1 and
associated proteins to the rRFB may induce a DNA con-
formation or topology, exposing preferential Top1
cleavage sites (50,51) to Top1.
Despite the Tof2-dependence of Top1ccs at the eRFBs
(Figure 3E), we show that the perinuclear anchoring of the
rDNA is not maintained at the eRFBs (Figure 2E). Thus,
although the rRFB-associated Top1 nicking activity seems
to have evolved as a provisional mechanism to normalize
topological stress in the rDNA, the nicking itself does not
appear to be triggered by rDNA-specific topological con-
ditions, but is mediated directly by the assembly of a Fob1
dependent functional protein complex at the rRFB. As we
show here, the formation of the Top1cc at the rRFB
requires at least the presence of Fob1 and Tof2. In line
with this, Top1 and Tof2 were co-purified with Tap-
tagged Fob1 (17) and physical interactions have been
reported between Top1 and Tof2 (44). The co-existence
of Top1, Tof2 and Fob1 in a complex suggests that
these proteins collectively coordinate rDNA transcription,
replication and recombination (52) to maintain rDNA
stability.
Finally, we show that DNA breaks at the rRFB that
were observed on 2D gels (7,11–13) relate to Top1ccs
rather than DSBs. The strict S-phase dependency of the
DSBs on agarose gels (13) but not of the Top1-depend-
ent nicks (Figure 3B) (19) strongly suggest that these
apparent DSBs arise during DNA isolation as a
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consequence of the experimental melting of the parental
duplex DNA between the branch point of a stalled RF
and the nearby Top1 nick ahead of the RF. The nick
mapped closest to the major RF-pausing site (RFB1)
resides only 14 nt ahead of the expected RF
(Figure 5A) (13,41), thus generating a relatively
unstable duplex region that is likely to melt to generate
a DSB fragment even under the mild conditions of DNA
isolation used in our and previous experiments (Figure
5A, orange fragment). In contrast, the additional breaks
observed in sgs1! cells—in which RFs pausing at the
rRFB are likely to be destabilized and to break more
easily—probably reflect canonical DSBs (Figure 5C)
(12,14). Importantly, fission yeast rqh1sgs1 cells, but not
wild-type cells, display similar breaks at an ectopic RFB
on 1D-gels (53).
Having shown that Top1 is stabilized at the rRFB, we
propose a model for how strand-specific DNA nicking by
Top1 is achieved. Recruitment to the rRFB complex by
interactions with Fob1 and Tof2 (17,44) cannot fully
explain the DNA strand and site-specific cleavage.
Instead, the DNA structure imposed by wrapping
around Fob1 (7), together with a preferential nicking-
site sequence and the non-palindromic nature of the
Fob1-binding site, might specify the position of Top1
cleavage—bent DNA was indeed shown to be a good sub-
strate for Topoisomerase 1 in vitro (54). Following strand
incision, Top1cc is stabilized by an rRFB-specific DNA
conformation that delays the resealing of the nick (28),
contrasting the normally short-lived Top1ccs
(Figure 5F). This could be achieved by temporarily
displacing the unbound 50-DNA end from the Top1 cata-
lytic site or from a direct stabilization of the cleavage
complex by Fob1, Tof2 or other proteins present at the
rRFB (17,44). Importantly, Top1cc stabilization does not
require the presence of a pausing RF, but replication
through the rRFB will require Top1cc removal to
prevent the formation of a DSB. Our data suggest that
this removal does not involve excision of Top1, but
instead resealing of the nick by Top1 itself. We propose
that the ability of Top1cc to complete the reaction and
ligate the nick is finally achieved by the disassembly of
the proteinaceous complex at the rRFB allowing the
passage of the RF. Relieving the torsional stress at the
rRFB is especially required assuming rRFB anchoring to
the nuclear membrane (Figure 5G). In conclusion, our
data not only provide insight into the mechanism of
Top1 function in preserving rDNA integrity, but also
they might present a general concept for how topoisom-
erases help at RF impediments.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
Strains usage. Strains usage is as follows, always from left to right. Figure 3C: direct repeat, OFY457; indirect repeat, 
OFY572. Figure 3D: OFY571, OFY595, OFY588. Figure 3E: (Fob1-9myc) OFY384, OFY592, OFY587, OFY583; (Top1-
13myc) OFY571, OFY595, OFY588, OFY584. Figure 3G: OFY457, OFY595. Figure 4: wild-type/rad1∆ tdp1∆, 
OFY511/OFY510; wild-type/mus81∆ tdp1∆, OFY488/OFY494; wild-type/top1∆, OFY384/OFY499. Figure 5C: FF18733, 
GP100, OFY105/106, OFY436/437, OFY48. Figure 5D: FF18733, FF18734, GP100, OFY106, OFY105, OFY357, OFY435. 
Figure 5E: FF18733, GP100, OFY106, OFY436/OFY437, FF18742, WDHY201. 
CPT dependent stabilization of Top1 nicks (relates to Figure S6). Cells were treated with CPT prior to plug preparation, 
as described (18) with minor modifications. Briefly, 5x108 spheroplasts in 5 mL Nystatin buffer (18) were treated with 540 
µM CPT for 4 min, spun down, re-suspended in 300 µL 50 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and equilibrated at 50°C. 
Spheroplasts were then embedded in agarose, as described above for 2D-gels but CPT was added during the first incubation 
of the plugs at 37°C. Scanned Southern blots from 1D-gels were quantitated as described in the main Materials and Methods 
except that a manual baseline had to be used. 
Live-cell microscopy and image analysis. Live cell imaging experiments were performed with yeast cells grown in the 
appropriate SC drop out to select for the presence of the CFP-Nop1 (pFN5 and pFN6) or GFP-Nup49 (pUN100-GFP-Nup49) 
expressing vectors at densities between 2x106 cells/mL and 4x106 cells/mL as described (33-35). Each genotype was done 
using two independent cultures imaged on different days. A single user analyzed the images without knowledge of the 
genotypes. The cell-cycle phase was inferred using the presence and size of the bud.  
For Figure 2D, we used a spinning disc confocal to image cells over a 5 µm range in z, using a step size of 100 nm and 
exposing each optical slice for 100ms. Both wavelengths were acquired at each z position before moving the piezo. 
Deconvolution was achieved using the Huygens Remote Manager (36). We took advantage of the spot and surface detection 
functions of the MathLab add-on to Imaris (version 7) as well as a tool made in house to calculate the shortest distance 
between the spot and the edge of the closest surface. This plug-in will be described in detail elsewhere. 
For Figure 2E, optical slices were taken at every 200 nm over 4 µm in cells expressing GFP-NUP49 fusion that demarcates 
the nuclear periphery. The nucleus in the slice where the LacO/LacI spot is in focus was divided into 3 zones of equal 
surface. The relative distance between the spot and the nuclear periphery was determined and the results were binned where 
zone 1 is the nuclear periphery and zone 3 is the nuclear interior. A locus that is randomly distributed throughout the nucleus 
is expected to have an equal chance of being in any one zone. 
Plasmids construction. Plasmids constructed to create strains carrying ectopic barriers on chromosome IV are as follows. 
Plasmids pFA6AhphRFB and pFA6AhphBFR for eRFB1 and plasmids pUG73dBgRFB and pUG73dBgBFR for eRFB2. 
pFA6AhphRFB and pFA6AhphBFR were obtained by inserting a 450 bp rRFB sequence amplified with adapter-primers 
between the SacI and SpeI sites of pFA6A-hphNT1 with the blocking side of the RFB being hph distal and proximal, 
respectively. pUG73dBgRFB and pUG73dBgBFR were constructed from pUG73 by disrupting the BglII site of the klRPL7 
gene and subsequently inserting in SacI-SpeI the rRFB-containing SacI-SpeI fragment from pFA6AhphRFB or 
pFA6AhphBFR, respectively. The 3’ sequences of the primers, defining the 450 bp ectopic RFB sequence are 
ttcgtagtattttttttcatatc and tatttctttctaagtgggtactg. 
DNA isolation in agarose plugs for 1D- and 2D-gels and quantification of DSBs. Isolation of DNA in agarose plugs was 
done as described (11), with some modifications. For the analysis of the ribosomal and ectopic rRFB, 2.5x108 and 1.25x109 
cells from exponential cultures, respectively, were chilled in ice water. Sodium azide was added to a final concentration of 
0.1% and samples were left in ice slurry for 2 min. After centrifugation (10 min, 3200 g, 4°C), cells were washed twice in 
cold 50 mM EDTA. For eRFB analysis, cells were additionally treated with 1 mg of Zymolyase-20T in 0.9 M sorbitol, 100 
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM EDTA at 37°C until spheroplasts were formed and harvested by centrifugation. Then, cells for 
rRFB or eRFB analysis were re-suspended in 300 µL of 50 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) containing 400 µg of zymolyase and heated 
to 50°C. 100 µL of SEC buffer (10 mM K2HPO4, 10 mM citric acid, 1 M sorbitol, 100 mM EDTA pH 7.0) equilibrated at 
50°C with 5 µL β-mercaptoethanol, were mixed with the cell suspension and 400 µL of 1% melted agarose (SeaKEM GTG 
Agarose, Cambrex) in 0.125 mM EDTA and filled into plug moulds. Solidified plugs were incubated in 0.5 M EDTA, 10 
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 500 µg/mL zymolyase for 90 min at 37°C, washed in 50 mM EDTA and incubated for 22 h in 50 mM 
EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 20 mg/mL laurylsarcosyl, 2 mg/mL Proteinase K (PrK). For eRFB analysis, another 4 mg 
of PrK was added after 16 h and incubation was extended to 38 h. Plugs were successively washed with wash solution (WS; 
0.1 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0) for 1 h at room temperature (RT), with WS +200 µg/ml RNAse A (2 h, 37°C), with 
WS +1 mM PMSF (1-2 h, RT) and with WS (1 h, RT).  
For 1D- and 2D-gels, plugs were digested with 50U (rDNA) or 350U (eRFB) of BglII or XbaI (NEB) for 20 h at 37°C. 
Scanning of Southern blots was done on a Typhoon 9400 (GEHealthcare) and quantitation with ImageQuant (version 7) 
applying a rolling-circle model for background subtraction. For 2D-gel electrophoresis, the DSB signal was related to the 
sum of all RI signals consisting of all BglII or XbaI fragments migrating differently than the linear monomer. RIs include 
RFs stalled at the RFB (RFB), those harboring an additional converging fork (spike between RFB and Ter) or resembling 
terminating structures (Ter, X-spike). For 1D-gels, the DSB signal was related to RIs consisting of all signals above 
background between and including Ter and 2n. When indicated, DSB levels were normalized to those of the wild-type strain 
of each membrane. 
ChIP from formaldehyde-crosslinked material. Whole-cell extracts were prepared from formaldehyde-fixed cell cultures 
as described (30,31) except for cell disruption that was performed in a Fastprep-24 (MP) bead-beater (twice 40 sec at 6.5 
m/s) with 0.5 mm Zirconia/silica beads. Whole-cell extracts were sonicated to an average size of 400 bp using a Bioruptor 
(Diagenode). An aliquot of each extract was reserved as Input before immunoprecipitation (2 h, 4°C) with Dynabeads 
(Dynal, Invitrogen) precoated with mouse anti-Myc (9E10) antibody. Beads were washed twice for 5 min at 4°C, shaking at 
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1400rpm, in 50 mM Hepes-KOH pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% Na-deoxycholate, protease 
inhibitors (1% Trasylol, 1 mM PMSF, 300 µg/mL benzamidine, 10 µg/mL TLCK, 20 µg/mL TPCK, 2 µg/mL antipain, 0.5 
µg/mL leupeptine, 1 µg/mL pepstatinA) and once in 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 0.25 M LiCl, 0.5% NP-40, 0.5% Na-
deoxycholate, 1 mM EDTA, protease inhibitors. After an additional wash in TE (1 min, shaking), the immunoprecipitate was 
eluted in 120 µL TE/1% SDS at 65°C (10 min, shaking). After adding 130 µL TE/1% SDS (or 100 µL to 25 µL Input), 
crosslinking was reversed at 65°C overnight. After Proteinase-K and RNAse-A treatment, DNA was recovered by phenol-
chloroform and isopropanol precipitation. 
SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 
 
Figure S1. Fob1 is present at eRFB1 and eRFB2. Fob1-myc ChIP from asynchronous cultures that were crosslinked with 
formaldehyde. The mean enrichment with SEM from 4 runs from 2 experiments is shown. Primer positions are depicted on 
the scheme below. L2, control primer set at a late replicating region on Chr IV.  
 
                             
Figure S2. Drop tests for CPT sensitivity. Relates to Figure 4A. 10x serial dilutions of indicated strains were plated on YPD 
plates containing 25 mM Hepes-KOH pH 7.2, 0.25% DMSO and the indicated CPT concentration. Plates were incubated for 
3 days at 30°C. 
 
                                        
 
Figure S3. Effect of short CPT treatment on Top1cc detection by non-crosslinked ChIP. Top1cc ChIP after short exposure of 
the cells to CPT. 109 cells were treated with 5 mg of Zymolyase and the resulting spheroplasts were resuspended in nystatin 
buffer to which 100 µg/mL CPT in DMSO, or DMSO alone, was added (18). After 4 min incubation, spheroplasts were 
resuspended in 800 µL of FA buffer and sonicated to an average DNA size of 400 bp (Bioruptor, Diagenode). ChIP was then 
performed as described in the main Materials and Methods section. The mean enrichment value from two experiments is 
shown.  
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Figure S4. Fob1 enrichment at eRFB1 is partially Top1 dependent. Related to Figure 4B. Fob1 enrichment values from two 
additional wild-type/top1∆ strain pairs (left, OFY551/OFY550; right, OFY553/OFY552). Mean enrichment values from 3 
qPCR runs of single ChIP experiments are shown with individual values. SMC, control qPCR primer set in the SMC2 gene. 
Location of other qPCR primer sets, see Figure S3. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S5. DSBs that relate to Top1 activity occur at ectopically located rRFBs. (A) Detection of the DSB signal at eRFB1-
stalled RFs. 2D-gel electrophoresis and Southern Blot analysis were done as in Figure 2B, except for the area of the gel 
transferred for Southern blotting that was extended. PCR-amplified fragments encompassing probe e1 were used as size 
markers (3.1 kb and 2.5 kb). Note that faint spots on the left of the M and eRFB1 signals correspond to incomplete digestion 
of the BglII site between YDR348C and hph, see Figure 2A. Strains: wild-type, OFY165; fob1∆, OFY56. (B) Breaks at 
eRFB1-stalled RFs are Top1 dependent. (Top and Bottom Left) Representative Southern blots of 2D- and 1D-gels of BglII-
digested genomic DNA isolated in agarose plugs. (Bottom Right) Quantification of 1D-gels; data points represent the DSB 
signal normalized to RIs from single 1D-gel experiments. The mean ±SEM is indicated. Strains: wild-type, OFY286; top1∆, 
OFY441; fob1∆, OFY288.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S6. CPT increases the DSB signal at the rRFB. The 
quantification from 1D-gels is shown with a representative 
Southern blot (probe1). Nystatin-treated spheroplasts were 
exposed or not to CPT for 2 min prior to DNA isolation and 
digestion with XbaI. Individual values relative to RIs as 
defined on the left panel and normalized to DSB levels from 
wild-type DNA on the same gel are plotted together with the 
mean ±SEM. Wild-type, FF18733/OFY286; top1∆, 
OFY106/OFY441; fob1∆, OFY48/OFY288.  
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Figure S7.  The accumulation of Top1cc at the ectopic and endogenous rRFB is not dependent on Sgs1. While we see a trend 
for elevated Top1cc signal levels at all primer sets, the enrichment normalized to a control region (L2 for eRFB1 and r5 for 
the rRFB within the rDNA) is not affected. The mean enrichment for Top1cc from non-crosslinked ChIP experiments (N=3, 
with SEM) of asynchronous cultures is shown at the ectopic eRFB1 (A) and at the rRFB (B) within the rDNA array. 
Location of primer sets for eRFB1, see Figure S1. 
 
 
Table S1. Yeast strains used in this study. 
 
Table S1. Yeast strains
Strain Genotype Reference
FF18733 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 F. Fabre* 
FF18734 α leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 F. Fabre
FF18742 a leu2 trp1 ura3 his7-2 lys1-1 rad52::URA3 F. Fabre
WDHY201 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 rad51::URA3 F. Fabre
OFY48 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 fob1::URA3 (13)
GP100 a leu2 ura3 his7-1 lys2-1 sgs1::URA3 (13)
OFY56 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 fob1::URA3 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 this study
OFY105 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 top1::kanMX6 this study
OFY106 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 top1::kanMX6 this study
OFY165 a leu2 trp1-289 ura3 his7-1/2 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 this study
OFY286 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 this study
OFY288 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 fob1::URA3 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 this study
OFY290 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eBFR-klLEU2 this study
OFY357 a leu2-3 ura3-52 his7 lys trp1-289 sgs1::URA3 top1::kanMX6 this study
OFY384 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX this study
OFY435 a leu2-3 ura3-52 his7-2 lys trp1-289 sgs1::URA3 top1::kanMX6 this study
OFY436 a leu2-3 ura3-52 his7-2 LYS trp1-289 sgs1::URA3 top1::kanMX6 this study
OFY437 a leu2-3 ura3-52 his7-2 lys trp1-289 sgs1::URA3 top1::kanMX6 this study
OFY441 a leu2-3 trp1 ura3-52 his7-2 lys top1::kanMX6 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 this study
OFY457 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eBFR-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX this study
OFY461 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 fob1::URA3 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX this study
OFY488 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 TOP1-13myc::kanMX MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eBFR-klLEU2 this study
OFY490 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 TOP1-13myc::kanMX MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eBFR-klLEU2 mus81::kanMX6 this study
OFY491 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 TOP1-13myc::kanMX MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eBFR-klLEU2 mus81::kanMX6 this study
OFY492 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 TOP1-13myc::kanMX MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eBFR-klLEU2 tdp1::kanMX6 this study
OFY494 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 TOP1-13myc::kanMX MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eBFR-klLEU2 tdp1::kanMX6 mus81::kanMX6 this study
OFY499 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 top1::kanMX6 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX this study
OFY505 a leu2-3,112 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 TOP1-13myc::kanMX rad1::caURA3 this study
OFY506 a leu2-3,112 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 TOP1-13myc::kanMX tdp1::kanMX6 this study
OFY510 a leu2-3,112 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 TOP1-13myc::kanMX tdp1::kanMX6 rad1::caURA3 this study
OFY511 a leu2-3,112 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 TOP1-13myc::kanMX this study
OFY550 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 top1::kanMX6 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX this study
OFY551 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX this study
OFY552 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 top1::kanMX6 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX this study
OFY553 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX this study
OFY566 a leu2 trp1-289 URA3::HISpYFP-LacI::ura3-52 his7 lys MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::250xLacO-TRP1 this study
OFY567 a leu2 trp1-289 URA3::HISpYFP-LacI::ura3-52 his7 lys MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::250xLacO-TRP1 fob1::kanMX6 this study
OFY568 a leu2 trp1-289 URA3::HISpYFP-LacI::ura3-52 his7 lys MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::250xLacO-TRP1 top1::kanMX6 this study
ML118-1D a ADE2 can1-100 ura3-1 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 RAD5 RAD52-YFP RDN25::224xtetO-URA3-I-SceI TetI-mRFP1-iYGL119W (39)
OFY570 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eBFR-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX fob1::URA3 this study
OFY571 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX this study
OFY572 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX this study
OFY575 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eBFR-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX this study
OFY577 a leu2 trp1-289 URA3::HISpYFP-LacI::ura3-52 his7-1/2 lys1/2 MRP1::natNT2 YPS7::250xLacO-TRP1 this study
OFY578 a leu2 trp1-289 URA3::HISpYFP-LacI::ura3-52 his7-1/2 lys1/2 MRP1::natNT2 YPS7::250xLacO-TRP1 fob1::kanMX6 this study
OFY579 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX fob1::URA3 this study
OFY583 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX tof2::klTRP1 this study
OFY584 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX tof2::klTRP1 this study
OFY587 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX tof1::klTRP1 this study
OFY588 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eRFB-hphNT1 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX tof1::klTRP1 this study
OFY592 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eBFR-natNT2 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 FOB1-9myc::kanMX this study
OFY595 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 lys1-1 MRP1::eBFR-natNT2 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX this study
OFY596 a leu2-3 trp1-289 ura3-52 his7-2 LYS MRP1::eBFR-natNT2 YPS7::eRFB-klLEU2 TOP1-13myc::kanMX sgs1:URA3 this study
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Abstract'
Uracil! in! the! DNA! arises! through! misincorporation! of! dUMP! during! replication! or! from!
cytosine!deamination,!the!latter!being!proQmutagenic.!Uracil!DNA!glycosylases!(UDGs)!excise!
uracil! from!DNA! to! initiate!a!base!excision! repair!process! that! restores! the! canonical!DNA!
base.! Thereby,! UDGs! contribute! to! genome! stability.! Under! different! circumstances,! they!
cooperate!with!DNA!base!modifying!enzymes!to!effect!mutagenesis!or!DNA!demethylation.!
Hence! their! functions! are!manifold! and,! given! that!mammalian! cells! have! four!UDGs!with!
similar! activities,! difficult! to!dissect.!Schizosaccaromyces!pombe! has!only! two!UDGs,!Ung1!
and! Thp1.! Using! the! fission! yeast! model! towards! resolving! individual! functions! of! these!
UDGs,! we! show! that! Ung1! provides! the! predominant! uracil! excision! activity! in! cellQfree!
extracts,!while!Thp1!activity!is!detectable!only!when!overexpressed!in!the!absence!of!active!
Ung1.!By!contrast,!the!two!UDGs!operate!redundantly!in!living!cells.!It!requires!inactivation!
of! both! to! trigger! a! significant! accumulation! of! misincorporated! uracil! in! DNA! and! a!
significant! increase! in! the!mutation!rate.!We!further!show!that! the!qualitative!outcome!of!
uracil! repair! depends! strongly! on! the! DNA! glycosylase! engaged;! Thp1! but! not! Ung1!
dependent! repair! is!cytotoxic!when!cells!are!exposed!to!5Qfluorouracil!or!high!uracil! levels!
generated! by! AID! expression.! Moreover,! Thp1! but! not! Ung1! mediated! repair! is!
recombinogenic,!accounting! for!more!than!60%!of!spontaneous!and!100%!of!nonQlethal!XQ
ray!induced!mitotic!recombination!in!fission!yeast.!These!differences!most!likely!reflect!the!
enzymatic! properties! of! the! two!UDGs,!with!Ung1! being! highly! proficient! and! Thp1! being!
comparably! slow! and! nonQproductive! owing! to! its! rateQlimiting! dissociation! from!APQsites.!
Thus,!while!Ung1!shows!all!features!required!for!a!bonaQfide!DNA!repair!enzyme,!Thp1!does!
not,! implicating! a! nonQcanonical! DNA! repair! function.! Given! the! epigenetic! roles! of!
mammalian! TDGs,!we! tested! if! Thp1! contributes! to! gene! regulation.!We! found! that! thp1+!
deletion!causes!a!slight!but!overall!suppression!of!gene!expression!and!a!greater!variability!
of!transcript!levels!across!replicates,!implicating!a!role!for!this!UDG!in!the!maintenance!of!a!
transcriptionally!active!chromatin.!
'
' '
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Introduction'
Genome!integrity!is!threatened!by!exogenous!and!endogenous!mutagens!reacting!with!and!
modifying! the! DNA,! but! also! by! the! intrinsic! chemical! instability! of! the! DNA! itself,! both!
affecting!its!coding!properties.!Besides!this,!certain!DNA!modifications!serve!as!substrates!in!
specific! genomic! processes.! Uracil! in! genomic! DNA,! for! instance,! is! generated! by! the!
spontaneous! deamination! of! cytosine,! generating!G!U!mispairs! that!will! give! rise! to! C→T!
transition! mutations! during! DNA! replication! unless! corrected.! Uracil! also! arises! in! DNA!
through! the! misincorporation! of! dUTPs! during! replication! due! to! the! inefficient!
discrimination!between!dUTP!and!dTTP! (Goulian! et! al.,! 1980).!Misincorporated!uracils! are!
not!mutagenic,!but! they! can! interfere!with! transcription! factor!binding!and! thereby!affect!
gene!expression! (Rogstad!et!al.,!2002;!Verri!et!al.,!1990).! In!addition,!uracil! in!DNA!can!be!
actively!generated!and!used!as!a!mark!for!targeted!genome!editing.!In!mammals,!this!occurs!
in!the!context!of!the!fineQtuning!of!antibody!specificity!upon!BQcell!activation,!where!uracil!is!
formed!by!the!targeted!action!of!the!activationQinduced!cytidine!deaminase!(AID)!to!trigger!
somatic!hypermutation!(CSH)!and!class!switch!recombination!(CSR)!(Di!Noia!et!al.,!2007;!Imai!
et! al.,! 2003;! Kavli! et! al.,! 2005;! Nilsen! et! al.,! 2003;! Rada! et! al.,! 2004;! Rada! et! al.,! 2002).!
Strikingly,! uracil! accumulation! is! also! a! mediator! of! targeted! cell! death! during! the!
development! of! D.5 melanogaster! (Horváth! et! al.,! 2013;! Muha! et! al.,! 2012)! and,! more!
recently,! 5Qhydroxymethyluracil! (5hmU)! was! proposed! to! be! involved! in! active! DNA!
demethylation! in! vertebrates,! either! as! a! demethylation! intermediate! arising! from!
deamination!of!hydroxymethylcytosine!(5hmC)!(Cortellino!et!al.,!2011;!Guo!et!al.,!2011)!or!
by! recruiting! DNA! repair! to! aid! fast! DNA! demethylation! ! (Pfaffeneder! et! al.,! 2014).! Thus,!
uracil!and!its!derivatives!in!DNA!can!have!a!variety!of!functions!depending!on!the!genomic!
context.!!!
Specialized! enzymes! have! evolved! that! recognize! and! excise! genomic! uracil.! Uracil! DNA!
glycosylases! (UDGs)! catalyze! the! cleavage! of! the! NQglycosidic! bond! connecting! the! uracil!
base!with! the! sugar!moiety! of! the!DNA! backbone,! thereby! generating! an! abasic! site! (APQ
site).! To! restore! the!original!DNA! sequence,! the! resulting!APQsite! is! excised! from! the!DNA!
and!filled!with!a!canonical!nucleotide!by!a!concerted!enzymatic!process!known!as!DNA!base!
excision!repair! (BER)! (reviewed! in!Kim!&!Wilson,!2012).!Given!the!diverse!roles!of!uracil! in!
DNA,!UDGs!are!not!only!involved!in!preventing!mutagenesis!from!cytosine!deamination,!but!
they!participate!in!important!biological!function!including!CSH!and!CSR!in!immune!cells!and!
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active! DNA! demethylation! in! developmental! processes.! Mammalian! cells! express! four!
nuclear! UDGs! with! different! biochemical! and! biological! properties! (Brooks! et! al.,! 2013;!
Jacobs!&!Schar,!2012).!UNG2!(uracil!DNA!glycosylase!2)!is!highly!active!on!uracil!and!on!the!
uracil! analog!5Qfluorouracil! (Grogan!et! al.,! 2011)! and!provides! the!major! activity! for!uracil!
excision! following! misincorporation! during! DNA! replication! (Otterlei! et! al.,! 1999).!
Consistently,! UNG2! is! upregulated! during! SQphase! (Hagen! et! al.,! 2008),! associates! with!
proliferating! cell! nuclear! antigen! (PCNA)! and! replication! protein! A! (RPA)! (Ko! &! Bennett,!
2005;!Otterlei!et!al.,!1999),!and!the!disruption!of!UNG! in!mouse!results!in!an!accumulation!
of!an!appreciable!amount!of!dUMPs! in!genomic!DNA! (Andersen!et!al.,!2005;!Nilsen!et!al.,!
2000).! UNG2! is! probably! also! the! main! enzyme! initiating! BER! of! deaminated! cytosines,!
however,! other! UDGs,! in! particular! Smug1! (singleQstrandQselective! monofunctional! uracil!
DNA! glycosylase! 1),! likely! fulfill! redundant! functions! in! U!G! repair! (Akbari! et! al.,! 2010;!
Doseth!et!al.,!2011;!Kavli!et!al.,!2002;!Nilsen!et!al.,!2001).!UNG2!and!SMUG1!initiated!uracil!
excision!exhibit!different!kinetics! in5vitro;!UNG2!has!a!fast!turnover!and!readily!dissociates!
from!APQsites! to! stimulates! incision!by!APE1,!whereas! SMUG1!has! a! higher! affinity! to!APQ
sites! and! delays! further! processing! by! APE1! (Pettersen! et! al.,! 2007),! consistent! with! a!
predominant! function! of!UNG2! at! the!moving! replication! fork.! In! addition! to! the! classical!
errorQfree! uracil! repair,! UNG2! also! is! prominently! involved! in! the! mutagenic! and!
recombinogenic!processing!of!AIDQcreated!uracils!during!SMH!and!CSR,!respectively,!which!
cannot! be! substituted! for! by! endogenous! SMUG1! levels! (Di! Noia! et! al.,! 2006;! Imai! et! al.,!
2003;!Kavli!et!al.,!2005;!Krijger!et!al.,!2009;!Rada!et!al.,!2002).!SMUG1,!on!the!other!hand,!
appears!to!contribute!a!major!5hmU!excision!activity!(Kemmerich!et!al.,!2012)!and!might!be!
important!for!the!stability!of!ribosomal!RNAs!(Jobert!et!al.,!2013).!
The! two!other!mammalian!UDGs,! TDG! (thymine!DNA!glycosylase)! and!MBD4! (methyl!CpG!
binding!domain!protein!4),!are!mostly!mismatch!dependent!and!excise!a!broader!spectrum!
of!damaged!bases!paired!or!mispaired!with!guanine!(Hardeland!et!al.,!2003;!Hendrich!et!al.,!
1999;!Petronzelli!et!al.,!2000a;!Petronzelli!et!al.,!2000b).!While!knocking!out!MBD4!results!in!
a!threefold!increase!in!C→T!transition!frequencies!at!CpG!sites,!probably!reflecting!targeted!
repair!mediated!by! its!methyl! binding! capacity! (Hendrich! et! al.,! 1999;!Millar! et! al.,! 2002),!
knocking!out!TDG!does!not!increase!mutation!rates,!implicating!a!minor!role!for!this!UDG!in!
mutation!avoidance!(Cortázar!et!al.,!2011;!Goto!et!al.,!2014).!The!inverse!correlation!of!TDG!
and!UNG2!protein!levels!throughout!the!cell!cycle!with!TDG!being!degraded!prior!to!SQphase!
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(Hardeland!et!al.,!2007;!Shibata!et!al.,!2014)!indicates!a!function!of!TDG!outside!of!SQphase!
and/or!in!nonQdividing!cells.!Notably,!disruption!of!the!TDG!ortholog!in!E.5coli!was!reported!
to!generate!a!mutator!phenotype!in!stationary!phase!rather!than!exponentially!growing!cells!
(Mokkapati! et! al.,! 2001).! Interestingly,! the! loss! of! TDG! in!mammalian! cells! increases! their!
resistance!to! the!chemotherapeutic!drug!5Qfluorouracil! (5QFU)! (Kunz!et!al.,!2009).!This!was!
interpreted!to!reflect!TDG’s!rateQlimiting!dissociation!from!APQsites!(Hardeland!et!al.,!2002;!
Waters!&!Swann,!1998)!and,!hence,!an!accumulation!of!this!labile!repair!intermediate!under!
UNG2!saturating!conditions!(Kunz!2009).!Thus,!TDG!mediated!uracil!or!5QFU!excision!seems!
to!be!nonQproductive!and! toxic.! Similarly,! repair!of! 5QFU!damage!by!MBD4! is! toxic! and! its!
absence! from! cells! confers! hyperQresistance! (Cortellino! et! al.,! 2003).! Strikingly,! however,!
TDG! is! the! only!UDG!essential! for! embryonic! development.!Developmental! failure! of! TDG!
knockout! embryos! is! accompanied! by! aberrant! gene! expression! and! programming! of!
epigenetic! marks! (Cortázar! et! al.,! 2011;! Cortellino! et! al.,! 2011;! Jacobs! &! Schar,! 2012).!
Consistent!with! a! role! in! epigenetic! gene! regulation,! TDG!was! also! shown! to! act! as! a! coQ
activator! of! nuclear! receptors! (Chen! et! al.,! 2003;! Missero! et! al.,! 2001;! Um! et! al.,! 1998).!
Moreover,! TDG,! but! also! MDB4,! have! been! implicated! in! active! demethylation! of! 5Q
methylcytosine! (5mC)! (Dalton! &! Bellacosa,! 2012;! Jacobs! &! Schar,! 2012).! This! function!
involves!excision!of!demethylation! intermediates,! i.e.!oxidation!products!of! the!ten!eleven!
translocation!(TET)!proteins!(He!et!al.,!2011;!Ito!et!al.,!2011;!Maiti!&!Drohat,!2011;!Tahiliani!
et!al.,!2009)!or!AID/APOBEC!initiated!5mC!deamination!products!(Rai!et!al.,!2008;!Cortellino!
et! al.,! 2011;! Hashimoto! et! al.,! 2012;! Petronzelli! et! al.,! 2000b).! MBD4,! however,! has! no!
essential!developmental!function,!nor!can!it!compensate!for!the!loss!of!TDG!in!this!context!
(Cortázar!et!al.,!2011;!Cortellino!et!al.,!2011;!Millar!et!al.,!2002),!but! it!does! appear! to!be!
involved!in!targeted!DNA!demethylation!as!inferred!from!its!activity!at!specific!promoters!of!
hormoneQstimulated!genes!(Kim!et!al.,!2009).!Taken!together,!UDG!functions!are!diverse!and!
complex!in!mammalian!cells.!The!four!UDGs!exert!both!errorQfree!and!mutagenic!activities!in!
DNA! repair! but! partial! functional! redundancies! make! it! difficult! to! dissect! their! specific!
biological! roles! and! to! investigate! the! underlying!mechanistic! features,! i.e.! to! address! the!
question!why! there! is! a! need! for!more! than!one!UDG! in! cells!with! similar! substrates! and!
different!turnover!kinetics.!
The!fission!yeast!Schizosaccharomyces5pombe!encodes!only!two!different!UDGs,!the!UNG2!
ortholog!Ung1!and!a!TDG!ortholog!Thp1,!thus!representing!a!less!complex!situation!than!in!
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mammals.!Ung1!was!shown!to!be!an!active!UDG!capable!of!excising!uracil!from!DNA!in5vitro!
(Elder! et! al.,! 2003).! Although! deletion! of! ung1+! did! not! reveal! any! obvious! phenotypes,!
overexpression!in!S.5pombe!caused!increased!cell!death,!elevated!mutation!frequencies!and!
an!accumulation!of!APQsites!(Elder!et!al.,!2003).!Like!its!human!counterpart,!Ung1!was!shown!
to! interact!with!PCNA! (Zamir!et! al.,! 2012).!S.5pombe! Thp1! is! active!on!a!broader! range!of!
substrates! than! Ung1,! but! unlike!mammalian! TDG! its! activity! is! not! restricted! to! doubleQ
stranded!DNA.! In!addition,! it!processes!hypoxanthine!and!1,N6Qethenoadenine! irrespective!
of! the! opposite! base! and! guanine! from! G!G! mismatches! (Hardeland! et! al.,! 2003).!
Interestingly,! it! is! incapable! of! excising! the! 5mC! derivatives! thymine! and! 5hmU! opposite!
guanine!(Hardeland!et!al.,!2003;!BorysQBrzywczy!et!al.,!2005),!which!is!in!line!with!the!lack!of!
DNA!methylation!in!fission!yeast!(Antequera!et!al.,!1984;!Capuano!et!al.,!2014;!Wilkinson!et!
al.,!1995).!Implicating!a!potential!role!for!Thp1!in!gene!regulation,!Thp1!was!identified!in!a!
proteomic! screen! to! physically! interact! with! TapQtagged! Cbf11,! which! binds! sequenceQ
specifically! to! RNA! polymerase! II! core! promoter! proximal! regions! and! is! involved! in! gene!
activation! (Oravcová! et! al.,! 2013;! Převorovský! et! al.,! 2009).! The! fact! that! the! comparably!
inefficient!Thp1!coQevolved!with!the!highly!efficient!Ung1!indicates!a!specific!need!for!both!
types!of!UDGs!in!cells.!!
We! used! the! less! complex! UDG! system! in! S.5 pombe! to! address! the! functional! and!
mechanistic! characteristics! of! Ung1! and! Thp1! dependent! DNA! repair! and! to! separate!
potential! enzymeQspecific! functions.!We! show! that!Ung1! and! Thp1! act! redundantly! in! the!
elimination! of! DNA! uracil! and! in! avoiding! mutation! by! cytosine! deamination.! Yet,! the!
respective! loss! of! function! phenotypes! identified! distinct!modes! of! operation! for! the! two!
UDGs.! While! Ung1! repairs! 5QFU! induced! damage! in! a! fast! and! predominantly! errorQfree!
fashion,!providing!resistance!to!the!drug,!Thp1!mediated!repair!induces!cell!death.!A!similar!
adverse! effect! of! Thp1! but! not! Ung1! mediated! BER! is! observed! in! response! to! AID!
overexpression,!which!generates!high!levels!of!genomic!G•U!mispairs.!On!the!grounds!of!its!
enzymatic! properties,! we! interpret! these! cytotoxic! effects! to! reflect! the! Thp1! dependent!
formation! of! longQlived! APQsites! in! DNA.! Consistently,! Thp1! induced! repair! is! not! only!
cytotoxic! but! also! recombinogenic,! accounting! for! more! than! 60%! of! spontaneous! and!
induced!mitotic! recombination.!Given!this!unproductive!role! in!DNA!repair,!we!considered!
additional! functions! of! Thp1! and! examined! the! influence! of! Thp1! on! genomeQwide! gene!
expression.!We! found! that! Thp1! deficient! cells! exhibit! a! slight! but! overall! suppression! of!
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transcription! and! a! higher! variation! of! transcript! levels! across! replicas!when! compared! to!
wildQtype!cells.!This!points!at!a!potential!function!of!Thp1!in!maintaining!a!transcriptionally!
active!chromatin.!
!
Results!
Ung1'accounts'for'the'major'uracil'excision'activity'in'S.#pombe#extracts.''
To! assess! the! relative! contributions! of! Ung1! and! Thp1! to! the! uracil! processing! activity!
present! in!S.5pombe! cells,!we!measured!efficiencies!of!uracil! removal! from!A•U!base!pairs!
and!G•U!mismatches! in!cellQfree!extracts!prepared!from!UDG!proficient!and!deficient!cells!
(Hardeland!et! al.,! 2000).!As! substrates,!we!used!a! synthetic,! 5'QfluoresceinQlabeled!60Qmer!
DNA!duplex!containing!a!single!uracil!paired!with!either!an!adenine!or!a!guanine!(Figure!1A).!
Uracil! excision! from! these! substrates! followed! by! APQsite! hydrolysis! and! electrophoretic!
separation! gives! rise! to! a! labeled! 23Qmer.!We! also! included! recombinant! Thp1,!which!we!
showed! previously! to! excise! uracil! opposite! from! adenine! and! guanine! (Dong! et! al,! 2008;!
Hardeland! et! al.,! 2003).! Extracts! of!wildQtype! cells! showed! high! uracil! excision! activity! on!
both!substrates,!none!of!which!was!detectable!in!extracts!from!thp1Δung1Δ!double!mutant!
cells.! Thus,! Ung1! and! Thp1! account! for! all! detectable! UDG! activity! in! S.5 pombe! cells,!
consistent!with!the!absence!of!additional!UDG!encoding!genes!in!the!fission!yeast!genome.!
To!distinguish!Ung1! from!Thp1!activity! in!wildQtype!extracts,!we! inhibited!Ung1!by!adding!
Ugi!peptide,!a!specific!and!potent!inhibitor!of!the!Ung!family!of!UDGs!(Wang!&!Mosbaugh,!
1989),! but! not! proteins! of! the! Mug! family,! including! Thp1! (Gallinari! &! Jiricny,! 1996;!
Hardeland!et!al.,!2003).!Addition!of!Ugi!eliminated!detectable!uracil!processing!in!wildQtype!
cells,!both!on!A•U!and!G•U!substrates.!Considering!a!detection!limit!at!5%!of!total!substrate!
used! in! the! assay,! we! conclude! that! Ung1! accounts! for!more! than! 95%! of! uracil! excision!
activity!in!wildQtype!cell!extracts.!The!missing!Thp1!activity!could!be!explained!either!by!lack!
or!poor!expression!of!Thp1!or!by!a!comparably!slow!rate!of!uracil!excision.!We!confirmed!
expression! of! endogenous! TDG! in! exponentially! growing! cells! by! immunoblotting! with! a!
Thp1! directed! antibody! (Figure! 1B),! and! tested! the! feasibility! to!measure! Thp1! activity! in!
extracts! by! ectopically! overexpressing! thp1+! under! the! control! of! the! inducible! nmt1!
promoter!(Maundrell,!1990).!Induction!of!expression!in!wildQtype!cells!yielded!a!500Q!to!800Q
fold!increase!in!Thp1!protein!levels!(Figure!1B)!and!a!robust!uracil!excision!activity!on!both!
A•U!and!G•U!substrates!under!fully!Ung1!inhibited!conditions.!Hence,!Thp1,!synthesized!in!
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its! authentic! physiological! environment,! has! the! ability! to! excise! uracil! from! DNA.!
Nevertheless,! Ung1! constitutes! the! dominant! uracil! excision! activity! measurable! in! cell!
extracts,! while! endogenous! Thp1! contributes! only! marginally,! if! anything,! under! these!
conditions.!
!
Ung1'and'Thp1'both'remove'uracil'from'genomic'DNA!
While!the!nuclear!localization!of!Ung1!was!confirmed!earlier!(Elder!et!al.,!2003),!subcellular!
localization!of!Thp1!remained!elusive.!We!identified!two!putative!nuclear!localization!signals!
(NLSs)!using!the!Wolf!PSORT!tool!(Horton!et!al.,!2007);!a!monopartite!NLS!consisting!of!four!
residues! (pat4)! and! starting! at! amino! acid! 26! and! a! bipartite! NLS! at! residue! 115.! We!
addressed! the! subcellular! localization!of! Thp1!using! fluorescence!microscopy.! To! this! end,!
we! fused! a! sequence! encoding! an! enhanced! green! fluorescent! protein! (EGFP)!with! the! 3’!
end! of! the! endogenous! thp1+! open! reading! frame! to! express! a! CQterminally! tagged! Thp1Q
EGFP! fusion!protein!at! endogenous! levels.! Indicative!of! a!nuclear! localization!of! Thp1!and!
consistent!with!the!presence!of!NLSs,!we!observed!a!distinctive!nuclear!EGFP!signal!(Figure!
2A).!Given!that!both!Ung1!and!Thp1!are!expressed!and!localize!to!the!nucleus!in!S.5pombe!
cells! and! that! Ung1! constitutes! the! predominant! uracil! processing! activity! in! biochemical!
assays,!we!next!wanted!to!address!the!role!of!both!UDGs!in!uracil!removal!in!living!cells!by!
assessing! the! uracil! content! in! genomic! DNA! isolated! from! wildQtype,! Ung1Q,! Thp1Q! and!
doubly! deficient! cells.!We! isolated!DNA!of! exponentially! growing! cells! in! agarose!plugs! to!
obtain! intact!genomic!DNA!for!analysis!by!pulse! field!gel!electrophoresis! (PFGE).!This!DNA!
was!inQplug!digested!with!E.5coli!Ung!uracilQDNA!glycosylase!and/or!human!APQendonuclease!
APE1! to! excise! potential! uracil! bases! and! incise! the! DNA! at! the! resulting! APQsites,!
respectively.!This!treatment!will!thus!generate!singleQstranded!DNA!breaks!at!uracil!residues,!
which,!if!closely!spaced!on!opposite!strands,!would!give!rise!to!breakage!and!fragmentation!
of!the!doubleQstranded!DNA.!To!visualize!such!DNA!fragmentation,!we!analyzed!the!digested!
DNA!by!PFGE!(Figure!2B).!Substantial!smearing!of!chromosomal!bands!was!apparent!only!in!
DNA!derived!from!thp1Δung1Δ!double!mutant!cells!digested!with!both!Ung!and!APE1,!but!
not! in!DNA!from!either!single!mutant!or!wildQtype!cells!at!the!same!conditions.!This!result!
clearly!indicates!that!uracil!arises!in!DNA!of!vegetatively!growing!S.5pombe!cells,!most!likely!
through! incorporation!of!dUMPs!during!DNA!replication,!but!also!by!spontaneous!cytosine!
deamination.!As!uracil!accumulation!is!only!detectable!in!the!UDG!depleted!double!mutant!
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cells,! we! conclude! that! in! the! cellular! context! both! Ung1! and! Thp1! contribute! to! the!
elimination!of!these!spontaneously!arising!uracils!and!that!both!can!compensate!for!the!loss!
of!the!other.!
!
Lack'of'uracil'repair'generates'a'moderate'mutator'phenotype'
Having!established!that!uracil!accumulates!in!the!absence!of!Ung1!and!Thp1,!we!wondered!
whether! this!coincides!with!an! increased!mutation!rate!as!expected! if!a!sizable! fraction!of!
these! uracils! resulted! from! deamination! of! cytosine.!We! thus! made! use! of! the! powerful!
genetics!of!S.5pombe!and!assessed!mutation!rates!and!spectra!in!wildQtype!and!ung1Δ,!thp1Δ!
and! thp1Δung1Δ!mutant!cells.!First,!we!measured!reversion! rates!at! the!ade6EM387!allele!
(Schar! &! Kohli,! 1993),! a! G→C! transversion! that! renders! the! ade6! encoded! protein! nonQ
functional!and!causes!adenine!auxotrophy.!Any!base!substitution!at!ade6EM387!will!restore!
adenine!prototrophy!and!the!mutation!events!can!be!scored!by!sequencing!of!prototrophic!
clones.! Mutation! rate! assessments! in! fluctuation! analyses! yielded! an! increase! of! the!
reversion! rate! by! 3.4Qfold! in5 thp1Δung1Δ! cells! as! compared! to! the! wildQtype,! with! nonQ
overlapping!95%!confidence!intervals!indicating!statistical!significance!of!the!rate!differences!
(Figure! 2C,! left! panel).! Importantly,! disruption! of! only! ung1+! or! thp1+! did! not! result! in!
increased!mutation!rates,!indicating!that!the!two!UDGs!can!fully!compensate!for!the!loss!of!
the! other! in! the! defense! against! mutagenesis! by! cytosine! deamination.! The! analysis! of!
mutation! spectra! by! sequencing! one! randomly! chosen! adenine! prototrophic! clone! per!
culture!of! the! fluctuation! test! (to!avoid!effects!of! clonal! amplification)! confirmed! that! the!
ade6EM3875 reversion! assay! picks! up! both! transversion! and! transition! base! substitutions!
(Figure!2C,!right!panel).!The!resulting!spectra!revealed!a!significant!and!specific!increased!of!
the! C→T! transition! rate! by! a! factor! of! 6.3! in! thp1Δung1Δ! double!mutants! relative! to! the!
wildQtype! (p<0.004,!ChiQsquare! test),!while! there!was!no!significant!change! in!either! single!
mutant.!This!result!implicates!that!Thp1!and!Ung1!operate!synergistically!in!the!removal!of!
uracil! from! preQmutagenic! G!U!mispairs5 in! cells.! Notably,! Thp1! deficient! cells! displayed! a!
tendency!for!elevated!transversion!mutations,!implicating!a!function!of!Thp1!in!the!repair!of!
base! lesions! other! that! cytosine! deamination.! This! would! be! consistent! with! the! broad!
substrate! spectrum! of! this! UDG! (Hardeland! et! al.,! 2003).! To! corroborate! the! synergistic!
interaction!of!Ung1!and!Thp1! in!mutation!avoidance,!we!performed!an!additional! forward!
mutation!assay,! scoring! for! canavanine! resistance! (Kaur,!Fraser,!Freyer,!Davey,!&!Doetsch,!
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1999).! Similar! to! the! result! of! the! reversion! assay,! thp1Δung1Δ! double! mutant! cells! but!
neither!of! the! single!mutants! showed!a!moderate!mutator!phenotype!when! compared! to!
wildQtype! cells! (Figure! 2D).! The! observed! 2.3Qfold! increase! in! forward! mutation! rate! was!
small,! but! statistically! significant! by! the! criterion! of! nonQoverlapping! 95%! confidence!
intervals.!From!these!results,!we!conclude!that!Thp1!and!Ung1!have!redundant!functions!in!
the!repair!of!cytosine!deamination!damage!in!cells.!
!
Ung1'and'Thp1'operate'differently'on'5GFluorouracil'induced'DNA'lesions'
Having! shown! that! Thp1! and! Ung1! act! synergistically! in! the! prevention! of! uracil!
accumulation!and!cytosine!deamination!associated!mutations,!we!further!explored!potential!
nonQredundant! functions!of! the! two!UDGs!as! implicated!by! the! slightly!different! spetra!of!
mutations! arising! in! their! absence.! As!TDG! inactivation! in!mammalian! cells!was! shown! to!
increase!the!cellular!resistance!to!the!uracil!analogue!5QFU!(Kunz!et!al.,!2009),!we!assessed!
the!effect!of!thp1+!and!ung1+!deletion!on!the!5QFU!sensitivity!of!S.5pombe!cells.!5QFU!exerts!
its!cytotoxic!effects!by!interfering!with!the!cell!metabolism!at!different!levels.!5QFU!inhibits!
the!thymidylate!synthase,!which!converts!dUMP!to!dTMP.!Exposure!to!5QFU!thus!generates!
an! imbalance! in! the! nucleotide! pool,! in! particular! in! the! dUTP/dTTP! ratio! with! the!
consequence!of!increased!uracil!incorporation!into!DNA!(An!et!al.,!2007;!Copur!et!al.,!1995;!
Peters!et!al.,!2002).!Besides!this,!5QFU!and!its!metabolites!can!also!be!directly!incorporated!
into! both! DNA! and! RNA! (Ardalan! et! al.,! 1980;! Glazer! &! Peale,! 1979;! Kunz! et! al.,! 2009;!
Mojardín,!Botet,!Quintales,!Moreno,!&!Salas,!2013).!5QFU!in!DNA!is!a!substrate!for!BER!(A.!L.!
Jacobs!&!Schar,!2012;!Matuo!et!al.,!2010;!Pettersen!et!al.,!2011;!Seiple,!2006)!and!will!thus!
trigger!repair!events;!the!consequences!of!5QFU!in!RNA!are!not!entirely!clear.!To!confirm!5Q
FU!dependent!uracil!incorporation!into!DNA,!we!differentially!digested!DNA!of!5QFU!treated!
wildQtype!cells!with!uracil!DNA!glycosylase!and!APQendonuclease!and!examined!the!resulting!
fragmentation! of! chromosomal! DNA! by! PFGE.! The! observed! DNA! fragmentation! was!
consistent! with! increased! APQsite! levels! (APE1! digest)! in! DNA! of! 5QFU! treated! cells! as!
compared! to! untreated! cells! (Figure! 2B! and! 3A).! No! further! increase! in! fragmentation!
became! visible! in! doubly! digested! DNA! (Ung! and! APE1),! indicative! of! most! uracils! being!
excised!by!either!UDG.!In!survival!assays,!we!noticed!a!dose!dependent!5QFU!cytotoxicity!in!
wildQtype! cells! (Figure! 3B),! suggesting! that! at! low! concentrations! 5QFU! mediated! DNA!
damage!is!readily!repaired,!while!at!higher!doses!it!induces!cell!death.!When!testing!the!5Q
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FU!sensitivity!of!ung1Δ!and!thp1Δ!single!and!double!mutant!cells,!we!observed!diametrically!
opposite!effects!of!defects!of!the!two!UDGs.!While!Thp1!deficient!cells!displayed!a!striking!
hyperQresistance!towards!5QFU,!Ung1!deficient!cells!are!hyperQsensitive!at!the!applied!doses.!
Consistent!with!this!5QFU!sensitizing!effect!of!Thp1,!we!observed!that!Thp1!overexpression!
from! the! inducible! nmt1! promoter! strongly! increased! 5QFU! sensitivity! in! wildQtype! and!
ung1Δthp1Δ! double! mutant! cells! (Figure! 3C).! In! the! double! mutant! configuration,! Ung1!
mediated! 5QFU! hyperQsensitivity! is! largely! cancelled! out! by! the! Thp1! related! hyperQ
resistance.!Thus,!similar!to!mammalian!cells!but!more!pronounced,!5QFU!sensitivity!of!fission!
yeast!is!mediated!by!Thp1,!while!Ung1!promotes!cell!survival.!This!clearly!separates!the!two!
UDGs!into!different!pathways!generating!different!repair!outcomes.!
Next,! we! investigated! whether! Thp1! expression! also! has! an! effect! on! 5QFU! induced!
mutations.! To! this!end,!we!determined! rates!of! spontaneous!and!5QFU! induced!mutations!
that!confer!canavanine!resistance!and!determined!the!mutation!inducibility!in!Ung1!and/or!
Thp1!deficient!cells!relative!to!wildQtype!cells!(Figure!3D,!white!boxes).!Ung1!deficient!cells!
displayed! the! highest! 5QFU! inducibility! of!mutations,! indicating! that! Ung1! controlled! DNA!
repair!reduces!the!mutagenic!effect!of!5QFU.!Notably,!the!hyperQinducibility!of!mutations!in!
Ung1! deficient! cells! depends! on! functional! Thp1! as! it! was! fully! suppressed! in! the!
ung1Δthp1Δ!double!mutant.!Thus,!Ung1! repairs!5QFU! induced!DNA! lesions! through!a!nonQ
mutagenic! pathway,! while! Thp1! mediated! repair! is! mutagenic.! From! these! results! we!
concluded!that!Ung1!and!Thp1!mediate!excision!repair!of!uracil!and!5QFU!through!pathways!
generating! different! outcomes,! the! former! increasing! viability! and! suppressing!mutations,!
the!latter!being!cytotoxic!and!mutagenic.!
!
Excision'of'AID'generated'uracil'in'DNA'causes'cytotoxicity'
To!rationalize! the!differential! response!of!Ung1!and!Thp1!deficient!cells! to!5QFU!exposure,!
we!considered!that,!due!to! its!unusually!high!affinity! for!APQsites,! (Hardeland!et!al.,!2003),!
Thp1! initiated! BER,! unlike! Ung1! initiated! BER,! will! generate! protected! APQsites,! retarding!
their! excision! and! further! processing! by! the! repair! system.! Hence,! in! the! case! of! Ung1!
saturation! (5QFU! exposure),! Thp1! generated! APQsites! would! accumulate! and! trigger! cell!
death!and!mutations.!To! test! this!hypothesis,!we!challenged!cells!by!artificially!generating!
G•U! mismatches! across! the! genome! by! overexpression! of! the! human! activationQinduced!
cytosine! deaminase! (AID;! Figure! 3E,! left! panel).! Ectopic! AID! expression,! driven! by! the!
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inducible! nmt1Qpromoter! induced! severe! cell! death! in! wildQtype,! Ung1,! Thp1! and! doubly!
deficient!cells!(Figure!3E,!right!panel).!Yet,!the!ung1Δthp1Δ!double!mutants!showed!a!more!
than!100Qfold!higher!resistance!to!AIDQexpression!than!the!wildQtype!cells,!establishing!that!
excision!of!AIDQgenerated!uracil,!and!thus!the!generation!of!APQsites,!is!a!major!cause!of!the!
AID!toxicity.!Moreover,!AID!toxicity!was!less!pronounced!in!Thp1!than!in!Ung1!deficient!cells,!
indicating! that! repair!of!G•U!mismatches!by!Thp1! is!more!disruptive! than! repair!by!Ung1.!
We!therefore!conclude! that! the! repair!of!excessive!uracil! in!DNA!by!UDGs!generates! toxic!
intermediates!that!are!less!efficiently!processed!when!Thp1!rather!than!Ung1!is!the!initiating!
glycosylase.!!
!
Thp1'initiated'BER'is'recombinogenic'
We! reasoned! that! the! slow! dissociation! of! Thp1! from! APQsites! is! responsible! for! its! toxic!
effects!during!5QFU!exposure!and!AID!expression.!The!generation!of!longQlived!labile!APQsites!
is! likely! to! be! accompanied! by! occasional! DNA! breakage,! which! would! then! trigger!
recombination! events.! To! study! a! potential! relationship! between! Thp1! initiated! BER! and!
recombination,!we! crossed! a!heteroallelic! duplication!of!mutant! alleles! of! the!ade6+! gene!
(Schuchert! &! Kohli,! 1988)! into! our! UDG! proficient! and! deficient! strain! backgrounds.! This!
system! assays! homologous! recombination! events! (primarily! gene! conversion! with! and!
without! associated! crossover)! that! restore! the! intact! ade6+! allele! and! hence! adenine!
prototrophy!(ade+,!Figure!4A).!We!first!determined!spontaneous!mitotic!recombination!rates!
in! vegetatively! growing! cells! (Figure! 4B).! Both!wildQtype! and!ung1Δ! cells! exhibited! similar!
rates! of! spontaneous! recombination! at! this! locus! (overlapping! 95%! confidence! intervals).!
Thp1! deficient! cells,! however,! displayed! significantly! reduced! mitotic! recombination! as!
thp1Δ! single! and!ung1Δthp1Δ!double!mutants! showed! a!more! than! 60%! reduction!of! the!
wildQtype!rate.!This!illustrates!that!Thp1!but!not!Ung1!dependent!excision!of!base!lesions!is!
responsible! for! a! significant! part! of! spontaneously! occurring!mitotic! recombination! at! the!
ade6!locus.!
To!corroborate!the!recombinogenic!action!of!Thp1,!we!then!determined!the!contribution!of!
Thp1! to! recombination! under! damage! inducing! conditions.! For! this! purpose,! we! exposed!
wildQtype! and! Thp1! deficient! cells! to! a! nonQlethal! dose! of! IR! (XQrays,! 100! Gy,! >95%! cell!
survival),!which!we!expected! to!generate!ROS!mediated!Thp1! relevant!DNA!base!damage,!
such! as! oxidized! pyrimidines! (Figure! 4E).! Under! these! conditions,! we! measured! a! 2Qfold!
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increase!in!recombination!rates!in!wildQtype!cells!that!was!significant!while!no!increase!was!
apparent! in! Thp1! deficient! cells.! Hence,! both,! spontaneous! and! IR! induced! mitotic!
recombination! show! a! clear! Thp1! dependency.! We! thus! conclude! that! repair! of! baseQ
damage!induced!by!Thp1!is!recombinogenic!and!can!result!in!gross!genomic!instability.!!
!
Effect'of'Thp1'on'global'gene'expression'
Considering! the! questionable! performance! of! Thp1! in! DNA! repair,!we!wondered!whether!
this!UDG!could!have!evolved! for!purposes!other! than! the!conventional! repair!of!damaged!
DNA!bases.!In!the!style!of!mammalian!TDG,!which!has!similar!properties!and!was!eventually!
shown!to!play!an! important!role! in!gene!regulation!(Cortázar!et!al.,!2011;!Cortellino!et!al.,!
2011),!we!tested!the!possibility!of!a!Thp1!engagement! in!gene!expression.!To!this!end!we!
analyzed!genomeQwide!gene!expression!in!wildQtype!and!thp1Δ!h+!strains!capable!of!mating!
type! switching! (Beach! &! Klar,! 1984;! Egel! et! al.,! 1984).! We! isolated! nine! spores! of! each!
genotype!from!a!cross!between!wildQtype!and!thp1Δ!cells!and!extracted!RNA!from!cultures!
expanded!from!these!spores.!We!then!pooled!RNAs!of!three!independent!cultures!for!each!
genotype! and! used! three! of! these! pools! for! gene! expression! analysis! on! an! Affymetrix!
GeneChip®!S.5pombe!Tiling!1.0FR!Array.!
Comparing!the!mean! log2!gene!expression!values!of!wildQtype!and!Thp1!deficient!cells,!we!
spotted! only! 3! mRNAs! that! were! differentially! expressed! by! more! than! 2Qfold! (log2! fold!
change!(log2FC)!>1!or!log2<1),!one!of!them!derived!from!the!thp1+!gene!itself,!as!expected!
(Figure! 5A).! Similarly,! only! minor! expression! differences! were! notable! when! 5’! and! 3’!
untranslated! regions! (5UTR,! 3UTR,! respectively)! as! well! as! long! nonQcoding! RNAs! were!
analyzed! separately! (lncRNAs,! Supplementary! Figure! 1A).! Hence,! under! vegetative! growth!
conditions,!loss!of!Thp1!does!not!deregulate!distinct!patterns!of!gene!expression.!Yet,!Thp1!
deficient! cells! displayed! a! general! suppression!of! transcript! levels! normalized! to!wildQtype!
levels!(log2FC)!affecting!all,!mRNAs!(Figure!5B),!5UTRs,!3UTRs!and!lncRNAs!(Supplementary!
Figure!1B).!96%!of!all!mRNAs!with!a!log2FC!higher!than!0.3!or!smaller!than!Q0.3!(n=!471)!were!
less!expressed!in!Thp1!deficient!cells!than!in!wildQtype!cells!(Figure!5C).!The!high!proportion!
of! genes! showing! lower! transcription! upon! thp1+!deletion! did! not! depend! on! the! applied!
threshold!as!it!was!also!observed!when!all!mRNAs!were!analyzed!(Supplementary!Figure!1C).!
Although!the!differences!were!mostly!small!and!individually!not!statistically!significant,!they!
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nevertheless!indicate!a!consistent!trend!towards!lower!mRNA!expression!across!most!of!the!
transcriptome!in!thp1Δ!cells.!!!
Remarkably,! principal! component! analysis! of! mRNA! expression! patterns! not! only! clearly!
separated!the!wildQtype!from!thp1∆!samples!but!also!revealed!that!the!WT!triplicates!were!
more!closely!related!to!each!other!than!the!thp1Δ!triplicates!(Figure!5D).!Again,!we!observed!
this! effect! for! all! analyzed! gene! subsets! (Supplementary! Figure! 2A).! The! higher! variation!
among! the! thp1Δ! triplicates! became! also! visible! by! plotting! the! standard! deviations! (SDs)!
resulting! from! the! wildQtype! and! thp1Δ! expression! measurements! (Figure! 5E! for! mRNAs,!
Supplementary!Figure!2B!for!5UTR,!3UTR,! lncRNAs).!We!considered!the!possibility!that!the!
higher! SD! in! the! thp1Δ! samples! is! a! technical! artifact! resulting! from! the! generally! lower!
expression!levels!in!these5cells;!lower!values!are!generally!more!variable!than!higher!values.!
However,!differences!in!expression!were!rather!low!and!the!expression!data!show!that!SDs!
are! higher! upon! thp1+! deletion! irrespective! of! its! upregulation! (Supplementary! Figure! 3).!
Thus,!the!decreased!and!more!variable!expression!observed!in!Thp1Qdeficient!cells!appear!to!
be!true!phenotypes.!!
Considering! a! possible! role! of! Thp1! in! gene! regulation,!we! then! explored! potential! Thp1Q
chromatin!associations!within!the!S.5pombe!genome!by!chromatin!immunoprecipitation!and!
deepQsequencing!(ChIPQseq).!For!this!purpose!we!generated!a!strain!expressing!Thp1!with!a!
CQterminal!13myc! tag! from! its!endogenous! locus.! Following!confirmation!of! the!activity!of!
the!mycQtagged!Thp1!(Supplementary!Figure!4),!we!performed!duplicate!ChIP!experiments,!
which!were!then!sequences!along!with!an!input!control.! !Sequence!reads!were!mapped!to!
500!base!pair!windows!spanning!the!complete!genome.!Comparing!immunoprecipitated!(IP)!
and!input!samples!of!the!two!biological!replica!(A!and!B)!revealed!no!sequence!enrichments!
above! twofold! (log2FC! >! 1,! Supplementary! Figure! 5).! Nevertheless,! setting! the! log2FC!
threshold!at!0.3!(values!before!rdmup!correction!for!PCR!bias)!identified!23!regions!covering!
41! genes! that! were! reproducibly! enriched! (Supplementary! Figure! 6).! 9! of! the! 23! regions!
located!at!or!close!to!the!three!centromeres,!a!fact!that!also!explains!the!high!proportion!for!
tRNA!genes!among!the!identified!genes!(38%!compared!to!the!expected!3.5%;!Wood!et!al.,!
2002).!As!highly!expressed!genes,!including!tRNA!genes!may!represent!false!positives!in!ChIP!
experiments! (Teytelman! et! al.,! 2013),! and! the! centromeric! enrichments! did! not! show! as!
distinct!peaks!when!compared!to!the!input,!we!conclude!Thp1!does!not!detectably!associate!
with!specific!regions!in!the!genome.!Nevertheless,!we!cannot!strictly!rule!out!the!possibility!
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that! the!ChIP!protocol!applied!was!not!successful!as!we! lack!any!positive!control! for!Thp1!
binding.!!
!
Discussion'
S.!pombe5has!evolved!with!two!active!UDGs,5Ung15and!Thp1,5that!seem!to!operate!side!by!
side.! Their! loss! of! function! phenotypes! show! that,! while! both! are! capable! of! and! even!
partially!redundant!in!excising!uracil!from!DNA,!they!do!it!in!different!ways.!Uracil!repair!by!
Ung1! is! efficient! and! productive,! repair! by! Thp1! is! inefficient! and! generates! cytotoxic,!
mutagenic!and!recombinogenic!intermediates.!Hence,!whereas!Ung1!fulfills!requirements!of!
a! robust! DNA! repair! enzyme,! Thp1! does! not! and! is! therefore! likely! to! have! specialized!
functions!beyond!mutation!avoidance,!possibly!in!stabilizing!gene!expression.!
In!biochemical!assays!with!cellQfree!extracts,!Ung1!accounts!for!all!detectable!uracil!excision!
activity! in! wildQtype! cells,! irrespective! if! the! uracil! is! paired! with! adenine! or! guanine.!
Notwithstanding! considerations! of! spatioQtemporal! separation,! this! suggests! that! Ung1!
provides! the! major! activity! for! the! repair! of! misincorporated! dUMPs! and! deaminated!
cytosines.! A! similar! prominent! role! has! been! reported! on! the! grounds! of! biochemical!
evidence! for! UNG2! in! mammalian! cells! (Doseth! et! al.,! 2011;! Otterlei! et! al.,! 1999).! Thp1!
activity!on!U•A!and!U•G!substrates!was!not!detectable,!unless!overexpressed,!and!appears!
to!account!for!less!than!5%!of!uracil!excision!activity!in!cellQfree!extracts.!In!contrast!to!this!
biochemical! assessment,! we! found! that! inactivating! thp1+! increased! the! level! of! genomic!
uracil! in!an!Ung1!deficient!background,!showing!that!Thp1!does!contribute!to!uracil! repair!
and!can!compensate!for!the! loss!of!Ung1! in! living!cells! (Figure!2B).!Together,!these!results!
suggest! that! Ung1! operates! as! the! prime! UDG! in! wildQtype! cells! while! Thp1! provides! a!
backup!activity!that!engages!mainly!upon!the! loss!or!saturation!of!Ung1.!Such!redundancy!
was!also!apparent!as!a!significant!and!synergistic!increase!in!spontaneous!mutation!rates!in!
ung1∆thp1∆!double!mutant! cells! (Figure!2C!and!2D),! showing!mutation! spectra! consistent!
with! a! specific! loss! of! repair! of! deaminated! cytosines.! Notably,! however,! the! canavanine!
forward!mutation! assay! revealed! a! trend! for! increased!mutations! in! thp1Δ! single!mutant!
cells! (Figure! 2D! and! 3D).! Consistent! with! broader! substrate! spectrum! of! Thp1! (BorysQ
Brzywczy!et!al.,!2005;!Hardeland!et!al.,!2003),! this!can!be!explained! if!certain!base! lesions!
are!processed!by!Thp1!but!not!by!Ung1.!The!mutation!spectra!for!the!ade6EM387!revertants!
in! the! thp1∆! background! indicate! that! these! lesions! might! generate! C→G! and! C→A!
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transversions.!Thus,!although!Thp1!has!overlapping! functions!with!Ung1! in!uracil! repair,! it!
also! contributes! to! the! repair! of! other! base! lesions.! Etheno! DNA! adducts,! such! as! 3,N4Q
ethenocytosine,!are! candidates! for! such! lesions,! as! they!not!only! lead! to!C→T! transitions,!
but!also!to!G→T!transversion!mutations!(Moriya!et!al.,!1994)!and!they!were!suggested!as!a!
substrate! for! human! TDG! (Goto! et! al.,! 2014).! Although! the! exact! nature! of! these! Thp1!
relevant! lesions!remains!to!be!clarified,!this!suggests!that!Mug!proteins!may!indeed!play!a!
role!in!the!defense!against!lipidQperoxidation.!
Intriguingly,!exposing!cells!to!the!uracil!analog!5QFU!revealed!diametrically!opposite!features!
of! Ung1! and! Thp1! dependent! uracil! repair.! Whereas! Ung1! was! protective! against! 5QFU!
mediated! cytotoxicity! (Figure! 3B),! Thp1! was! detrimental,! sensitizing! wildQtype! as! well! as!
Ung1! deficient! cells! to! the! drug! (Figure! 3C).! A! cell! sensitizing! effect! of! Thp1! was! also!
observed!upon!overexpression!of!AID,!generating!genomic!uracil!by!cytosine!deamination,!
thus! establishing! that! toxicity! is! a! general! feature! of! Thp1! dependent! uracil! repair! rather!
than!a!specific!occurrence!following!5QFU!treatment.!As!previously!noted!for!a!5QFU!hyperQ
resistance!observed!upon!TDG!inactivation!in!mouse!and!human!cells!(Kunz!et!al.,!2009),!the!
Thp1!mediated!5QFU!toxicity!might!be!a!consequence!of!the!enzymatic!properties!associated!
with!this!subfamily!of!UDGs!(Fitzgerald!&!Drohat,!2008;!Hardeland!et!al.,!2000;!2003;!Jacobs!
&! Schar,! 2012;! Waters! &! Swann,! 1998;! Waters! et! al.,! 1999).! Due! to! its! rateQlimiting!
dissociation! from!APQsites,! Thp1! is! likely! to! delay! downstream!processing! of! the! cytotoxic!
and!mutagenic! repair! intermediate.! An! accumulation! of! labile! APQsites! in! Thp1! proficient!
cells,!particularly!under!conditions!of!stained!BER!such!as!under!5QFU!treatment,!would!thus!
compromise! cell! viability! and! increase! the! mutation! rate! (Figure! 3).! 5QFU! induced! Thp1!
dependent!mutations!were!detectable!most!clearly!in!Ung1!deficient!cells,!establishing!that!
uracil! repair! by! Ung1! is! largely! nonQmutagenic! whereas! channeling! repair! into! the! Thp1!
pathway! is! mutagenic.! Together,! these! results! show! that! although! DNA! uracil! can! be!
repaired!by!both!UDGs,!Ung1!or!Thp1! initiated! repair!proceeds! through!distinct!pathways!
producing!qualitatively!different!outcomes.!
!
Prolonged!existence!of!APQsites!might!not!be!restricted!to!cells!facing!large!amounts!of!base!
lesions! following!exposure! to!DNA!damaging!agents,!but! could!also!occur! in!unchallenged!
cells,! though! at! a! much! lower! level.! One! indication! that! Thp1! contributes! to! the!
accumulation! of! spontaneously! arising! APQsites! is! its! effect! on!mitotic! recombination;! APQ
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sites!are!well!known!to!interfere!with!replication!fork!progression!(Bao!&!Kow,!2009;!Maga!
et! al.,! 2009;! Shibutani,! 1997),! which! can! occasionally! initiate! homologous! recombination.!
We! found! that! inactivation! of! thp1+! significantly! reduces! the! spontaneous! mitotic!
recombination!rate!(Figure!4C).!Thp1!may!indeed!do!this!by!blocking!downstream!repair!of!
its!own!base!excision!products!and/or!by!binding!to!APQsites!generated!by!spontaneous!base!
hydrolysis!or!by!other!DNA!glycosylases.!The!latter!is!supported!by!Thp1’s!contribution!to!IR!
induced!mitotic!recombination.!The!increase!in!recombination!observed!by!the!nonQlethal!XQ
ray! dose! applied!was! fully! dependent! on! the! presence! of! functional! Thp1.! Assuming! that!
oxidative!lesions,! including!various!substrates!for!other!DNA!glycosylases,!are!predominant!
under!these!conditions,!this!result!strongly!indicates!that!Thp1!can!interfere!with!the!repair!
of!any!APQsite!generated.!!
!
We!were!surprised!to!find!that!thp1Δung1Δ!double!mutant!cells!show!only!a!moderate!(6.3Q
fold)! increase! in!the!C→T!transition!rate,!this!being!assessed!at!an! intragenic!position!of!a!
transcribed!gene.!Provided!that!no!other!enzyme!removes!G!U!mismatches!as!suggested!by!
the! lack! of! residual! activity! in! extracts! of! the! double!mutant! cells! and! by! the! absence! of!
other! UDG! homologs! in! the! fission! yeast! genome,! the! C→T! transition! rate! equals! the!
cytosine!deamination!frequency!at!this!base!pair.!Assuming!a!GQC!content!of!36%!(Wood!et!
al.,! 2002)! and! a! genome! size! of! 13.8!Mb,! the! genomeQwide! rate! of! endogenous! cytosine!
deamination!can!be!calculated!to!0.04!events!per!haploid!S.5pombe!cell!cycle,!i.e.!one!event!
per!25!cell!divisions.!
!
The!mammalian! Thp1!ortholog!has! specific! functions! in! the! regulation!of! gene!expression!
and!the!control!of!epigenetic!chromatin!states!(Cortázar!et!al.,!2011;!Cortellino!et!al.,!2011).!
We!were!not!able! to! identify!a!specific! role!of! fission!yeast!Thp1! in!gene!regulation;!Thp1!
deficient!cells!did!not!show!distinct!patterns!of!genomic!deregulation.!Interestingly!though,!
we! found! a! wideQspread! suppression! and! increased! variation! of! gene! expression! in! Thp1!
deficient! cells.! 96%! of! differentially! expressed! genes! (|log2|normalized! enrichment! >! 0.3)!
showed!lower!expression!in!thp1Δ!than!in!wildQtype!cells,!indicating!that!Thp1!contributes!to!
gene! activity! in!wildQtype! cells.! Also,! biological! triplicates! showed! an! increase! variation! of!
global!expression!in!Thp1!deficient!cells!compared!to!wildQtype!cells,!indicating!a!deficiency!
in! stable! regulation! in! these! cells! (Figure! 5AQ5C).! On! the! basis! of! these! observations,! we!
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propose!a!function!of!Thp1!in!maintaining!gene!activity!by!a!mechanism!that!remains!to!be!
clarified.! Given! the! absence! of! DNA! methylation! and! hence! a! need! for! processing! of!
demethylation! intermediates! in! S.5 pombe! (Antequera! et! al.,! 1984;! Capuano! et! al.,! 2014;!
Wilkinson!et!al.,!1995),!Thp1!may!operate!at!the!chromatin!level,!through!interactions!with!
transcription! factors! or! chromatin! modifiers.! Consistently,! a! TAPQtagging! approach! has!
identified! a! physical! interaction!of! Thp1!with!Cbf11! (Pancaldi! et! al.,! 2012),! a! transcription!
factor! capable! of! activating! gene! transcription! (Oravcová! et! al.,! 2013).! Yet,! the! lack! of!
specific!Thp1!enrichment!in!our!ChIPQseq!experiment!is!inconsistent!with!a!strong!functional!
association!of!Thp1!with!transcription!factors!
!
Our!results!provide!insight!into!the!distinct!modes!of!operation!used!by!the!two!apparently!
redundant!UDGs!of!fission!yeast.!In!uracil!repair,!Ung1!fulfills!all!expectations!for!an!efficient!
and! productive! DNA! repair! enzyme,! while! Thp1! shows! cytotoxic,! mutagenic! and!
recombinogenic! activities! that! seem! highly! unsuitable! for! general! genome! maintenance.!
Such! functional!properties,!however,!may! serve! specific!biological! functions!under! specific!
circumstances! or! on! yet! unidentified! biological! relevant! substrates.! One! aspect! to! be!
addressed!will!be!the!temporal!separation!of!function!of!the!two!UDGs! in!the!cell!cycle!as!
this! would! require! an! efficient,! high! fidelity! enzyme! during! SQphase! and! a! versatile!
counterpart! for! repair!of!uracil! in!nonQreplicating!DNA,!where! the! turnover!of! the!enzyme!
might!have! to!be! coordinated!with! the! recruitment!of!downstream!acting! repair!proteins.!
Such! temporal! separation!was! proposed! for! UNG2! and! TDG! in!mammalian! cells! as! UNG2!
expression!is!upregulated!during!SQphase!while!TDG!is!absent!at!the!same!time!(Hagen!et!al.,!
2008;!Hardeland!et!al.,!2007).! Forced!TDG!expression! in!SQphase!even!abrogates!cell! cycle!
progression.!Also,!UDGs!might! act! in! different! biological! contexts,! an! emerging! concept! is!
the!targeted!editing!of!genomes!or!chromatin!structure!by!DNA!base!modification,!excision!
and! repair.! To! induce! somatic!hypermutation!and! class! switch! recombination,! errorQprone!
BER! is! coupled! to! targeted!enzymatic!deamination! (Di!Noia!et! al.,! 2007;! Imai! et! al.,! 2003;!
Kavli!et!al.,!2005;!Nilsen!et!al.,!2003;!Rada!et!al.,!2002;!2004).!BER!is!also!targeted!to!gene!
regulatory! region! to! participate! in! active! DNA! demethylation! initiated! by! enzymatic! 5mC!
oxidation! (He!et! al.,! 2011;! Ito!et! al.,! 2011;!Maiti!&!Drohat,! 2011;! Tahiliani! et! al.,! 2009)!or!
possibly!thymine!oxidation!(Pfaffeneder!et!al.,!2014).!These!are!vertebrate!examples!and!it!is!
currently!unclear!weather!and! for!what!purpose!analogous!mechanisms!operate! in! fission!
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yeast.! It! is! interesting! though,! that! the! phenotype! of! the! Thp1! knockout! includes! some!
perturbation!of!gene!expression!and! it!will!be!of!high! interest! to! further! identify!potential!
Thp1!related!gene!regulatory!mechanism.!
!!
Here,!we!presented!evidence! for!Ung1!and!Thp1!dependent! repair! giving! rise! to!different!
outcomes.!Repair!by!Ung1!appears! fast!and!errorQfree,!whereas!Thp1!mediated!repair!can!
be! mutagenic! and! recombinogenic,! suggesting! specialized,! not! yet! identified,! cellular!
functions.!Addressing!growth!conditions!other!than!vegetative!growth!might!reveal!specific!
functions! of! Thp1,! e.g.! in! sporulation,! pseudohyphal! growth! (Borup,! 2006)! or! stationary!
phase!cells.!
!
Material'and'Methods'
Strains,'growth'conditions,'plasmids,'oligonucleotides'
All! strains!used! in! this! study!derive! from!wildQtype! strain!972!hQ! and!are! listed! in! Table!1.!
Gene! disruption! and! tagging! were! done! using! PCRQgenerated! fragments! providing! short!
homology! for! recombination! as! described! (Bahler! et! al.,! 1998).! Complete! thp1+! or! ung1+!
open! reading! frames! were! replaced! in! strain! PRS000d! with! the! kanMX4! marker! gene!
cassette!(Wach!et!al.,!1994)!and!the!ura4+!gene!cassette!(Grimm!et!al.,!1988),!respectively.!
The! 13mycQtagged! strain! was! obtained! by! inserting! a! 13myc! tag! and! the! kanMX! marker!
cassette! to! the!CQterminus! of! the! endogenous! thp1+!open! reading! frame.! Enhanced! green!
fluorescent! (EGFP)! tagging! of! thp1+5was! obtained! by! first! inserting! a!ura4+! gene! 3’! of! the!
thp1+5 open! reading! frame! in! the! PRS000d! strain! that! was! subsequently! replaced! by! ! the!
EGFP!coding!sequence.!!
Standard! media! and! growth! conditions! were! described! before! (Forsburg! &! Rhind,! 2006).!
EMMQCanQG! plates! contain! 3.75! g/l! of! glutamate! as! nitrogen! source! and! 75! µg/ml! of! LQ
canavanine! sulphate! (Sigma).! For! inducible! nmt1! promoterQdriven! overexpression,! cells!
initially!grown!under!repressive!conditions!(EMM!+!5!μg/ml!thiamine)!to!1x107!cells/ml!were!
washed! twice! in! water,! diluted! for! induction! with! EMM! lacking! thiamine! to! a! density! of!
5x105!cells/ml!and!grown!at!30°C!for!16!to!48!h!(as!indicated).!!
pPRS271!and!pREP1QAID!for!Thp1!and!AID!overexpression,!respectively,!was!constructed!by!
subQcloning!the!thp1+!and!human!AID!open!reading!frames!as!an!NdeIQSalI!PCR!fragment!into!
the!matching!sites!of!pREP1!(ARS1/LEU2!based!episomal!S.5pombe!vector!for!inducible!nmt1!
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promoterQdriven!gene!expression).!For!Thp1Q13myc!overexpression,!a!genomic!Thp1Q13myc!
was!amplified,!adding!BglII!and!SalI!restriction!sites,!and!inserted!into!pREP1!cut!with!BamHI!
and!SalI.!!
Oligonucleotide!sequences!are!available!on!request.!!
!
Cell'sensitivity'tests'
For!5QFU!sensitivity!tests,!cells!were!grown!to!5x106!cells/ml!and!washed!in!water.!Ten!fold!
serial! dilutions! were! spotted! onto! MMA! plates! supplemented! with! the! indicated!
concentration! of! 5QFU! and! incubated! for! 6Q12! days! at! 26°C.! To! test! sensitivity! to! AID!
overexpression,!cells!transformed!with!pREP1QAID!were!grown!under!repressive!conditions!
(EMM!+!5!μg/ml! thiamine)! to!a!density!of!5x106!cells/ml,!harvested!and!washed! in!water.!
Serial! dilutions! of! cells! in! water! were! spotted! onto! EMM! (inducible! conditions)! and!
incubated!for!7!days!at!30°C.!!
!
CellGfree'extracts!
Cells!were!harvested!at!1x107!cells/ml!and!sequentially!washed!in!water!and!twice!in!10!ml!
of!lysis!buffer!(50!mM!TrisQHCl!pH!8.0,!500!mM!NaCl,!1!mM!EDTA,!20%!glycerol,!0.1%!TweenQ
20,! 10! mM! βQmercaptoethanol,! 1! mM! PMSF,! 1x! complete™! protease! inhibitors! (Roche,!
Switzerland)).!Cells!were!resuspended!in! iceQcold! lysis!buffer!and!disrupted!by!adding!glass!
beads!and!vigorous!shaking!for!ten!times!30!s!in!a!MiniQBeadbeater!(Biospec!Products).!After!
centrifugation! (20800! g,! 20! min,! 4°C)! the! protein! concentration! of! the! supernatant! was!
determined!using!a!Bradford!assay.!
!
Western'blotting''
50! μg! of! protein! were! separated! on! 10%! SDSQpolyacrylamide! gels,! transferred! to! a!
nitrocellulose! membrane! (Protran®,! Schleicher! &! Schuell)! and! incubated! with! an! affinity!
purified!rabbit!polyclonal!antiQThp1!antiserum!or!a!mouse!antiQAID!antiserum!according!to!
standard!protocols.!The!rabbit!polyclonal!antiserum!was!raised!against!purified!recombinant!
Thp1!protein!and!subsequently!affinity!purified!as!Thp1p!coated!affinity!beads!(AffiQGel!10!
beads,!BioQRad)!according!to!standard!procedures.!This!Thp1!antibody!was!diluted!1:500!in!
TBSQT!containing!5%!dry!milk!as!blocking!reagent.!!
'
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Base'release'assay'
A! 6HisQtagged! Thp1! was! expressed! in! E.5 coli! and! purified! as! described! (Hardeland! et! al.,!
2003).! Substrate! preparation! and! nicking! assay! were! done! as! previously! described!
(Hardeland! et! al.,! 2000).! Briefly,! 60! bp! doubleQstranded! oligonucleotide! substrates!
containing! A!U! and! G!U! mismatches! were! prepared! by! annealing! an! unlabeled!
oligonucleotide! (5’Q
TAGACATTGCCCTCGAGGTACCATGGATCCGATGTC(A/G)ACCTCAAACCTAGACGAATTCCGQ3’)! to!
a! 5’Qfluorescein! (F)Qlabeled! lower! oligonucleotide! strand! (5’QFQ!
CGGAATTCGTCTAGGTTTGAGGTUGACATCGGATCCATGGTACCTCGAGGGCAATGTCTAQ3’).! ! 0.5!
µM!labeled!and!1!µM!unlabeled!oligonucleotides!were!annealed! in!10!mM!TrisQHCl!pH!8.0!
and!50!mM!NaCl!by!heating! to!95! °C! for!5!min!and!gradual! cooling! to!25! °C!over!30!min.!
Nicking!assays!were!performed!in!a!total!volume!of!20!µl!nicking!buffer!(50!mM!TrisQHCl!pH!
8.0,!1!mM!DTT,!0.1!mg/ml!BSA,!1!mM!EDTA).!2!pmol!of!recombinant!Thp1!or!7!µg!of!cell!free!
extract! was! incubated! with! 2! pmol! of! substrate.! When! indicated,! 1! unit! of! uracilQDNA!
glycosylase!inhibitor!(Ugi,!New!England!BioLabs)!was!included.!Reactions!containing!cell!free!
extracts!or!recombinant!Thp1!were!incubated!for!30!min!at!30°C!or!for!15!min!at!37°C!(3!h!at!
37°C!for!the!Thp1Q13!myc!activity!test),!respectively.!For!APQsite!cleavage,!NaOH!was!added!
to!a!final!concentration!of!90!mM,!followed!by!an!incubation!at!99°C!for!10!min.!DNA!was!
ethanolQprecipitated! and! resuspended! in! 10! μl! of! formamide! gel! loading! buffer! (90%!
formamide,! 1! X! TBE)! for! 5! min! at! 99°C.! After! cooling,! samples! were! separated! using!
denaturing!polyacrylamide!gel!electrophoresis.!FluoresceinQlabeled!DNA!was!visualized!using!
the!blue!fluorescent!mode!of!the!Storm!860!(Molecular!Dynamics).!
!
Spontaneous'reversion'rates'and'spectra'at'the'ade6,M387'locus''
The!ade6EM387!allele!has!been!described!before!(Schar!&!Kohli,!1993).!For!fluctuation!tests,!
at! least! 24! colonies! freshly! grown! on! nonQselective! medium! (YEA! supplemented! with!
adenine!and!uracil)!were!used!to!inoculate!4!ml!of!fresh!nonQselective!medium.!After!24!h!of!
incubation! at! 30°C,! cells!were! harvested,!washed!with!water! and! resuspended! in! 3!ml! of!
water.! 1! ml! of! the! cell! suspension! was! plated! onto! five!MMA! plates! supplemented! with!
uracil.! Adenine! prototrophic! colonies! (revertants)!were! scored! after! 9Q11! days! at! 30°C.! In!
parallel,! the! number! of! viable! cells! was! determined! on! nonQselective! YEA! after! 3! days! at!
30°C.! Spontaneous! reversion! rates!were!determined!by! the!method!of! the!median! (Lea!&!
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Coulson,!1949).!The!95%!confidence!interval!for!the!median!was!calculated!according!to!Nair!
(Nair,! 1940).! To! determine! the! mutation! spectra! among! the! spontaneous! ade6EM387!
revertants,! one! randomly! chosen! adenine! prototrophic! clone! per! culture! was! used! for!
sequence!analysis!by!colony!PCR.!Transversion!and!transition!rates!were!calculated!using!the!
following! formula:! (transversions! or! transitions)! x! (reversionQrate)! /! (number! of! tested!
clones).!
'
Rates'of'spontaneous'forward'mutation'conferring'canavanine'resistance'
To!measure!rates!of!spontaneous!forward!mutation!conferring!canavanine!resistance!(Kaur!
et!al.,!1999),!30!independent!cultures!from!3!experiments!were!used!for!fluctuation!analysis.!
Cells!from!single!colonies,!freshly!grown!on!nonQselective!YEA!plates,!were!grown!in!5!ml!YEL!
for! 28!h! at! 30°C,! harvested,!washed! in!water,! resuspended! in! 1.2!ml! of!water! and!plated!
onto!4!selective!EMMQCanQG!plates!(0.2!ml/plate).!Colonies!were!scored!after!14Q16!days!at!
30°C.! In! parallel,! viable! cells!were!determined!on!nonQselective! YEA!plates! after! 3!days! at!
30°C.!Mutation!rates!and!the!95%!confidence! interval!were!calculated!as!described!above.!
For!mutation!rates!upon!overexpression!of!Thp1,!three!experiments!with!four!cultures!each!
were!performed.!!
For!5QFUQinduced!mutation!rates,!one!culture!per!strain!was!split!in!two!halves!and!grown!to!
midlog! phase! in! YEL.!One!half! culture!was! supplemented!with! a! final! concentration!of! 10!
mg/l!5QFU!and!both!were! incubated!for!76!h!at!30°C;!the!cells!were!washed!and!plated!as!
described!above.!Viable!cells!were!scored!as!above.!Mutation!rates!were!determined!by!the!
method! of! the! median! (Lea! &! Coulson,! 1949)! from! 3! to! 4! independent! experiments.!
Inducibility! of! canavanine! resistance! was! calculated! as! follows:! [(induced! mutations! of!
mutant)! x! (spontaneous!mutations! of!wildQtype)]! /! [(spontaneous!mutations! of!mutant)! x!
(induced!mutations!of!wildQtype)].!
!
IntraGchromosomal'mitotic'recombination'
One!freshly!grown!red!(adenine!auxotrophic)!colony!was!isolated!from!YEA!plates!of!strains!
PRS807,!PRS809,!PRS811!and!PRS813!and!resuspended!in!water.!100!cells!were!plated!onto!
two!YEA!plates!and!incubated!for!4!days!at!30°C.!24Q28!randomly!chosen!colonies!(excluding!
white!colonies)!were!resuspended!in!a!final!volume!of!0.7!ml.!For!IR!induced!recombination!
analyses,! cells! suspended! in! H2O! were! XQray! exposed! (100Gy,! 100kv,! 0.2mm! Al)! before!
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plating!to!YEA.!Two!times!0.2!ml!were!spread!onto!EMM!plates!supplemented!with!uracil.!
Adenine!prototrophs!were!scored!after!3!days!at!30°C.!The!number!of!viable!cells! in!each!
colony! was! determined! on! nonQselective! YEA! plates! after! 3! days! at! 30°C.! Rates! of!
spontaneous!mitotic!recombination!were!determined!by!the!method!of!the!median!from!24Q
28! colonies! per! strain! tested! (Lea! &! Coulson,! 1949).! The! 95%! confidence! interval! was!
calculated!according!to!Nair!(Nair,!1940).!
!
Fluorescence'microscopy'
Cells!were!arrested!by!glucose!starvation!for!16!h!in!EMM!containing!0.5%!glucose.!!500!µl!of!
cells! were! harvested,! washed! in! water,! resuspended! in! 1! M! sorbitol! and! stained! with!
Hoechst! 33342! dye! (1! μg/ml,! Sigma).! Images! of! EGFP! and! Hoechst! 33342! were! analyzed!
using!a!LEICA!fluorescence!microscope!equipped!with!a!PL!Fluorstar!objective!(X100!oil)!and!
a!LEICA!DC200!digital!camera.!
!
DNA'isolation'in'agarose'plugs'and'PFGE'
DNA!isolation!in!agarose!plugs!and!PFGE!were!modified!from!(Baumann!&!Cech,!2000).!Cells!
were! grown! in! YEL! to! a! density! of! 1x107! cells/ml! at! 30°C.! For! 5QFU! treatment,! cells!were!
grown!in!YEL!to!5x106!cells/ml!before!5QFU!was!added!to!a!final!concentration!of!10!mg/l!for!
48!h!at!30°C.!Cells!were!washed!in!water!and!resuspended!in!PRO!buffer!(1!M!sorbitol,!25!
mM!EDTA,!20!mM!TrisQHCl!pH!8.0,!10!mM!DTT)!at!a!density!of!5.5x108!cells/ml.!5.0x108!cells!
were!treated!with!1!mg/ml!ZymolyaseQ20T!(Amsbio)!at!37°C!for!60!min.!Spheroplasts!were!
collected!and!resuspended!in!120!μl!of!TSE!buffer!(10!mM!TrisQHCl!pH!7.5,!900!mM!sorbitol,!
45!mM!EDTA)!before!being!mixed!with!375!μl!of!1.5%!agarose! (ultra!pure!L.M.P.!agarose,!
GIBCO!BRL)!in!TSE!equilibrated!at!43°C.!Agarose!plugs!were!poured,!washed!in!PW1!(50!mM!
TrisQ!HCl!pH!7.5,!250!mM!EDTA,!1%!SDS)!at!50°C!for!4!h!and!incubated!twice!in!PW2!(10!mM!
TrisQHCl!pH!9.0,!500!mM!EDTA,!1%!NQlauroyl!sarcosine,!1!mg/ml!proteinase!K)!at!50°C!for!22!
h.!Finally,!plugs!were!washed!five!times!for!60!min!in!5!ml!T10XE!(10!mM!TrisQHCl!pH!7.5,!10!
mM!EDTA)!and!kept!in!T10XE!at!4°C!until!use.!
For!digestion,!plugs!were!washed!twice!in!water!for!15!min!and!once!in!5!ml!UngQdigestion!
buffer! (20! mM! TrisQHCl,! pH! 8.0,! 150! mM! NaCl)! for! 60! min! at! room! temperature.! Four!
quarters!of!the!same!plug!were!transferred!to!4!ml!UngQdigestion!buffer!supplemented!with!
MgCl2!(20!mM!TrisQHCl,!pH!8.0,!150!mM!NaCl,!2!mM!MgCl2)!containing!either!no!enzyme(s),!
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13! units! Ung! uracilQDNA! glycosylase! (E.! coli,! New! England! BioLabs),! 3.5! pmol! APE1!
(recombinant!human!APQendonuclease)!or!both!enzymes!and!incubated!at!37°C!for!4!h.!The!
plugs!were!washed!three!times!in!4!ml!T10XE!at!4°C,!equilibrated!two!times!for!1!h!in!0.5!X!
TBE! (pH!8.3,!45!mM!TrisQHCL,!45!mM!borate,!1!mM!EDTA)!and! loaded!onto!0.8%!agarose!
gels!(Chromosomal!Grade!Agarose,!BioQRad)!in!0.5!X!TBE.!Electrophoresis!was!performed!in!
a!CHEF!DR! III! pulsedQfield!electrophoresis! system! (BioQRad)!using!0.5!X!TBE! running!buffer!
(72! h,! 14°C,! 2! V/cm,! 1800! s! switch! time,! included! angle:! 100°).! DNA! was! stained! with!
ethidium!bromide!(1!μg/ml)!in!0.5!X!TBE!for!60!min!and!deQstained!for!90!min!in!0.5!X!TBE.!
!
GenomeGwide'expression'profiling'
WT! (975+)! and! thp1Δ! (PRS555)! strains!were! crossed!and!9!WT!and!9! thp1Δ! strains!of! the!
mating! type! h+! derived! from! single! spores! were! selected.! ! RNA! isolation! was! done! as!
previously! described! (Emmerth! et! al.,! 2010)!with! acidic! (pH!4.3)! phenol.! RNAs! from! three!
samples!were!pooled!and!three!such!pools!from!each!genotype!were!used!for!profiling!on!
Affymetrix!GeneChip®!S.5pombe!Tiling!1.0FR!Arrays.!The!arrays!were!processed,!analyzed!and!
annotated! as! previously! described! (Woolcock! et! al.,! 2012).! Correlation! and! regression!
analyses!were!done!in!Prism.!Principal!component!analysis!was!performed!using!Cluster!3.0!
and!the!results!visualized!in!TOPCAT.!
!
Chromatin'immunoprecipitation'paired'with'next'generation'sequencing'(ChIPGSeq)'
50!ml!cultures!were!grown!at!30°C!to!a!density!of!5x106!cells/ml,!switched!to!18°C!for!2!h!
and!crosslinked!at!18°C!by!adding!1%!or!3%!of!freshly!prepared!paraQformaldehyde!for!30!or!
15!min,!respectively.!ParaQformaldehyde!was!quenched!with!1/20!volume!of!2.5!M!glycine!
for!5!min!at!room!temperature.!Cells!were!harvested!and!washed! in!20!ml!of! iceQcold!PBS!
and! 1!ml! of! IP! buffer! (50!mM! Hepes/KOH,! 140!mM! NaCl,! 1mM! EDTA/NaOH! pH! 8.0,! 1%!
TritonQX,!0.1%!sodium!deoxycholate).!After!resuspending!the!cells!in!400!µl!of!IP+!buffer!(IP!
buffer!containing!1x!proteinase!inhibitors!(Roche!complete),!50!mM!betaQglycerophosphate,!
50! mM! NaF,! 1! mM! Na3VO4,! 1! mM! PMSF),! cells! were! lysed! using! 1! ml! glass! beads! in! a!
FastPrep®Q24!(2x!30!sec!at!maximum!speed).!400!µl!of!IP+!were!added!to!the!lysate!before!
sonicating! for! 15! min! (30! sec! ON,! 30! sec! OFF,! Bioruptor®! Plus).! Lysates! were! cleared! by!
centrifugation! (17000!g,!5!min)!and!the!supernatants! frozen!at! Q80°C.!25!µl!were!saved!as!
input!controls.!!!!
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For!each!sample!40!µl!of!magnetic!sheep!anti!mouse!beads!(M280,!Invitrogen)!were!blocked!
in!600!µl!PBS!containing!5%!BSA!for!30!min!rolling!at!4°C.!The!blocking!solution!was!replaced!
by! fresh! one! and! 1.5! µg! of! purified! 9E10! mouse! antiQmyc! antibody! (Gasser! laboratory,!
Friedrich!Miescher!Institut,!Basel,!Switzerland)!added!for!2!h!rolling!at!4°C.!The!beads!were!
washed! twice! in! IP! buffer! before! being! added! to! the! defrosted! cell! extracts.! After! 2! h! of!
rolling!at!4°C!the!beads!were!successively!washed!in!1ml!of!IP+!buffer,!IP+!buffer!containing!
500!mM!NaCl! and!wash! buffer! (10!mM! TrisQHCl,! 250!mM! LiCl,! 0.5%!NPQ40,! 0.5%! sodium!
deoxycholate,!1!mM!EDTA!pH8.0)!for!5!min!rolling!at!4°C.!After!a!final!wash!in!1!ml!TE!pH8.0!
for!1!min,!the!IP!was!eluted! in!125!µl!TES!(50!mM!TrisQHCl!pH8.0,!10!mM!EDTA!pH8.0,!1%!
SDS),!shaking!1400!rpm!at!65°C!for!15!min.!Crosslinks!were!reversed!by!the!addition!of!100!
µl!TES!and!overnight!incubation!at!65°C.!The!samples!were!treated!with!400!µg!Proteinase!K!
for! 2! h! at! 50°C.! DNA!was! recovered! by! phenol:chloroform:isoamyl! alcohol! extraction! and!
isopropanol! precipitation! and! resuspended! in! 20! µl! of! TE! pH8.0.! Samples! of! the! same!
treatment! were! pooled! and! purified! using! Minelute! columns! (Qiagen)! to! remove! the!
observed!unwanted!small!fragments!of!DNA.!At!the!end!samples!of!the!different!crosslinking!
conditions!were!pooled!at!the!same!ratio!for!input!and!IP!samples!such!as!to!obtain!enough!
material!for!next!generation!sequencing.!
IP! and! input! DNA! was! send! tot! the! Genome! Technology! Access! Center! (GTAC;!
https://gtac.wustl.edu/index.php)! at! the!Washington! University! School! of! Medicine! in! St.!
Louis,!Missouri,!USA.!The!ChIP!DNA!was!bluntQended!before!adenosine!was!added!to!the!3’!
end!and!sequencing!adaptors!were!ligated!to!the!ends.!The!fragments!were!size!selected!to!
200Q600!base!pairs,!and!underwent!amplification!for!15!cycles.!The!resulting!libraries!were!
sequenced! using! the! Illumina!HiSeqQ2500! as! single! reads! extending! 50! bases! and! the! raw!
data! was! demultiplexed.! Reads! were! mapped! to! the! S.5 pombe! genome!
(Bsgenome.Spombe.Ensembl.ASM294v2.22,!ref:!http://www.pombase.org)!using!the!Bowtie!
aligner! (version! 1.0.1)! (Langmead! et! al.,! 2009)! implemented! in! QuasR! package!
(http://www.bioconductor.org,!version!1.4.2,!Rbowtie!version!1.4.5)!allowing!up!to!10!best!
alignment!positions!in!the!genome.!The!sample!specific!fragment!sizes!were!estimated!from!
cross! correlation! profiles! of! read! density! on! both! chromosomal! strands! using! the! Chipcor!
software!(ref:!http://ccg.vitalQit.ch/chipseq).!Reads!were!shifted!by!half!of!the!fragment!size!
(80bp)!towards!the!middle!of!the!fragment.!!
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The5 S.5 pombe! genome! was! tiled! with! 500bp! nonQoverlapping! windows! and! the! ChIP!
enrichment! was! calculated! for! two! independent! biological! replicates! in! each! of! these!
windows.!ChIP!enrichment!was! calculated!as!e!=! log2(! (n_fg! /N_fg!*min(N_fg,N_bg)!+!p)! /!
(n_bg!/N_bg!*min(N_fg,N_bg)!+!p)! ),!where!n_fg!and!n_bg!are! the!number!of!overlapping!
foreground!and!background!(input!chromatin)!read!alignments,!respectively.!N_fg!and!N_bg!
are! the! total! number! of! aligned! reads! in! foreground! and! background! samples,! and! p! is! a!
pseudocount! constant! (p=8)!used! to!minimize! the! sampling!noise! for!peaks!with! very! low!
counts.! In! order! to! minimize! the! PCR! bias! we! also! calculated! and! compared! the! ChIP!
enrichments! after! removal! of! potential! PCR!duplicates! using! remove!duplicate! function! in!
samtools!(samtools!version!0.1.19Q44428cd,!parameters:!rmdup!–s)!(Li!et!al.,!2009).!
!
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Figure'legends'
Figure' 1.' Ung1' represents' the'main' uracil' excision' activity' in' cell' free' extracts.' (A)!DNA!
nicking!assay.!The!60!bp!double9stranded!DNA!substrate!containing!an!A!U!base!pair!or!a!
G!U!mismatch!is!labeled!with!a!5’!fluorescein!(*).!Uracil!excision!results!in!a!labeled!239mer!
upon!AP9site! hydrolysis.! 2! pmol! of! substrate!were! incubated!with! 2! pmol! of! recombinant!
Thp1!or!7!µg!of!cell9free!extracts!of!the! indicated!strains.!When!indicated,!1!unit!of!uracil9
DNA!glycosylase!inhibitor!(Ugi)!was!added.!For!Thp1!overexpression,!cells!transformed!with!
pPRS271!(thp1+!controlled!by!the!inducible!nmt1!promoter)!or!with!the!empty!vector!pREP1!
were! induced! for! 16! h.! (B)' Thp1! overexpression.! Crude! protein! extracts! of! the! indicated!
strains! induced! as! in! (A)! were! prepared! and! analyzed! by! Western! blot! using! an! affinity!
purified!rabbit!polyclonal!anti9Thp1!antiserum.!Size!of!Thp1!(arrow),!unspecific!bands!(*)!and!
loaded!amounts!of!protein!extracts!are!indicated.!!
!
Figure'2.'Thp1'and'Ung1'cooperate' in'uracil' removal'to'prevent'spontaneous'mutations.!
(A)!Subcellular!localization!of!Thp1!in!wild9type!cells.!Cells!expressing!a!C9terminally!tagged,!
endogenous! Thp19EGFP! fusion! protein! or! the! untagged! Thp1! were! arrested! by! glucose!
starvation! for! 16! h! before! imaging.! (B)! Uracil! accumulation! in! thp1Δung1Δ! strains.!
Chromosomal!DNA!was!prepared! in!agarose!plugs!and!treated!with!13!units!of!E.!coli!Ung!
and!3.5!pmol!of!human!AP9endonuclease!(APE1)!as! indicated.!DNA!was!separated!by!PFGE!
and! stained! with! ethidium! bromide.! Intact! S., pombe! chromosomes! (Chr)! I,! II! and! III! and!
fragmented!DNA!(shaded!bar)!are!indicated.!(C)'Spontaneous!reversion!rates!and!mutation!
spectra! at! the! ade63M387, locus.! Any! base! substitution! at! the! ade63M387, locus! lead! to!
adenine! prototrophy.! Prototrophs! were! scored! after! 9! to! 11! days! of! growth! on! selective!
medium!and!mutation!rates!were!calculated!from!at!least!24!independent!cultures!out!of!3!
experiments.! Shown! are! the! median! and! the! 95%! confidential! interval.! Transversion! and!
transition!rates!were!determined!by!DNA!sequencing!of!the!ade63M387,locus!in!one!random!
clone!of! each! culture! from!experiments! shown! in! the! graph.! Significance!of! the! transition!
rate! in! thp1Δung1Δ!was! confirmed!by! chi9square! test.! (D)' Spontaneous! forward!mutation!
rates!to!canavanine!resistance.!Mutations!at!the!arginine!permease!gene!can1+!abolish!the!
uptake!of! L9canavanine,! thereby!allowing!growth! in!presence!of! this! toxic!arginine!analog.!
Resistant! clones!were! scored!after!14! to!16!days!on!EMM!plates! containing!L9canavanine.!
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Mutation! rates! were! determined! using! at! least! 30! independent! cultures! out! of! 3!
experiments.!Shown!are!the!median!and!the!95%!confidential!interval.!
!
Figure'3.'Thp1'deletion'increases'resistance'to'5DFU'and'ectopic'AID'expression.'(A)'59FU!
leads!to!AP9site!accumulation!in!wild9type!cells.!Chromosomal!DNA!was!prepared!from!wild9
type!cells!grown!for!48!h!in!YEL!supplemented!with!10!mg/l!59FU.!DNA!was!treated!with!13!
units! E.! coli!Ung!enzyme!and!3.5!pmol! recombinant!APE1!as! indicated.! The!digested!DNA!
was!separated!by!PFGE!and!stained!with!ethidium!bromide.!Fragmented!DNA!forms!a!smear!
(shaded!bar)!below!intact!chromosomes!(Chr).!(B)'Cellular!sensitivity!to!59FU.!Serial!dilutions!
of!wild9type!and!mutant!cells!were!spotted!on!MMA!plates!containing!59FU!at!the!indicated!
concentrations!and!incubated!for!6!to!12!days!at!26°C.'(C)'Effect!of!Thp1!overexpression!on!
59FU! sensitivity.! Serial! dilutions! of!WT! and! thp1Δung1Δ! double!mutant! cells! transformed!
with! either! control! (pREP1)! or! Thp1! expression! plasmids! (PRS271)! were! spotted! on! plain!
EMM! medium! (induced! expression)! or! EMM! medium! containing! 5! µg/ml! thiamine!
(repressed!expression).!0.5!mg/l!59FU!was!added!when!indicated.!Cells!were!incubated!for!8!
to! 12! days! at! 26°C.' (D)' 59FU9induced! forward! mutations! to! canavanine! resistance.! Yeast!
cultures!were!divided!in!halves!and!incubated!for!76!h!at!30°C!in!the!absence!or!presence!of!
10! mg/l! 59FU.! Spontaneous! and! induced! mutation! rates! were! determined! from! 3! to! 4!
cultures!per! strain.! Inducibility! of!mutations! is! given! in! the!white!boxes.' (E)! Expression!of!
human!AID!in!S.,pombe!cells.!The!human!AID!gene!was!cloned!into!the!pREP1!vector!carrying!
the!inducible!nmt1!promoter!(pREP19AID).!Cells!were!grown!under!inducing!(+)!or!repressing!
(9)! conditions! for! 16! h.! Crude! protein! extracts! (50! µg)! were! separated! on! SDS9PAGE! and!
subjected!to!Western!blot!analysis!using!mouse!anti9AID!antiserum.!The!arrow!indicates!the!
AID9specific! band.! (F)! Cytotoxicity! of! 59FU! treatment.! Serial! dilutions! of! cells! transformed!
with! pREP1! or! pREP19AID! were! spotted! onto! EMM! medium! (inducible! condition)! and!
incubated!for!7!days!at!30°C.'
!
Figure'4.'Thp1'mediates'spontaneous'and'XDrayDinduced'recombination.'(A)'Construct!for!
detection! of! intra9chromosomal! recombination.! Recombination! substrate! consisting! of!
direct! repeats! of! the! ade63L469! and! ade63M375, alleles,! separated! by! a! functional! ura4+!
gene.!Two!types!of!gene!conversion!events!are!scored!in!this!assay,!deletion!and!reversion!
events,! both! conferring! adenine! prototrophy.! (B)' Rates! of! spontaneous! mitotic!
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recombination.!Recombination!was!scored!by!adenine!prototrophy!and!recombination!rates!
were! calculated! using! at! least! 24! cultures! per! strain.! The! median! and! 95%! confidential!
interval!are!shown.! (C)!X9ray! induced!mitotic! recombination.!Cells!were!exposed!to!a!non9
lethal!X9ray!dose!(100!Gy)!and!recombination!rates!were!determined!as!in!(B).!The!median!
and!95%!confidential!interval!are!shown.!
!
Figure'5.'Gene'expression' in'WT'and' thp1Δ'cells.' (A)!Differential!mRNA!expression!in!WT!
and! thp1Δ.! The!mean! log2! expression! value! from!wild9type! triplicates!was! correlated!with!
that!of!thp1Δ!triplicates.!The!diagonal!(red!line),!the!Spearman!correlation!coefficient!(r)!and!
the!point!referring!to!the!tph1+!(arrow)!gene!are!indicated.!(B)'Up9!and!down9regulation!of!
gene!expression! in! thp1Δ! cells.!mRNA!expression! values!of! thp1Δ!were!normalized! to! the!
wild9type! (log2! fold! change,! log2FC)! and! the! value! corresponding! to! the, thp1+, gene,was!
omitted.! The! red! line! represents! the! median! value.! (C)! A! threshold! of! |log2|! >! 0.3! was!
applied!to!the!normalized!thp1Δ!levels!(N=471)!and!mRNAs!were!divided!into!up9!and!down9
regulated! genes.! (D)' Principal! component! analysis! of! single! mRNA! expression! values!
(N=5022)! of! the!wild9type! and! thp1Δ! triplicates! (A,! B! and! C).! (E)' Comparison! of! standard!
deviations!(SD)!from!wild9type!and!thp1Δ!triplicates.!SDs!were!calculated!for!each!mRNA!and!
thp1Δ!SDs!were!plotted!against!WT!SDs.!The!diagonal! (red)!and! the!Spearman!correlation!
coefficient!(r)!are!indicated.!!
!
Supplementary'Figure'1'(related'to'Figure'5ADC).!Expression'of'specific'element'classes'in'
WT' and' thp1Δ' cells.! 5’! UTR,! 5UTR;! 3’! UTR,! 3UTR;! long! non9coding! RNA,! lncRNA.! (A)!
Differential! expression! in! WT! versus! thp1Δ! cells.! The! diagonal! (red)! and! the! Spearman!
correlation!coefficient! (r)!are! indicated! (B)!Up9!and!down9regulation!of!gene!expression! in!
thp1Δ!cells.!5UTR,!3UTR!and!lncRNA!expression!values!of!thp1Δ!were!normalized!to!the!wild9
type!(log2!fold!change,!log2FC)!and!the!value!corresponding!to!the,thp1+,gene,was!omitted.!
Red!line,!median!value.!(C)!The!Log2FC!was!calculated!for!all!mRNAs!that!were!sorted!as!up9!
and!down9regulated.!
!
Supplementary' Figure' 2' (related' to' Figure' 5D' to' 5E).' Variation' between' biological'
triplicates' for' 5UTRs,' 3UTRs' and' lncRNAs.' (A)' Principal! component! analysis! of! the! six!
samples!(3!wild9type!and!3!thp1Δ!samples).!(B)'Comparison!of!SDs!from!wild9type!and!thp1Δ!
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triplicates.! SDs!were! calculated! for! 5UTR,! 3UTR! or! lncRNA! elements! and! thp1Δ! SDs!were!
plotted!against!WT!SDs.!The!diagonal!(red)!and!the!Spearman!correlation!coefficient!(r)!are!
indicated.!
!
Supplementary'Figure'3'(related'to'Figure'5E).'SD'comparison'of'mRNAs'between'WT'and'
thp1Δ'samples.!All!mRNAs!were!divided!into!relative!enrichment!above!and!below!a!log2FC!
of! 90.3.! WT! SDs! were! correlated! with! thp1Δ! SDs.! The! diagonal! (red)! and! the! Spearman!
correlation!coefficient!(r)!are!indicated.!
!
Supplementary' Figure' 4.' Activity' of' the' Thp1D13myc.' Thp1913!myc!was!overexpressed! in!
cells! from! the! pREP19Thp1myc! plasmid.! The! nmt1! promoter! was! induced! for! 15! h! and!
extracts!were!compared!to!those!of!cells!carrying!the!pREP1!control!plasmid.!Base!release!
assays!were!performed!using!a!G!U!mismatch!and!Ugi!was!added!as!indicated.!!
!
Supplementary'Figure'5.'Thp1D13myc'ChIPDseq.'ChIP9seq!was!performed!in!duplicates!and!
reads!were!mapped! to! 500! base! pair!windows! across! the! entire! genome.' (A)' Correlation!
between!input!and!IP!samples!for!the!duplicates!(A!and!B)! is!shown!in!the! left!and!middle!
panel.! Correlation! between! the!mean! log2FC! of! the! input! and! IP! samples! is! shown! in! the!
right! panel.! The! Spearman! coefficient! (r)! is! indicated.! (B)' As! in! A,! but! the! values! were!
corrected!for!duplicates!deriving!from!PCR!amplification!during!the!library!preparation.!
!
Supplementary' Figure' 6.' Table' containing' all' Thp1D13myc' associated' sites'with' a' log2FC'
above'0.3' in'both'duplicates.'The!genomic!regions!of!Thp1913myc!enrichment!are!shown.!
tRNAs!are!in!grey.!Chr,!chromosome.!Cen,!centromere.'
!
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INTRODUCTION 
DNA methylation and histone modifications are ways to encode epigenetic information and 
play a crucial role in regulating gene expression during embryonic development (1,2). 
Aberrant epigenetic patterns are found in various human diseases, including cancer, obesity, 
and psychiatric disorders (3).   
The main epigenetic DNA modification is methylation at the fifth position of cytosine (5mC). 
The DNA methylation pattern is established and maintained by DNA methyltransferases 
(DNMTs) that transfer methyl groups from S-Adenosyl methionine (SAM) to cytosines, 
mainly at CpG dinucleotides (4). DNA methylation has long been considered as fairly stable 
and only removable by passive demethylation, i.e. by reduced DNMT activity during cell 
division. More recently, it has become clear that active DNA demethylation occurs during 
embryonic development, in primordial germ cells (5), and cell differentiation (6). Active 
demethylation is initiated by the oxidation of 5mC to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) by 
TET (ten eleven translocation) proteins, a family of Fe(II)- and 2-oxoglutarate-dependent 
DNA dioxygenases (7). Genome-wide mapping of this mark revealed that 5hmC is mostly 
found in pluripotent cells and neurons, in bodies of transcribed genes and in gene-regulatory 
regions (promoters and transcriptional enhancers) (8) concomitant with the bivalent chromatin 
mark H3K4m3/H3K27m3 (9). Such regions are poised for activation or permanent silencing 
during lineage commitment and terminal cell differentiation (10). 5hmC can be further 
processed to 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC) by the TETs. These 
modifications are recognised and excised by the DNA glycosylases Thymine DNA 
glycosylase (TDG) (11) and replaced by an unmethylated cytosine by the base excision repair 
(BER) (12). Evidence for active DNA demethylation by this mechanism stems from the 
findings that TDG deficiency is embryonic lethal in mice (13,14) and leads to changes in the 
distribution of cytosine modifications during stem cell differentiation (13,15,16), in particular 
in gene regulatory regions such as promoters and enhancers. Further, 5fC and 5caC 
accumulate in the absence of TDG in embryonic stem cells at promoter and enhancer regions 
(15,16).  
An open question is how factors involved in regulation of DNA modifications are targeted to 
specific genomic loci. It has been suggested that locus specific de novo methylation is 
induced by proximal sequence elements coding for specific transcription factors (17-19) or by 
recruitment of DNMTs by non-coding RNAs (20-22). Nevertheless, the exact mechanism 
how DNA methylation is regulated at specific genomic regions is still not well understood. 
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Nuclear receptors (NRs) are inducible transcription factors that have been suggested to 
regulate epigenetic events, particularly histone modifications (23) but also DNA methylation 
(24-29). In our work (24), we could demonstrate that in cells lacking the NR estrogen receptor 
beta (ERβ), a single CpG in the promoter region of Glucose transporter 4 (Glut4) is 
hypermethylated. This hypermethylation correlated with changes in expression and 
inducibility of Glut4. Furthermore, we could recently show that expression of the dyslexia 
candidate gene DYX1C1 is regulated by both ERβ and DNA methylation at the same region 
(30). Thus ERβ could be a transcription factor that is involved in the local regulation of DNA 
methylation.  
ERβ is one of the two ER isoforms that mediate the physiological effects of estrogens, the 
female sex hormones. It is involved in development and functioning of the reproductive 
organs, but also of other tissues, e.g. the brain (31) and adipose tissue (32). It is mostly found 
in the cell nucleus where it, upon activation, binds to regulatory elements (estrogen response 
elements, EREs) on target genes. There are a number of co-activators that enhance ER 
transcriptional activity, including chromatin remodelling factors (33). The ERs are not only 
activated by endogenous hormones, but also by pharmaceuticals and food-derived compounds 
such as phytoestrogens, plant protection products, and plastizisers. Exposure to a number of 
these compounds induces epigenetic changes, particularly alteration of DNA methylation 
(34,35).  
In this study, we set out to analyse the effect of ERβ-deficiency on DNA methylation on a 
genome-wide level. Using reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) in mouse 
embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) derived from wildtype and ERβ knock-out mice, we identified 
around 8000 differentially methylated positions (DMPs), of which around 6000 were 
hypomethylated and around 2000 were hypermethylated. Validation and further 
characterisation of selected DMPs showed that differences in methylation correlated with 
changes in expression of the nearest gene. Further, hyper- but not hypomethylation was 
reversible by re-introducing ERβ into knock-out MEFs. We also show that ERβ was recruited 
to hypermethylated genes in the wildtype cells and that re-introduction of ERβ increased gene 
expression in the knock-out cells. On the other hand, hypomethylated DMRs occurred 
predominantly in genes that were not expressed in MEFs suggesting that misregulation of 
DNA methylation in the absence of ERβ during cell differentiation had lead to erroneous 
passive demethylation. Finally, we show here that ERβ interacts with TDG, that this 
interaction is functional, and that TDG is ERβ-dependently recruited to hypermethylated 
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DMRs in MEFs. Thus we provide evidence that ERβ plays a role in regulating DNA 
methylation at specific genomic loci by targeting TDG to these regions.   
  
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plasmids, and antibodies 
Mission shRNA against ERβ was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Expression plasmid for HA-
tagged mERβ (pSSH25-mERβ) was constructed by inserting PCR amplified mERβ cDNA 
into pSHH25 (36) using XhoI and BlgII restriction sites. pSSH25-TDG for mammalian 
expression of HA-fused TDG(36), pPRS220 for yeast expression of Gal4-activation domain-
fused TDG (37), 3xERE-luc (38) and pSG5hERβ (39) used in luciferase assays, have been 
published. pRL-TK for normalisation of luciferase activity was purchase from Promega. 
GST-ERβ was costructed by cloning cDNA encoding for human ERβ into pGEX-6P-3 (GE 
Healthcare) using BamHI and XhoI restriction sites. pACT2-ERβ was obtained by cloning 
cDNA encoding for human ERβ into pACT2 (Clontech) using SmaI and XhoI restriction 
sites. Antibodies: rat monoclonal anti-HA (3F10) Roche Applied Science, rabbit monoclonal 
anti-ERβ (05-824), rabbit polyclonal anti-H3K4m2 (07-030) and rabbit polyclonal anti-
H3K27m3 (07-449) Millipore, rabbit polyclonal anti-H3K9m3 (060-050) Diagenode, mouse 
monoclonal anti-Hsp90 (F-8) Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.  
 
Cell culture and transfections 
Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) from wildtype (wt) and ERβ knock-out (βerko) mice 
(24), and βerko MEFs complemented with ERβ (βerkohERβ (24)) as well as TDG -/- MEFs 
(36) were kept in high glucose DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS, 1 mM L-glutamine, 1 
mM sodium pyruvate, and 1x non-essential amino acids and 5 µg/ml blasticidine 
(βerkohERβ). For stimulation with ER agonists, cells were put for at least 2 days into DMEM 
with 5% dextran-coated charcoal-treated serum and treated with 10 nM E2 or DPN.  
Mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) were thawed on feeder cells in ESC medium (high 
glucose DMEM supplemented with 15% heat inactivated FCS, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 
1xnon-essential amino acids, and 0.1 mM β-mercaptoethanol) containing 1 U/µl LIF 
(Millipore). Upon feeder removal, cells were maintained in 2i medium (serum-free N2B27 
(40) supplemented with 2i inhibitors (41), CHIR99021 (3µM), and PD0325901 (1 µM), 
obtained from the Division of Signal Transduction Therapy, University of Dundee) containing 
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1 U/µl LIF. TDG knock-out ESCs complemented with TDG (-/-pTDG) or empty vector (-/-
pvec) were maintained in 2i medium containing 1 µg/ml puromycin. 
For transfection with HA-ERβ, MEFs or ESCs were seeded onto 15 cm plates and transfected 
the following day using JetPRIME reagent (Polyplus transfection) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. One day after transfection, cells were harvested for ChIP. 
For transfection with shRNA constructs, ESCs were seeded into 6well dishes and transfected 
the following day using JetPRIME reagent according to the manufacturers protocol. 24 h after 
transfection, 1 µg/ml puromycin was added to the medium. Transfected cells were selected 
for 4 days changing medium daily, and harvested for RNA extraction. 
Transfection for luciferase assays were performed using JetPEI (Polyplus transfection) in 24-
well plates with 50 ng pRL-TK, 50 ng pSG5-hERβ, 100 ng 3xERE-luc, and varying 
concentration of pSHH25-TDG per well, according to the manufacturer’s protocol.  
 
RRBS 
Library preparation for RRBS was carried out as described (42). In brief, genomic DNA 
derived from wt and βerko MEFs was isolated using the QIAamp DNA mini kit (Qiagen). 
Three batches of genomic DNA of each cell type were pooled, and 1 µg was digested with 20 
U MspI overnight. The reaction was stopped by addition of 1 µl 0.5 M EDTA and purified 
using MinElute gel extraction kit (Qiagen). Subsequently, DNA fragments were end-repaired 
and A-tailed by incubation with 5 U Klenow fragment (New England Biolabs Inc.) and 0.5 
mM dATP and 0.05 mM dGTP and dCTP at 30°C for 20 min followed by 20 min at 37°C. 
After purification using the MinElute gel extraction kit, methylated Illumina standard adapters 
were ligated to the fragments overnight at 16°C using 400 U T4 ligase (New England Biolabs 
Inc.). The fragments were then separated on a 3% Nusieve 3:1 agarose 0.5x TBE gel and 160-
340 bp fragments were excised and purified using the MinElute gel extraction kit. The 
purified DNA was subjected to two rounds of bisulfite conversion using the EZ DNA 
Methylation kit (Zymo Research). Subsequently, the final library was prepared by 19 cycles 
of PCR amplification and purification using the MinElute gel extraction kit. Libraries were 
sequenced on the Illumina Genome Analyser IIx following the manufacturer’s protocol. 
 
Bioinformatic and statistical analyses 
Mapping of obtained sequences was performed using the Genomatix mining station 
(http://www.genomatix.de/solutions/genomatix-mining-station.html). Annotation and 
correlation analyses were carried out using the Genomatix Regionminer. Statistical analyses 
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were carried out using R (43) or GraphPad Prism. Statistical significance was assessed using 
the paired t-test. The level of significance was selected as p<0.05.  
Bisulfite treatment and Pyrosequencing  
Genomic DNA (200-500 ng) was bisulfite treated and purified using the EZ DNA 
Methylation kit (Zymo Research). 1 µl of the converted DNA was used for nested PCR 
amplification (for primer sequence see Suppl. Table S1) and the PCR product was sequenced 
by pyrosequencing in a Pyromark Q24 (Qiagen).  
 
Methylation sensitive restriction enzyme digest 
5 µg genomic DNA was digested with 50 U HpaII or 100 U MspI overnight. Subsequently, 
enzymes were removed by digest with proteinase K for 30 min at 40°C and digested 
fragments were analysed by real time PCR (primers listed in Suppl. Table S1) using Rotor-
Gene SYBR Green PCR Kit on a Rotor-Gene RG-3000 (Qiagen).  
 
RNA isolation, cDNA production, and real time PCR 
RNA was isolated using Tri (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. 1 µg 
of total RNA was treated with DNAseI (New England Biolabs Inc.) and reverse transcribed 
using random hexamer primers (Fermentas). 1 µl of the resulting cDNA was used for real-
time PCR using Rotor-Gene SYBR Green PCR Kit on a Rotor-Gene RG-3000 (Qiagen). 
Gene transcripts were normalized to the GAPDH RNA content (primers listed in Suppl. Table 
S1). All results are based on the ΔΔCT method and represent the mean of at least 3 
independent experiments.   
 
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation 
ChIP assays were performed as described (44) with minor modifications. Cells were grown to 
confluency on 15-cm dishes. Chromatin was cross-linked for 10 min with 1% formaldehyde 
(Pierce Biotechnologies Inc.) and the reaction was stopped by addition of 125 mM glycine for 
10 min. After washing twice with cold PBS, cells were harvested in PBS by centrifugation at 
4°C at 600g. Nuclei were isolated by sequential 5 min incubation on ice with 500" µl cold 
Nucleus/Chromatin preparation (NCP) Buffer I (10 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 10"mM EDTA, 
0.5"mM EGTA, 0.25% Triton X-100) and twice cold NCP buffer II (10 mM HEPES pH 6.5, 
1"mM EDTA, 0.5"mM EGTA, 200"mM NaCl). Pelleted nuclei were lysed in 200-400"µl lysis 
buffer (50" mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1"mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100, 1% SDS, 1 mM PMSF, 
1x Complete (Roche)) for 10 "min followed by sonication for 15 cycles (30"s on, 30"s off, 
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power high) using a Bioruptor sonicator (Diagenode). After centrifugation at 4"°C at 14,000g 
for 10"min, chromatin concentration was estimated by absorbance at 260"nm. 100"µg (for HA, 
TDG and H3K9m3 ChIPs) or 50 µg (for H3K4m2 and H3K27m3 ChIPs) of chromatin were 
diluted 10 times in IP buffer I (50"mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1"mM EDTA, 150"mM NaCl, 0.1% 
Triton X-100, 1"mM PMSF, 1x Complete) for HA and TDG ChIPs or IP buffer II (20"mM 
Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2"mM EDTA, 150"mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1"mM PMSF, 1x Complete) 
for histone ChIPs. Diluted chromatin was pre-cleared at 4"°C for 1"h with 40"µl of a 50% 
slurry of magnetic Protein G beads (Invitrogen) preblocked with 1"mg/ml BSA and 1"mg/ml 
tRNA. Precleared chromatin was incubated with 2–5"µg of the respective antibody (Suppl. 
Table S2) overnight at 4"°C and immuno-complexes were precipitated with 40"µl of a 50% 
slurry of blocked Protein G beads at 4"°C for 2"h. Subsequently, beads were serially washed 
with 500"µl wash buffer I (20"mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2"mM EDTA, 150"mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 
1% Triton X-100), 500"µl wash buffer II (20"mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2"mM EDTA, 500"mM 
NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100), and 500"µl wash buffer III (10"mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 
1"mM EDTA, 250"mM LiCl, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 1% NP-40). For TDG ChIPs, beads 
were washed once with 500"µl wash buffer I and twice with 500"µl wash buffer II. After two 
additional washes with 500"µl TE buffer (10"mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1"mM EDTA), complexes 
were eluted by incubating twice with 250"µl extraction buffer (1% SDS, 0.1 M NaHCO3) at 
65"°C for 15"min. Crosslink was reversed by incubation at 65"°C for 4"h in the presence of 
200"mM NaCl. Subsequently, proteins were removed by incubation with proteinase K 
(50"µg/ml) in the presence of 10"mM EDTA at 45"°C for 1"h, and DNA was purified by 
phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. The isolated DNA fragments were 
analysed by qPCR (primers listed in Suppl. Table S1) using Rotor-Gene SYBR Green PCR 
Kit on a Rotor-Gene RG-3000 (Qiagen).  
 
Western blot and far western blot analyses 
The insoluble fraction of luciferase assay-lysates containing chromatin-bound proteins was 
used for protein expression analysis by immunoblotting using anti-TDG, anti-ERβ, and anti-
Hsp90 antibodies. 
For far western blot analysis, GST-tagged ERβ was expressed in E.coli BL21 at 15°C over 
night upon induction with 0.2 mM IPTG. Cells were harvested and lysed in 2 ml GST buffer 
(10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8; 50 mM NaCl; 5% Glycerol; 1 mM DTT; 0.1 mM PMSF; 1x 
complete (Roche)) by sonication in a Bioruptor® UDC-200 (Diagenode). After sonication, 
1% Triton X-100 was added to the lysates, samples were gently mixed for 30 min at 4°C and 
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centrifuged at 12'000 x g for 10 min at 4°C. GST-ERβ was purified by affinity 
chromatography using glutathione sepharose (GE Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol. Proteins were eluted by boiling in Laemmli buffer at 95°C for 5 min. Proteins were 
fractionated by SDS-PAGE and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. The proteins on the 
membrane were denatured by incubation with 6 M guanidine-HCl (GuHCl) in AC buffer (20 
mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6; 100 mM NaCl; 10% Glycerol; 0.1% Tween-20; 2% skim milk powder; 
1 mM DTT; 0.5 mM EDTA) for 30 min at RT, and renatured by washing steps with 3 M 
GuHCl for 30 min at RT, 1 M GuHCl for 30 min at RT, 0.1 M GuHCl for 30 min at 4°C and 
AC buffer only for 1h at 4°C. Upon blocking with 5% skim milk powder in TBST for 1h at 
RT, the membrane was incubated at 4°C overnight with gentle shaking in protein-binding 
buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8; 50 mM NaCl; 10% Glycerol; 0.1% Tween-20; 2% skim milk 
powder; 1 mM DTT) containing 7-9 µg recombinant TDG (45). The membranes were washed 
thoroughly 3 times with TBS containing 0.2% NP-40. Subsequently, bound proteins were 
detected using antibodies against TDG and GST. 
 
Yeast two hybrid analysis of ERβ-TDG interaction 
The MatchmakerTM yeast-two hybrid system (Clontech) was used. Bait and trait proteins were 
cloned into plasmids encoding the binding and activation domain of the Gal4 protein, 
respectively. The Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains AH109 (MATa, trp1-901, leu2-3, 112, 
ura3-52, his3-200, gal4Δ, gal80Δ, LYS2::GAL1UAS-GAL1TATA-HIS3, MEL1, GAL2UAS-
GAL2TATA-ADE2, URA3::MEL1UAS-MEL1TATA-lacZ) and Y187 (MATα, ura3-52, his3-200, 
ade2-101, trp1-901, leu2-3, 112, gal4Δ, met-, gal80Δ, URA3::GAL1UAS-GAL1TATA-lacZ)  
were co-transformed with 50-500 ng of bait and trait plasmids according to the Clontech 
manual. For AH109, interactions were assessed by spotting serial dilutions of cells on 
selective medium (SC-LEU-TRP-ADE-HIS) and incubating them for 2 to 4 days at 30°C. β-
Galactosidase activity was assayed using the Y187 strain (Clonetech manual). Briefly, 106 
cells were dropped on SC medium selecting for the plasmids (SC-LEU-TRP) and grown for 
24 h at 30°C. Cells were transferred to filter paper (Filtrak, 80 g/m2) before snap-freezing in 
liquid nitrogen and subsequent thawing for cells lysis. The filter with the lysed cells was 
soaked with 2 ml of Z buffer (100 mM Na phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 10 mM KCl, 1 mM 
MgSO4, 33 µM β-mercaptoethanol, 817 µM X-Gal) and incubated at 30°C for up to 17 h. 
 
Luciferase Assays 
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Four hours after transfection, 10 nM E2 was added to the medium. The next day, luciferase 
reporter assays were performed using the Dual-Luciferase® Reporter Assay System 
(Promega) according to the manufacturer’s protocol: cells were lysed in passive lysis buffer 
(Promega) and firefly and renilla luciferase activity measured in 96-well plates using a 
luminometer Centro LB 960 (Berthold technologies). 
 
 
RESULTS 
ERβ deficiency leads to methylation changes in developmental genes. 
In order to identify genes that show DNA methylation changes in the absence of ERβ, 
reduced representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS, (46)) was conducted using MEFs derived 
from ERβ+/+ (wt) and ERβ-/- (βerko) mice (24). Sequencing resulted in roughly 40 million 
reads of which 40% were unambiguously mapped to the mouse genome. Around 3x105 CpGs 
were covered by the screen, which corresponds to 2.5% of all CpGs in the mouse genome. In 
both cell lines, most of the covered CpGs were unmethylated, and the rest mainly methylated 
(Figure 1A). The majority of positions were fully methylated or unmethylated in both cell 
types, whereas there was more variation between the cell lines at loci with intermediate 
methylation (20-80%) (Figure 1B). We chose to focus on CpGs which were covered by more 
than 4 reads in both cell types and were either unmethylated in wt and methylated in βerko 
cells or vice versa. Cytosines were considered methylated if more than 80% of the reads 
indicated methylation, and unmethylated if less than 20% of the reads indicated methylation. 
Using these criteria, 8071 differentially methylated CpGs were identified, 6016 of which were 
hypomethylated and 2055 were hypermethylated in βerko MEFs. Annotation of differentially 
methylated positions (DMPs) showed the expected enrichment for promoter- and intragenic 
regions compared to the whole genome (Figure 1C+D, Table 1). However, gene associated 
regions were more often found in hypo- than in hypermethylated loci (Table 1). Gene 
ontology (GO) analysis of genes containing DMPs showed enrichment for pathways involved 
in developmental processes for both hypo- and hypermethylated genes (Table 2).   
 
Hypomethylated regions overlap with silenced transcriptional regulators.  
To further characterise the genomic regions containing DMPs, we compared our data 
obtained by RRBS with published datasets for enrichment of different chromatin marks. We 
found the largest significant overlaps for hypomethylated DMPs with histone 3 lysine 27 tri-
methylation (H3K27m3) and lysine 4 mono-methylation (H3K4m1) in MEFs (46) (Figure 
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1E+F). These marks are indicative for repressed promoter regions and poised transcriptional 
enhancers, respectively. Smaller, significant overlaps were found for histone 3 lysine 4 
trimethylation (H3K4m3) in combination with H3K27m3 (bivalent chromatin), and H3K4m1 
in combination with histone 3 lysine 27 acetylation (H3K27ac) (active enhancer regions). No 
significant overlap was found with hypermethylated positions. These results suggest that most 
of the hypomethylated DMPs lie in regions involved in transcriptional regulation, which are 
however inactive in wildtype MEFs. Indeed, literature-based analyses of associations with 
tissue and MeSH annotations showed that genes close to hypomethylated DMPs are 
overrepresented in neuronal tissue (Table 3) and in diseases of the nervous system (Table 4).  
 
Hyper- but not hypomethylation is complementable by re-introducing ERβ 
For validation we selected 10 hypo- and 10 hypermethylated DMPs with different genomic 
position and histone methylation patterns (Table 5). We analysed DNA methylation by 
methylation-dependent restriction digest followed by real time PCR in wt and βerko MEFs as 
well as in βerko MEFs complemented with ERβ (βerkohERβ) (Fig. 2A). We could confirm 
hypomethylation for all 10 hypomehylated DMPs in Table 3 and hypermethylation for 8 of 
the hypermethylated ones. Re-introduction of ERβ restored wt methylation only in a subset of 
hypermethylated DMPs (Fig. 2A, DMP hyper1-4). Coincidentally, these loci showed lower 
methylation in βerko MEFs compared to the other hypermethylation positions as well as the 
hypermethylated loci in wt cells.  
Methylation patterns were validated by pyrosequencing. Promoter region of three genes are 
shown in Figure 2B: Dyx1c1 found hypermethylated in wt MEFs, HoxA9 found 
hypermethylated and complementable by re-expressing ERβ, and Pitx1 found 
hypermethylated and not complementable. Further, we conducted chromatin 
immunoprecipitation (ChIP) to measure enrichment of the chromatin marks histone 3 lysine 4 
dimethylation (H3K4m2) lysine 27 trimethylation (H3K27m3) and lysine 9 trimethylation 
(H3K9m3). Bisulfite-pyrosequencing confirmed DNA methylation patterns not only at the 
DMPs but also at neighbouring CpGs (Fig. 2B). The chromatin state at these regions 
correlated with DNA methylation in that Dyx1c1 showed enrichment of both H3K4m2 and 
H3K27m3, reflecting a bivalent chromatin state, whereas for HoxA9 and Pitx1, only 
enrichment for H3K4m2 was found in wt MEFs. This pattern was inverted in βerko MEFs, 
and complemented in βerkohERβ MEFs where DNA methylation was complementable (Fig. 
2B). 
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ERβ regulates hypermethylated targets in MEFs and hypomethylated targets in embryonic 
stem cells. 
Next, we analysed gene expression pattern of hyper- and hypomethylated targets. Gene 
expression of Dyx1c1, HoxA9, and Pitx1 was inversely correlated with the DNA methylation 
pattern in MEFs: Dyx1c1 showed higher expression in βerko and βerkohERβ cells, and 
HoxA9 and Pitx1 higher expression in wt cells (Figure 3A). As with DNA methylation, the 
gene expression pattern was reversed by re-introduction of ERβ for HoxA9. This correlation 
was confirmed for an additional hypomethylated gene, HoxD9, and two additional 
hypermethylated genes where re-introduction of ERβ complemented the methylation pattern, 
HoxA10 and Tnfaip2 (Figure 3A). No effect of the ERβ ligand DPN was found on the 
expression of the tested genes (Supplemental Figure or data not shown). Interestingly, while 
transcriptional activity was significantly lower for the hypomethylated compared to 
hypermethylated genes in wt MEFs (Figure 3B, left panel), their expression was comparable 
in undifferentiated mouse embryonic stem cells (ESCs) (Figure 3B, left panel). 
Concomitantly, DNA methylation was low at these DMPs in ESCs (Figure 3B, right panel).  
These results suggest that hypomethylated genes become repressed during differentiation into 
MEFs. This is corroborated by the findings that hypomethylated DMPs overlap with 
repressive chromatin marks in MEFs (Figure 1E+F), and associated genes are involved in 
embryonic development and neuronal functions, and are mostly found in neuronal tissues 
(Table 2-4).  
In order to investigate direct involvement of ERβ in regulating these genes, ERβ recruitment 
to the regions around DMPs was assessed using ChIP in wt MEFs as well as in ESCs. As 
shown in Figure 3C, ERβ was enriched in wt MEFs at hypermethylated genes, but only if re-
introduction of ERβ could reverse hypermethylation and increase gene expression. 
Recruitment to hypomethylated genes could only be detected in ESCs, suggesting that ERβ is 
involved in their regulation in these cells. To test this, we assessed their expression in the 
absence and presence of ERβ in ESCs using small hairpin (sh)RNA mediated knocked-down 
of ERβ. As shown in Figure 3D knock-down of ERβ resulted in decreased expression of all of 
the tested genes, demonstrating that they are regulated by ERβ. 
 
ERβ interacts with thymine DNA glycosylase. 
Next, we investigated how ERβ can regulate DNA methylation at specific loci. We 
hypothesized that ERβ recruits a factor or factors involved in the regulation of DNA 
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methylation to these loci. It is known that ERα interacts with thymine DNA glycosylase 
(TDG) (47), a protein suggested to be involved in active DNA demethylation (13,15,16,48). 
Thus we investigated if ERβ can interact with TDG. To this end, we conducted far-western 
blot analyses, immobilizing GST-tagged ERβ to nitrocellulose membrane and probing this 
membrane with recombinant TDG. Subsequently, interaction could be visualized by detecting 
TDG on the membrane using an antibody against TDG. As seen in Figure 4A, TDG could be 
detected at the same height as GST-ERβ whereas it did not bind to the GST-tag alone. GST-
tagged SUMO-1, which has been shown to interact with TDG (37), was used as positive 
control. Only unspecific bands were detected on a membrane that had not been probed with 
TDG (Figure 4A, right panel).  
To corroborate an interaction between ERβ and TDG, yeast two hybrid assays were 
conducted in the S. cerevisiae strain AH109. This strain harbours the two Gal4-inducible 
reporter genes HIS3 and ADE2 and protein interactions can be assessed by growth on 
selective medium lacking adenine and histidine. As expression of TDG fused to the GAL4 
activation domain (AD) gave rise to a high degree of auto-activation (data not shown), we 
addressed potential interactions in strains expressing ERβ fused to the GAL4 AD and TDG 
fused to the GAL4 DNA binding domain (BD). As shown in Figure 4B, co-expression of ERβ 
and TDG enabled growth on selective medium. In contrast, little or no growth was detected 
when either factor was combined with the corresponding vector control, indicative of specific 
interactions between ERβ and TDG. This result was confirmed using another strain (Y187) in 
which the lacZ gene, coding for the β-Galactosidase, serves as the reporter gene to detect 
protein interactions (Figure 3C). In addition to full length ERβ, isolated domains of the 
receptor were tested in order to delineate the domain(s) responsible for interaction with TDG. 
We tested the AB, DEF, and CDEF domains of ERβ, however, no reporter activity above 
background could be detected for the interaction of TDG with any of these constructs.  
We thus were able to prove an interaction between ERβ and TDG using two independent 
methods, far-western blot and yeast two hybrid analyses. !
 
TDG enhances transcriptional activity of ERβ and is ERβ-dependently recruited to identified 
DMPs 
In order to test if the interaction with TDG has an effect on ERβ function, we conducted 
reporter gene assays, measuring ERβ transcriptional activity. To this end, TDG -/- MEFs were 
transfected with plasmids encoding for ERβ, a luciferase reporter gene driven by 3 EREs (38), 
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and different amounts of TDG. Cells were stimulated with E2 and harvested the next day for 
measurement of luciferase activity. As shown in Figure 5A, transfection of ERβ plasmid 
enhanced transcription of the reporter gene, and E2 treatment lead to a further increase of 
luciferase activity. Co-transfection with TDG vector enhanced transcriptional activity of ERβ 
additionally. This increase was observed both in the absence (maximal 2-fold) as well as in 
the presence (maximal 2.5-fold) of ligand.  
We also investigated if TDG is recruited to ERβ-regulated genes in MEFs, and if this 
recruitment is dependent on the presence of ERβ. Using ChIP assays, we found TDG 
recruitment to these genes in wt and βerkohERβ MEFs (Figure 5B). However, for HoxA10 
and Tnfaip2, recruitment was abolished in βerko MEFs, indicating ERβ-dependent 
recruitment of TDG to these loci.  
 
TDG regulates differentially methylated genes in ESCs. 
The suggested role of TDG in DNA demethylation is to process 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC) 
and 5-formylcytosine (5fC) (11). Indeed, TDG deficient ESCs show accumulation of 5fC and 
5caC at gene regulatory elements (15,16). Thus, if ERβ can recruit TDG to certain genomic 
regions in order to regulate DNA methylation, lack of ERβ would result in less TDG 
recruitment and hence, accumulation of 5fC and 5caC at these loci. Comparison of genome-
wide 5fC data (16) with the RRBS data revealed an overlap of hyper- and hypomethylated 
DMRs with 5fC in wt ESCs of 10% and 12.5%, respectively. However, in TDG deficient 
cells, this overlap increased to 32% and 46%, respectively (Figure 6A+B). In other words, 
almost half of the hypermethylated DMRs identified in our screen overlapped with regions 
where TDG processes 5fC. Thus, we tested if TDG also transcriptionally regulates the 
differentially methylated targets in ESCs. Gene expression was analysed in TDG deficient 
ESCs and cells complemented with TDG. A clear down-regulation was observed in ESCs 
lacking TDG (Figure 6C), demonstrating that they are regulated by TDG. 
 
DISCUSSION 
There is accumulating evidence that exposure to compounds interfering with the estrogen 
system induce epigenetic changes, particularly alterations in DNA methylation. Several 
studies suggest that nuclear receptors including the ERs are directly involved in regulating 
DNA methylation (24-29). In this study, we systematically addressed the role of ERβ in 
regulating DNA methylation at specific loci. To this end, we carried out RRBS comparing 
ERβ proficient and deficient MEFs. Using this method, we limited the screen to CpG-rich 
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regions; further, we considered only DMPs that were fully methylated (80-100%) in one cell 
type and unmethylated (0-20%) in the other. Despite these stringent limitations, we could 
identify over 8000 DMPs, one-third of which was hyper- and two-thirds hypomethylated. For 
selected differentially methylated genes, we could show that their expression was correlated 
with their DNA methylation state, and that they were bound and transcriptionally regulated by 
ERβ when they were actively transcribed. Further, we demonstrated that ERβ interacts 
physically and functionally with TDG, and that TDG is recruited to DMPs and involved in the 
regulation of the associated genes.  
 
Based on our results, we propose the following model (Figure 7): ERβ binds to regulatory 
regions of target genes and recruits TDG to these places. This interaction enhances gene 
expression on one hand and prevents DNA methylation on the other hand. The latter is 
achieved by the interplay with the TET proteins that oxidise stochastically methylated CpGs 
to 5fC and 5caC, which in turn can be processed by TDG and the base excision repair (BER) 
to unmethylated C. This mechanism can explain the observed hypermethylated loci where re-
introduction of ERβ resulted in wildtype methylation and gene expression patterns. Indeed, 
these loci were hyper- but not fully methylated in βerko MEFs, supporting the notion that the 
difference arises from a lack of reverting stochastic methylation events rather than complete 
switch-off of these genes in βerko cells. Hypomethylated genes, on the other hand, were 
inactivated in MEFs but transcribed and regulated by ERβ and TDG in ESCs. It has been 
shown that when differentiation is initiated, dynamic de- and remethylation processes occur 
prior to establishing DNA methylation pattern defining the expression in the differentiated 
cell. If TDG is absent during this process, 5fC and 5caC are accumulated (15,16). As these 
marks are not recognized by the maintenance DNMT, this accummulation leads to passive 
demethylation during cell division. Thus, at genes that become silenced during differentiation 
to MEFs, lack of ERβ, and hence diminished TDG recruitment, leads to erroneous passive 
demethylation, resulting in hypomethylation in the differentiated cells. Indeed, we found a 
remarkable overlap between hypomethylated sites from our data set and 5fC found in TDG 
deficient ESCs (16). At this point, we do not have an explanation for the occurrence of 
hypermethylated positions whose methylation pattern is not revertible by re-expression of 
ERβ other than clonal differences between wt and βerko cells. 
 
Notably, as in our previous study (49), we could not find any effect of estrogen on ERβ’s 
function at the investigated loci, neither on its transcriptional activity nor on its effects on 
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DNA methylation and interaction with TDG. In contrast, TDG was shown to interact with 
ERα, and enhance its transcriptional activity, in the presence of ligand (47). The interaction 
between ERα and TDG is mediated by SRC-1, and overexpression of this co-factor in COS1 
cells resulted in enhancement of ERα’s ligand-independent transcriptional activity by TDG 
(50). Thus, availability of other factors involved in ER-TDG interaction in the different cell 
systems could explain the difference between the two receptor isoforms. On the other hand, 
ligand-independent function of ERβ has been shown previously in different contexts, e.g. 
when modulating ERα-induced gene expression in breast cancer cells (51). Additionally, we 
have found that ERβ is tightly bound to the chromatin in extracts of different cell types 
(unpublished observation) even in the absence of ligand. Further, we could neither identify 
any classical EREs in the regions that ERβ bound to, nor were EREs found enriched around 
differentially methylated sites. We therefore suggest that the function ERβ exerts at the 
identified targets differs from the classical ligand-induced ER signalling pathway. How ERβ 
binds to these loci and how its recruitment is regulated has to be determined in future studies. 
 
Although the factors that regulate changes in DNA methylation patterns during cell 
differentiation are identified, it is still enigmatic how they are recruited to specific genomic 
loci. R loop formation at CGIs has been shown to exclude DNMT3a and DNMT3b, hence 
preventing methylation of these structures (52). On the other hand, it has been suggested that 
locus specific de novo methylation is induced by recruitment of DNMTs by non-coding 
RNAs (20-22) or by proximal sequence elements coding for specific transcription factors 
(17). The involvement of transcription factors in regulating DNA methylation patterns has 
also been shown at distal regulatory regions with low methylation (LMRs) (18,19). The data 
presented here further supports the notion that transcription factor can target DNA-
methylation and -demethylation events, and provide a mechanism underlying this role. We 
suggest that interaction with factors regulating DNA methylation patterns is not limited to 
ERβ but could be general principle applying for many sequence-specific transcription factors. 
Further, we do not exclude that ERβ can also interact with proteins of the TET family or 
excludes DNMT-binding to certain loci. Such mechanisms could explain the fact that TDG 
binding was not ERβ-dependent at the HoxA9 gene, whose expression and methylation state 
was regulated by ERβ.  
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In conclusion, the data presented here suggest that ERβ can regulate methylation patterns at 
specific genomic loci by interaction with TDG. This implies an important regulatory function 
of ERβ during cell differentiation and could be part of the mechanism underlying epigenetic 
alterations observed after exposure to compounds disrupting ER function in early 
development. Further, it supports a general concept in which transcription factors regulate the 
DNA methylation state at specific regions in the genome. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
 
Figure 1: ERβ-deficiency leads to altered DNA methylation patterns.  
A: Histogram showing the distribution of methylation at the sequenced cytosines in wt and 
βerko MEFs. 
B: Scatterplot of % methylation in wt vs βerko MEFs at cytosines covered in both cell types.  
C: Pie chart presenting the genomic distribution of hypo- and hypermethylated positions. A 
position was considered hypermethylated if more than 80% of the reads indicated methylation 
and hypomethylated if less than 20% indicated methylation in βerko MEFs. 
D: Enrichment (log2 ratios of observed over random) of hypo- and hypermethylated positions 
at different genomic features. 
E: Comparison of regions identified by RRBS with datasets for histone modifications in 
MEFs (46) using GenomeInspector (Genomatix). Hypo and hyper refer to the hypo- and 
hypermethylated regions, respectively. OD, odd ratios. 
F: Enrichment (log2 ratios of observed over random) of histone modifications at hypo- and 
hypermethylated positions. 
 
Figure 2: Hyper- but not hypomethylation is reversible by re-introduction of ERβ  into 
βerko MEFs.  
A: DNA methylation analysis of 10 hypo- and 8 hypermethylated positions. DNA 
methylation was assessed by methylation specific enzymatic digest followed by qPCR. 
Positions with gene names in brackets were chosen for further analysis. 
B: DNA methylation (left panel) and histone modifications (right panel) of differentially 
methylated genes in wt, βerko, and βerkohERβ MEFs. DNA methylation was assessed by 
pyrosequencing of bisulftite-treated DNA. *** indicates significant differences (p<0.005) for 
wt vs. βerko and βerkohERβ (Dyx1c1 and Pitx1) or βerko vs. wt and βerkohERβ (HoxA9). 
Histone modifications were analysed using ChIP followed by qPCR and normalised to HPRT 
(H3K4m2 and H3K27m3) or GAPDH promoter (H3K9m3) (means + sd; n ≥ 3). 
 
Figure 3: ERβ-dependent transcription of differentially methylated genes in MEFs and 
ESCs. 
A: Gene expression analysis of hypomethylated (Dyx1c1, HoxD9), hypermethylated 
complementable (HoxA9, HoxA10, and Tnfaip2) and hypermethylated non-complementable 
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genes in wt, βerko, and βerkohERβ MEFs. Gene expression was analysed by RT-qPCR 
(mean+sd; n ≥ 3). 
B: Gene expression (left panel) and DNA methylation (right panel) of differentially 
methylated genes in wt MEFs and ESCs. Gene expression was analysed by RT-qPCR, DNA 
methylation by methylation specific enzymatic digest followed by q PCR. In MEFs, Dyx1c1 
expression was significantly lower than HoxA9 (*), HoxA10 (**), Tnfaip2 (**) and Pitx1 
(**) expression, HoxD9 levels were significantly lower than HoxA10 (**), Tnfaip2 (**) and 
Pitx1 (**) levels.   
C: ERβ recruitment to differentially methylated genes in wt MEFs and ESCs. HA-tagged ERβ 
was precipitated and differentially methylated regions analysed by qRT-PCR. * indicates 
significant (p<0.05) enrichment compared to binding at an unrelated, heterochromatic region 
on chromosome 2 (13) (means + sd; n ≥ 3).  
D: ERβ-dependent expression of differentially methylated genes in ESCs. Gene expression 
was assessed by qRT-PCR 4 days after transfection with plasmid encoding for shRNA against 
ERβ or non-targeting control (means + sd; n ≥ 3). All the genes showed significantly 
decreased expression compared to shcontrol (** p<0.01, ***p<0.005). 
 
Figure 4: ERβ  interacts directly with TDG. 
A: Interaction of ERβ and TDG on far western blots. GST-tagged ERβ (lanes 1+2), GST 
(lane 3) and GST-tagged SUMO-1 as positive control (lane 4) were immobilised on a 
membrane and probed with recombinant TDG. Proteins were detected using antibody against 
GST (left panel) or TDG (middle panel). The right panel shows a membrane not probed with 
recombinant TDG. Asterisks mark unspecific bands.   
B: Interaction between ERβ and TDG in yeast two hybrid assays. ERβ fused to the activation 
domain (AD) and TDG fused to the binding domain (BD) of GAL4 were expressed in the 
yeast strain AH109. Serial dilutions of these cells were spotted on control (SC-LEU-TRP, left 
panel) and selective medium (SC-LEU-TRP-HIS-ADE, right panel) to monitor activity of the 
reporter genes ADE2 and HIS3. As a positive control, murine p53 fused to GAL4 BD was 
used in combination with SV40 large T-antigen fused to GAL4 AD. The Gal4 BD and/or 
GAL4 AD alone served as negative controls (---). 
C: Domain mapping for ERβ using yeast two hybrid assays. Activity was tested in the yeast 
strain Y187 using lacZ as a reporter gene. Activity of the lacZ-encoded β-Galactosidase leads 
to cleavage of X-gal and concomitant accumulation of a blue product (5,5’-dibromo-4,4’-
dichloro-indico). In addition to constructs as in B, individual ERβ domains (AB, CDEF, DEF) 
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were fused to the GAL4 AD and used for transformation of Y187 cells. 106 cells were 
dropped onto SC plates lacking leucine and tryptophan. After 24 h of growth, cells were lysed 
and incubated with X-Gal for up to 17 h to monitor appearance of blue color.  
 
Figure 5: ERβ-TDG interaction affects gene regulation. 
A: TDG increases ERβ transcriptional activity in reporter assays. Tdg-/- MEFs were 
transfected with plasmids encoding for the reporter gene 3xERE-luc, TK-renilla, ERβ and 
TDG in different concentrations, and treated with 10 nM E2. After 16h, firefly luciferase 
activity was measured and normalised against renilla luciferase activity (means + sd; n ≥ 3). 
TDG co-expression increased luciferase activity significantly (**p<0.01, p***<0.005). 
Expression of ERβ and TDG was confirmed by western blot analysis. 
B: TDG is recruited to ERβ-regulated genes in MEFs. TDG recruitment to indicated genes in 
wt, βerko, and βerkohERβ MEFs was analysed by ChIP-qPCR. * indicates significant 
(p<0.05) enrichment compared to binding at an unrelated, heterochromatic region on 
chromosome 2 (13) (means + sd; n ≥ 3).  
 
 
Figure 6:  
A: Venn diagram showing the overlap between regions identified by RRBS with datasets for 
5fC enrichment in deficient (TDG -/-) or proficient (TDG fl/fl) ESCs (16) using 
GenomeInspector (Genomatix). Hypo and hyper refer to the hypo- and hypermethylated 
regions identified in this study. 
B: Enrichment (log2 ratios of observed over random) of 5fC in deficient (TDG -/-) or 
proficient (TDG fl/fl) ESCs at differently methylated positions.  
C: TDG-dependency of differentially methylated genes in ESCs. Gene expression in TDG 
deficient (-/- pvector) and TDG complemented (-/- pTDG) cells was assessed by qRT-PCR 
(means + sd; n =3). * indicates significant (p<0.05) increase in TDG proficient vs. deficient 
cells. 
 
Figure 7: Model of the role of ERβ  in regulation of DNA methylation.  
Hypermethylated, complementable genes: ERβ binds to regulatory regions of target genes and 
recruits TDG to these places. This interaction enhances gene expression on one hand and 
prevents DNA methylation on the other hand. The latter is achieved by the interplay with the 
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TET proteins that oxidise stochastically methylated CpGs to 5fC and 5caC, which in turn can 
be processed by TDG and BER to unmethylated C.  
Hypomethylated genes: ERβ binds to regulatory regions of target genes and recruits TDG to 
these places in ESCs. When cells start to differentiate, dynamic de- and remethylation 
processes take place in order to establish a stable DNA methylation pattern in committed 
cells. The absence of TDG during this process leads to an accumulation of 5fC and 5caC. 
These marks are not recognized by the maintenance DNMT, hence accumulation of these 
modifications leads to passive demethylation during cell division. Thus, at genes that become 
silenced during differentiation to MEFs, lack of ERβ, and thus diminished TDG recruitment, 
leads to erroneous passive demethylation, resulting in hypomethylation in the differentiated 
cells. 
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Table 1: Genomic distribution of hyper- and hypomethylated differentially 
methylated positions (DMPs).!
 
 
% in 
Genome 
% in 
Hypermethylated 
Enrichment in 
Hypermethylated 
% in 
Hypomethylated 
Enrichment in 
Hypomethylated 
Exonic 5.5 19.1 3.5 48 8.7 
Intronic 37.4 38.2 1 27 0.7 
Intergenic 57.1 42.6 0.7 25 0.4 
Promoter 2.6 10 3.8 30.8 11.8 
 
 
Table 2: Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis of genes whose promoter is either 
hyper- or hypomethylated. Included genes show more than 30% difference in 
methylation between wt and βerko MEFs, and at least 30% of all promoter CpGs are 
covered by more than 4 reads in both cell types.  
 
Hypermethylated genes 
GO-Term P-value # Genes (63 in total) 
Embryonic morphogenesis 4.91E-04 5 
Embryonic appendage morphogenesis 6.39E-04 3 
Embryonic limb morphogenesis 6.39E-04 3 
Regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 7.62E-04 8 
Regulation of RNA metabolic process 8.50E-04 8 
Transcription, DNA-dependent 1.01E-03 8 
RNA biosynthetic process 1.03E-03 8 
Appendage morphogenesis 1.12E-03 3 
Limb morphogenesis 1.12E-03 3 
Embryonic development 1.19E-03 6 
 
Hypomethylated genes 
GO-Term P-value # Genes (223 in total) 
Developmental process 5.29E-10 52 
Multicellular organismal development 2.70E-09 48 
Anatomical structure development 4.73E-09 44 
System development 1.93E-08 41 
Regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 6.70E-08 20 
Regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent 7.84E-08 27 
Regulation of RNA metabolic process 1.10E-07 27 
Positive regulation of cellular biosynthetic process 1.42E-07 20 
Transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter 1.66E-07 20 
Transcription, DNA-dependent 1.88E-07 27 
 
 
Table 3: Top ten tissues where hyper- and hypomethylated genes are enriched. 
Included genes show more than 30% difference in methylation between wt and βerko 
MEFs, and at least 30% of all promoter CpGs are covered by more than 4 reads in both 
cell types. 
 
Hypermethylated genes 
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Tissue P-value # Genes (63 in total)  
FORELIMB 7.52E-05 4 
CYTOPLASMIC GRANULES 1.71E-04 3 
PELVIS 6.73E-04 2 
WING 8.42E-04 3 
GRANULATION TISSUE 9.86E-04 3 
LIMB BUDS 1.13E-03 4 
TENDONS 4.96E-03 3 
EXTREMITIES 5.17E-03 5 
SYMPATHETIC FIBERS, POSTGANGLIONIC 5.19E-03 1 
GINGIVAL CREVICULAR FLUID 5.78E-03 2 
 
Hypomethylated genes 
Tissue P-value # Genes (223 in total) 
NERVE FIBERS 5.47E-04 6 
SENSORY RECEPTOR CELLS 9.44E-04 9 
SPINAL CORD 1.13E-03 14 
ENDOCARDIUM 1.18E-03 4 
NEURAL CREST 1.30E-03 9 
EXTREMITIES 1.38E-03 12 
MESODERM 1.88E-03 13 
PERIPHERAL NERVES 2.09E-03 8 
MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS 2.28E-03 7 
INTERNEURONS 2.30E-03 9 
 
 
 
Table 4: Top ten MeSH annotations for hyper- and hypomethylated genes. Included 
genes show more than 30% difference in methylation between wt and βerko MEFs, and 
at least 30% of all promoter CpGs are covered by more than 4 reads in both cell types. 
 
Hypermethylated genes 
 Disease P-value # Genes (63 in total) 
Complex Regional Pain Syndromes 3.67E-05 4 
Neuroaspergillosis 5.02E-05 2 
Remission, Spontaneous 9.25E-05 6 
Aphakia 1.44E-04 3 
Neoplasm, Residual 2.59E-04 6 
Clubfoot 3.92E-04 3 
Hypocalcemia 5.08E-04 4 
Humeral Fractures 5.93E-04 2 
Encephalomyelitis 7.36E-04 4 
Arm Injuries 8.50E-04 3 
 
Hypomethylated genes 
Disease P-value # Genes (223 in total) 
Neurologic Manifestations 4.91E-05 59 
Neoplasms, Nerve Tissue 8.69E-05 67 
Neoplasms, Neuroepithelial 8.93E-05 56 
Neuroectodermal Tumors 9.51E-05 66 
Neuroectodermal Tumors 9.82E-05 66 
Neurologic Manifestations 1.20E-04 63 
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Neoplasms, Ductal, Lobular, and Medullary 1.35E-04 29 
Neuroectodermal Tumors, Primitive 2.50E-04 40 
Syncope, Vasovagal 2.55E-04 4 
Urogenital Neoplasms 2.69E-04 61 
 
 
Table 5: Features of validated differentially methylated positions (DMPs). Genomic 
location, presence of a CpG island (CGI), and comparison with datasets for histone 
modifications enriched at promoter or enhancer regions in MEFs and embryonic stem 
cells (ESCs) using GenomeInspector (Genomatix). Hypo and hyper refer to hypo- and 
hypermethylation, respectively. 
DMP Genomic 
location 
CGI Promoter 
MEFs 
Promoter 
ESCs 
Enhancer 
MEFs 
Enhancer 
ESCs 
 
Hypo1 Intergenic No H3K4m3/ 
H3K27m3 
H3K4m3 H3K4m1   
Hypo2 
(Dyx1c1) 
Promoter 
region 
Yes H3K4m3 H3K4m3    
Hypo3 Intragenic 
(intron) 
No   H3K4m1   
Hypo4 Intragenic 
(intron) 
No   H3K4m1   
Hypo5 Intragenic 
(intron) 
No H3K4m3  H3K4m1/
H3K27ac 
H3K4m1  
Hypo6 Promoter 
region 
No H3K27m3 H3K27m3 H3K4m1 H3K4m1/
H3K27ac 
 
Hypo7 Intragenic 
(intron) 
Yes H3K4m3/ 
H3K27m3 
H3K27m3  H3K4m1  
Hypo8 
(HoxD9) 
Promoter 
region 
Yes H3K4m3/ 
H3K27m3 
H3K4m3/ 
H3K27m3 
H3K4m1   
Hypo9 Promoter 
region 
Yes H3K4m3/ 
H3K27m3 
H3K4m3 H3K4m1/
H3K27ac 
  
Hypo10 Promoter 
region 
Yes H3K4m3/ 
H3K27m3 
H3K4m3/ 
H3K27m3 
H3K4m1/
H3K27ac 
H3K4m1  
Hyper1 
(HoxA9) 
Promoter 
region 
No H3K4m3 H3K4m3/
H3K27m3 
   
Hyper2 
(HoxA10) 
Promoter 
region 
No H3K4m3/ 
H3K27m3 
H3K27m3  H3K4m1  
Hyper3 Promoter 
region 
No H3K4m3/ 
H3K27m3 
H3K27m3  H3K4m1  
Hyper4 
(Tnfaip2) 
Promoter 
region 
Yes H3K4m3 H3K4m3 H3K4m1 H3K4m1  
Hyper5 Intragenic 
(intron) 
No      
Hyper6 
(Pitx1) 
Promoter 
region 
Yes H3K4m3/
H3K27m3 
H3K4m3/
H3K27m3 
 H3K4m1  
Hyper7 Intragenic 
(intron) 
No      
Hyper8 Intergenic Yes H3K4m3 H3K4m3 H3K4m1   
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